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Abstract
It is widely accepted among secularisation theorists (Wilson 1966,1982; Dobbelaere, 1981;
Berger 1981; Bruce, 1999,2002) that the more modern a society becomes, the more likely
it is to secularise - i.e. the social and political significance of religion will most likely
diminish. At the opposite end of the theoretical debate, scholarly work seeking to explain
the recent phenomenon of the re-affirmation of religious values argues that the
consequence of modernisation is not secularisation but rather the resurgence of religion
(Huntington, 1996; Kepel, 1994; Juergensmeyer, 1993, 2000). With religion gaining
salience in some societies but losing ground in others, this ongoing debate appears more
critical than ever. The cases of Ireland and Greece are pertinent examples: The Republic of
Ireland is experiencing secularising tendencies and the legitimacy of the Church is being
increasingly challenged, while in Greece the role of religion remains strong, if not
strengthened in recent years, and the legitimacy of the Church is maintained.
For secularisation theorists, failure to secularise is likely in instances where there is an
explicit link between religion and nationalism- 'Cultural defence' or the 'nationalist
pattern' (Martin, 1978). But while both cases constitute instances of cultural defence,
Ireland is now secularising. This is precisely the puzzle this thesis is concerned with: where
traditionally religion, culture and politics are linked, under what circumstances does
religion cease to play a politicised and mobilising role, and under what circumstances is
this role retained or even strengthened?
This thesis argues that the answer can be found precisely in the nature of the nationalist
pattern. Rather than being a monolithic model, there are significant variations within the
pattern itself: religious based national identities, like all national identities, are fluid, not
static. The dynamics of national identity change are dependent on two interlinked variables:
(a) the degree to which a Church obstructs modernisation, and (b) external threat
perceptions. This thesis will attempt to illustrate the inter-relationship between the above
dynamics through a thematic comparison between Greece and Ireland. This model may be
used to explain not only what accounts for the variations between the Greek and Irish cases,
but also more generally to identify the conditions under which religion may remain or
cease to be politically active and legitimate in societies where secularisation has been
inhibited given a strong identification of religion with the nation.
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Introduction

1. Aim and Contribution of the Thesis
There is no known human society according to Weber (Weber in Gerth and Mills, 1946)
without belief in religion of some form. Belief in the supernatural is a universal human
interest. Given cultural and historical differences, religions take various forms and
characteristics. But regardless of doctrinal and organisational distinctions, at the core of
every religious belief system lays an ideological framework with a vision of the world and
of the divine element, and a set of rules to which the faithful must adhere. Despite
differences in terms of their understanding of the divine and temporal worlds, and the
blueprint of human conduct they put forward, from a functional point of view, all religions
perform a similar purpose:
In reality there are no false religions. All are true in their fashion: all respond, if in different
ways, to the given conditions of human existence. ..They answer the same needs, they play the
same role, they issue from the same causes... It is indeed useful to know what a particular
religion is about, yet it is far more important to discover what religion is in general. This is the
problem that from time immemorial has piqued the curiosity of philosophers, and not without
reason; it interests all of humanity (Durkheim, 2001:4- 6).

Whether one chooses to endorse Durkheim's (2001) functional understanding, 1 Berger's
(1981) substantive definition of religion2, or Marx's (1844) infamous opiate for the people
interpretation3, one will arrive at the conclusion that there is something profoundly social
inherent within every religion; and by extension, something profoundly political. Religion
is a form of ideology, and according to Apter (1964) ideology is both social and political
because it 'refers to more than doctrine. It links particular actions and mundane practices
with a wider set of meanings and, by doing so, lends a more honourable and dignified
complexion to social conduct'(Apter, 1964:16). Those who believe religion is separable
1 Durkheim's famous definition of religion as a "unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred
things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden - beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral
community called a Church all those who adhere to them" (Durkheim 2001, 46)
2 as "the human enterprise by which the sacred cosmos is established'
3 "Religion is the general theory of the (social) world, its encyclopaedic compendium, its logic in popular
form, its spiritualistic point d'honneur, its enthusiasm, its moral sanction, its solemn complement, its
universal source of consolation and justification... it is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a
heartless world just as it is the spirit of spiritless conditions. It is the opium of the people." Karl Marx;
Introduction to A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right 1844
14

from politics, Gandhi once famously remarked, understand neither one. Similarly,
according to Gramsci (Fulton, 1991), religion is always a form of politics, as it has a direct
impact on the struggle for power: 'It is an active conception of the world, which prepares
people for a political role in society' (Gramsci quoted in Fulton, 1991: 22). However,
clearly not all religions are politically active to the same extent; there are variations to this
phenomenon. For example, it has been argued (Bruce 2002) that certain branches of
Christianity- namely Protestantism and the pluralist, individualist conceptions it entails- are
more prone to secularisation. This has been used to explain the decline of political religion
in certain areas of Western Europe: religion and politics are to a significant degree
disentangled and religion functions as a private matter. In many other regions, however,
world-wide, including other areas of Western Europe, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and
Asia, religion remains closely involved in politics, and is therefore seen largely as a
collective function. Prominent examples include Cyprus, Northern Ireland, Iran, Malta,
Poland, Croatia, Greece and the Republic of Ireland.
It is the political aspect of religion as an underlying common denominator that concerns
this thesis. Namely, what it is that accounts for differences in the relationship between
religion and politics; why in some societies religion is more actively involved in the
functions of secular institutions than in others and why this involvement enjoys widespread
popular legitimacy; and, most importantly, under what circumstances religion may remain
or cease to be politically active and legitimate. More specifically, this thesis deals with the
ways in which modernisation- economic, political and social - can affect the legitimacy and
political role of religion.

Case Studies
Greece and Ireland constitute two cases which provide for a very interesting comparison
from which we can hypothesise more generally about the relationship between religion and
politics. The two countries exhibit a number of interesting similarities as they are both
examples of cases where religion and politics have been closely associated since
independent statehood and, at least until the early 1990's, Church legitimacy enjoyed
widespread support. According to Mavrogordatos, 'Ireland is indeed the single nonOrthodox but Christian case that most resembles Greece' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:130). For
a number of scholars this phenomenon can be largely attributed to the identification of the
nation with religion (Martin, 1978, 2005; Bruce, 1999, 2002, 2003): in other words, the
15

Church draws its legitimacy by virtue of its role as the principal carrier of national identity.
Particular historical developments related to Empire and national self-determination have
led to the creation and consolidation of this pattern in the two cases. Both Greece and
Ireland were conquered by an Empire with a different religion; in both, religion became a
symbol against the Empire; and in both the nation-building process became based on
religion. Therefore, in both cases the nationalist element for a powerful role of the Church
in politics. Greece and Ireland can be described as belonging to the 'nationalist pattern'
(Martin 1978; 2005) where the development of the particular link between religion and
politics is related to the link between religion and nationalism.
The consequences of modernisation however appear to affect this link in different ways in
Greece and Ireland; indeed the two cases are particularly pertinent examples of the adverse
effect of modernisation. While Ireland has entered a secularisation process in which the
legitimacy of the Church is becoming increasingly challenged, in Greece the role of
religion remains strong, if not strengthened in recent years, and the legitimacy of the
Church is maintained.
The following tables summarise these important similarities, and differences, between
Ireland and Greece pre and post 1970's. These will be analysed in greater detail, from a
theoretical perspective in chapter 1 and from a historical perspective in chapter 2.
Table 1: Ireland and Greece- Similarities and Differences pre-1970's

Greece
Imperial conquest

Pre-1970's
Ireland
Imperial conquest

Empire of a different religion

Empire of a different religion

Religion as a symbol against the Empire

Religion as a symbol against the
Empire
Basing the nation-building process
on religion
Nationalist element allows for a powerful
role of the Church in politics
Church supra-national. Ireland
Special, more than other Catholic
countries -> Moral Monopoly
Universal

Basing the nation-building process
on religion
Nationalist element allows for a powerful
role of the Church in politics
Church -State relations in accordance to
the Byzantine tradition: Church
subordinate to the State.
Church becomes nationalised after 1833
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Since independence: largely
ethnically and religiously homogeneous
'Nationalist Pattern ' is not related to a
'Moral Monopoly '

Since independence:
Largely ethnically and religiously
homogeneous
'Nationalist Pattern ' allows for
'Moral Monopoly '

Table 2: Ireland and Greece- Similarities and Differences post-1970's
Post 1970's
Greece

Ireland

EU membership 1980's

EU membership 1970's

Positive attitudes to EU

Positive attitudes to EU

Economic modernisation

Rapid economic modernisation

Political modernisation

Political modernisation

Church-State: the Church is subordinate to Church-State: Ireland specific, 'moral
the State

monopoly '

Nationalised Church

Universal

Defensive national identity

More accommodating

Massive waves of immigration since 1990/ Immigration mostly post 2004/ mainly
from EU/Britain or eastern Europe, i.e.
mainly Albanian, Turkish, i.e. Muslim
Catholics
High levels ofxenophobia

Low levels ofxenophobia

Economic programme not

Economic policies associated with

associated with the Church

the Church and discredited

'Nationalist Pattern'

A Shift away from the 'Nationalist
Pattern'?

The purpose of this thesis is to establish a framework for conceptualising the contemporary
role of religion in these two cases. It accepts that, until recently, the role of religion in both
Greece and Ireland could be explained in terms of the 'nationalist pattern' (Martin 1978,
2005; Bruce 1999, 2002, 2003) i.e. the identification of the nation with religion, and
therefore assumes that the current divergence between the two case studies can be found
precisely in the relationship between religion and national identity. The thesis thus focuses
on the dynamics of national identity change and the factors that influence such change. In
order to do so, it adopts a multi-disciplinary approach that links theories of the sociology of
religion and theories of nationalism. Drawing on the idea that one can identify patterns
17

given the particular historical, sociological and religious context of various cases (Martin,
1978; 2005) the thesis constitutes an effort to provide a viable account of how the
interaction of certain internal and external processes may alter the dynamics of national
identity re-production. It contributes to the ongoing debate by identifying the circumstances
under which religion may cease to be a key part of national identity. It proposes an
additional dimension to the secularisation paradigm by identifying variations within the
'cultural defence' or 'nationalist' pattern which explain how the brake that nationalism puts
on secularisation can be gradually removed or cease to function.
As part of explaining their current divergence in terms of the role of religion, the thesis
investigates the origins of the interactive relationship between religion, nationalism and
national identity. However, the intent is to keep the focus on theoretical and contemporary
considerations, and not primarily on historical ones, as the aim is to identify the ways in
which contemporary developments may challenge or reinforce this relationship. Therefore
only a selective historical account is used to support the plausibility of the comparison and
help provide an overall understanding of how and why a religious-based national identity
was consolidated in the two cases. It is necessary only to the extent that it allows pointing
to key historical variations between the case studies which may have contributed to their
current divergence.
2. The Puzzle

Arguably secularisation in Ireland is manifested in a rapid decline in Church attendance and
vocations, a rise in the numbers of religiously non-affiliated, and most importantly an
increasing support for separating certain areas of State policy and institutions from the
Church. In other words, the authority of the Church is being challenged by an increasing
number of people supporting- or lobbying for- removing certain areas of legislation from
Church control. In Greece however, popular Church support remains largely unchallenged:
Church attendance appears on the rise while attempts to separate certain State institutions
from the Church have either failed or encountered mass popular mobilisation. This
constitutes a puzzle, as, if one were to accept the above mentioned premise- namely that the
identification of the nation with religion inhibits secularisation- then religion should remain
highly political and enjoy widespread legitimacy in both cases. Following a brief overview
of the diverging role of religion in contemporary Greece and Ireland, this thesis will then
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proceed to propose a model for conceptualising this role, which is based on the dynamic
relationship between religion and national identity.
The Irish Catholic Church: Loss of LeRitimacy
Political legitimacy refers to 'the belief in the rightfulness of a State, in its authority to issue
commands, so that those commands are obeyed not simply out of fear or self-interest, but
because they are believed in some sense to have moral authority' (Barker, 1990: 11)
Church legitimacy, which is the focus here, can be understood along the same lines:
justifiable obedience and the right of authority. Political legitimacy is a complex and multifaceted concept; an attempt for an all-rounded definition and in-depth analysis is not
possible in such a limited space. For the purposes of this thesis, however, it should suffice
to assume that there is a link between legitimate authority and popular consent.
Since independence, the Irish Catholic Church has exercised a highly influential political
role, and its presence has been visible in every aspect of Irish social life, including
education, health and welfare. As has been pointed out above what is most interesting about
Ireland is not simply the extent of the power of the Church, but most importantly its
widespread legitimacy, i.e. the fact that the vast majority of the Irish people have
traditionally accepted and welcomed the extensive political role of the Irish Catholic
Church. In a survey of political opinion carried out by Fr B. F. Biever in the early 1960's
in the Republic of Ireland, an extraordinary 88% of the sample responded that the Catholic
Church was the greatest force for good in Ireland (Garvin, 2004: 200). Acknowledging this
has inevitably entailed endorsing and legitimating the policies of a highly interventionist
Church whose political role is rarely ever challenged.
In recent years however, certain developments have placed a question mark on this role.
Two waves of secularisation, the first in the 1960's and the second and most important in
the 1990's have resulted in the weakening of the Church's legitimacy. Some analysts have
observed a decline in the power of the Catholic Church and there is a growing debate on
whether this is the beginning of a process towards a more secular Ireland (Girvin, 1994,
2002; Garvin, 2004; Inglis, 1998; Twomey, 2003, Fuller, 2004). According to Girvin,
'Mary Robinson's election as President in 1990, the outcome of the 'X' case on abortion,
the decline in electoral support for Fianna Fail and Fine Gael and the outcome of the
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referendums on abortion in November 1992 all seemed to herald the beginning of a new
liberalising era in Irish polities' (Girvin, 1994: 203).
It is debatable whether this liberalisation of Irish politics constitutes a trend towards
secularisation. Certain scholars question the use of the term' secularisation' to describe the
situation in Ireland (Hornsby-Smith, 1994). The problem is foremost one of definition: if
one associates secularisation with a belief in the existence of God, then it is hard to claim
that such a development is occurring in Ireland. Indeed we are not witnessing the
disappearance of religion altogether. For example, the percentage of people who believe in
God remains a very high 98% (European Values Study, 1999-2000, in Fahey et al,
2006:50). In addition, there has also been a significant rise of sect membership in recent
years. But Martin's definition of secularisation as the decline of the role of religion in
public and political life (Martin, 1978), or Berger's definition as the process by which
sectors of society and culture are removed from the domination of religious institutions and
symbols (Berger, 1981) certainly shed some light to what is happening in Ireland. Recent
developments concerning the social and political role of the Irish Catholic Church, whether
these are identified as trends towards a more secular Ireland (Girvin, 1994; Inglis, 1997),
'changing values' (Hardiman and Whelan, 1998), trends towards the 'liberalisation' of Irish
politics (Girvin, 1986, 1994), or trends towards a 'declericalised' society (Garvin, 2004:
212), undoubtedly indicate that a profound change is taking place in Ireland which is
undermining that role. 'While there can not be a direct translation of these findings into
political behaviour, they do highlight the challenge to the Church's authority in society,
raising questions about its continued ability to influence policy (Girvin, 1994: 211).
Whether one chooses to examine Church attendance, the numbers of people entering
priesthood, the significance of religious institutions for the operation and organisation of
the social system, or the number of non -religiously affiliated as an indication of
secularisation4, the result is the same: religion is in decline. As will be shown below,
Church attendance figures have sharply declined within the past two decades, the number
of vocations is also in decline, while most importantly gradually the separation of the
religious and political spheres is taking place, however strenuous and difficult the process
has proven to be. Although it is recognised that secularisation is an ambiguous concept, for
4 Secularisation theorists (for example Wilson 1966,1982) agree that measuring secularisation is ambiguous
and complex, but propose the above as useful measurements which in conjunction to one another help provide
some indication of the decline of the role of religion in public life. A more in-depth analysis of the indices of
secularisation is carried out in chapter 1.
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the purposes of this thesis it will be taken foremost to refer to the loss of the Church's
legitimacy. The above mentioned indices are useful insofar as they shed light to trends
towards the decline of the Church's popular basis of support, and hence its legitimacy.
Decline in Church Attendance
Church attendance in Ireland- although still the highest in Western Europe- has declined
rapidly, dropping from around 90% in the early 1970's to 50% in 2003.
Figure 1: Trends in weekly Church Attendance in the Republic of Ireland,
1968-2003

___"Republic of Ireland

20
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1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2003

Source: Adapted from Fahey at all, 2006.

The secularisation thesis expects traditional religious values to decline among the
educated, affluent and upwardly mobile members of society, and also the
'underprivileged urban poor, who are experiencing the sharpest social disadvantages'
(Hardiman and Whelan, 1998:70). In addition, men are expected to be less prone to
attending Church than women. In support of the thesis, these predictions appear to be
confirmed in Ireland. Church attendance levels are lower for people living in urban
areas and those with higher education qualifications. There seems to be a correlation
between Church attendance and age: the higher the age group, the higher the percentage
of people attending Church. There is also a gender division as Church attendance levels
are significantly higher among women. Finally, it appears that unemployment leads to a
significant reduction in confidence in the Church.
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Table 3: Weekly or More Frequent Church Attendance in 1994 by Sex, Age Group
and Urban- Rural Location
Sex
Male
Female
Age Group
18-34
35-49
50-64
65+
Total

Rural (%)

Urban (%)

Total (%)

73
79

46
60

63
71

,65
^78
81
87
76

36
48
67
82
53

53
66
76
85
67

Source: Living in Ireland Survey (1994), in Hardiman and Whelan, 1998:73

Table 4: Socio-Demographic Variation in Confidence in the Church
%

Age group
18-34
35-49
50-64
65+
Education
No Qualifications
Secondary
Third Levels
Sex
Female
Male
Location
Outside Urban Centre
Urban Centre
Poverty
Non-Poor households
Poor Households
Unemployment
Unemployed
Other
Housing Tenure
Local authority Tenants
Other

49
56
68
85
76
57
50
67
58
70
51
64
58
48
65
56
64

Source: Living in Ireland survey, 1994, Hardiman and Whelan, 1998: 80

Decline in Church attendance is a problem the Church is both aware of, and concerned
about. According to Dr Diarmuid Martin, the Archbishop of Dublin, the degree to which
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young people seem to have drifted away from active Church life is disturbing. 'I can go to
parishes on a Sunday where I find no person in the congregations between the ages of 16
and 36. None at all... This has to be looked at in a situation where, anyhow, regular practice
in a substantial number of parishes in Dublin is below 5 per cent' (Irish Times, February
24 2006). This issue poses particular difficulties for the Irish Catholic Church, because
Catholicism is especially legalistic, and therefore obeying its rules and regulations is
essential. Indeed, one of the most important Church rules is mass attendance. As Inglis
observes, 'of all the rules and regulations of the Catholic Church, the one which was central
to maintaining the dominance of the institution was attending Mass on Sundays. Within
legalist-orthodox religiosity, it became the litmus test as to whether someone was a
practicing Catholic' (Inglis, 1998: 32). In this sense, decline in Church attendance levels in
Ireland cannot be ignored as a significant indication that the people are drifting away from
the Church's control. According to Girvin, 'although it would be a mistake to take Church
attendance as the only indicator of secularisation, a change in its remarkably high levels
most certainly reflects a change in a tradition which has characterised the society for a
hundred and fifty years' (Girvin, 1994: 206).
It is also important to note here that the rapid decline in mass attendance which occurred
between 1995 and 1999 has coincided with the eruption of a series of sex scandals
involving cases of systemic child abuse by members of the Irish Catholic Church that
commenced in the early 1990's. The scandals reached their peak in 1994 when it broke out
in the media that Nobertine order priest Brendan Smyth had been accused of involvement
in cases of paedophilia and while the hierarchy of the Catholic Church was aware of this, it
had failed to take any action (Fuller, 2004:251 -252). A series of cases followed, involving
priests and members of religious orders implicated in sex abuse cases, some going back as
early as the 1960's. The scandals implicitly raised the issue of legitimacy and democratic
accountability of the Irish Catholic Church, least because the Church had failed to live up
to the very moral standards it had itself so firmly set.
Decline in Vocations
The above-mentioned tendency of the people to disassociate with the Church and its
regulations has also been accompanied by a sharp drop in those entering the priesthood and
religious orders and, interestingly enough, the popularity of the Church is also declining.
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For example, whereas 259 Irish Priests were ordained in 1970, only 124 were ordained in
1994(Dillon,2002:57).
Congregations and Priests are ageing. According to Archbishop Martin, when he was
'ordained in the diocese of Dublin in 1969, there were 13 other ordinands. Last year [2003]
there was one. Next year [2005] there will be none' (Economist, October 2004). This has
significant implications for Irish Catholicism, in which the number of people entering
priesthood plays a pivotal organisational role. The Irish Church's success has been largely
dependent on the control over sectors such as education and health, run almost exclusively
by nuns and brothers. A sharp decline in the numbers of people entering priesthood entails
the Church's manpower is declining and thus its ability to control is shrinking.
Table 5: Changes in Human Resources of the Catholic Church in Ireland,
1970-1995

Diocesan Clergy
Clerical Religious Orders
Sisters
Brothers
Total

1970

1981

1995

3,944
7,946
18,662
2,540
33,092

3,762
6,711
14,878
1,719
27,070

3,659
4,564
12,104
1,061
21,388

Decrease Percentage
1970-1995 Decrease,
1970- 1995
7.2%
285
42.6%
3,382
35.1%
6,558
58.2%
1,479
11,704
35.3%

Sources: Research and DevelopmentCommission, Irish Priests and Religious 1970-1975; Research and Development
Commission, Vocation Returns 1996, mlnglis, 1998:.212

Table 6: Changes in Numbers of Vocations to Religious Life, 1966,1985 and 1996

Diocesan Clergy
Clerical Religious Orders
Sisters
Brothers
Total

1966

1985

1996

254
390
592
173
1,409

169
151
123
28
471

52
39
19
1
111

Decrease
1966-1996
202
351
573
172
1,292

Percentage
Decrease
1966-1996
79.5%
90.0%
96.8%
99.4%
92.1%

Sources: Research and DevelopmentCommission, Irish Priests and religious 1970-1975; Research and Development
Commission, Vocations Returns 1996 in Inglis, 1998; 212

Growth of Religiously Non-Affiliated
Accompanying the above mentioned trends is a sharp growth in the number of the
religiously non-affiliated, another indicator of secularisation according to Wilson (Bruce,
2002: 198). Again, coinciding with the sex scandals of the early 1990's, and the sharp
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drops in Church attendance and the numbers entering priesthood, the number of religiously
non-affiliated rose from approximately 2.5% in 1975 to 16% in 2003.

Figure 2: The Growth of the Religiously non-Affiliated in the Remiblic
of Ire land, 1975-2003
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Adapted from Conflict and Consensus, 2006: .37

Separation of the Social Political and Religious Spheres
An equally striking indication pointing to a more secular Ireland is the apparent breakdown
of the firm link between the social, political and religious spheres. Although formally
separate institutions, Church and State in Ireland enjoy a consensual relationship. This
relationship was institutionalised in the 1937 Constitution, 'which effectively identified the
Irish nation with the Catholic religion' (Kissane, 2003: 77). Although the latter made clear
that the State 'would not endow or discriminate against any religion', it also affirmed the
'special position of the Holy Catholic Apostolic and Roman Church as the guardian of the
faith professed by the greater majority of the citizens' (Article 44:2 of the Irish
Constitution, removed in 1972). The result was the institutionalisation of a powerful, highly
politicised Church able to permeate every aspect of Irish social and political life. The
Church developed an extensive network of control, and was enabled to influence the people
through access to welfare, the family and the media. Receiving the sacraments regularly,
following the rules and regulations of the Church and generally living ones life in
accordance to the Church's teaching has been throughout the 20th century, the prime
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criterion for a good Catholic. Given the Church's extensive political role, it was also the
criterion for an entire good Catholic nation. And thus laws enacted by the secular authority
reflected this principle. This explains why, for example, contraception, divorce and
abortion have been so controversial in Ireland.
However, from as early as the 1970's, the hold of Catholicism over Irish society began to
experience a process of slow decline. In 1972, 84% of the Irish electorate voted to delete
the constitution's acknowledgement of the special position of the Catholic Church. In 1979
contraception was legalised for married couples. Favourable attitudes towards divorce rose
from 21% in 1971 to 53% in 1983. In 1990 the Irish elected President Mary Robinson, a'
feminist and liberal constitutional lawyer who had been one of the earliest advocates of
women's rights, the liberalisation of the contraception laws and the introduction of divorce'
(Boyle, 1997: 347). In 1992 the 'X' case and a series of referendums that followed, resulted
in the liberalisation of abortion law. The right to travel abroad to obtain an abortion and the
right to receive information relating to abortion services abroad (in strictly limited
circumstances) were approved by voters in referenda in 1992. The Supreme Court
interpreted article 40.3.3 so as to allow for the possibility of legal abortion in very limited
circumstances (to save the 'life' as opposed to the 'health' of the mother). An attempt to
remove this possibility by referendum was narrowly defeated in a referendum in 2002. In
1993, homosexuality was legalised. And, in 1995, a marginal referendum vote legalised
divorce.
This process has been slow and this is primarily the reason that a debate is taking place
among academic circles on whether this evidence suggests that Ireland is now a secularised
society. Although secularisation itself may be debatable, declining Church attendance and
vocations, and most importantly the liberalisation of Irish politics and a degree of
separation between the social, political and religious spheres illustrate that a trend towards
changing values is most certainly taking place. Ultimately, the success of Irish Catholicism
has always been in its ability to be endorsed and legitimated by the vast majority of the
Irish people. With Church attendance and vocations on the decline, increasing support for
liberal and pluralist policies, and the gradual endorsement of referendums that challenge the
role of the Church, the legitimacy of the Church is put to question. A process has
commenced 'whereby the State and other non-denominational agencies are replacing the
Church as the main provider welfare, educational and health services' (Girvin, 1994:221)
and this has important implications for the political role of religion. A profound change is
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taking place in terms of the Irish Catholic Church's legitimacy and support. The magnitude
of its consequences can only be fully understood if one considers how powerful a role the
Irish Catholic Church has traditionally played for centuries. This will be taken up in greater
detail in chapter 2.
Greece: Counter-Secularisation and Maintenance of Church Legitimacy
Seeking to identify causal patterns and explanations for this phenomenon logically points
towards the direction of a wider context. If modernisation is breeding secularisation in
Ireland, then similar processes towards secularisation should become evident in other cases
where religion has traditionally played an important political role, once the forces of
modernisation have set in. But turning to Greece- a case very similar to Ireland in many
respects- seems to suggest the reverse. Contrary to Ireland, Greece remains a country where
the religious and the political spheres are closely interlinked. Attempts to secularise have
not had a similarly profound impact, nor have secularising tendencies been as successful or
as popular. Simply put, the legitimacy of the Greek Orthodox Church has not experienced a
similar process of decline despite a series of Church-State confrontations and scandals in
recent years. Attempts to separate the political and religious spheres have encountered
fierce opposition from both Church and public. Although in Ireland such attempts also
encountered opposition from the Church, the public and the intelligentsia have been in
support of the changes rather than against them. This is not to say that there are no
secularising forces in Greece. As Martin argues, the relationship between the religious and
the secular is often complex and the distinction not so clear-cut: 'the varied profiles could
be amplified, hut it is only the broad profile that matters...secularising tendencies exist
even in Poland and Greece' (Martin, 2005: 86). But the broader picture in Greece is one in
which the political role of religion remains resilient.
If anything, the identity cards crisis- one of the most significant Church and State
confrontations in Modern Greek history- can be interpreted as indicating an upsurge of
religion. The latter began in May 2000 when, a reform initiative introduced by the then
centre-left Simitis government provisioned the elimination of the religion field from Greek
identity cards. Given direct opposition to these reforms on behalf of the clergy, and
particularly Christodoulos, Archbishop of Athens and All of Greece, the identity cards
issue assumed great proportions in the following months. Christodoulos' campaign to
prevent the exclusion of religion from the identity cards became based largely on attempts
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for popular mobilisation. It is very interesting to note that these attempts quickly assumed a
nationalist role: removing religion from the identity cards was interpreted as a move aiming
at undermining and ultimately eradicating Greek national identity. The Church proceeded
to the organisation of mass rallies in Thessaloniki (June 14th 2000) and Athens (June 21 st
2000). Nationalist mobilisation and the evocation of national symbols was the key feature,
culminating in the Archbishop raising the Standard of Agia Lavra (the flag, which
according to popular nationalist myth, was raised by Bishop Germanos in March 1821 in
the monastery of Agia Lavra at Kalavryta to mark the commencement of the Greek
independence movement from the Ottoman Empire) at the mass rally in Athens, thus fusing
the need to uphold religion with the need to uphold 'Greekness' and Greek national
identity. The Athens rally was attended by approximately 150,000 people, according to
police estimates (Eleftherotypia, June 22nd 2000), waving Greek and Byzantine flags,
holding banners inscribing 'Greece Means Orthodoxy', and the contradictory 'HellasEurope-Orthodoxy', and exclaiming logos such as The Youth Does Not Want the New ID
Cards', 'Hands Off Democracy', 'No to the New Zion' and 'No to Atheism and Terrorism'
(Vassilakis, 2006: 403-404).
The Church proceeded with an initiative to gather signatures from the Greek public
approving the calling for a referendum to make the inclusion of the religion field in identity
cards optional. By August, 3,008,901 signatures were gathered- amounting to 33.5% of the
electorate 5 (Stavrakakis, 2002: 11). Although the motion for calling a referendum was
declined by President Stephanopoulos, popular mobilisation in favour of the Church was
striking. A survey conducted in 2001 in Newspaper Ta Nea, showed that 80% of
respondents were in favour of the-compulsory or optional- inclusion of religion in identity
cards; 56.5% considered the influence of the Church on political life greater than before;
68% considered the Church's influence on politics to be positive and important and, 74.8%
considered the involvement of Archbishop Christodoulos in politics to be positive.
A more recent event illustrating the power of the Orthodox Church and its grip on Greek
society is the huge controversy surrounding the introduction of a new primary school
history textbook, which took place in 2007. The textbook was quite different from its
predecessors as it effectively sought to undermine the role of the Orthodox Church in
Greek history and thus challenged to an extent the existing view that Orthodoxy and the
5 According to the last census (2001) the population of Greece is 10,939,605 but the electorate, which
excludes foreigners and children) in the last general elections (2000) was 8,976,135 (Stavrakakis, 2002:11)
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Greek nation are inseparable. The classical and secular sources of nationhood were stressed
instead, putting forward an alternative version of Greek national identity in which religion
is less relevant. The textbook became a highly controversial issue as it caused a huge
reaction both from the political and academic worlds as well as the Church, and as a result,
proved to be short-lived. In its initial reaction to the controversy, the Department of
Education and Religious Affairs agreed to significantly amend the textbook in the
following school year (2007-2008) to include the historical role of the Church in the
maintenance and continuation of Greek national identity. Following further criticisms
however, the textbook was finally withdrawn altogether in September 2007.
Further to this, an examination of the same indices of secularisation which were above
applied to the Irish case, illustrates that secularisation is not enjoying a similar success in
Greece. Levels of Church attendance6 are on the rise and the disassociation of religious and
political institutions is not occurring. The number of people entering priesthood is in
decline; however this is not as relevant in Orthodoxy as it is in Catholicism given the fact
that sectors such as education and health were never dependent on Church manpower in
Greece.
Church Attendance
Table 7: Greece: Frequent Church Attendance Increase (1995-2000)

(%)

Sex
Women

Education
Elementary

1995(MRB) 19,7
2000
(V- 26,1
PRC)

45,8
50,6

48,2
60,1

26,0
28,0

17,6
29,4

Difference

+4.8

+11.9

+2.0

+11.8

Men

+6.4

Age Groups

18-24

1995(MRB) 20.5
2000(V23.0
PRC)
Difference +2.5

High School

University

25-34
17.6

35-44
24.5

45-54
37.8

24.5

23.9

47.6

+6.9

-0.9

+9.8

Source: Public Opinion in Greece 2001

55-64
46.7

65+

51.3

64.1

+4.6

+7.9

56.2

6 Church attendance levels are not as accurate as indication for orthodoxy as of Catholicism. The former does
not place an implicit focus on adherence to Church rules or regulations, nor has a doctrinal rigidity similar
to
Catholicism. However, it is still interesting to see the rise of Church attendance in Greece, especially as it
has
coincided with the identity card crisis. This difference between Orthodoxy and Catholicism is examined
in
greater depth in chapters 3 and 4
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Popular support for the involvement of religion in political affairs during the identity cards
crisis appears to have coincided with a general trend towards increasing religiosity and
levels of Church attendance. Table 5 indicates that contrary to the predictions of the
secularisation thesis, between 1995 and 2000 Church attendance rose for almost every
group, including those most prone to secularisation such as men, younger people and those
with higher education qualifications. For example, Church attendance among university
graduates witnessed a notable increase of 11.8%. It should be noted here that this rise in
Church attendance is also related to the Orthodox Church's stance on the Yugoslavia wars
in the late 1990', which explicitly linked religion and national identity. Although the
starting point of Church attendance levels between Greece and Ireland is indeed very
different, what is of particular significance here is not actual numbers but trends. There is a
rapid tendency for decline in Ireland contrasted by a rising trend in Greece.
Separation of the Social. Political and Religious Spheres
At the institutional level, the Church enjoys special status as a special branch of the State
and the civil service which has not been challenged successfully. Church and State are
formally bound as there is no constitutional separation between Church and State. Article 3
of the Constitution of Greece, revised in 2001, still recognises the Eastern Orthodox Church
as the 'prevailing religion in Greece' (Constitution of Greece, including 2001
amendments).
The 'special' status of the Orthodox Church is pivotal for the role of religion in Greek
politics. The issue of religious freedom-or lack thereof- is directly related to this. Although
the Constitution (Article 13) guarantees freedom of religious belief and acknowledges that
every known religion can be practiced 'without hindrance' (Article 13.2), in practice the
religious freedom of the non- Orthodox citizens of Greece, which include Muslims,
Catholics and Jews is to an extent restricted and compromised. Upon his visit to Greece in
June 2002, Mr Alvaro Gil-Robles, the European Commissioner for Human Rights,
conducted a report in which he noted the problem regarding official places of worship in
Greece. According to this report, under 1938 Greek legislation, 'the building of any nonOrthodox place of worship is subject to approval by the ministry of National Education and
Religious Affairs' (Gil-Robles, 2002:6). Robles notes that the most disturbing development
regarding the construction of non- Orthodox places of worship is that 'the Ministry
invariably requests an opinion, albeit not binding, from the local orthodox Bishop who
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must reply within 20 days. The foundations of this consultative procedure, in a sphere that
is strictly the responsibility of the State authorities, are not clearly discernible'(Gil-Robles,
2002:6). Indeed, it has been the case since 1938 (Law 1363/1938) that a 'special permit
issued by the Ministry of education and Religion, and customarily by the local Orthodox
Bishop, is required 'for the establishment or operation of a Church belonging to any
religious denomination whatsoever' (Boyle, 1997: 336). In practice this has meant that
permission for minority religions to set up places of worship is very difficult to obtain, and
involves very long time delays. For example, while talks for the construction of a Mosque
in Athens have been taking place since 1978, as of the time of writing there is still no
official place of worship for the 200,000 Muslims who reside in Athens. In the summer of
2006 the Greek government, with the consultation of the Church finally decided on the
Athens area of Elaionas, but as of October 2006 the construction process had not yet
commenced. Rather, Muslims are forced to practice worship in areas which function
informally as Mosques, such as garages and private flats. According to the 2005 Amnesty
International Report on Greece, in 1997 Greece was found guilty of violating the provisions
of ECHR because the stipulation of law 1363/1938' (Amnesty International Report,
2005:61). Furthermore, in a similar discriminatory context, the Greek Catholic Church
faces the problem of lack of legal recognition, an issue which is increasing in importance
given the rise of the number of Catholics who reside in Athens- due to immigration and
free labour mobility within the EU- to 100,000 (Eleftherotypia, April 4th 2006).
The problem of discrimination is also extended to the issue of conscientious objection
against military service. Although since 1990, all ministers of religion including not only
the dominant Orthodox group, but also Catholic, Protestant, Muslims and Jews and 'other
known religions' have been exempt from military service, this has not applied to Jehovah's
Witnesses. The latter have had to serve prison sentences and according to a 1993 Amnesty
International Report, between 1938 and 1992 'Witnesses had collectively spent more than
5.000 years in military and civil prisons' where they were often 'ill-treated' (Boyle,
117:338).
Often Orthodox doctrine functions as State law applying for all Greek citizens, religious
faith notwithstanding. One of the most notable examples is the- until 2006- inhibition of the
cremation of the dead. (Mavrogordatos, 2003: 121-122)The latter was legalised on March
1 st 2006 for those Greek citizens whose religion permits it and as an extension for Greek
Orthodox citizens who have formally declared their wish to be cremated beforehand, and
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have accepted to waive their right to a religious funeral. (Kathimerini, March 2nd, 2006)
The religious/ethnic criteria of citizenship and inclusion in Greece were also made apparent
in November 2006, when Parliament Vice-Chairman George Sourlas initiated a motion to
remove retired Admiral Antonis Antoniadis from the post of Honorary Chief of the Greek
Military Navy General Staff for publicly denouncing Orthodoxy on national television
(Kathimerini, November 14th 2006). Mr Antoniadis described Christianity as 'the most
bloodthirsty of religions' and in a further television interview broadcast on Alpha Channel
on November 16th 2006 he claimed that when he held the post of Chief of the Greek Navy
General Staff he was obliged to attend Church as part of the job requirements and recite
hymns to St. Nicholas, patron saint of the Greek military navy, something which runs
contrary to his own beliefs. The motion to remove him from his current post was supported
by a number of retired admirals who in the past have held high ranking positions in the
Greek Military Navy, among other Leonidas Vassilikopoulos (Adesmeytos Typos,
November 17th 2006) who served as Chief of the Greek Navy General Staff during the
1980's PASOK Administration and was Head of EYP- the Greek Secret Service- during the
1990's PASOK administration.
While restricting the liberties of those not adhering to the Orthodox faith, the special
constitutional position of the Orthodox Church guarantees certain privileges for the
Orthodox clergy, the most important of which include the granting of a 'productivity
bonus' (meant for civil servants) meaning that Orthodox priests are considered as civil
servants, and their salaries are paid accordingly by the State. Moreover, there is often the
granting of Head of State Honours to high ranking religious figures and religious symbols.
Examples include the funeral of the former Archbishop of Athens, visits by the Patriarchs
of Constantinople, Jerusalem and Alexandria, a visit of a Holy Icon from Mount Athos to
Athens and the arrival of the 'Holy Light' on a chartered Olympic Airways flight from
Jerusalem every Easter.
The institutional privileges of the Orthodox Church, and generally speaking the special
status of the Orthodox faith, are also apparent in the Greek education system. The Church's
de facto position in the Greek 'Ministry of Education and Religious affairs' gives it an
extensive role in education, because it has an important say in the content of the school
curriculum and the number of hours religious education is taught. State policy in education
clearly reflects this role: religious instruction is compulsory in Greek schools for all
students unless their parents declare that they do not adhere to the Orthodox faith, in which
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case the students are exempt. There is however no alternative provision for the teaching of
other religions. In 1998 the 'reduction in the hours of religious instruction- exclusively of
the Orthodox faith- was ruled as unconstitutional' (Mavrogordatos, 2003: 121). With the
rising numbers of non- Orthodox students in Greek schools, this problem has become
increasingly evident in recent years. The supremacy of Orthodoxy applies not only to
students, but also teachers. Although legislation which required all teachers in primary
schools to adhere to Orthodoxy was formally changed in 1988, religious minorities are
informally excluded from educational posts, and particularly from teaching religious
subjects. According to Boyle, 'in one official letter sent to an applicant, a departmental
circular was quoted in which it was stated that the reason for rejection of Witness and
Baha'i applicants was that the purpose of elementary and secondary education is among
other things to contribute towards and encourage students to cultivate faith in their country
and in the genuine elements of the Greek Orthodox tradition' (Boyle, 1997:337).
However, as close as the relationship between Church and State might be, the nature of
Church-State relations is indeed particularly complex: although the two are inextricably
linked, in fact the Church is subordinate to State authority.' Ever since 183 3, the Orthodox
Church of Greece continues to perform the primary function of a State Church: it is
essential for the formal legitimisation of State authority. No regime and government ever
did without religious ceremonies performed by the Orthodox clergy: oaths of office
(typically administered by the Archbishop of Athens), masses celebrated in the Athens
Cathedral and so on' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:125).
Scandals in the Greek Church and Church-State Relations
Greece certainly is not immune to pressures for secularisation. In February 2005, the
eruption of a series of scandals implicating high ranking members of the Church hierarchy
in cases of embezzlement, trafficking in antiquities and bribing judicial officials
highlighted the problems facing the Church and gave rise to pressures for separating the
religious and political spheres. As an immediate response to the scandals, trust in the
institution of the Church declined, and the popularity of the Archbishop suffered. Yet, in
the long term figures do not appear ominous either for the link between Church-State or for
the status of Archbishop Christodoulos. Although, according to a survey carried out by
Kapa Research on behalf of the newspaper 'To Vima' on February 13th 2005 (a time when
the scandals were at their peak) 65% viewed the separation of Church and State as positive
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or rather positive, this figure had already dropped to 51.6% on March 6th 2005 (Survey
carried out by opinion on behalf of newspaper 'Eleftherotypia' on March 6th 2005).
According to a survey carried out by RASS on behalf of newspaper 'To Paron' on March
6' 2005,74.4% agreed that the archbishop should have a say in matters of education, 70.7
believed the Archbishop should have a say in matters regarding health and social security,
while 47.8% believed he should have a say in national affairs. Although the Archbishop's
popularity dropped in February 2005 to 43% from 68% percent in May 2004 (Survey
carried out by VPRC for SKAI Radio, published in Newspaper 'Kathimerini' on February
11 th 2005), a substantial 61.7% believed that the Archbishop should not resign because of
the scandals, while 55.5% still had a positive view of the Archbishop (Survey carried out
by RASS between March 1 st and March 3rd, and published in newspaper 'To Paron' on
March 6th 2005). Since the initial drop during the period when the scandals erupted, the
Archbishop's popularity has been steadily rising. A survey carried out by Metronanalysis
placed positive attitudes towards Christodoulos at 56.2% in June 2006 and 63.4 % in
December 2006 (http://www.metronanalysis.gr/gr/polls/publ 01IQFORUM/indexJiles/frame.htm).
Although the government called upon the Church to cease its involvement in political
affairs, it refused to bring forward any talks regarding the formal separation between
Church and State. Notably, the Church agreed to adapt to State demands, by initiating a
process of 'self-cleansing'. 'After all', the minister of Education and Religious Affairs
stated, 'none of the two large political parties wished to bring the issue of separation
forward in the recent constitutional review...Even if there were a formal constitutional
separation, there would still be corruption'( Minister Marietta Giannakou, quoted in
'Kathimerini', February 12* 2005). It is important to note here that during this period,
attempts on behalf of politicians, and of the Church itself to defend the close link between
Church and State have been carried out along nationalist lines; most involved some sort of
mobilisation around matters regarding nationalism and national identity. The close link
between Orthodoxy and Greek national identity was once again evoked, stressing the
dangers for Hellenism and the ominous future of the Greek nation should Orthodoxy ever
be separated from the State. Notably, according to the above-mentioned survey carried out
by RASS, 48.5% believed that the revelations of the scandals involving the Church should
be attributed to a 'systematic attempt to harm the status of Orthodoxy and undermine its
role' (To Paron, March 6th 2005).
In September 2005, no more than seven months after the eruption of the scandals, the
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government announced its intent to embark upon the establishment of Ecclesiastical
Universities, and the upgrade of four existing Ecclesiastical schools to higher education
status, thus giving them equal status to Greek universities (Kathimerini, September 23rd
2005). This development was aimed at enhancing the Church's role by increasing the
numbers of those joining religious orders and ecclesiastical institutions. The policy became
the target of fierce criticisms and claims that the New Democracy centre-right government
was forging a special relationship with the Church.
However, both major parties have been opposed to the separation between Church and
State in all instances where this has been suggested, which indicates that anti-clericalism
remains very low and cuts across party lines. The support for the status quo of centre-left
socialist PASOK and centre-right New Democracy, the two parties which together
represent the majority of Greece's electorate7 and have dominated the Greek political scene
since the consolidation of democracy in 1974, has been reflected to a great extent in
policy-making. Even though certain members of the PASOK Party, (in government for
most of the 1981-2004 period) members of left wing parties and, to a limited extent, the
intelligentsia, especially those abroad, have engaged in a fierce criticism of the Greek
Orthodox Church, in fact rhetoric against the so-called 'threat of living in the religious dark
ages' (Kathimerini, September 23rd 2005) has had little resonance in terms of policy. For
example, some important reforms- mostly social in scope- took place during the 1980's,
including the legalisation of abortion and civil marriage. However, the most radical ones,
especially regarding Church property proposed by the 1987 Tritsis Bill were rejected
because according to then Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou 'the bond between
Orthodoxy and the Greek Church should remain unaffected' (Prodromou, 2004:475-476).
Despite the seriousness of the scandals, and despite a degree of anti-clerical rhetoric, the
position of the Orthodox Church remains in essence largely unchallenged. In 1998, it was
decided by an overwhelming parliamentary majority including both PASOK and New
Democracy, to exclude the issue of the separation of Church and State from the then
upcoming constitutional revision, which took place in 2001 (Mavrogordatos, 2003:120). In
March 2006 the majority of the Greek Parliament, assisted by large numbers of both New
Democracy and Pasok MP's rejected a proposal put forward by KKE(the Communist Party
7 In Greece's two party system the two major parties, the Pan-Hellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) and
New Democracy (ND) dominate the political scene. In the March 2004 election, the two parties together
gathered 85,9% of the votes cast, occupying between them 282 out of the total 300 seats in the Greek
Parliament. (Kathimerini, March 8*,2004)
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of Greece), Synaspismos (a centre-left party) and two independent MPs for the separation
of Church and State. PASOK representatives denounced the proposal as not 'mature for
Greek society' (Kathimerini, March 16th 2006). Nothing better illustrates that the
foundations of the Church's legitimacy which lie ultimately in its popular support are still
firm. The consensus to accept the status quo position of the Church is very much related to
this. As Greek Minister of Education and Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou stated, 'it's
not so much the official Church that opposes [the separation], but the people' (Kathimerini,
March 16th 2006). In order to gain popular support political parties are ultimately bound to
reflect the will of the electorate.
As in other instances in the past, when during situations of crisis the Church showed
flexibility and ability to change and adapt to the State, the Orthodox Church of Greece was
able to overcome the huge challenge posed to it to a great extent. It is precisely this nature
of Church-State relations, as well as the Church's ability to act as the rallying point for
Greek nationalism that has allowed for its resilience. There is no evidence to support that
the 2005 developments regarding the scandals resulted in any drastic changes in the power
of the Greek Church. The Greek people appear to believe that such phenomena of
corruption are not uncommon.8 According to the Kapa Research survey published in
newspaper 'To Vima' on February 13th 2005, 79.5% believed that such phenomena are
common and will always exist.
3. Research Question

This thesis is concerned with the political relevance of religion, its legitimacy and
underlying basis of popular support. Given the fact that both Ireland and Greece are two
countries where religion, national identity and politics are linked, and until recently the
political relevance of the Church in both countries has been of comparable importance and
magnitude,
a) Why is the Church losing its legitimacy and political relevance in Ireland but not in
Greece? More specifically, why is the trend to secularise much more accelerated
and enjoying far greater popular support in Ireland and not Greece?
8 According to transparency international data published in October 2005, Greece was in 2005 the most
corrupt country among EU-15 (showing an increase of 14% since 1996), and 3rd among the EU-25.
(Transparency International, 2005). Corruption in the country is widespread and permeates all aspects of
Greek society and political institutions.
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And more generally,
b) In societies where traditionally religion, culture and politics are linked, under what
circumstances does religion cease to play an increasingly politicised and mobilising
role, and under what circumstances is this role retained or even strengthened?
4. Hypothesis
According to Martin (1978), secularisation is not an inevitable development, nor an
irreversible process. Rather, it can be described as a trend: based on the specifics of each
case in question different secularisation patterns may be discerned. There are instances
where secularisation will be inhibited altogether. One such instance is the development of
the 'nationalist' or 'cultural defence' pattern: secularisation is expected to be inhibited
where the Church has traditionally played the role of cultural defence, and therefore there is
a close link between religion and national identity (Martin, 1978,2005; Bruce 2003). This
pattern appears to have explained both the Greek and Irish cases until recently. However,
Ireland has now entered a secularising process. In this sense it then constitutes a puzzle.
Were we to accept the premise of the above-mentioned theoretical framework then we
should expect the role of the Irish Catholic Church to remain largely unchallenged. The
question then remains why Ireland is now exhibiting a secularising trend. The thesis
accepts the 'cultural defence' paradigm, but attempts to add another dimension to the
paradigm, namely the fluid nature of national identities and how this may affect the
relationship between religion, national identity and politics.
Based on the premise that national identities are not static, but rather they evolve and
become re-interpreted, this thesis identifies two different trends for Greece and Ireland as
far as the relationship between religion and national identity is concerned.
a) Ireland is shifting away from the nationalist pattern; in short, Irish national identity
is becoming increasingly less defined by Catholicism- or Catholicism is
increasingly functioning as a civic rather than ethnic signifier of Irish national
identity.
b) Greek national identity remains (perceived as) inextricably linked with Orthodoxy
and is understood mostly in ethnic terms.
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5. A Model for Explanation
The above hypothesis- namely that for societies where there has been an established core
link between religion and national identity, secularisation processes are likely if the
dynamics of national identity formation change - is dependent on the interaction of two
processes, an internal and an external.
a) Internally, the degree to which a Church (in terms of doctrine, organisation and
historical circumstances) obstructs the modernisation process- mainly economic
and as a consequence, political
b) Externally, the degree to which a given society perceives itself to be under external
threat.
This can be applied to Greece and Ireland as illustrated in Figure 3:

Figure 3: The Dynamic Relationship between Religion and National Identity
National identity as a Dynamic Process

Path 1: Greece- National Identity
Remains identified with Religion

Path 2: Ireland- National Identity
becomes increasingly civic and less
identified with religion
(a) High Degree of Church
Obstruction
of the modernisation process
(b) Declining External threat
perceptions

(a) Low degree of Church obstruction
of the modernisation process
(b) High External threat perceptions

(a) The Degree to which the Church Obstructs Modernisation
For the purposes of this thesis, modernisation will de defined as a multi-faceted process of
significant societal transformation. According to Huntington (1968), modernisation
involves changes in 'all areas of human thought and activity' (Huntington, 1968:32). In this
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respect it affects society at various levels, including the social, economic and political. The
assumption here is that the Irish Catholic Church obstructs social, economic and political
modernisation to a much greater extent than the Greek Church.
The Irish Catholic Church's emphasis on morality and legalistic interpretations are clashing
directly with the impetus for modernisation/liberalisation of Irish politics. The nature of
Irish Church-State relations is crucial here: the very rigid nature of Irish Catholicism,
monolithic and inflexible, means the Church cannot adapt to new conditions brought about
by liberalisation and modernisation. Initially, the nationalist element allowed the Church to
acquire its specifically strong political role in Irish society. But throughout the course of the
201 century the Church became associated with a strict framework of moral control,
gradually basing its legitimacy on the laity's adherence to Church rules and regulations
rather than the bond between the Church and the Irish nation. The Church's 'moral
monopoly' (Inglis, 1998), applied to all aspects of Irish social life, has meant that for a long
period of time the State would be adaptive to the Church. The history of the relationship
between Church and State in modern Ireland has been one characterised by 'peaceful
coexistence' (Inglis, 1998) each maintaining the power of the other. Since the 1960's the
State's attempts for industrialisation and modernisation have led to the break down of this
relationship (Inglis, 1998: 78). Attempts to break away from the Church's monopoly have
brought the State in direct confrontation with the Church. As a rational actor the Church
has been pursuing its particularly moralistic policies as the only possible way of
maintaining its survival.
Since independence, the Irish Catholic Church developed more as a moralistic-legalistic
Church rather than the defender of national identity per se. The nationalist aspect of the
Church's discourse was confined to its association with a particular isolationist economic
programme (De Valera) which failed to bring economic success to Ireland. The
abandonment of this programme has meant that in effect economic modernisation is
directly challenging the Church's 'moral monopoly'. The 'all or nothing' inflexible type of
Church-State relations in Ireland have hence entailed frequent confrontations with the
State, and because modernisation has meant rapidly changing values in terms of moral
issues, the Church has lost its widespread support and legitimacy.
[n Greece, on the other hand, economic (not as much as the Republic of Ireland), political
md social progress brought about by recent modernisation initiatives has not been
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explicitly linked to the Church. The Church is subordinate to the State and shows greater
adaptability and ability to conform to the requirements of the State. Its ability to adapt to
the secular authority- a remnant of the Byzantine tradition of Church- State relations- and
its lack of focus on strict moral issues has meant that the Church is better able to adapt to
pressures for change. The Church has not been discredited to a similar extent the Catholic
Church has in Ireland, and its legitimacy is not being undermined. Confrontations between
Church-State with significant implications have indeed been few, and mostly restricted not
to strictly moral issues, but cases which directly threaten the perceived bond between the
Church and Greek national identity, such as the identity cards crisis of 2000. And because
the Greek Orthodox Church is successful in linking its discourse to the national identity
question, it has been able to maintain its widespread basis of support.
(b)Levels of External Threat Perceptions
The focus here is on the paradigm according to which high external threat perceptions tend
to have a cohesive effect (Smith, 1981). In Ireland, improving relations with Britain, the
agreement on the Northern Ireland question, and economic success associated to a great
extent with the EU have brought about a decline in external threat perceptions. This is
assisted at the institutional level by Ireland's decentralised education system and a highly
influential revisionist historiography. At the popular level, the loss of faith in De Valera's
isolationist nationalism, which resulted in unsuccessful economic policies and brought
poverty to Ireland, has resulted in the disassociation between religion and national identity
least because it was explicitly identified with the Church. Low external threat perceptions
entail that the Church is no longer successful in mobilising the people around nationalism,
and therefore its legitimacy is being directly challenged.
In Greece on the other hand, external threat perceptions deriving from its geopolitical
environment- namely unresolved territorial issues with Turkey, instability in the Balkan
region, large waves of immigration from non-Orthodox countries and a perceived sense of
isolation, in terms of identity, from the rest of EU- continue to be high. Hence, the
consensus remains that Greece and its national identity are under threat. Survival of the
Greek nation is perceived- and presented- to be dependent, to a great extent, on its
association with Orthodoxy, one of the main determinants of its national identity which
assisted its survival during the years of Ottoman rule. This perception of the need for the
association between Greek national identity and religion is repeatedly institutionalised in
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the educational system, official historiography, the media and an influential pro-Church
intelligentsia. There is still a perceived need to link national identity with religion, and in
this context the Church continues to enjoy legitimacy.
Table 8; A Model for Explanation

High External Threat Perceptions
Yes

No
No

Greece
Church
Obstructs

Modernisation

Yes

Ireland

Given the interaction of these two processes, the following two diverging paths have
developed:
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Figure 4: The Development of the Irish and Greek Patterns
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In Ireland, the political/nationalist role of the Catholic Church is losing its legitimacy
because its religious- nationalist idealised vision of Irish society, rural, pious and Catholic,
proved to be largely unsuccessful. It is interesting to note, that both secularisation waves in
Ireland, 1960's and 1990's, were preceded by economic failure. Post-1922 conservative
and defensive Irish Catholic nationalism was associated with a particular economic, social
and political programme which has gradually become discredited, ultimately because it
failed to bring about economic prosperity and success to Ireland. Irish nationalism is being
gradually re-interpreted, changing focus and becoming more secular and more inclusive in
order to adapt to the new conditions of a modern, economically successful and competitive
Ireland. As a consequence, the signifiers of Irish national identity are shifting from ethnic,
such as religion and language, to civic, such as citizenship and the legal framework.
Declining external threat perceptions, the product of the Irish economic success within the
European Union and the improvement of relations with Britain- mainly in the form of the
settlement of the Northern Irish question and the Good Friday agreement- have contributed
to the development of a less defensive and more inclusive Irish national identity. The fact
that 'Irishness' is no longer perceived to be threatened makes justification for the old
traditional Catholic nationalist pattern precarious. According to Smith, 'should religion
become petrified and antiquarian, failure of religious reform or petrified conservatism may
turn the modes of ethnic self-renewal elsewhere' (Smith, 1991:35). This is what is
happening now in Ireland.
Because of the weakening link between Irish Catholicism and Irish national identity, the
discourse of the Irish Catholic Church does not/ can not any longer use nationalism as a
rallying point. Although scholars place Ireland in the 'nationalist pattern', relations
between religion and national identity are not as clear-cut. The fact that the Irish Church
developed into a moral monopoly meant its discourse gradually shifted away from national
identity to moralistic issues. The Church is finding it difficult to mobilise the people
around 'Irish Catholic nationalism' because:
•

its discourse has been confined till now to a strictly legalistic and moralistic
framework

•

Irish Catholic nationalism has itself been discredited/weakened
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Irish national identity and nationalism, no longer as defensive as in previous years, nor any
longer perceived under threat, make it more difficult for the Church to evoke nationalism
as a point of unity and stress the ethnic elements of Irish national identity.
In Greece, on the other hand, the Church has not been explicitly linked with a particular
social, economic and political programme. National identity signifiers remain the same and
are interpreted primarily along ethnic lines: i.e. religion and language. High external threat
perceptions, deriving mainly from Greece's geopolitical environment- the unstable Balkan
region and problematic relations with Turkey- and reproduced through official State
discourse, have contributed to the continuation of a highly defensive national identity in
which the role of religion remains crucial. Greek nationalism, still largely defensive and
perceived under threat allows for the Church to use it as its rallying point. In Greece,
defence of the Church's position stems not from references to a vision of a moral and pious
society, but almost exclusively from mobilising nationalist sentiments; 'reminding' the
people of the close link between Hellenism and Orthodoxy and of the impending danger
for the future of Hellenism and of the Greek State itself should that link be broken.
6. Chapter Outline

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I is aimed at providing the necessary theoretical and
historical setting of the link between religion and national identity in Greece and Ireland in
order to justify the comparison between the two case studies, and provide the reader with a
basic background of the Church-State-Nation nexus. Following a theoretical overview
(Chapter 1), Part I focuses on the origins and consolidation of the 'nationalist pattern'.
Chapter 2 examines the era of imperial conquest and the post- independence nationbuilding process. Firstly, it attempts to demonstrate how conquest by an Empire of a
different religion and the perceived threat of ethnic extinction this posed, served to unite
both the Irish and the Greek under an umbrella of a religious national identity. By
functioning as a symbol against the Empire, religion became the main force for the
preservation of'Irish' and 'Greek' identities. And secondly it seeks to analyse how the link
between religion and national identity became institutionalised in the era following
independence. It was mainly through institutions that this was achieved: the constitutional
relationship between Church and State, and other State-run institutions such as the
education system helped to legitimise the role of the Church and served to crystallise Irish
and Greek religious national identities. This chapter is not meant to provide a full historical
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overview; rather its purpose is to establish the link mentioned above between religion and
national identity and the institutionalisation of this link and its manifestation in ChurchState relations. Therefore the historical overview provided henceforth is selective, focusing
only at specific points that are vital for the understanding of the current situation.
Part II deals with the modernisation process and its effects on the Church, State and
national identity nexus. Chapter 3 is concerned with the degree to which the Church
obstructs the modernisation process, and will attempt to illustrate the impact of economic
modernisation on the inner workings of the Greek Orthodox and Irish Catholic Churches,
Chapter 4 focuses on external threat perceptions, and illustrates the ways in which different
levels of external threat perceptions in the two cases in question impact on the role of the
Church. Chapters 5 and 6 are largely empirical and examine the ways in which the inter
relationship between the above variables impacts on discourse. Chapter 5 examines official
State discourse, including mainly education and historiography; and chapter 6 looks at the
two very different Church discourses in Greece and Ireland, and the mobilising capacity of
the respective Churches. The chapter will consider the extent to which popular support can
be attributed to the ways in which the charismatic Archbishop makes use of high external
threat perceptions in Greece, already institutionalised in official State discourse
(education), and contrast with the Irish Catholic Church where declining external threat
perceptions pose significant difficulties to the Church's ability to link religion to the
survival of the nation. By evoking the link between religion and national identity and
utilising the perceived threats posed to Greece's territorial integrity, national identity, and
generally the future of Hellenism should Orthodoxy lose its power, the Greek Church is
able to retain its high status. In Ireland, because the emphasis is on morality rather than a
threatened national identity this is not possible. The chapter will also compare and contrast
the Church scandals which have taken place in the Greek and Irish Churches and the way
the two respective Churches attempted to defend their position. In its final section, the
thesis concludes with an overview of the theoretical model that has been presented and
establishes the link between the themes and findings of each individual chapter. In addition,
it points to directions for future research, including a comparison with further cases,
notably Cyprus, the new direction of Irish national identity and the role of charisma in
religious-nationalist mobilisation.
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7. Time Frame. Methods and Sources
The focus of this thesis is largely contemporary, seeking to explain events that have taken
place within the past two decades in Greece and Ireland. It concentrates on the current
resilience of religion in Greece- illustrated by events such as the 2000 identity Cards crisis
and the 2007 history textbook case- and the contrasting move for secularisation in Ireland manifested in events such as the abortion and divorce referendums (1992 and 1995
respectively). Inevitably the thesis contains a historical section which covers the era of
imperial conquest and the achievement of national self-determination with a focus on
national identity formation, consolidation and continuity, which is considered pivotal in
understanding the contemporary situation in the two case studies and the distinctions
between them.
The method used in the thesis is a thematic comparison between the Greek and Irish Cases.
Using an interdisciplinary approach combining sociology of religion, modernisation and
nationalism theories, the thesis puts forward a framework for understanding the role of
religion in contemporary Greece and Ireland. Themes compared include the formation,
consolidation and reproduction of a religious-based national identity in both cases; the
evolution of Church- State relations, in view of identifying the similarities and most
importantly the differences between the Greek and Irish examples; the role of external
threat perceptions in the re-production of national identity; and the ways in which the role
of religion is disseminated through official State institutions- most importantly the
education system- and through the Church itself and its official discourse.
A variety of sources are used, including secondary and primary. In terms of the theoretical
and historical sections, secondary sources are examined almost exclusively. In order to
provide a theoretical background and a model for conceptualising the current divergence
between the Greek and Irish cases, theories of secularisation, modernisation, nationalism
and national identity are combined. For the historical sections, secondary sources which
focus on the history of Greece and Ireland are used to examine, and compare, the history of
conquest by an Empire of a different religion and the formation and consolidation of a
religious-based national identity and also the history of Church-State relations in the two
countries.
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In sections which deal with the contemporary situation in the two cases a large number of
primary sources are brought in. Data used in the thesis to back the divergence between the
two case studies, including Church attendance, numbers of vocations, numbers of
religiously affiliated, and numbers of religious personnel, are based on primary-statistical
services, population censuses and Human Rights Reports- and secondary sources.
Newspaper articles and internet sources are used to highlight recent developments that have
made the headlines in Greece and Ireland, and show how they have been dealt with in the
media. These developments include the Greek Identity Cards Case (2000), and more
specifically the Athens and Thessaloniki Rallies, the introduction of the junior cycle
history textbook case (2006), scandals implicating members of the Greek Orthodox Church
(2005) and the Irish Catholic Church (1990'2), the controversial Irish Divorce (1995) and
abortion (1992) cases. In terms of examining the dissemination of a religious-based
national identity through official State institutions, and primarily the education system, the
thesis focuses on an analytical comparison of school textbooks and syllabi in chapter 5.
And, in its analysis of official Church discourse in chapter 6, the thesis focuses on
interviews, speeches, publications and press releases from members of the Greek and Irish
clergy.
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Parti
Historical Background
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Chapter 1
Theoretical Framework
1. Introduction
The following chapter provides a broad theoretical framework within which the main
concepts this thesis is concerned with may be conceptualised. The starting point is the
secularisation versus religious resurgence debate: although religion is gaining political
salience in some contemporary societies, it is being marginalised in others. In order to
illustrate the limitations in explaining current developments regarding the role of religion in
contemporary societies which are inherent within the various existing interpretations, this
chapter attempts to place the Greek and Irish cases within the confines of this debate. It
commences with a short overview of the debate itself, and more specifically of theories
which attempt to establish the circumstances under which the role of religion is likely to
decline or increase, including an analysis of secularisation theories on the one hand, and
theories which look at the 'return of religion' on the other. The chapter then proceeds to
argue that the existing literature on either spectrum of the debate tackling the question of
the role of religion in the social and political spheres fails to provide an adequate
understanding of the Greek and Irish cases. By focusing on a theoretical perspective at the
core of which lie nationalism and national identity, the chapter then attempts to add another
dimension to the existing explanatory framework. The proposed model suggests that
national identities are not static, but dynamic processes which become re-interpreted. It
identifies two different patterns for the evolution of a religious-based national identity, each
based on the interaction of two variables, namely the degree to which a Church obstructs
modernisation and the degree to which a given nation perceives itself to be under threat.
The latter framework is used as the theoretical 'spine' of the thesis, and is applied to the
case studies in subsequent chapters, in an effort to provide a more adequate explanation of
developments in Ireland and Greece.
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2. Existing Explanations and their Limits
The Secularisation Thesis

According to the secularisation thesis, modernisation brings in its wake 'the diminution of
the social significance of religion' (Bruce, 1999:11). Secularisation refers to the declining
social power of religion (Wilson, 1966) and can be described as the 'diminishing role of
religion in public life' (Martin, 1978). More specifically, Berger holds that social change
weakens the hold of religious values and defines secularisation as 'the process by which
sectors of society and culture are removed from the dominance of religious institutions and
symbols' (Hardiman and Whelan, 1998: 70). Bruce goes further to define secularisation as
'a social condition manifest in (a) the declining importance of religion for the operation of
non- religious roles and institutions such as those of the State and the economy, (b) a
decline in the social standing of religious roles and institutions; and (c) a decline in the
extent to which people engage in religious practices, display beliefs of a religious kind, and
conduct other aspects of their lives in a manner informed by such beliefs' (Bruce, 2002:3).
In short, the secularisation paradigm holds that modernisation is accompanied by
secularisation, as the transformations it entails serve to marginalise religion, disentangle it
from its social and political functions and push it further into the private sphere.
Modernisation brings significant changes at two levels, the structural, which refers to
institutions and the ways in which they are organised, and the ideological/intellectual,
meaning the introduction of novel ideas resulting in significant mind-set shifts. According
to Wallis and Bruce (1999), it is three features of modernisation in particular that contribute
to the development of secularisation. The first factor refers to the process of rationalisation
which can be best described as resulting in a shift in beliefs and attitudes by freeing the way
to empirical inquiry and scientific explanations of phenomena and allowing the emergence
of secular visions of the world.
Rationalisation of thought was largely a product of the Reformation which served to
'demythologise the world, eliminate the ritual and sacramental manipulation of God, and
restore the process of ethical rationalisation' (Bruce, 2002:6). Central to this is Weber's
concept of the 'Protestant Ethic' (Weber, 1992) and in particular, the Calvinist ethic, which
Weber argued contributed to the rise of capitalism by effectively influencing large numbers
of people to work in the secular world, develop their own enterprises and engage in trade.
Certain ideas, which were introduced by the Reformation and in particular the notion of the
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'calling' and the Calvinist doctrine of predestination, favoured capitalist rationalisation by
supplying the moral energy and drive for the capitalist entrepreneur. Therefore Christianity,
and in particular Protestantism is more prone to rationalisation than other religions because
it 'allows empirical inquiry and a pragmatic treatment of explaining this world (Bruce,
2002: 6).
Rationalisation is also directly linked to the structural/institutional changes brought about
by modernisation. According to Huntington, modernisation impacts on society at an
intellectual level, as it involves an expansion and diffusion of knowledge 'through
increased literacy, mass communications and education' (Huntington, 1968: 33). This in
turn is connected to a second feature of modernisation which serves to undermine the social
function of religion, namely 'structural differentiation', or 'the fragmentation of social life
as specialised roles and institutions are created to handle specific features or functions
previously embodied in, or carried out by, one role or institution'(Bruce, 2002: 8).
Structural Differentiation contributes to the rise of secularism because specialisation means
that institutions and are no longer dominated by the Church but are instead run by
specialist professionals. Structural differentiation is accompanied by social differentiation,
which implies the distancing and separation of people, what they think and how they act.
This entails that with modernisation people begin to think at an individual level, and hence
results in the rise of pluralism in terms of intellectual thought. Social fragmentation, and the
individualism it entails, inevitably results in the fragmentation of society's vision of God.
In short, social fragmentation favours the rise of a plurality of competing conceptions, and
various belief systems rather than the existence of a single dominant one. In cases where
the religious tradition is of an authoritarian, single truth nature, with modernisation society
will fragment between those who support and those who oppose it. This is well applied to
Catholic countries with sharp divisions between strong religious/conservative and strong
secular/communist factions (Martin, 1978).
The third feature of modernism which challenges religion refers to the phenomenon of
'societalisation', a term coined by Wilson to describe 'the process by which life is
increasingly enmeshed and organised, not locally but societally'(Wilson, 1982:154). This
means that modernisation inevitably entails the demise of the small-scale community, and
its eventual replacement by larger units such as modern States with bureaucracies and large
urban centres(Bruce, 2002: 13). Religion, however is a collective force embedded in the
community. The demise of small-scale community accompanied by increasing
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urbanisation, i.e. the 'replacement of community by society', undermines this social
function and thus marginalises religion to the private sphere. 'The plausibility of any single
overarching moral and religious system declines, to be displaced by competing conceptions
which have less connection to role performance in an anonymous and impersonal public
domain and more to privatised, individual experience.. .thus, religion becomes privatised
and is pushed to the margins of the social order'(Bruce, 2002:13).
A pivotal and equally difficult task is measuring secularisation. Proponents of the thesis
agree that the indicators are somewhat elusive and secularisation is difficult to measure.
According to Wilson (1966, 1982), indicators may include:
•

Church attendance; although most scholars consult Church attendance patterns,
they admit that these can often be misleading. Failure to attend Church does not
necessarily refer to a rejection of traditional religious values. Attendance may vary
for historical or doctrinal reasons. For example, attending Mass is a much more
important requirement for a Catholic, as Catholicism is characterised by a legalistic
adherence to rules and regulations, than it is for a Protestant or an Orthodox
Christian. There may also be different motivations prompting Church attendance,
including assertions of group solidarity or claims to social standing (Wilson in
Bruce, 2002:196). Although Church attendance in itself may be considered a
precarious indicator however, it can be useful in conjunction with other indicators
in hinting that a transformation is taking place in terms of the role of religion. In
addition, a comparison of Church attendance levels within the same society through
time indicating a decline is significant in exemplifying a secularising trend.

•

The rise in the number of the non-religiously affiliated; similarly to Church
attendance levels this indicator does not necessarily imply that religion is losing its
social and political salience. It does serve to indicate however popular attitudes
towards traditional religious values may be changing.

•

A Decline in the number of vocations and religious professionals; again, doctrinal
considerations play a significant role here. A decline in the number of people
entering Priesthood is much more important for Churches with a highly hierarchical
organisation whose involvement in political and social institutions depends largely
on religious professionals; For example, Ireland in the 1950's and 1960's where
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important social sectors, such as education and health, where run almost exclusively
by nuns and brothers. Still, a decline in the numbers of vocations accompanied by a
decline in Church attendance levels and a rise in the number of religiously nonaffiliated does indicate that social adherence to the Church is experiencing a
downward trend.
•

The most accurate indicators of secularising tendencies are those which illustrate
the decline of the role of religion in terms of its significance for the operation and
organisation of the social and political system. In other words, the separation of
religious institutions from political ones. According to Wilson, the loss of the
traditional roles which religion once performed, including 'providing legitimacy for
secular authority and endorsing or even sanctioning public policy, is the core of the
secularisation thesis'(Wilson in Bruce, 2002:200). However, according to some
analysts (Stavrakakis, 2002) even the most formal institutional separation of the
religious and the secular spheres- i.e. the constitutional separation between Church
and State does not always indicate the establishment of a secularised society. For
example, although the constitutional separation of Church and State is one of the
founding pillars of the US, the politicisation of religion is even there to a degree
prominent, perhaps more so thdn ever following the events of September 11 th given
the rise the rise of support for the Christian right. According to Stavrakakis,
'although social differentiation is both a reality and a necessity for the reproduction
of modern societies it does not entail the strict separation between specialised areas
of the social... in that sense religion is interconnected with the other elements of
society and culture in complex way' (Stavrakakis, 2002: 20).

Despite the acknowledged difficulty of measuring secularisation, and most importantly the
varying degrees to which contemporary societies exhibit secularising tendencies, generally
speaking, according to Martin, broad tendencies towards secularisation in modern societies
that have been established include:
(a)Religious institutions are adversely affected to the extent that an area is dominated by heavy
industry; (b)they are the more adversely affected if the area concerned is homogeneously
proletarian; (c)Religious practice declines proportionately with the size of an urban
concentration; (d)Geographical and social mobility erodes stable religious communities
organised on a territorial basis; it also contributes to a relativisation of perspectives through
extended culture contact; (e)The Church becomes institutionally differentiated in response to
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the differentiation of society, notably into pluriform denominations and sects; and (f)The
Church becomes partially differentiated from other institutional spheres such as: justice,
ideological legitimation, the State apparatus, social control, education and welfare. And this is
paralleled compartmentalisation of an individual' s religious role, which may encourage a role
of variation in personal religion which contributes to institutional disintegration (Martin, 1978:
2-3).

This is not however inevitable which is why Martin argues he can be seen both as a critic
and a theorist of secularisation: his approach has constituted an attempt to turn the theory
from 'an inevitable trend into something that happened this way, or alternatively in that
according to historical circumstances'(Martin, 2005: 20). Proponents of the paradigm do
not claim that secularisation is an inevitable or universal trend, nor that religion will
disappear in the modern world. It most certainly does not imply a decline of belief in God,
or an end result in atheism but it does hold that modernisation results in the privatisation of
religion. Secularisation is neither a linear, clear-cut nor necessarily long term process.
Rather than being a 'grand theory' it refers to identifying 'tendencies which are to be
observed in certain definable circumstances and not in others, and moreover these
circumstances need to be seen as varying greatly according to historical context' (Martin,
2005: 17). It is generally held that secularisation theory can be better applied in Western
Europe, which meets several of the conditions for secularisation, such as the rationality
propensity of Christian thought, attitudes favouring individualism and pluralism and
differentiated institutions.
The 'Revenge of God': The Rise of Religious Fundamentalism and the 'Clash of
Civilisations'

Secularisation theory enjoyed widespread support during the 1950's and 1960's, as it was
considered to provide a viable explanation of why religion was gradually losing its political
and social salience in many Western societies at the time. Yet, contrary to its predictions,
recent years have witnessed the opposite trend: a wave of popular religiosity and a return of
religion in politics on a global scale. Although secularisation theory may have pointed to
developments which took place in Western Europe, other areas world-wide appeared
immune; and the paradigm became increasingly discredited. According to Huntington
(1996), since the 1970's the phenomenon of secularisation has gone into reverse; a global
resurgence of religion is occurring everywhere, in every religion and every civilisation.
One of the best known examples is Iran: at a time when secularisation was perceived to be
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the norm, the 1979 Islamic revolution surprised most scholars. It elevated a cleric class to
ruling status and replaced a modernising secular monarchy for an Islamic Republic, in
which supreme authority lies in the hands of a religious leader. One of the most interesting
observations that can be made about the Iranian case is that the revolution occurred at a
time when Iran was rapidly modernising. As a logical consequence of the secularisation
paradigm, the processes of modernisation should have led to secularism; but on the
contrary, Iran became a theocracy.
Although the case of Iran is unique in terms of the radical and revolutionary character of its
religious movement, and also in that the movement succeeded in overthrowing the secular
monarch and resulted in the establishment of a theocratic regime, this case can be
understood as part of a broader trend of religious movements, which seek a return of
religion in politics. Indeed popular support for the reaffirmation of religious values has
proliferated since the mid-1970's everywhere in the world. Whether of the world of Islam,
Judaism or Christianity, regardless of region, technological advancement and economic
development, this new trend of popular religiosity has manifested itself in every corner of
the globe. According to Juergensmeyer (1993, 2000), recent years have witnessed a
significant rise in religious violence, as religion is increasingly seen as the motive behind
numerous acts of religious terrorism in the modern world. The destruction of the federal
building at Oklahoma City in 1995, the explosion at the world trade centre in New York in
1993, numerous explosions in Jerusalem, Sri Lanka and Belfast, and explosions in the UK
perpetrated by the IRA, the September 11 th terrorist attack, and since then, a number of
terrorist attacks against for example Bali, Egypt, Madrid and London have been carried out
in the name of 'holy war'. They are all instances of terror which share one common
motivation and justification: religion. 'In many of these cases, religion has supplied not
only the ideology but also the motivation and the organisational structure for the
perpetrators' (Juergensmeyer, 2000:5). International religious terrorist groups have
increased from 16 of the total 49 terrorist groups identified in 1994, to 26 of the total 56
terrorist groups identified in 1995, making 'religion and ethnic identity one of the most
important security challenges we face in the wake of the cold war' (US Secretary of State
Waren Christopher quoted in Juergensmeyer, 2000:6).
Perhaps one of the most interesting facts about the renaissance of religion is that it is not at
all confined to the third world; rather, 'it is present even in the centre of the secularised
West, and in particular, the USA'(Stavrakakis, 2002: 18). These phenomena have probed
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secularisation theorists to stress the non-monolithic character of the paradigm, or question
what might perhaps be the exceptional feature of Western Europe and Christianity which is
lacking in other cases (Berger, in Martin 1978:23).
A number of scholars seeking to explain this phenomenon attribute the re-affirmation of
religious identity to the crisis of modernity: the latter and the ills of contemporary society
which accompany it, are more likely to breed religious resurgence than secularism. For
Juergensmeyer it is in fact secular nationalism rather than religion that has gone wrong, at
least in the eyes of those who initiate or give popular support to religious movements. For
them contemporary secular society brings but disenchantment, despair and corruption in the
absence of a moral community. But expectations of a religious crusade can bring about
radical hope of a new world. The rise of religious nationalism is therefore explained in
terms of the failure of western models of nationhood. In this instance religion represents 'a
hopeful alternative, a base for criticism and change' (Juergensmeyer, 1993:3). In this sense
religious nationalism represents the failure of secular nationalism.
In his 'Clash of Civilisations', Huntington identifies social, economic and cultural
modernisation as the underlying cause of this phenomenon, precisely because it has
disrupted 'long-standing sources of identity and systems of authority' (Huntington, 1996:
97). According to Huntington, 'the religious resurgence throughout the world is a reaction
against secularism, moral relativism and self-indulgence and a reaffirmation of the values
of order, discipline, work, mutual help and human solidarity' (Huntington, 1996:98).
Stavrakakis contends that the incapacity of 'secular reason to resolve both practical and
metaphysical questions (the so-called crisis of modernity), the collapse of the ideological
imaginary of the cold war, and the various dislocations produced in the course of
globalisation have led to .. .the return of religion, a return that takes a variety of forms,
from Islamic fundamentalism to New Age mysticism' (Stavrakakis, 2002:18).
Similarly, Haynes (1995) claims that the renaissance of religious traditions is to be found
in the failure of modernism. Rather than secularisation, modernity has brought with it a
deep sense of disenchantment and alienation which people have sought to counter by
returning to religion. And Kepel, describes the 'revenge of God', as he aptly terms religious
resurgence, as 'the undeniable evidence of a deep malaise in society' (Kepel, 1994:4).
Movements seeking God's return in politics are 'true children of our time: unwanted
children perhaps, bastards of computerisation and unemployment or of the population
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explosion and increasing literacy' (Kepel, 1994:11). Kepel makes another observation
worth noting. Popular support for religion and its political orientation is not confined to the
more traditional and conservative elements of society. On the contrary, religious supporters
include 'a high proportion of people, young or not so young, who have been through
secular education' (Kepel, 1994:4). This observation comes in direct contrast with the
secularisation paradigm which expects precisely such groups to become the driving
secularising forces within society. Rather, religion appears to have a broad social base of
mobilisation, cutting across class, region, age or sex. This is precisely because it functions
as a replacement of the failed secular Utopian ideologies, such as communism. The
discrediting of what Kepel terms 'earthly Utopias' has meant the return of god in political
affairs: 'Like the workers' movements of yesteryear, today's religious movements have a
singular capacity to reveal the ills of society, for which they have their own diagnosis'
(Kepel, 1994:11). The demise of communism as a mobilising ideology leaves few
alternatives: religion offers one such alternative to those for whom modernisation has failed
or is in some way unattractive (Haynes, 1995:34).
'Cultural Defence' and the Development of the 'Nationalist Pattern'

It is puzzling that there is an element of truth on both sides of the debate. Modernisation
has brought about the diminishing role of religion in public life in some instances, but it has
also resulted in a religious revival, or maintenance of Church power in others. Ireland and
Greece are pertinent examples of the adverse effect modernisation can have on the role of
religion, and of the Church more specifically, in society. In Ireland, the result has been an
intensifying tendency towards secularisation. Instead of discontent manifesting itself in
some form of radical religiosity, the recent modernisation wave in Ireland has brought with
it the decline of the role of the Catholic Church. On the other hand in Greece, the Church's
legitimacy and the social/political role of religion have been altered very little. If anything,
the Church is holding strong, retaining its status and basis of popular support.
Should one wish to research this adverse impact of modernisation, a more detailed
examination of the particular patterns identified in the secularisation thesis is instructive.
As it has already been pointed out, the secularisation paradigm is not at all intended to be a
universal model (Bruce, 2002: 37). Martin insists that the secularisation thesis should not
be treated as dogma: 'the thesis, points out processes not in the sense that they must
happen, but in the sense that they tend to occur' other things being equal. In other words it
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identifies tendencies given particular circumstances' (Martin, 1978:3). The impact of
modernisation on the social significance of religion will not always be the same in every
case and secularisation is likely to develop in different patterns depending on specific
historical circumstances (Martin, 2005). Not all societies in the world are at the same level
of their development, and therefore they do not experience the processes of modernisation
at the same time. Depending on these variables, basic patterns of behaviour can be
observed. Variations of outcome can be accounted for by differences in theology, ChurchState relations, the relationship between religion and ethnicity, and of course, the status of
the Church during the course of modernisation.
The paradigm allows not only for variations, but also for exceptions, cases where
secularisation will be inhibited. According to Bruce, 'religion diminishes in social
significance, become increasingly privatised and lose personal salience except where it
finds work to do other than relating individuals to the supernatural. Such work can be
described under two broad headings: 'cultural defence' and 'cultural transition' (Bruce,
2002:30). Therefore, an inextricable link between religion and national identity places
limits to secularisation. 'Cultural defence' refers to situations where 'culture, identity, and
sense of worth are challenged by a source promoting either an alien religion or rampant
secularism and that source is negatively valued secularisation will be inhibited' (Bruce,
2002:30- 31). In other words, when national identity is perceived to be threatened, religion
(and Church) functions as an expression of protest and opposition to attempts which seek to
'impose alien cultural values and identities upon a reluctant populace' (Bruce, 2002:16), or
to eradicate religious values altogether in the name of modernity. Religion will therefore
not diminish in significance where it plays a historic role as guardian of culture and carrier
of national identity. According to Martin in societies where religion has stood in for the
State under conditions of external domination or external threat, the latter will be highly
praised; 'An indissoluble union of Church and nation arises, in those situations where the
Church has been the sole available vehicle of nationality against foreign domination.
Examples of such cases include Greece, Poland, Belgium, Ireland and Croatia (Martin,
1978:107). In these case, religion is 'reinforced by the heightened self-consciousness of a
threatened or dominated nation and .. .there is the further reinforcement of proximity to a
major religio-political border' (Martin, 2005: 61). Bruce argues that 'all major cultural
defence cases involve religion (or the Church), continuing to play a role as the embodiment
of collective identity. None of them is an example of a religion acquiring this role after it
has been lost' (Bruce, 2002:33).
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This model can be applied to both post-independence Greece and Ireland. In both cases,
national identity and religion are fused, and the latter is seen as the defender of the former.
Irrespective of the fact that they belong to a different branch of Christianity, they share a
very important feature: a religious based national identity. They can both be described as
instances of cultural defence, where the traditional role of the Church is that of protecting
national identity.
In the (Catholic) Irish case there is the role of nationalism in relation to alien governance and
proximity to a rival protestant nationalism, as well as geopolitical position...Greece also
presents ambiguous elements based on its dual role as heir to Byzantium at a major border with
Islam and as progenitor to Western rationality and democracy. Its religious nationalism has
been reinforced by the history of Ottoman domination and by the way in which it has both
received a diaspora and created one (Martin, 2005: 60).

To summarise the above, when the Church plays the role of carrier of national identity, and
becomes the focus of resistance to a conqueror, then secularisation does not occur or the
process is delayed. 'In short, in considering the State of religion one has to take into
account how far it is or is not aligned with the national project and how united or divided
the nation is with respect to what lies at the heart of that project' (Martin, 2005:133). In
situations, following independence, the case in question develops along the lines of a
particular pattern of Church-State relations, what Martin terms 'the nationalist pattern'.
This involves a close relationship between Church and State, whether constitutionally
formalised or not. Such societies tend to be highly monopolistic and represent an instance
of extreme collusion between Church and State.

Table 1.1: The 'Nationalist Pattern'
The Nationalist Pattern
Religious Pluralism
Anti-Clericalism
Clerical status
Cultic Participation
Internal religious Conservatism
Intel lectualism in Religion
Stability of Democracy
Communist Influence
Catholic political orientation
Civil Religion

Very low
Very low
High
High
High
High and low
Varied
Low
Mostly right
Pro -religious
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Church-State Nexus
School system
Intelligentsia
Religious Parties

Intimate
Strong religious influence
Strong religious influence
Influential

Adapted from Martin, 1978: 59

National Identity and Nationalism
Should one accept the premises of this theoretical framework, they would arrive to the
conclusion that although the Greek case is explained, Ireland still constitutes a paradox,
because, although it can clearly be seen as belonging to the 'nationalist pattern', it is
nevertheless exhibiting secularising tendencies. Proceeding to an inquiry into why this
phenomenon is taking place and Greece and Ireland are beginning to differ in terms of
Church power, requires- mainly for clarification and definitional purposes- a more detailed
focus on the concepts of 'national identity' and 'nationalism' which are so central to the
cultural defence paradigm.
Firstly, it is necessary to specify these terms, and more specifically, to contextualise
national identity and identify the circumstances under which it is more likely to be religious
based. According to Smith, national identity refers to 'the maintenance and continuous
reproduction of the pattern of values, symbols, memories, myths and traditions that
compose the distinctive heritage of nations and the identification of individuals with that
heritage and those values, symbols, memories, myths and traditions'(Smith, 2000:796). It
is the 'process whereby a nation is reconstructed over time' (Zimmer, 2003:173). National
identity is largely based on each nation's members' perception of their nation. It refers thus
to self categorisation- the 'self referring to a group, meaning the nation. 'Our' national
identity is perceived as unique and distinct from any other, and is thus understood largely in
terms of what it is not, and who it is defined against; it is perceived as possessing
exceptional traits, specific characteristics which distinguish 'our' national identity from that
of the 'other'.
The term 'nation' is key to understanding national identity, but it is equally, if not more,
complex to define. Definitions of the nation are various and range from pre-modern to
modern, organic or voluntary, primordial or imagined, ethnic or civic. Regardless of which
definition one chooses to accept, from Renan's 'daily plebiscite' (Renan in Hutchinson and
Smith, 1994:17), Weber's 'community of sentiment' (Weber in Hutchinson and Smith,
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1994:22), to Smith's 'named human population occupying a historic territory, sharing
common myths and memories, a mass public culture, a single economy and common rights
and duties for all members'(Smith, 2000:796), the nation provides the best accepted way of
group self identification in the modern world. National identity draws the nation together.
In this sense it is a form of cohesion, a source of solidarity and unity. For Smith, the pattern
of shared symbols, myths and memories 'bind successive generations while demarcating
them from outsiders' (Smith, 1991:25). And as Billig suggests, it is a form of life,
experienced on a daily basis, a constant reminder of nationhood, subtly reproduced and
'found in the embodied habits of social life' (Billig, 1995:8). One of the prime functions of
national identity is to provide a social bond through the repertoire of shared values,
symbols and traditions. 'It is through the use of certain symbols, such as flags, coinage,
anthems, uniforms, monuments and ceremonies that members are reminded of their
common heritage and cultural kinship' (Smith, 1991: 16).
Civic and Ethnic National Identities

The concepts of nation and national identity are instructive when trying to understand and
appreciate the role of religion in cases such as Greece and Ireland. The classic distinction
between two different concepts of the nation, Eastern and Western or Ethnic and Civic, is
significant in conceptualising this role. According to Kohn, the consequences of the
Renaissance and Reformation led to the establishment of very different types of
nationalism: the Western type, rooted in politics and connected with liberty, rationality, and
civic elements which arose in Western Europe, and the Eastern type, bonded not by will but
ethnic descent and traditional types of kinship and status which developed in Germany
(Hutchinson and Smith, 1994:165). Smith's model distinguishes between the civicterritorial and the ethnic- genealogical types of nation (Smith, 1991: 82). The former
emphasises historic territory, legal political community and a civic culture, and is thus a
voluntary, inclusive community; the latter places its emphasis on a community of birth and
a native culture and is therefore an exclusive organic entity,
Zimmer (2003: 175-177) identifies three basic dichotomies between the civic and ethnic
perceptions of national identity that are instructive. The first refers to the distinction
between the voluntary nature of civic identity and by extension its inclusiveness and the
pre-determined organic nature of ethnic identity and by extension its exclusiveness.
Membership of civic nations is determined by voluntary will, a 'daily plebiscite' as Renan
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has famously remarked. On the other hand, membership to ethnic nations is organic,
determined by birth and ethnic descent and cannot be chosen. Zimmer's second dichotomy
is that between the State-centeredness of a civic nation, deriving from an emphasis on
institutional frameworks and political structures, and the culture-centredness of an ethnic
nation related to shared cultural bonds such as language, religion and genealogical descent.
The former 'is expected to emerge where the State developed prior to or coincided with the
emergence of nationalism, such as England or France', while the latter occurs 'where the
realisation of a national State was protracted and contentious as was the case for example in
Germany' (Zimmer, 2003:176). The final dichotomy Zimmer refers to is the one between
the modernist conception of the nation Vs the conception which places an emphasis on a
nation's pre-modern past. Civic nationalism is associated with a modernist outlook, mainly
concerned with the development of the nation as a political and cultural community in the
present whereas ethnic nationalism tends to stress the evolutionary development of nations
through history.
Although the distinction between civic and ethnic national identities is not clear-cut in
practice, it is helpful in appreciating the implications of this dichotomy for certain types of
nationalism. Undoubtedly, both Greece and Ireland exhibit some civic elements. Indeed as
Smith notes, their members are legal citizens, also defining themselves in territorial terms.
But, citizenship and inclusion criteria are largely premised on religious/ ethnic terms. For
example in Greece, despite constitutional guarantees for minority religions (civic element),
in practice non-Orthodox groups experience a degree of discrimination. Such examples of
ethnic criteria of inclusion to the Greek nation, set out in the introduction, include the lack
of formal places of worship for Muslims, exemption from military service for Jehovah's
witnesses, discrimination against teachers who do not adhere to the orthodox faith in
schools and generally exclusion from certain, especially high ranking professions. Greece
and Ireland are better understood in terms of the ethnic- genealogical model, as ultimately
'the basis of their kind of national identity remains true to its demotic roots; the national
identity created by intellectuals and intelligentsia among formerly vertical ethnics strives to
stay close to its putative ethnic culture and boundaries' (Smith, 1991:129).
Both Ireland and Greece fulfil the criteria of'ethnic nations'. They constitute classic cases
of'ethnic separatism'; their national self determination movements- whose concept of the
nation was basically ethnic and genealogical- sought to secede from the Ottoman and
British Empires and set up a new political ethno-nation in its place. Thus, 'the liberty of the
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nation and the freedom of its citizens are inextricably bound up with a sense of national
mission and destiny that express the authentic national identity of the members of a
national community' (Smith, 1999:334). Irish and Greek nationalisms- or rather the
nationalisms of the dominant groups within the Irish and Greek nations- emphasise ties of
common descent, customs, traditions and native culture expressed largely in terms of
religion: in this sense they are exclusive types of nationalism. If one does not posses certain
traits by birth, then it is highly unlikely that one will be accepted as a member of the Greek
and Irish nations. As Smith puts it, in the ethnic model, one has no choice: 'whether one
emigrates or not, one remains organically a member of the community of his birth' (Smith,
A.D, 1991:1). In this sense, Smith's proposition that national identity is drawn from pre
existing traditions which are crystallised in an extensive pattern of symbols, myths, rituals
and representations through which they are then passed from one generation to the next
provides a better framework for the understanding of Greek and Irish nationalisms.
'Modern nationalism in part can be seen as deriving from powerful external pre-modern
traditions, symbols and myths which are then taken up and recast in the nationalist
ideologies of national mission and destiny as these emerge in the crucible of
modernisation'(Smith, 1999:332).
The Greek and the Irish perceive the cultural traditions from which their national identities
are drawn to have existed before the attainment of their statehood. This is crucial because it
gives national identity and the nation a prime role in these countries, and legitimises the
role of religion as the main force for its preservation. Whether or not Greek and Irish
nationalism is a modern phenomenon, made possible only by the technology and political
structures of the modern world, their national identity is perceived to be deeply rooted by
their members, and so its significance constitutes a reality in a sense. Above all, what is
most important about national identity and nations is not whether they are pre-modern or
modern phenomena, but how they are perceived by their members. According to Connor,
'identity does not draw its sustenance from facts but from perceptions; not from
chronological/factual history, but from sentient/ felt history' (Connor, 2004: 45). For one
thing, not many Greeks or Irish accept their nation to be a modern construction, nor do they
believe their national identity has emerged from a vacuum.
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Religion as an Ethnic Sisnifter ofNational Identities:
Circumstances under which National Identity becomes fused -with Religion
Scholarly work placed on the modernist side of the debate surrounding the emergence of
nations considers religion and nationalism to often be mutually exclusive, as they are both
seen as belonging to different chronological eras. According to this perspective, the term
nationalism, whether an ideology, a movement or a collective emotional force has clear
political connotations and is directly associated with the political structures brought about
by modernity. Thus, one cannot talk of its existence in the pre-modern times; rather,
nationalism belongs to the realm of the modern world which has substituted religion as a
unifying, overarching ideology. For example, according to Anderson, 'in Western Europe
the eighteenth century marks not only the dawn of the age of nationalism but the dusk of
religious modes of thought' (Anderson, 1991:11). But still religion can inform nationalism;
religion lends some of its characteristics to nationalism. A common interpretation is the
secular replacement model, which argues that nationalism has replaced the religious
traditions prevalent in previous social order but performs a similar function since both have
the unique capacity to awaken in people powerful emotions of self- sacrifice. In order to
explain the passion for sacrifice and violence that nationalism is able to generate, Anderson
suggests that 'nationalism has to be understood by aligning it, not with self-consciously
held political ideologies, but with the large cultural systems that preceded it, out of whichas well as against which- it came into being'- i.e. the religious community (Anderson,
1001:12). Religious discourse has specific qualities that can be used for nationalist
purposes. For example, 'if the nation is something to die for, religion offers ways to
understand sacrifice and to remember and deliberate those who have died for the nation'
(Van Der Veer and Lehmann, 1999:8). According to Kedourie, nationalism is not just a
secular ideology, but instead a kind of religion in a secularised form. Or rather, a
'secularised version of mediaeval millennialism... a form of Christian heterodoxy'(Smith,
2000:794): 'we may say in short that the mainspring of nationalism in Africa and Asia is
the same secular millennialism which had its rise and development in Europe and in which
society is subjected to the will of handful of visionaries who to achieve their vision must
destroy all barriers between private and public' (Kedourie in Smith, 2000: 794).
However, as modern nationalisms around the globe illustrate, the relationship between
religion and nationalism need not always be contradictory. Often, the latter draws from the
former, not only in terms of an eschatological vision, or the attainment of statehood through
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sacrifice; it can also be the case that religion provides an element on which the preservation
and reproduction of national identity is based. Pre-modern ethnic signifiers, such as
religion, transcend into the modern era as they have the unique capacity of drawing the
nation together, mobilising its members and generating among them powerful emotions of
belonging. Along with language, religion can constitute a powerful national identity
signifier, and in this sense provide an inspiration and sense of cohesion for the nation,
Although it is widely accepted that nationalism is secular phenomenon, it has often been
the case that modern mass nationalism has been defined by religion, for example in cases
where the nation sees, and identities itself in opposition to 'a hostile neighbour or historical
oppressor'(Lieven, 2000: 125). According to Mavrogordatos,
Religion provides a primordial line of demarcation, which may be far superior to any other. It
is certainly more readily identifiable, clear-cut, exclusive and impermeable than language,
ancestry or any other relevant criterion. Occasional syncretism notwithstanding, it does not
even make sense to say one is of mixed religion whereas many are bilingual or of mixed blood'
(Mavrogordatos, 2003: 117).

In this sense, religious traditions may potentially constitute sources of identity formation,
maintenance and re-interpretation.
There are various ways in which a national identity can take a religious character. In his
analysis, Smith identifies several means of promoting a religious- based national identity.
One is through religious institutions; another is through 'the powerful repertoire of myths
of election which religion can provide' (Smith, 2000: 796). Organised religion can be an
important force for the preservation and maintenance of national identities, for a number of
reasons. Firstly, 'because very often the heroes of the ethnic community are also those of
religious lore and tradition, for example founders of the ethnic community, as is Ireland's
St.Patrick. In such heroes we can find the authentic qualities of the 'nation'.. .what matters
is the virtues and qualities they embody, and the message of hope they proclaim' (Smith,
2003: 41) Secondly, a nation's 'golden past' often associates the history of the nation with
religion. This is also connected with the notion of a sacred homeland, the collective
identification of territory with religion. Moreover, the liturgy and rites of the Church or
community of the faithful supply the texts, prayers, chants, feasts, ceremonies and customs,
sometimes even the scripts of distinctive ethnic communities, setting them apart from their
neighbours. Priests and scribes becomes the 'guardians of tradition', who record, preserve
and transmit the fund of ethnic myths, memories, symbols and values encased in sacred
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traditions (Smith, 1991: 27).
A very important theme to consider here is religion's unifying function. In Durkheim's
definition, religion refers to 'a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred
things, that is to say, things set apart and surrounded by prohibitions- beliefs and practices
that unite its adherents in a single moral community called a Church' (Durkheim, 2001:46).
According to this functional understanding, all religions perform a similar function in
society. They are the 'glue' that holds a society together through successive generations.
Through time, religion becomes a symbol of societal cohesion and indeed a symbol of the
society itself; its eradication could entail the demise of the community. In the ancient
world, destruction of a State's or a community's gods and temples was seen as the means of
destroying that community. The aim was the eradication of the group's culture rather than
the group itself (Smith, 1991:25). Society has a 'tendency to create Gods, in order to
'remake itself periodically in a moral sense and thereby uphold its identity through rites and
ceremonies' (Smith, 2000: 798). It will defend its Gods, in an instance of real or perceived
threat, in order to retain its own distinct identity; it will seek to re-affirm its religious values
in order to ensure its own survival. Organised religion can thus play a conserving role
'ensuring a high degree of formal continuity between generations and from community to
community'(Smith, 1993: 34). For Durkheim it is precisely the element of the Church
around which religion is organised which 'suggests that religion must be something
eminently collective' (Durkheim, 2001: 46).
Old myths can be revived in order to modify historical processes. Memory is responsible
for holding society together. The fusion of religious and national elements can be
manifested in multiple forms, such as the transformation of traditional prophets into
national heroes, of religious revelation into national shrines, of religious miracles into
national epics. Such processes, which take place principally in the course of nationbuilding, aim at ensuring the perpetuation of the community through national identity. So
although national identity is a modern phenomenon formed only in the era of nations and
nationalism, it is only logical that it is based on some previous form of, potentially religious
in context, identification of the community in question. As Smith argues 'the central
categories of nationalist thought derive from older ethno-religious motifs and beliefs, which
they have combined, redirected, and in varying degrees transformed for few political ends'
(Smith, 2000:798)
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Conquest. National Self Determination and the Concept of External Threat
Smith's older 'ethno- religious motifs', or forms of identification, are often created,
maintained and/or reinforced in instances of threat which imperial conquest or a hostile
geopolitical environment can create. Imperial domination, neighbour aggression or
perceived 'great power imperialism' and the threat they pose serve to reinforce the
distinction between 'us' and 'them'; and so defending one's God from an 'infidel' power
becomes imperative for defending the community's own survival. Thus, religion and
community potentially merge. For this reason the role of external threat posed in the past
by imperial structures or in the present by great powers with perceived imperialist or
expansionist tendencies is crucial to national identity; empires contribute largely to the selfidentification of the peoples they conquered. Often national identity was in fact formed or
'constructed' during the period of imperial rule. The perceived threatening great powers of
today serve as a way of reproducing the national identities of today's Nation-States in a
similar fashion.
Empire
A critical element here is what Lieven refers to as the most crucial dilemma inherent in
every empire: accommodating multi-ethnicity (Lieven, 2000). By definition, empires are
vast, multi-ethnic polities, and this is exactly what imperial strategies of ethnic
accommodation refer to: a way of bringing different ethnicities, peoples, institutions,
religions, ideas and outlooks- needless to say often conflicting ones- under a single rule.
This is the principal way in which empire affects religious identities: in the way that the
State deals with institutions and people that worship a different religion. Historically,
different empires have treated their minorities in different ways. But the policies they chose
proved crucial for the very survival of the empire; once too often, such policies brought
about the collapse of empire.
The consequences not only affected the imperial core, but also for the periphery: the
'conquered' peoples within the Empire. As far as religion and identity are concerned, the
impact can be seen on two levels and their interaction. Firstly, the institutional level, i.e. the
status and role of the Church during captivity; and secondly the symbolic level i.e. fear of
loss of one's distinctive identity, with religion taking the form of reaction against imperial
oppression. Institutionalisation of belief, especially rigid and intolerant belief, deepens the
rift between 'us' and 'them' within an Empire as it may well entail excluding policies and
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intolerant attitudes. Whenever a people feels threatened in its 'distinctive existence by the
advance of a power committed to another religion, the political conflict is likely to have
superimposed upon it a sense of religious conflict, almost crusade, so that national identity
becomes fused with religious identity' (Lieven, D, 2000:190). As Hastings notes, on a
symbolic level, external domination re-enforces the 'absolute duty of loyalty to the
horizontal fellowship of 'us' and the moral gap separating us from the other, from the threat
to our freedom, religion and laws that they constitute'(Hastings, A, 1997:191). It enhances
solidarity, as it serves to unite various factions within society- often with conflicting
outlooks- under one common cause.
Nation-building
The nation- building process which occurs following the attainment of independent
statehood crystallises national identity by setting the political and institutional framework
within which the new State will function (Anderson, 1991; Gellner, 1998; Smith, 1986;
Hobsbawm, 2000). According to Hobsbawm, nation-building is an essential process,
mainly aimed at ensuring citizen loyalty to and identification with the State and the ruling
system (Hobsbawm, 1990:82). During the pre-modern era, means by which loyalty was
ensured included religion and social hierarchy. With the increasing modernisation of the
19th and 20th centuries however, this was no longer possible. 'Obviously the
democratisation of politics...both placed the question of the nation and the citizens feelings
towards whatever he regarded as his nation, nationality or other centre of loyalty at the top
of the political agenda'(Hobsbawm, 1990:83). Identification with a people or nation proved
a good way of solving the problem of legitimacy: 'What else could legitimise the
monarchies of States which had never previously existed, such as Greece' (Hobsbawm,
1990: 84)? Thus the purpose of the nation-building process is to ensure the cohesion of the
nation by promoting a sense of common identity and ensuring that the nation possesses the
attributes of an 'ethnie'(Smith, 1991). This includes an attempt to foster a myth of
'common ancestry, shared historical memories, one or more differentiating elements of
common culture and thus a sense of solidarity for significant sections of the population'
(Smith, 1991:26).
Seeing, however, the consolidation of national identity as complete manipulation from
above is missing the wider picture. Hobsbawm admits that nation-building was most
successful 'when they could build on already present unofficial nationalisms' (Hobsbawm,
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1990: 92). 'The politicisation of an ethnic's cultural heritage takes place through the
cultivation of its poetic spaces and the commemoration of its golden ages' (Smith,
1991:127). This involves identifying a sacred territory that historically belonged to a
particular community, turning the natural features of the homeland into historical ones and
celebrating and commemorating the community's historic past. This process delineates the
boundaries between 'us' and 'them' and reinforces the bond that hold the nation together.
Thus, the nation- building process consolidates national identity and sets in motion the
mechanisms which will allow for its reproduction. Such mechanisms are mostly Stategenerated, but non-State generated sources can assist the process as well. Mechanisms
under the former category include the education system, official State-sponsored
historiography and the institutionalisation of a political Church- for example, religious
laws, sacraments etc. The arts can have a very important role in shaping national identity.
Who more than poets, musicians, painters and sculptors, could bring the national ideal to life
and disseminate it among the people? In this respect a David, a Mickiewicz and a Sibelius were
worth more than several battalions of Father Jahn's Turnerschaften, and a Yeats as much as the
hurling societies of the Gaelic association (Smith, 1991:92).

When the pre-statehood signifiers of national identity include religion, then a religiousbased national identity will be reflected in the nation-building framework. The signifiers
are carried through what constituted the main source of cohesion within the community and
delineation from the 'other' during the era of empire, so religion becomes prime ethnic
signifier. When external threat perceptions continue to be high, in terms of a fear of loss of
territorial integrity, aggressive neighbours, and hostile powers, domestic actors are better
able to foster a threatened national identity and make the prime signifiers- in this case
religion- important. According to Hastings, the nation-building process is indeed significant
for consolidating the role of religion in the nation. He argues that in fact every ethnicity is
shaped significantly by religion, and the extent to which this has occurred directly affects
the relationship between religion and nationalism.' The more influential religion was in the
latter (nation-construction), the more it is likely also to influence every expression of the
former (nationalism), whereas a nation whose basic construction owes little to religious
factors is far less likely later to generate nationalism with a religious character to it'
(Hastings, 1997: 187). Christianity, more than any other religion, has contributed to
national formation, and it has done so in seven ways. These include, 'the sanctification of
the origins; the mythologisation and commemoration of great threats to national identity;
the social role of the clergy; the production of vernacular literature; the provision of a
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biblical model for the nation; the autocephalous national Church; and, lastly, the discove

ry
of a unique national destiny' (Hastings, 1997:188). Internally, the nation-building
process
crystallises and institutionalises national identity.
3. An Additional Dimension; National Identity as a Dynamic Process
The Church- State Nexus and External Threat

This is how the nationalist pattern emerges: a religious based national identity, derivin
g
from imperial conquest, consolidating through nation-building, perpetuated interna
lly
through the mechanisms of the national State and externally through high externa
l threat
perceptions which condition the members of a nation to unite in order to salvage
their
unique national traits against hostile powers. Nevertheless, national identities are not
static,
but rather they are part of an ever-evolving, dynamic process which causes them
to
constantly change through time. Change is as important to the preservation of nationa
l
identities as is continuity, especially when traumatic developments- such as war, conque
st,
exile, enslavement, influx of immigrants and religious conversion- 'disturb the
basic
patterning of the cultural elements that make up the sense of continuity' (Smith, 1991:2
5).
The question then becomes, how is the role of institutionalised religion affecte
d when
national identity shifts focus. The ethnic/civic distinction and its role on the evoluti
on of
national identity is crucial here. According to Zimmer the classic dichotomy betwee
n civic
and ethnic identities is problematic as it fails to understand the dynamic context
within
which identities operate. 'Instead of abandoning the classic conception altogether, howeve
r,
what is needed is a framework that can grasp the process-like nature of national identiti
es'

(Zimmer, 2003:178). In order to overcome this problem Zimmer suggests the formul
ation
of a distinction 'between the mechanisms which social actors use as they reconstruct
the
boundaries of national identity at a particular point in time; and on the other hand
the
symbolic resources upon which they draw when they reconstruct these bounda
ries'
(Zimmer, 2003:178). He distinguishes between two types of boundary mechanisms,
the
voluntarist and the organic and identifies four symbolic resources- politica
l
values/institutions, culture, history and geography- which provide the 'symbo
lic raw
materials' used for the definition of national identity. Depending on which bounda
ry
mechanisms is employed by social actors, 'a different picture of national identity emerge
s'
(Zimmer, 2003: 180)
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What matters with regard to the construction of national identities is less -what resources
political actors draw upon than how they put these resources to practical use: the voluntarist
conception of nationhood processes the available resources in voluntaristic terms-as a product
of human action; the organic conception of nationhood, by contrast processes the resources in
deterministic terms- as manifestations of the communal organism called the nation. (Zimmer,
2003: 181)

Therefore, for example, certain signifiers of national identity such as language or religion
can be perceived both in voluntarist and organic terms, depending on how they are used by
social actors. Furthermore, the very way national identity is understood can change
through different periods of time, depending on political priorities and geopolitical
realities, while the same signifiers of national identity can function both as civic and as
ethnic depending on time and context. According to Smith, there are internal- cultural and
external- geopolitical factors at play that influence the way and the extent to which a
national identity is re-shaped. Internally 'the cultural resources and traditions which the
community brings to the task of creating and sustaining itself as a nation provide the
parameters for the development of its national identity and the ways in which that identity
can be reinterpreted in successive generations'(Smith, 2000:796). Externally, territorial
threat and warfare will play an important role in the way national identity is re-fashioned.
The changing potential of national identities is significant in explaining the role religion
plays in Greece and Ireland. Pivotal in this change is the interplay between internal and
external circumstances, in this case the Church-State nexus on the one hand and the degree
of external threat perceptions on the other.
4. Conclusion: Religious Nationalism in the Greek and Irish Cases
Both Greece and Ireland have had the particular historical experiences that render a close
relationship between religion, national identity and politics. These include high external
threat perceptions; conquest by a polity whose State religion is different; religion
functioning as a symbol against the empire and ultimately playing a role in the national-self
determination movement; and finally consolidation of a religious-based national identity
during the nation-building process through which the Church gains legitimacy and
widespread support. All the above have entailed the consolidation of the 'cultural defence'
or 'nationalist pattern', according to which the institutionalisation of the link between
religion and national identity inhibits secularisation from taking place.
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However, neither Greek nor Irish national identities can be exempt from evolutionary
processes. Zimmer's model illustrates how national identity signifiers such as language and
religion can function in both civic and ethnic terms. Political considerations, such as the
Church-State nexus, and geopolitical factors such as external threat are contributing to the
continued understanding of Greek national identity along ethnic terms with religion at its
helm. Significant changes in this context, however, as far as the Irish case is concerned,
such as decline of external threat perceptions and their interaction with the relationship
between Church and State is resulting in the re-definition of Irish national identity and its
shift from a predominantly ethnic to an increasingly civic national identity. Or, in other
words, the use of Irish identity signifiers is taking place more along the voluntarist,
inclusive variety. This is causing a rupture in traditional identity perceptions and is
challenging the role of religion-as the most important ethnic marker- in contemporary Irish
society. In subsequent chapters, this thesis attempts to apply this theoretical formulation in
greater detail to the Greek and Irish cases.
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______________Chapter 2_______________
The Origins and Consolidation of the 'Nationalist Pattern'
1. Introduction
Having examined the concept of national identity and its interaction with religion on a
theoretical level, it is now necessary to provide a more detailed analysis of how such a
framework can be applied to Greece and Ireland. This chapter examines the relationship
between religion, politics and national identity in the two cases from a historical
perspective. The chapter is divided into two main sections. First, it looks at the
formation of Greek and Irish national identities during the period of imperial rule. It
applies the theoretical framework provided in the previous chapter drawing from
Smith's formulation on the formation of a religious-based national identity at two
levels: an institutional (i.e. the role of the Church) and a symbolic (the continuation of a
'powerful repertoire of myths and memories'). And second, the chapter examines the
consolidation of Greek and Irish national identities during the post-independence
nation-building process. The aim here is to identify the important similarities between
the two cases with regards to the Church-State-national identity nexus, which serve to
justify the basis of a viable comparison; and most importantly, to point to certain key
distinctions and therefore identify different patterns of historical development which
play a significant role in the understanding of their contemporary divergence.

2. Origins: Imperial Rule and National Self-Determination

The Institutional Dimension: The Role of the Church in Fostering a Relisious-Based
National Identity
The historical origins of the 'nationalist pattern' in both Ireland and Greece can be
traced to the era of imperial rule and the role of the Church during this period. In both
cases the empire was governed by a different religion that could not infiltrate the
Church- according to Bruce, 'an unusual advantage over other institutions in a society
threatened by an external alien force' (Bruce, 2003:83). As a result the Church evolved
into a very powerful institution which became inevitably involved in the political sphere.
The main difference between the two cases is mostly organisational. On the one hand,
in the Greek case the Orthodox Church was subjected to the Ottoman State and became
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thus an institution of the Empire, owing its allegiance to it. Inevitably, like every
institution its main priority was its own survival within the system, and thus its elites
supported the empire and their status within it. Not surprisingly, the official policy of
the Church always stood in opposition to claims and attempts for national selfdetermination. The Catholic Church of Ireland on the other hand always owed its
allegiance to the Pope and never accepted the legitimacy of Protestant English rule. A
large section of the history of the Catholic Church in Ireland is characterised by
Persecution, and thus opposition to the empire. The eighteenth- nineteenth century
alliance between Church and State came too late: the British State helped make the
Catholic Church a very powerful institution without ever gaining its true loyalty. The
Church instead serve to provide an alternative to imperial rule for the Irish people: it
came to represent self- rule for Ireland. There is an important similarity between the two
cases here too: the lower clergy became involved in the opposition against the empire, a
factor that in both cases served to strengthen the consolidation of a religious-based
national identity later on.
Colonisation versus Imperial Conquest
Established Irish historiography perceives the history of the country, and its relationship
with England since the Norman invasion, to have been one of conquest, colonisation
and war. Similarly in Greece, official discourse portrays the country's relationship with
Turkey (and previously, the Ottoman Empire), to be one governed by conquest and the
threat of military expansion. One distinction between the two cases is that although the
colonisation of Ireland was-at least initially- carried out through settlement, subjugation
to the Ottoman Empire of the area that is now known as Greece occurred through
military conquest. Until the sixteenth Century, English power was limited to the 'Pale',
an English settlement around Dublin. However, by the mid sixteenth Century a process
of systematic colonisation commenced. The era of the Tudor conquest and Henry VIII's
proclamation of himself as King of Ireland in 1541 signified the rise of English power
and the establishment of a firm English government in Ireland. The situation with
regards to the Ottoman conquest of Byzantium is somewhat different. When, on May
29th 1453 the forces of the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II the Conqueror entered the
imperial capital of Constantinople, the Byzantine Empire collapsed. Rather than
colonisation through 'plantation' and settlement, this was a case of one Empire
conquering another, and thus bringing its territories under its direct jurisdiction. The
Ottoman conquest of Constantinople effectively meant that a Christian Empire was
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brought under the direct control of an Islamic State. The Emperor would no longer be
the head of the Orthodox Church; the latter, a Christian institution was soon to become
an integral part of the administration of the Ottoman Islamic State. This organisational
issue constitutes one of the main distinctions between the Irish and Greek cases. During
imperial rule the relationship between Church and State and the status of the former
were very different. The fact that the Orthodox Church was an institution of the
Ottoman Empire had significant implications, which became apparent in later years, as
will be analysed below. The situation, however, also points to a striking similarity: in
both cases, the dividing line between rulers and ruled was religion.
Institutional Arrangements in the British and Ottoman Empires:

'Plantation' and the Penal Laws versus the Millet System
In Ireland, this dividing line between Empire and colony was exacerbated by the
English 'Plantation' policy, which commenced under Henry VIII and was intensified
during Queen Elizabeth's rule. Plantation was an economically-oriented policy aiming
at pursuing the interests of the Empire, effectively by removing the native population
from the land and replacing them with colonists from Britain. Plantation brought waves
of Protestant English settlers to Catholic Ireland, the most successful occurring in Ulster
beginning in 1603. One of the most crucial Plantations took place following the 1641
Rebellion and 1652 Settlement Act, which essentially confiscated all Irish Catholic land
except the province of Connaught and gave it to English and Scottish Protestant
landowners.
The policy became a source of mass discontent. According to O'Farrell, it meant 'that
the Irish would be deprived of both alter and hearth, twin centres of their lives; it bred
desperation and rebellion' (O'F arrell, 1971: 37). In the Irish 'memory', the policy
reinforces a sense of bitterness towards Protestant England and implies poverty,
division, exclusion and deprivation, because it intentionally stripped Irish Catholics of
their agriculturally valuable land and resulted in its re-allocation to the Protestant
settlers. As Ferguson eloquently puts it, Plantation 'in reality meant what today is
known as ethnic cleansing...nothing illustrated better the ethnic and religious
segregation implicit this policy' (Ferguson, 2003: 56). Indeed Plantation served to
reinforce the division between conquerors and colonised, and did so along religious
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lines as it associated exploitation with the Protestant imperial core and deprivation with
the Catholic Irish.
Plantation was institutionalised during the Penal Laws, a form of legal discrimination
introduced to maintain this system and the position of the Anglo- Irish Ascendancy -the
land-owning settlers and their descendents- who had vested interests in it. The Penal
Laws discriminated against Irish Catholics by, among other things, banning them from
voting, excluding them from Parliament membership and most public offices and
significantly restricting their ownership of land. 'The laws, in addition to the land
confiscations of the 'Plantation' policy resulted in a dramatic decrease of Catholic
ownership of land, from 49% in 1541 to 14% in 1703' (Inglis, 1998 :103). By reflecting
Protestant interests, penalising Irish Catholics and contributing to their impoverishment
by legally depriving them of land, the penal Laws served to further enforce the
distinction between Catholics and Protestants despite their initial aim to curb the role of
Catholicism in Ireland.
Nonetheless, religious discrimination per se proved unsuccessful. In fact one of the
unintended consequences of the Penal Laws was, instead of weakening actually to confirm
the strength of religion in Irish society. The English discriminated against the Irish not on
the basis of Ireland's weaknesses but on the basis of its strength. Inevitably the
consequence was to confirm that religious strength, giving it meaning and coherence as the
great cause in which the totality of Irish grievances might be subsumed' (O'Farrell, 1972:
46).

Like Ireland, the religious traditions and 'motifs' on which Greek national identity is
based can certainly be traced to the era of imperial rule. The organisation of the
Ottoman State served to preserve these traditions throughout the years of captivity, as
well as to retain the religious distinction between Orthodox subjects and the Islamic
imperial core. The Ottoman Empire was organised under the principle of the 'millet',
the latter being religious units under which religious minorities within the Empire were
allowed to 'govern their own affairs according to their own laws and customs'
(Runciman, 1968: 167). The millet system was based on the principles of autonomy and
toleration. In effect this meant that the Orthodox subjects of the Empire, as well as all
other religious minorities that the Ottomans regarded as 'people of the book' were
allowed freedom of worship; the various religions within the Empire were allowed to
retain their institutions and therefore survive throughout the duration of the Empire.
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Religious minorities were also allowed to engage and prosper through commerce and
industry. Orthodox Christians were among the most successful within the empire in
terms of commerce, and precisely for this reason they enjoyed the support of the
Ottoman State. 'By joining the Balkans, Asia Minor, the Near East and Egypt under a
single rule, the Ottomans effectively drove the Venetians and Genoese from the Eastern
Mediterranean and thus gave the capacity to Greek merchants from 1600-1650 onwards
to fill that gap in trade. By the nineteenth century much of the Ottoman economy was
dominated by Europeans and by Ottoman Christians' (Lieven 2000: 153).
As a result of these arrangements, Ottoman rule was not systematically contested and
rejected as British rule was in Ireland, especially at the elite level. According to Lieven,
Orthodox elites, including both the Phanariot Greek ruling class of the Danubian
principalities and the hierarchy of the Greek Orthodox Church, 'had good reason to
welcome and support Ottoman rule, of which they were major beneficiaries' (Lieven,
2000: 148). Alexander Mavrogordatos described the situation as follows: 'the interests
of the Orthodox people can be served by the Ottoman empire. Despite the fact that
voluntary slavery is a major evil, sometimes this evil can transform into a major benefit,
which is synonymous with autonomy' (Koulouri, 2002: 83).
It should be pointed out however that despite these privileges, from which the elites
mostly benefited, Orthodox Christians were undeniably 'second class citizens' within
the empire which were discriminated against on the basis of religion. Firstly, not all
Sultans were as accommodating to Christianity as Mehmet II. For example, the reign of
the Sultans Selim I, Selim II and Murad III witnessed the conversion of a large number
of Orthodox Churches into Mosques. Secondly, Christian subjects had no political
rights; they were 'obliged to dress in distinctive costume and were not allowed to ride
on horseback; they could not build new Churches, or repair old ones, without special
permission, which was seldom granted. Even worse, some Christian families had to
submit to the seizure of their sons, who were then converted to Islam and enrolled in the
Janissary regiments. And finally all the rights and privileges of Christians were always
dependent upon the good will of the Sultan' (Runciman, 1968: 179). These above
arrangements had significant institutional implications for the relationship between
religion, politics and national identity in what later became the Greek and the Irish
independent Nation-States,
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The Role of the Church: The Devotional Revolution in Ireland and the 'Hellenisation'
ofthe Greek Orthodox Church
In Ireland, the history of the Catholic Church and its relationship with the British State
has played a crucial role in the shaping of Irish national identity. The systematic process
of Catholic persecution embedded in the Penal Laws proved unable to 'displace the
natives from the Catholic Church' (Bruce, 2003: 83). On the contrary, and even as a
result of systematic persecution, the Catholic Church survived, only to become a very
powerful and influential institution. As Inglis argues, the way in which the British State
sought to control the Irish population, including the Penal laws eventually gave rise to
the Church's power. The origins of the power of the Catholic Church can be identified
in terms of the 'failed attempt of the British State symbolically to dominate the Irish
through legislation (the Penal Laws), religion (Protestant proselytism) and education
(State-run schools), and the State's gradual acceptance of and surrender to the symbolic
legitimation of the Church' (Inglis, 1998: 98).
By the mid- eighteenth century, the Protestant Ascendancy began to realise that
persecution had failed to detach Catholic people from bishops and clergy.
Persecution will keep alive the foolish bigotry and superstition of any sect, as the
experience of five thousand years have demonstrated. Persecution bound the Irish Catholic
to his Priest, and the Priest to the Pope; the bond of union is drawn tighter by oppression,
relaxation will undo it. The emancipation and liberal Irishman, like the emancipated and
liberal Frenchman, may go to mass, and tell his beads; but neither the one nor the other will
attend to the rusty and extinguished thunderbolts of the Vatican

(Wolfe Tone, 1798 in

Inglis, 1998: 114).

This signalled the beginning of a policy of relaxation and a power alliance between the
British State and the Catholic Church. However, the years of Catholic persecution had
already served to empower the Church greatly and had given rise to a new urban class,
whose loyalty lay with the Catholic Church and not Britain. As the organisation and size
of the Church grew, this alliance would serve to undermine the British State, no t
through violence but through 'democratic parliamentary procedures as a means of
gaining both control of the land and Home Rule' (Inglis, 1998:117). Indeed, largely as a
result of these institutional arrangements, during the nineteenth century the Irish
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Catholic Church acquired its high levels of power and influence. During that period, the
Church underwent a process of reform which resulted in its integration
'psychologically, functionally, and historically into the Irish way of life, so, that it
became one with the nation's identity' (Larkin, 1976: 1276). The 'Devotional
Revolution', as Larkin has termed this movement of ecclesiastical reform was a process
which resulted in making practising Catholics of the Irish people in a generation'
(Larkin, 1976: 1244). For Garvin, the partnership between the Catholic Church and the
British State which gave religious organisations the tasks of education, health and
control of civic life, in effect made the Catholic Church in independent Ireland a
powerful and autonomous agency operating like a second government or a State within
a State (Garvin, 2004: 2-3).
The fall of Constantinople in 1453 signified not only the end of the Byzantine Empire
but also the subjugation of the Eastern Orthodox Church to the Ottoman State. During
the reign of the Christian Empire of Constantinople, Church and State were integrated.
The Emperor was both head of State, and head of the Christian Oecumene. However,
the new situation created by the conquest brought about some radical changes to the
institutional position of the Orthodox Church. As Runciman explains:
Now the Church was divorced from the State. It became an association of second class
citizens. Here again, as the only association that these second-class citizens were permitted
to organise, its powers of discipline over its congregations were enhanced. But it lacked the
ultimate sanction of freedom (Runciman, 1968:166).

The millet system effectively increased the power of the institutional Church
because it obliged the Patriarchate to concern itself with a number of lay affairs.
The Patriarch was elevated from religious leader to a political figure: he became
the head of the entire Orthodox millet, the 'Ethnarch' 1 . This made him to some
extent 'the heir of the Emperor' as Runciman puts it, because in addition to being
a religious figure he had to become a politician responsible for his people to the
Sultan's government. These crucial prerogatives and privileges, coupled with the
fact that Orthodox Christians were denied any political rights

1 Leader of the 'ethnos'. Note that in Greek there is no distinct word for 'ethnie' and 'nation'. Both are
translated as 'ethnos',
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Created the conditions for (a) the Orthodox unity of the region, and (b) the primacy of the
Patriarchate of Constantinople over all other institutional expressions of Orthodoxy, by
recognising the Patriarch as head of the whole Christian millet (Georgiadou, 1995:301).

Thus, during Ottoman rule the Byzantine Church was granted new powers of
jurisdiction, which it had never enjoyed in Byzantine times: the new pattern of things
brought with it an involvement in political administration. Inevitably, however, this also
made the situation of the Patriarch a precarious one, given his dependency on good
relations with the Sultan. The position of the Patriarch therefore was highly dependent
on the conduct of the Christians within the millet for whom he was ultimately
responsible. Inevitably, the Patriarchate had become an institution of the Ottoman State
and the Patriarch an Ottoman official; they would function as such in the years to come.
Frazee and Runciman note one important development which took place during the
years of captivity; this Frazee terms as the process of the 'Hellenisation' of the
Orthodox Church. The consequence of this process could only be to undermine the
Oecumenicity inherent in the Byzantine Empire. According to Runciman:
The Byzantine Empire had been, in theory at least, Oecumenical, the Holy Empire of all
Christians regardless of their race. Its decline had reduced it to an empire of the Greeks; and
the Orthodox millet organised by the new Constitution was essentially a Greek millet. Its
task as the Greeks saw it was to preserve Hellenism. But could Hellenism be combined
with Oecumenicity (Runciman, 1968: 182)?

Other Balkan peoples, such as the Serbians and Bulgarians had long realised this fact
and had put the claim of Patriarchal spiritual leadership over all Eastern Christians to
the test 'when they set up Patriarchates with one of their own race holding the position'
(Frazee: 1969: 6).
Education in the British and Ottoman Empires

The influence of religion in the perceptions of the Catholic Irish of their own national
identity is closely associated with the Church's control of education. The Irish viewed
national education as 'a giant impious conspiracy to destroy their faith; democracy
appeared as a devilish device to undermine the hierarchies established to administer
God's will and order' (O'Farrell, 1971: 4). Paul Cullen, appointed Archbishop of
Armagh in 1849, played a crucial role in the 'education question', and more specifically
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in modifying State control which he criticised as serving to 'undermine Catholicity in
the country' (Cullen quoted in Larkin, 1976: 1258).When the British State, in its
attempt to pacify the Irish, handed over much of its operational control of education to
the Church, the battle was lost. 'The fact that the State gradually conceded control of
education to the Church was to prove decisive in the moralisation of the Irish
population' (Inglis, 1998: 128). Education is vital for the formation and reproduction of
national identity; henceforth the Irish would become legalistically religious as the
teachings of the Catholic Church were to become embedded in the Catholic mind.
For the Orthodox Church too, education was of prime importance. The fact that the
millet was essentially dominated by Greeks meant that serious attempts were made to
preserve the Greek language. Indeed, the Church played a major role in keeping the
Greek language alive. Church schools made the use of the Greek language common
throughout the Balkans. During the eighteenth century an intellectual movement which
involved opening more colleges was championed by the Patriarchate; a number of
Greek language colleges were introduced both within and outside the Ottoman Empire,
including Constantinople, loannina, Thessaloniki, Adrianople, Philipoupolis, Mount
Athos, Kastoria, Kozani and Serres

(Frazee, 1969: 7). Therefore, although the

Patriarchate was officially opposed to any movements for political independence, it did
nonetheless play an important role in retaining Orthodoxy and the Greek language- the
two prime determinants of Greek national identity.
Religion as Symbolic Opposition against the Empire
The above institutional arrangements had significant symbolic implications for the
relationship between religion, politics and national identity. The legacy Empire
bequeathed to Ireland and Greece is the fusion between religion and national identity as
it is precisely during this period that Catholicism and Orthodoxy became the guardians
of culture and the carriers of Irish and Greek identity respectively. The symbolic
dimension should not be seen as separate from the institutional: the latter has played a
crucial role in shaping the former.
English Rule and Irish Catholicism
In Ireland, social discontent, economic dislocation, and opposition to imperial policies
created a need for the Irish to distinguish themselves from the Protestant ruling class;
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therefore a need to retain their identity, their 'Irishness' and its defining feature:
Catholicism. According to O'Farrell, all these historical experiences made Irish identity
and self-consciousness dependent on an 'anti- English understanding of history. The
main problem England faced in governing Ireland was historical, and religious, and a
problem of identity' (O'Farrell, 1971:7). As Girvin argues, the question is 'not whether
the British State's intentions were malign. The point is that the degree of neglect on the
part of the State enabled Irish nationalists to blame Britain for its lack of concern
(Girvin, 2002:15).
The beginning of the 'us'- 'them' distinction between Protestant England and Catholic
Ireland along religious lines was signalled during the era of the Reformation as, from
the Irish perspective, the English King's rejection of Papal supremacy served to
undermine the legitimacy of English (Protestant) rule of Ireland. This symbolic
distinction was crystallised during the nineteenth century, when the increasingly
powerful Church institutionalised Catholicism as the prime symbol of Irish identity. As
the Catholic Church became more powerful, 'it came to represent Irish identity in a
profound way by rejecting English rule and providing a positive substitute: a spiritual
self- government for Ireland' (O'Farrell, 1971:12-13).During that period religiosity
among the population rose rapidly; and with it grew the perception that Catholicism was
the one distinguishing feature of Irishness.
The willingness to adhere closely to the Catholic Church was located in a desire to be and
to be perceived as morally equal, if not superior, to their colonisers. In other words it is
important to see the change in Irish Catholic religiosity...not just as an end in itself, not just
as the fulfilment of some inherent natural allegiance to the Church, but as part of a struggle
to attain religious, cultural and symbolic power' (Inglis, 1998: 98-99).

Hence Catholicism became increasingly perceived not only as the main form of
identification of Irishness but also the principal distinguishing feature between the Irish
and the ruling Protestant English. During the years of the Union, it should not have
come as a surprise, therefore, that it was the 'Protestant character' of the latter that
'ensured Catholic Ireland would oppose it', and the policies associated with it
(O'Farrell, 1971: 76). See for example the words of Father Tom Burke:
Take an average Irishman...and you will find that the very first principle in his mind is "I
am not an Englishman because I am a Catholic". Take an Irishman wherever he is found all
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over the earth and any casual observer will at once come to the conclusion "Oh he is an
Irishman, he is a Catholic." The two go together (Father Tom Burke, 1872 quoted in
Kearney, 1989: 184).

A number of historical events, as for example the struggle for Catholic Emancipation
and the famine served to reinforce the interaction of external and internal, ideological
and economic factors, and to give Catholicism a political orientation, as will be
analysed below.
Catholic Emancipation
The 1801 Act of Union which merged Ireland with Great Britain institutionally and
brought direct Irish representation at Westminster served as a further divisive issue. All
in all, the years of the Union effectively linked 'Irishness' to Catholicism and to
nationalism. Although the Catholic hierarchy was initially in favour of this arrangement,
perceiving the Union as a means of achieving Catholic Emancipation, according to
O'Farrell, the Union 'turned out to be a cheat; shorn of its supposed reform trimmings it
now emerged as a bastion of Protestant Ascendancy' (O'Farrell, 1971: 73). In practice,
Irish Catholics became excluded from membership of the House of Commons while the
Protestant majority proved hostile to the Emancipation initiative. Not surprisingly this
'fuelled the flames of Constitutional agitation during the 1820's, and Catholic
Emancipation was looked upon as the first step in the overthrow of the Constitution'
(Kearney, 1989: 158).
Catholic Emancipation came to signify not only religious freedom, but most importantly
became a symbol of independence from Empire and its oppression. In this context,
Catholic values, such as equality, justice, and freedom from oppression became
enshrined in the nationalist cause. According to O'Farrell, the anti-veto movement was
a means of
Identifying the rights of the Church with the rights of the nation. O'Connell brought
together three dynamic ideologies: liberalism, nationalism and Catholicism. Three
principles dominated Anglo- Irish relations: constitutional, revolutionary and religious, and
one common aim: freedom from oppression' (O'Farrell, P, 1971: 77).

Hence, during the Emancipation movement religion functioned as a prime symbol of
opposition against the British Empire. Drawing its support from mass social discontent,
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as the Irish came to associate Protestant rule their poverty and underprivileged
conditions, it served to consolidate the belief the lifting of religious constraints would
entail the end of their grievances. Therefore, t he Emancipation struggle took on a
national as well as religious character: fighting for religious emancipation became
simultaneously a struggle for country and independence.
The Famine
The famine (1845-1849) is a cornerstone event in Irish history, and a significant
development which shaped Anglo-Irish relations, served to enhance Irish opposition to
the British Empire and deepened the dividing line between the colonised Irish Catholics
and colonising English Protestants. In this context, its symbolic implications for the
nationalist role of religion are paramount. The famine, which resulted in the loss of a
quarter of the Irish population, either by emigration or by death, most heavily plagued
the Catholic poor, and more specifically the Catholic farmers of the South and West
who were heavily dependent upon potato crops. As a result, 'memory of the famine
became part of the mentalite of Catholic culture...a memory which in due course
provided an emotional reservoir for Irish Catholic nationalism' (Kearney, 1989: 163).
According to Girvin, the famine changed the nature of Irish nationalist politics as it
confirmed to the Catholic Irish that they were not British (Girvin, 2002: 15).
The symbolic dimension of the consequences of the events and policies which marked
the English rule of Ireland is significant. According to O'Farrell, the English prevented
the Irish from developing their own institutions; and by doing that it also prevented the
change and growth of Irish identity. Failing however to destroy it, it provoked a reaction
in which the Irish clung to the only identity they knew. And that was one defined by
religion, because the history of Ireland apart from Britain's governmental contrivances
was religious. Religion was its focal point, its identity and coherence. Catholicism was
perceived as the only way for 'old Ireland to live on, not politically but historically,
culturally and religiously' (O'Farrell, 1971:11-12). The gradual disappearance of the
Irish language left the Catholic religion as the sole determinant of national identity. 'In
Catholicism the Irish could find the form, means and organisation to preserve and
develop their ancient separate identity, their meaning and ultimate integrity'(O'Farrell,
1971: 12). It is hardly surprising then that the legacy Empire bequeathed to Ireland was
a national identity heavily informed by Catholicism. English power reinforced in the
eyes of the Irish the need for a separation between 'us' and 'them'. Essentially, it
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preserved the old order in Ireland by way of simple reaction (O'Farrell, 1971: 28). As
Girvin argues, the obstacle to Anglicisation came from nationalism itself, and its close
association with Catholicism (Girvin, 2002: 25). Ireland and Catholicism became seen
as inseparable. In the words of Paul Dubois 'her religion is in the blood of Ireland. It is
a second nature, a hereditary and traditional instinct, which has no need to be reasoned
in order to be profound (quoted in Girvin., 2002:26).
The Orthodox Church and the Preservation of Hellenism
As far as the Orthodox Church is concerned, under the Ottoman Empire, and perhaps
because of the Ottoman Empire, Orthodox Christians lived, prospered and were allowed
to retain their Church and faith. Yet, they were treated as a subject people which served
to solidify their self-perception as Christian subjects to an infidel master. This helped
retain the religious distinction between Orthodox Christianity and Islam, and that meant
that inevitably the Christian populations of the Ottoman Empire felt limited loyalty to
the cause of Islamic Empire.
Perhaps the most crucial point of is that under Ottoman captivity Orthodoxy was
allowed to survive, and its survival also entailed the preservation of the Greek language.
It became not only the defining feature of the millet but also the principal element of
distinction between the millet itself and the Islamic imperial core. In other words, selfgoverning of the Greek Orthodox millet during Ottoman rule served to
Preserve a sense of common ethnicity. The Church...in teaching the time-honoured
Christian rites, the bible and the lives of the Saints to the Christian communities, it taught
the Greek that he belonged to a nation, a chosen race whose trials and tribulations would
one day pass, and which when God willed it would regain complete control of the holy city
of Constantinople (Dakin in Clogg, 1973: 157).

The survival of Orthodoxy allowed the continuation of the Church's cultural role; as
Georgiadou notes, the Church 'preserved and handed down the Greek language through
the Centuries of foreign (Ottoman) domination and made a sizeable contribution to the
continuation and unity of the scattered Greek nation' (Georgiadou, 1995: 303).
Through its administration the Ottoman Empire in a way served to form Greek national
identity. It did so by retaining the two distinctive features on which Greek identity is
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now based: Orthodoxy and the Greek language. The Ottomans 'were never sufficiently
alarmed by it to take measures that would have threatened its existence. Its secret spirit
could survive. And so, the integrity of the Church had been preserved, and with it the
integrity of the Greek people' (Runciman, 1968: 182).
Religion and language provided the sources, the 'ethno-religious motifs' upon on which
national identity would be formed, and which would inform the nation- building process
post- independence. These sources became, then, the myths and memories of the Greek
people. Religion became not only the defining feature of the Orthodox millet but also
the principal element of distinction between the millet itself and the Islamic core. The
survival of Orthodoxy allowed for the continuation of the Church's cultural role.
National Insurrections and the National Self-Determination Movements

In both cases, the role of the institutional Church in the independence movement is
ambivalent. To a great extent it was in the Church's interest to maintain the status quo.
For example in Ireland during the Easter Rising, priests attempted to break up the rebels,
but with no success. In Greece, as the ideas of the Enlightenment, and the ideals of
secularism and national self-determination penetrated the Christian community,
opposition by the new nationalist intelligentsia grew, and was directed not only towards
the Ottoman Empire, but also towards the old Orthodox hierarchy which, being
effectively an institution of the Empire and its political administration was seen as
reflecting its interests. The Greek representatives of the Enlightenment urged the people
to revolt against the hierarchy of the Church:
You hierarchs of the Holy Synod of Constantinople, do you not know that tyranny is
despised by God and by humans? How can you present it to Greeks as a benefit? You are
neither shepherds nor leaders to the light; you are but wolves, you are nothing but the
source of darkness. Liars and hypocrites that is what you are (Elliniki Nomarchia, quoted in
Koulouri, 2002: 88).

The revolutionary movement, which broke out in 1821, emphasised nationality rather
than religion; it had many of the elements of a modern, civic nationalist movement
stressing political freedom and citizenship, based on the ideas of the enlightenment and
the French revolution (Koulouri, 2002: 86). Not surprisingly, the struggle for
independence was not aided by the Patriarchate. Indeed as the power of the Orthodox
Church rose significantly since the Ottoman conquest, its scope became political as well
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as ecclesiastical. For the Christian Orthodox hierarchy, the Catholics represented a
much greater evil than the Ottomans, The latter may have even represented the good,
since God sent them in order to save the Orthodox world from the Latins (Koulouri,
2002: 83). The Patriarch, as an Ottoman official, wished to preserve the status of his
institution and least of all his own position within it, which would be severely
threatened by an unsuccessful revolt. He was the one responsible to the Ottoman Sultan
for the obedience of his millet. As a consequence, the Patriarchate condemned the
potential eruption of an independence movement. In 1789 a document entitled Paternal
Teaching and signed by Anthimos of Jerusalem officially warned against the ideal of
political freedom. The latter is 'contrary to the spiritual command to obey authority, and
results in the impoverishment of the people; the Sultan is the Protector of Christian life
in the Ottoman Empire; to oppose him is to oppose God' (Paternal Teaching quoted in
Frazee, 1969: 8). 'God', they wrote, 'placed the kingdom of the Ottomans above the
rest, on the one hand, in order to show that this Kingdom is the result of God's will,
rather than human power, and, on the other hand, to confirm that in this way He wishes
to save his Chosen people' (Koulouri, C, 2002: 84).
Once the revolution had commenced, the Patriarch anathematised and excommunicated
the revolutionaries. The letter which authorised the excommunication and was signed
by the Patriarch read:
Michael Soutzos and Alexandras Ypsilandis have sinned with an audacity beyond example
and have sent emissaries to seduce others, and to conduct them to the abyss of perdition;
many have been so tempted to join an unlawful Etairia and thought themselves bound by
their oath to continue members, but an oath to commit a sin was itself a sin (Letter of April
4th, full text quoted in Frazee, 1969: 28).

However in both cases, given the role of religion as a delineating marker between rulers
and ruled, religion and nationhood were fused in a profound way and this fusion was
used symbolically by revolutionaries. For example, the Easter 1916 Proclamation of
Independence links religion and nationalism in a profound way, proclaiming Ireland's
independence in the name of both God and nationalism: 'In the name of God and of the
dead generations from which she receives her old tradition of nationhood, Ireland
through us, summons her children to her and strikes for her freedom'. In Greece, despite
the official opposition of the Patriarchate to the independence movement, lower
members of the clergy had supported the revolution and even participated actively in it.
This enhanced the symbolic role of Orthodoxy. According to Smith, the nationalism
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which inspired the self-determination movement of the masses was more than anything
religious-oriented:
More powerful than the classical ideals of a largely Diaspora intelligentsia was the sense of
ethno-religious Byzantine Orthodox election. Only a deep-rooted belief such as this could
galvanise and mobilise the majority of Greek speaking Orthodox men and women, and
refashion Greece as the heir of the Byzantine empire whose lands and hegemony it sought
to restore through a policy of Hellenic imperialism. This was the popular nationalism of the
mass of the population, even though it was overlaid by the secular democratic ideals of an
intelligentsia that sought in ancient Athens the legitimation of its modernising goals (Smith,
1999:344)

As Smith argues, 'the popular nationalism of the lower classes in Greece, under the
tutelage of the lower clergy did not look back to the glories of ancient Athens, but to
those of the Byzantine Empire and its Greek Orthodox community'(Smith, 2003:16).
Bishops were called upon to head military affairs; some were captured and killed. Later
they become heroes and martyrs who died for the Greek cause. Greek history is replete
with examples of heroes who are both national and religious, including Bishop of Patra
Germanos, the Monk Samuel of Arkadi Monastery, Chrysostomos Bishop of Smyrna
and many others. Religion per se acted as a symbol of inspiration, valour, pride and
unity for the Greeks and distinction from the empire. Smith notes, 'many of those who
fought in the war of independence were fighting as Christian Orthodox against infidel
Muslims. Some of the leaders of the revolt, i.e. bishop of Patra Germanos and his
followers, were inspired by visions of Byzantine restoration' (Smith, 1999: 344). Even
among those revolutionaries who expressed the secular ideas of the Enlightenment, the
wording among proclamations for independence, or their writings are redolent with
religious connotations. For example, the proclamation for independence by Alexander
Ypsilantis entitled: 'Fight for faith and homeland' (Sfyroeras, 1991: 156). Such sources
are reproduced and quoted in both Greek official and unofficial historiography, such as
museums, history textbooks and Church documents in order to stress the role of the
clergy in the Greek insurrection.
The struggles for national self- determination in Greece and Ireland certainly owed
much to the ideology of nationalism: they were modern and secular, similar to other
nationalist struggles against empires throughout the world. But because in Greece and
Ireland, during imperial rule the identification of the group was made in religious terms,
the national identity that emerged during the era of nation-building was religious based.

In other words, the nation-building and State building processes of the postindependence years had to be based on ideas and institutions that would resonate on the
people. In the case studies in question, what was already there was an identification of
the subjected 'us' to the ruling 'them' in religious terms. Religion functioned as one of
the pre-modern signifiers of group identification on which modern nationhood would be
based.
3. Consolidation; Nation- Building and the Institutionalisation of the Role of
Religion
The passage from Empire to independence marked a very important transition. It
entailed that Greece (1829), and Ireland (1922) would function within a completely
different institutional setting as new national realities. An integral part of this process
would be nation- building- the task of forging cohesion and unity within the newly
established independent Nation-States. Thus, the attainment of statehood entailed the
consolidation and institutionalisation of national identity. Ultimately, the problems that
arose were linked with precisely this: namely, what the signifiers of Greek and Irish
national identity were and how cohesion within the newly formed independent NationStates would be forged. In both cases, after independence, there were conflicting
identities: secular and religious. But in both cases, the religious element prevailed
largely because national identity took the form of pre-existing elements which
functioned as ethnic signifiers. Simply placing emphasis on elite manipulation and/or
fabrication in order to indoctrinate the masses fails to explain why national identity
takes a particular form and only particular versions of the past have popular resonance
(McBride, 2001: 9). Indeed every nation-building process involves a degree of
fabrication. But surely national identity does not emerge in a vacuum. During nationbuilding elites were able to pin the process on these elements and thus ensure that it
would resonate on the people. Tom Nairn's famous paradigm is instructive here: 'The
middle class intelligentsia of nationalism had to invite the masses into history; and the
invitation card had to written in a language they understood' (Nairn, 1997:340). Post
independence religion was treated as one of the defining features of national identity
and became in this respect a crucial element of the nation-building process: both in
terms of institutions and symbols, religion was promoted and entrenched as an integral
part of Greekness and Irishness respectively. Undoubtedly both Greece and Ireland
belong to the 'nationalist pattern', i.e. they constitute instances of cultural defence
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where the Church has consolidated its political power by virtue of its role as a carrier of
national identity.
The Constitutional Setting
In both cases the relationship between Church and State became institutionalised by the
Constitution as the Church was granted special status precisely because of its role as the
main defender of the nation and carrier of national identity. An important distinction is
that in Ireland, the Constitution proclaims a formal separation between Church and State,
whereas in Greece there is no constitutional separation. In practice however the two
cases are similar as although Church and State are officially separate institutions in
Ireland, in practice the relationship between the institutions is consensual and very close.
Ireland
This relationship has its origins in the nation-building process which commenced once
Ireland gained its independence from Britain, and was explicitly institutionalised and
consolidated in the 1937 De Valera Constitution. The latter set out the foundations of a
very powerful role of the Irish Catholic Church in social and secular affairs, .in an
attempt 'to reconcile Irish democracy with nationalism and Catholicism, while
simultaneously creating a sovereign and Republican State' (Girvin, 2002: 80). Since
1937 and at least until the 1970's, both Church and State have 'affirmed an Irish
national identity grounded in Catholic moral and social teaching' (Dillon in Jelen and
Wilcox, 2002: 53). The Constitution did not clearly distinguish between the religious
and political spheres. 'In the Dail, on the radio, in the newspapers and in day-to-day
business and social activity priest and people, the sacred and the secular not only met in
a formal sense but also meshed and interconnected' (Girvin, 2002: 82). In practice
therefore, Church and State became fused, with Irish nationalism being the common
denominator, the link that brought the two institutions together, and accounted as the
main legitimating factor of the highly politicised role of the Irish Catholic Church.
The special status granted to Catholicism and by extension, to the Catholic Church, as
well its supremacy to the secular authority is evident throughout the text. The privileged
role of Catholicism in the Irish nation and State is firstly made explicit in the preamble:
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In the name of the Holy trinity, from Whom is all authority and to Whom, as our final end,
all actions both of men and States must be referred,
We, the people of"Eire,
Humbly acknowledging all our obligations to our Divine Lord, Jesus Christ, Who sustained
our fathers through centuries of trial,
Gratefully remembering their heroic and unremitting struggle to regain the rightful
independence of our Nation,
And seeking to promote the common good, with due observance of Prudence, Justice and
Charity, so that the dignity andfreedom of the individual may be assured, true social order
attained, the unity ofour country restored, and concord established with other nations,
Do hereby adopt, enact, and give to ourselves this Constitution.
(Constitution of Ireland, enacted 1937, including constitutional amendments to 2002)

In addition, as initially drafted, Article 44.1 acknowledged the Catholic Church as 'the
Church of Christ' and as 'the true religion' 'established by our Divine Lord'. Although
the Constitution made clear that no religion would be discriminated against in the
Republic of Ireland, at the same time Article 44.2, affirmed the 'special position of the
holy Catholic Apostolic and Roman Church as the guardian of the Faith professed by
the great majority of the citizens' (Constitution of Ireland enacted 1937 including
constitutional amendments) 2. Articles 41-44 regulated the family, education, property
rights and religion. According to Girvin, the Constitution also 'reinforced the distinction
between male and female spheres of activity and brought together both nationalist and
Catholic conceptions of the good life (Article 45)' (Girvin, 2002: 83).
From these constitutional provisions two important conclusions can derived: Firstly, a
clear link between religion and nationalism; and secondly, a sense of superiority of the
religious authority over the secular one, Girvin notes that the most important feature of
the new Constitution is that it gave normative effect to the core values of Irish
nationalism. 'It achieved a synthesis between Catholic, nationalist and democratic
values in a way that provided a stable basis for constitutional continuity for the next 40
years' (Girvin 2002; 83). In each case the official position of the Catholic Church was
emphasised in the Constitution, especially in respect of the family as the core unit of
society and the prohibition on divorce. 'By linking religion and nationalism in the

2 The fifth amendment of the Constitution Act, 1972 removed the special position of the Catholic Church from the
constitution, following a referendum in which 84% of the Irish electorate endorsed the move.
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Constitution, the Irish presented themselves as God's chosen peoples, claiming that
their nationalism and religion made them special' (Girvin 2002: 81).
Greece
In Greece, the connection between Church and State was also consolidated shortly after
independence in a similar fashion.

Modern Greek statehood has been from the

beginning of its establishment intertwined with the Orthodox Church of Greece, in this
case a formally close relationship which was institutionalised in 1822. As with the Irish
case, the prevalent and privileged position of the Church was legitimated by nationalism
and became institutionalised in the Constitution. Both Constitutions begin with
reference to the 'Holy and indivisible Trinity' making explicit the link between ChurchState and nation. The first Constitution of Greece, which came into being under the title
'Temporary Constitution of Greece' during the First National Assembly of Epidaurus in
January 1822, declared the Orthodox Church as the State Church.
In the name of the holy and indivisible Trinity.
First paragraph: On religion
§ 1. The dominant/prevailing religion of the Greek Slate is the Eastern Orthodox Church
of Christ. The Greek government tolerates every other religion; ceremonies and holy
practices can be practiced -without constraint (Temporary Constitution of Greece, or
Provisional Constitution of Greece, adopted by the Epidavros Assembly, January 1 st 1822).

This relationship remained largely unaltered in the subsequent Constitutions of 1827,
1844, 1864 and 1911:
In the name of the Holy, Consubstantial, and Indivisible Trinity
Concerning religion
Art. /. The prevailing religion in Greece is that of the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ.
Every other known religion is tolerated, and the forms of its worship are carried out
without hindrance under the protection of the laws, proselytism and all other interference
with the established religion being prohibited.
Art. 2. The Orthodox Church of Greece, acknowledging for its head our Lord Jesus Christ,
is indissolubly united in doctrine with the Great Church in Constantinople and with every
other Church of Christ holding the same doctrines, steadfastly observing, as they do, the
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holy apostolic and synodal canons and holy traditions: it is autocephalous, exercising its
sovereign rights independently of every other Church, and it is administered by a Holy
Synod of bishops. The ministers of all recognized religions are subjected to the same
superintendence on the part of the State as the ministers of the established religions
(Constitution of 1911, as revised by the 2nd Revisionary Parliament).

Following several constitutional amendments in 1975, and 1986, 2001 and 2005 the
Constitution of Greece as it stands in 2007 continues to describe the Orthodox Church
as the "prevailing religion" of Greece. According to Article 3.1:
The prevailing religion in Greece is that of the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ. The
Orthodox Church of Greece, acknowledging our Lord Jesus Christ as its head, is
inseparably united in doctrine with the Great Church of Christ in Constantinople and with
every other Church of Christ of the same doctrine, observing unwaveringly, as they do, the
holy apostolic and synodal canons and sacred traditions. It is autocephalous and is
administered by the Holy Synod of serving Bishops and the Permanent Holy Synod
originating thereof and assembled as specified by the Statutory Charter of the Church in
compliance with the provisions of the Patriarchal Tome of June 29, 1850 and the Synodal
Act of September 4, 1928 (Constitution of Greece, as revised by the Parliamentary
Resolution, April 6th, 2001).

As with the Irish case, discrimination against other religions is safeguarded in the
Constitution. Article 13 guarantees the freedom of religion or belief:
Article 13:
1.

The freedom of religious consciousness is inviolable. The exercise of individual and
political rights is independent of one's religious conviction.

2.

All known religions shall be free and their rites of worship shall be performed unhindered
and under the protection of the law. The practice of rites of worship is not allowed to
offend public order or the good usages. Proselytism is prohibited.

3.

The Ministers of all known religions shall be subject to the same supervision by the State
and to the same obligations towards it as those of the prevailing religion.

4.

No person shall be exempt from discharging his obligations to the State or may refuse to
comply with the laws by reason of his religious convictions.

5.

No oath shall be imposed or administered except as specified by law and in the form
determined by law.

However, as in Ireland, despite such constitutional provisions, the protection of freedom
of belief is relative. As several examples in the introduction have illustrated, citizenship
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and inclusion criteria have developed and remain largely ethnic rather than civic, based
on religion, The official status of the Church confers special privileges and obligations.
Nation: Legitimating the Church-State Nexus

In both cases therefore, a similar pattern emerged: a close relationship between Church
and State essentially legitimated by nationalism. Secular and religious institutions were
brought together under one common denominator, i.e. the nation. The Constitution
served to institutionalise the Church-State- nation nexus; and the nation served to
legitimate the bond between Church and State which was formalised in the Constitution.
Ireland
In Ireland, by clearly setting out the role of the Irish Catholic Church in society, the
Constitution confirmed what Girvin (2002) terms a triangular power structure between
State, Church and nation: essentially a consensual relationship between Church and
State legitimated by the ideology of nationalism. In other words, the special position of
the Catholic Church rested on the consent of the Irish people. The power of the Church
was not coercive, but rather based on the link between religion and nationalism. 'Irish
Catholics willingly accepted Church authority on faith and morals. This was an illiberal
community, but one which most Irish Catholics accepted willingly' (Girvin, 2002:132).
In essence, nationalism legitimated the power of the Catholic Church. Ireland was not
undemocratic because it was illiberal by choice as 'the strength of Irish Catholicism was
its voluntary nature. The Church had little coercive power and depended on the loyalty
of its members to secure its authority. While its institutional position was strong, the
Church's success rested in its role in the moral community'(Girvin, 2002:135), As the
Church expanded its power, it also developed the scope of its 'moral monopoly' (Inglis,
1998), an extensive network of control over Irish society based on moral principles and
the strict adherence to Church and regulations. 'The very obvious piety of the Irish
nation depended on the Church responding to the needs of the nation' (Girvin, 2002:19).
The anti-liberal element in Church policy was 'the consequence of the Catholic
Church's opposition to modernism and Irish nationalism's hostility to Britain. Indeed,
nationalist legitimation was mainly related to British rule. As Mair argues, 'the forces of
clericalism and conservative nationalism had become legitimised after independence' as
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a result of British occupation (Hornsby-Smith, 1992: 268). As a consequence, both
Church and State shared a rejection of the liberal version of modernity, especially its
individualism and secularism. The nationalist element gave legitimacy to isolationist
policies and granted them widespread support. During the 1930's, the economy became
heavily protected by the State. Competition was very little, inefficiency high and
incentive for export or investment almost non-existent. The result was a heavily
protectionist, inward looking, isolationist Ireland. Irish neutrality during WWII, the
result of a widespread consensus and supported by the Church, was clearly an assertion
to be differentiated from Britain. During the 1950's the Church-State relationship
resulted in 'that suffocating censorship, that muting of the critical intellectual voice,
which the writers of the day argued was short-sighted, unhealthy and damaging... the
emotional bonding of Church and Nation-State breeds conformism and fear, not only of
unhealthy outside or foreign influences but also of the challenge of any independent
thinker in its midst' (Twomey, 2003: 33).
Throughout this period, Church involvement in Irish political affairs was reflected in the
adoption of policies and laws advocated by the Church including divorce, abortion, and
control of education. As in Greece, minorities' views, such as Protestants, were not
reflected as the criteria for inclusion in the Irish nation were religious/ethnic. By 1961
Ireland's moral community had changed little since 1937. An informative study carried
out by Biever in the 1960's provides important evidence to support this view. 'The
picture that emerges from the survey is one where the Catholic Church is accorded
status unchallenged by any other group or interest in society. Its teachings are widely
endorsed as is its right to act and influence a wide range of areas in the State and
society' (Girvin, 2002:130). The majority of Irish citizens did not question Catholicism
or nationalism during the 1960's. The emergence of a new critical elite during that
period however, and the rise of Irish revisionism did challenge some of the certainties
and set in motion the mechanism which would serve to fundamentally undermine the
Catholic Church.
Greece
A similar triangular power structure between Church, State and nation was also
established in Greece. A similar concept of choseness was institutionalised in the postindependence period and informed the relationship between Church and State in Greece,
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as well as consolidated the religious base of Greek nationalism. In its turn, Greek
nationalism and Greek national identity were very much informed by its relationship
with and perception of the former Ottoman imperial core, part of which became
independent State in 1923. For example, according to Smith, the Megali Idea3 can be
'traced back to the sense of religious and ethnic superiority of the Orthodox millet over
the Muslims through nearly four centuries of Ottoman rule. The sense of superiority
towards non-Greeks was entrenched in the experiences of the Greek Orthodox
community under Ottoman rule, but it was also a legacy of the latter stages of the
beleaguered and straitened Byzantine empire, whose Greek-speaking Orthodox
population despised both the Muslim Turks and the Catholic Latins. Its ultimate roots
however lay in the sense of Greek Orthodox imperial chosenness which inspired the
Greek speaking community of the Byzantine Empire (Smith, 1999:341).
The Church's association with nationalism extended from the Venizelos era, throughout
the 1940's and 1950's and the Church's association with the military junta regime of
1967, the clashes with the PASOK government during the 1980's, the identity cards
issue (2000) and into the present era. Undoubtedly, the institutionalisation of Greek
Orthodoxy as the official State religion gives the Church a powerful voice in political
policy making and the organisation of society. For example:
•

Although, according to article 33.2 the Greek president is no longer required
to be an Orthodox Christian, he or she is sworn in according to the rites of the
Church. Article 33.2 specifies: 'Before assuming the exercise of his duties, the
President of the Republic shall take the following oath before Parliament: "I
do swear in the name of the Holy and Consubstantial and Indivisible Trinity to
safeguard the Constitution and the laws, to care for the faithful observance
thereof, to defend the national independence and territorial integrity of the
Country, to protect the rights and liberties of the Greeks and to serve the
general interest and the progress of the Greek People"(Constitution of Greece,
as revised by the Parliamentary Resolution, April 6th, 2001).

•

Most high ranking positions in the military, the judiciary, and public schools are in
reality restricted to Orthodox candidates.

3 A Greek irredentist foreign policy initiative of the early 1920, which aimed at recovering Greek
speaking areas of Asia Minor. The Megali Idea will be analysed in greater depth in chapter 4.
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•

The right to proselytise is denied to other faiths

•

The Church is subsidised by the State: the clergy are essentially civil servants whose
salaries are paid by the State, which also administers Church property.

•

The privileged role of the Orthodox Church in the Ministry of education and
religious Affairs' gives it a primary role in Greek education. 'The involvement of
the Greek Orthodox Church in areas of public life which come under State
regulation has been institutionalised by means of the provision of article 2 of the
Charter of the Church of Greece, which constitutes a law of the State. Its integrative
function has been institutionalised through the Ministry of education and Religion,
by which it exercises administrative control over all religious affairs in Greece'.
(Boyle, page 333)

•

According to Law 1363/1938, the construction of places of worship is dependent
upon the approval of the local Orthodox Bishop

•

Inconsistency in legal protection of legal minorities; the issue of contentious
objection to military service, exemption from which applies to ministers of all
religions but not Jehovah's witnesses; issue of recognition of Catholic Church.

Variations within the Pattern
However, although in both cases the political relevance of religion was legitimated by
nationalism, the examination of the evolution of the two Churches in greater detail
points to significant distinctions. An attempt to apply the Greek and Irish cases on the
'nationalist pattern' (Chapter 1, Table 1.1), reveals that these distinctions are mainly
related to the Church-State nexus, i.e. the pattern of Church- State relations, religious
pluralism, anti-clericalism, and also the education system. Doctrinal and historical
circumstances- as well other important geopolitical realities, led to the consolidation of
two different varieties of the 'nationalist pattern' in the two cases in question. It is
precisely these variations in the two cases which would prove crucial for the resilience
and political relevance of religion once the process of modernisation set in.
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Table 2.1; Variations within the Nationalist Pattern- Greece and Ireland
The Nationalist Pattern
Greece
Very low/ non-legalistic
Very low/accommodation
High
High
High/ nationalistic

Ireland
Very low/ legalistic
Very low/ coercion
High
High
High/ Social-legalistic
High and low
Varied
Low
Catholic/ Mostly right
Pro-religious
Intimate: universal
Strong religious
influence/ decentralised

Intelligentsia

High and low
Varied
High
Orthodox /mostly right
Pro-religious
Intimate: nationalised
Strong religious influence/
nationalistic and
centralised
Strong religious influence

Religious Parties

Influential

Religious Pluralism
Anti-Clericalism
Clerical status
Cultic Participation
religious
Internal
Conservatism
Intellectualism in Religion
Stability of Democracy
Communist Influence
Political orientation
Civil Religion
Church-State Nexus
School system

Strong
influence
Influential

religious

1. Church and State Nexus: Autocephaly versus Universalism
Although in both cases the Church became fused with State, in Greece autocephaly
meant subordination of Church to State, whereas in Ireland universalism entailed the
reverse. The Greek Orthodox Church is nationalised, and therefore effectively an
institution of the State. The Greek Orthodox Church became autocephalous, and thus a
national Church, in 1833. The areas of the then independent Greek State came under the
jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Church once it became autocephalous in 1833.
Certain areas which subsequently became part of the Greek State, such as Crete, Mount
Athos and certain Aegean islands- notably the Dodecanese- fall under the jurisdiction of
the Patriarchate of Constantinople. Subordination to the State is a characteristic that the
Greek Orthodox Church shares in common with the Protestant State Churches.
According to Sherrard, following the establishment of the Modern Greek State, the
Greek Orthodox Church became influenced by Protestantism and the ideas of the
Reformation. The Constitution of the Church of Greece, drafted by Von Maurer, a
German Protestant, became based on a non- Byzantine, but rather Protestant perspective.
The Greek form of Erastianism (the doctrine of the ascendancy of the State over the
Church) established by the Church settlement of 1833 reduced the Church in Greece to a
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Department of the State and its officers to little more than functionaries in the
governmental bureaucracy' (Sherrard, 1995: 198). According to Ramet, Church-State
relations in Greece can be said to belong to 'the co-optive pattern', 'characterised by a
tendency of the government to view the Church as an agency of the State' (Ramet,
1988:11). Co-optation, 'the tendency of drawing the Church into a special co-operation
relationship with the State' (Ramet, 1988:7) 'may at times be inverted, with the result
that the Church exercises disproportionate influence in matters of government and
policy' (Ramet, 1988:13).
Church-State relations therefore are best described by accommodation of Church to
State. According to Mavrogordatos (2003), this development was not in effect new; the
Orthodox Church has a history of subordination to secular institutions. In fact, the
Byzantine tradition has always been characterised by the subordination of the Church to
the State, and this has been the case in Byzantium, the Ottoman Empire and modern
Greece. The subordination of the new autocephalous Church to the first King of Greece,
a Bavarian Catholic, did not in fact represent an anomaly with respect to the Ottoman
past, since it perpetuated Church subordination to the secular ruler...Ever since, the
Orthodox Church of Greece continues to perform the primary function of a State
Church...essential for the formal legitimation of State authority' (Mavrogordatos,
2003:125). The establishment of a State Church in 1833 was certainly in keeping with
the Eastern Orthodox tradition, where 'God is Caesar's junior partner' (Huntington,
1996: 70). Thus, subordination of the Church to the State has always been a historical
reality, one not incompatible with Orthodox theology. More specifically, during the
Byzantine years, the relationship between Church and State in the Orthodox East was
that of 'symphonia' or 'synallellia': the fusion of the religion and the secular elements.
Known as Caesaropapism, because of its reference to the combination of the roles of
Caesar and Pope, this system effectively came to entail the subordination of the Church
to the Emperor. During the years of Ottoman conquest the Orthodox Church became an
institution of the Ottoman State. Its status was, nonetheless, a privileged one. As a
theocracy, the Ottoman Empire did not permit the survival of purely political
institutions. It granted, therefore, the Orthodox Church certain crucial prerogatives and
privileges, thus creating the conditions for Orthodox unity in the region and allowing
for the primacy of the Patriarchate of Constantinople over all other institutional
expressions of Orthodoxy in the Balkans. The Orthodox Church of Greece owes its
flexibility to these historical circumstances. Mavrogordatos argues that, 'early
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subordination to the State may have bred certain traits which have always helped the
Orthodox Church maintain its collaboration with Caesar and thereby safeguard its
position as a State Church. These include (a) 'the lack of doctrinal rigidity and
consistency', and (b) 'the lack of corporate solidarity and discipline. The Orthodox
Church has never been as monolithic as the Catholic Church...consequently it has never
experienced

anything like the Reformation or the

Counter-

Reformation'

(Mavrogordatos, 2003: 125).
The Irish Catholic Church on the other hand is universal and therefore outside the
control of the State. Church-State relations are best described either by accommodation
of State to Church or confrontation. The Irish Catholic remained universal following
Ireland's independence, and therefore under the jurisdiction of international Catholicism.
This distinction is also important for the development of religious nationalism
According to Hastings, the total ecclesiastical autonomy of a national Church is one of
the strongest and most enduring factors in the encouragement of nationalism because 'it
vastly stimulates the urge to tie all that is strongest in God's old testament predilection
for one nation and New Testament predilection for one Church contemporaneously to
one's own Church and people' (Hastings, 1997:196). The fact that the Catholic Church
is a supranational, world- wide organisation means that the emphasis of religious
nationalism here has a different orientation. Indeed Oecumenical Churches, not linked
with one particular Nation-State pose a de facto problem for nationalism. Hastings does
make an important distinction between the institutional level, on the one hand, and the
personal, popular or communal level on the other. Despite the universalist aspect of
Catholicism, it should be noted that at the personal, popular and communal levels the
lower clergy could be more nationalist than the Bishops could, while the identification
of the nation through religion was widespread. This helps explain the similarity between
Greece and Ireland in terms of, for example, the role of the lower clergy in the
independence movements. The distinction however between the subordination of
Church to State in Greek case and the accommodation of State to Church in the Irish
case is pivotal in explaining the contemporary divergence between them. Further
analysis of the implications of this takes place in chapter 3.
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2. Religious Pluralism:
In Ireland the Church developed into a moral monopoly, a legalistic interpretation of
Catholic faith which permeated every aspect of Irish society. Although nationalism
remained the underlying legitimating factor of the Church's power, it became secondary
to the Church's moral monopoly. In Greece, although also not a religiously plural
society, the Orthodox Church is less legalistic. We can distinguish between two types of
intervention in social and political affairs due to the Church-State relationship: firstly,
strictly social matters, such as abortion and divorce where the Church's opposition to
modernising State policies has been minimal. And secondly, those matters directly
affecting the link between Orthodoxy and nation, such as the Identity Cards issue or the
construction of a Mosque in Athens where intervention has assumed great proportions
and confrontations with the State have occurred. This issue is further examined in
chapters 3 and 6.
3. Low Anti-Clericalism:
In both instances, anti-clericalism is low. In Ireland, although Fianna Fail is more
closely aligned to the Catholic Church, all politicians and political actors maintain a
respectful disposition toward the Church. In Greece although the Church is traditionally
more aligned to the right, and hence closer to the New Democracy party, both the latter
and PASOK have accepted the status quo Church position. Although PASOK
introduced a number of reforms which compromised the Church's role during the
1980's, these reforms did not go very far given the interest not to compromise the
relationship between Church and nation. There is an important distinction however,
between the two cases. Given the Church-State relationship in Ireland, anti-clericalism
is largely the result of the Church's dominance over the secular authority. In Greece
power relations have the reverse relationship: the accommodationist nature of Greek
Church-State relations, it is the Church hierarchy who by large collaborates with the
State, not the other way round. As part of the Church-State nexus this is also further
examined in chapter 3.
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4. School System:
Although both Greece and Ireland are perceived as belonging to the 'nationalist pattern',
and both Catholicism and Orthodoxy are monopoly religions, it is interesting that the
relationship between religion and politics is manifested very different in the education
system. This is largely a result of the different relationship between Church and State,
but also a manifestation of the way external threat is perceived and institutionalised in
the two cases. This issue deserves attention. Indeed in both case studies since the
attainment of independent nationhood, the Church has exercised a close control on the
educational field. Following the establishment of the Irish State in 1922, promoting
Irish nationalism became imperative for the process of nation-building. The government
planned to realise its aim of promoting cultural nationalism through education. This had
two main components: the promotion of the Irish language and Catholicism as the
driving forces of Irish national identity. The Catholic Church's power, a remnant of 19th
century Victorian ecclesiocracy, is paramount in the understanding of the development
of the Irish education system post- independence. According to Akenson,
Certain theological precepts concentrated much of the Church's great power on the school
system and at the same time legitimated the exercise of that power.. .The encyclical of Pius
XI, promulgated in 1929, emphasised that the role of the State in education was only to
serve as an auxiliary to the family and to the Church. So consonant with Irish cultural
values was this papal formulation that the same sonorities were written into the 1937
Constitution (Akenson, 1975:96-97),

It was De Valera's 1937 Constitution that made the association between the nation,
religion and education explicit. According to Williams the relationship between religion
and 'cultural self-understanding' indeed comes with the 1937 Constitution, which
'explicitly associated the nation with Christianity' (Williams, 1999: 320). According to
Lyons, Article 42 'clearly reflects Roman Catholic social teaching' (Lyons, 1973: 545).
Article 42.1, which remains unaltered, places a child's education in the hands of the
family and 'guarantees to respect the inalienable right and duty of parents to provide,
according to their means, for the religious and moral, intellectual, physical and social
education of their children'(Constitution of Ireland, 1937). In addition, according to
Article 42.2, 'Parents shall be free to provide this education in their homes, or in private
schools or in schools recognised or established by the State' (Constitution of Ireland,
1937). In the Constitution, the role specified for the State is to ensure free primary
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education for all. Article 42.4 specified that 'the State shall provide for free primary
education and shall endeavour to supplement and give reasonable aid to private and
corporate educational initiative, and, when the public good requires it, provide other
educational facilities or institutions with due regard, however, for the rights of parents,
especially in the matter of religious and moral formation'(Constitution of Ireland, 1937).
Unlike Greece, whose Constitution guarantees all Greeks may obtain education, 'at all
levels in State educational institutions' (Article 16.2 of the Constitution of Greece,
including 2001 Amendments) in Ireland free secondary education was not introduced
until 1968. The 1937 Constitution stressed that it was the family's right and duty to
determine the education of their children, in an attempt to keep State interference in
education minimal. As Akenson argues, the State is simply obliged to help parents
provide education to their children (Akenson, 1975:95). Its role is therefore reduced to
accepting, allowing and legitimating the Church's education policy. As a result the State
funds and regulates education, but the Church controls it.
Later documents also reflect the Church's association with education. According to
Williams, the 'Report of the Council of Education on the Function and the Curriculum
of the Primary School'(1954) endorsed very emphatically the denominational and
catechetical character of primary education. This document very strongly informs the
treatment of the role of religion from 1965-1971 (Williams, 1999: 323). In addition, a
1971 version of The Primary School Curriculum: Teacher's Handbook', 'attributes a
crucial role to religious education and promotes the integration between religious and
secular instruction. Every subject is seen as helping the child achieve a proper
relationship with God, his neighbour and the environment' (Williams, 1999: 324).
Although the Constitution also stresses no discrimination, and grants the right to
withdraw from religious education, in practice education was and remains to an extent
significantly dominated by the Catholic faith (Williams, 1999: 320). For example,
during the 1950's and 1960's sending a child to a non-Catholic school was punishable
by excommunication because as Inglis argues, doing so was considered a mortal sin
(Inglis, 1998:58). The same punishment would also apply should one decide to attend
Trinity college Dublin as opposed to University College Dublin (Garvin, 2004: 202).
Although this is no longer the case, pressure still exists,
In Greece, it was the Constitution of 1911 which, for the first time provided for
mandatory and free education for all, a provision which remains in the present day
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Constitution . Although it is the State that is responsible for providing education in
Greece, the education system is still closely linked with the Orthodox Church.
According to article 16.2 of the Constitution, 'education constitutes a basic mission of
the State, and its purpose is the moral, spiritual, professional and physical education of
the Greek people, the growth of their national and religious consciousness and their
formation into free citizens' (Greek Constitution, including 2001 Amendments). Given
that according to article 3, Orthodoxy is the prevailing religion in Greece, thus 'the
growth of religious consciousnesses is to be pursued according to the doctrine of
Orthodoxy (Sotirelis, 1998: 31). This effectively binds Church and State together in a
common goal promoting the link between religion and national identity. According to
Boyle, 'the involvement of the Greek Orthodox Church in areas of public life which
come under State regulation has been institutionalised by means of the provision of
article 2 of the Charter of the Church of Greece, which constitutes a law of the State. Its
integrative function has been institutionalised through the Ministry of education and
Religion, by which it exercises administrative control over all religious affairs in
Greece' (Boyle, 1997: 333). Religious education is mandatory for Greek Orthodox
children in public primary and secondary schools, and the State subsidises religious
studies at institutions of higher learning.
Although in both cases education is controlled to a great extent by the Church, there are
two important distinctions. Firstly, in Greece the emphasis on what is taught- not only
in the subject of religion, but most importantly in history textbooks, is placed on the link
between Orthodoxy and national identity. This is done with greater ease given the fact
that the Greek education system is highly centralised: one single textbook per subject
commissioned by the State. In Ireland on the other hand, the emphasis on what is taught
is placed on legalistic Catholicism and the provision of a moral blueprint of what
constitutes a good Catholic. The link between Catholicism and national identity is
undermined also by the fact that the Irish education system is de-centralised- there is a
lot of variation in what is taught by individual schools and teachers as there is no one
single textbook commissioned by the State. This important distinction between the Irish
and Greek education systems is largely a product of the different type of Church-State
relations: in Ireland the Constitution made the State subservient to the Church in
education: the Church would never have allowed the content to be centralised and
4 In March 2007 the New Democracy Government passed a bill introducing several reforms to Article 16
of the Greek constitution, allowing the introduction of private universities. The amendment of the
constitution is to follow.
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determined by the State, so a various sources system was instead established. In Greece,
the Church is subordinate to the State and thus the latter can, without too many
obstacles, commission a syllabus and unified textbook according to its preferences.
Given the Church and State both have the same goal, there is a consensus: as long as the
State-commissioned content promotes link between Orthodoxy and nationalism the
Church's interests as also promoted. A detailed examination and comparison between
the role of the Church in the Greek and Irish education systems takes place in chapter 5.
4. Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to trace the origins and consolidation of the religious
character of Greek and Irish national identities. In both cases, during the era of Empire
the institution of the Church was able to survive and carry religious customs and beliefs
that were distinct from those of the imperial core through the centuries. In this sense, in
both cases the Church assisted the retention of the distinctive features of collective
identity which separated the subjects from the Empire. Essentially, the legacy of Empire
to Greece and Ireland was the survival of an institution, which served to retain and
reinforce all the symbols of collective identity. These symbols were largely religious
because the distinction between subjects and Empire was religious: Catholic Irish versus
Protestant English, Orthodox Greeks versus Islamic Ottomans.
Hence when independence was gained, and the new States of Greece and Ireland came
into existence, it made sense to pin successful State and nation- building on Orthodoxy
and Catholicism respectively. This made the institutionalisation of a religious-based
national identity possible. In Greece for example, the twin factors of Orthodoxy and the
Greek language, and their relationship provided the foundation of Greek national
identity. In this sense it is understandable why, despite conflicting national images of a
secular form, the Orthodox Church assumed the role of carrier of Greek national
identity in post-independence Greece.
Both the Greek Orthodox and the Irish Catholic Churches derived their legitimacy and
consolidated their power on the principles of nationalism and anti-colonialism, which
gave them widespread popular acceptance. This explains why, despite doctrinal and
institutional differences both Churches followed 'the nationalist pattern' (Martin 1978)
whereby the Church remains a powerful institution by virtue of its role as a carrier and
defender of national identity. In Ireland, the nationalist element allowed the Irish
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Catholic Church to acquire a very powerful position in Irish society. This is one of the
most important consequences of Empire that the Irish and Greek Churches share in
common. In Greece too, the Church became powerful because it fostered a symbolic
link between Orthodoxy and the Greek nation.
There are however important distinctions. The 'nationalist pattern' is far from
monolithic. This fact is pivotal to the prime hypothesis of the thesis, namely that
national Identities are not static, but part of a dynamic process and prone to change. The
significant institutional differences between the two cases related with the Church-State
relationship discussed above constitute the 'internal processes' that can affect the
evolution of national identity - the Church obstructs modernisation to a different degree
depending on the Church-State nexus. The 'external processes', or triggers which also
affect the evolution of national identity refer primarily to external threat perceptions.
This thesis contends that when these internal and external processes combine, different
patterns of development take place, and hence the divergence between Ireland and
Greece. These distinctions, and their consequences, will be analysed in greater detail
henceforth.
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Contemporary Framework
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Part II Introduction
National Identities as Dynamic Processes:
Social and Economic Change Linked to Modernisation
To. Kcnna pei
Herakleitos

But, if traditions can be translated, at least they don't fossilise. That very flexibility which
was painfully achieved over the centuries underpins and explains our [Irish] current
prosperity, but may also give rise to new political and religious institutions. We may find it
hard to ditch long-serving leaders, from Dev to Bertie - unlike the British who ceremoniously
dumped Churchill in 1945 - but when it comes to discarding core values, -we are the least
sentimental people on earth. No wonder that George Bernard Shaw recommended that every
English person be sent for a spell of "national service" in Ireland, in order to learn
"flexibility ofmind".
Declan Kiberd, The Irish Times, October 3rd, 2006

' The Greek nation has and will always have a needfor religion'
A. Papadiamantis in Stavrou, 1988: 185

1. Introduction
The following section focuses on contemporary Greek and Irish national identities and
their evolution in a time of vast social, political and geopolitical changes. To an extent,
national identity perceptions are evolving differently in Ireland and Greece, given the
impact of the processes that have marked their development in recent years. There are
important variations within the Greek and Irish 'nationalist patterns' which are accounting
for the current divergence between the two case studies. The argument is that in Ireland,
the factors which inhibited secularisation in the past are gradually disappearing. Or in
other words, Ireland is shifting away from the 'nationalist pattern' because Irish national
identity is undergoing major transformations. This development is twofold: Economic
modernisation, a process far more rapid than the one which has taken place in Greece, has
created vast domestic social changes in Ireland and thus has significantly altered the
needs of Irish society in ways that the Church can not meet or comply with. At the same
time, decline in external threat perceptions, especially from the former imperial power
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(chapter 4) is challenging existing perceptions of Irish religious nationalism, and is
leaving the Irish Church without a legitimising basis for its policies. Greek national
identity on the other hand is less flexible, a factor which accounts for the Church's
resilience. This can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, given the historical pattern of
Church-State relations, the Church is subordinate to the State and therefore does not clash
with its impetus for modernisation. And secondly, because of the ongoing defensive
nature of Greek national identity due to high external threat perceptions, the Church
continues to function as the rallying point for Greek nationalism, with a very successful
discourse which ensures a large popular base for its legitimacy (chapter 6).
Table 3.1: Co-relation between Church and National Identity- Greece and Ireland
Church

National Identity

Ireland

Inflexible

Flexible

Greece

Flexible

Inflexible

2. Greece and Ireland: Perceptions of Nationalism and National Identity

According to Smith, national identities can last for millennia. Certain elements such as
language, the preservation and reproduction of certain myths, memories and traditions, as
well organised religion with its rituals, liturgy organisation and hierarchy can play a
powerful conserving role, 'ensuring a high degree of formal continuity between
generations and from community to community' (Smith, 1991: 27). Change however is
also vital for the continuity of national identities. In order to last, they must constantly
change, evolve and adapt to new circumstances. According to Fr O'Doherty, Professor of
Logic and Psychology in University College Dublin, what he terms the 'pickling' of a
culture, can only result to its death.
'Our society is in a highly mobile phase at present. In fact we are going through a deep and
far-reaching cultural revolution. ..There is no way known to man whereby a culture can be
preserved intact, while at the same time remaining a living thing... if there is one thing known
with certainty by the social psychologist, it is simply this: that a culture is something lived,
not pickled; and life means change...! mean far reaching changes in the self-image of our
people, the transition from a horizontally un-stratified society to a highly stratified one, from
a lived Christianity to a post-Christian society, the switch from national to international
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interest, from conditions of no leisure in one generation to holidays abroad in the next, from
acceptance of traditional values and beliefs to their total rejection as with Joyce, from
subsistence farming to the affluent society, from a peasant structured and institutionalised
society (as in Arensberg) to a middle class way of life, and all this on one or two generations'
(O'Doherty quoted in Garvin, 2004: 210).

Nationalism is constantly challenged by modernisation and changing structures.
According to Girvin, nationalism has to change in order to adapt, and it is precisely this
capacity to change that 'explains why nationalism remains a potent force both in Ireland
and internationally in the 21 st century' (Girvin, 2002:201).
In this sense, national identities are not static. The extent to which they may transform is
limited and determined both by external and internal factors. Externally, the geopolitical
situation the nation finds itself in both limits the change its identity can undergo, but also
determines to what extent the change is necessary. Internally 'the cultural resources and
traditions which the community brings to the task of creating and sustaining itself as a
nation provide the parameters for the development of its national identity and the ways in
which that identity can be reinterpreted in successive generations' (Smith, 2000:796). For
Smith,' changes to cultural identities refer to the degree to which traumatic developments
disturb the basic patterning of the cultural elements that make up the sense of continuity'
(Smith, 1991:25). The role of memory is also important, meaning the ways in which the
past is remembered and taken through to the present and from generation to generation.
Memory is however selective and fallible; certain elements of the past are remembered
while others are deliberately forgotten, and so a nation's identity is shaped and reshaped
through successive generations.
Greece and Ireland have been no different in this respect: a strong sense of national
identity is highly persistent in both. But it owes this resilience as much to change as it
does to continuity. Indeed, being Greek is perceived synonymous to being Orthodox and
being Irish is perceived synonymous to being Catholic. This has been to a great extent the
result of external circumstances, such as conquest and foreign rule, as well as internal
circumstances, such as the role of the Church during that period. As in Greece, the Church
in Ireland played an important symbolic role in the independence movement. Postindependence, the nation- building process, through education and other constitutional
and institutional processes crystallised perceptions of a religious-based national identity
and effectively merged the notions of nation and religion in the minds of the people.
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However, despite their striking similarities, these two forms of nationalism are also
different at times on emphasis and scope, In Ireland, change is much more profound than
in Greece, not least because of differences between the internal and external - economic,
social and geopolitical -developments in these two countries. These developments have to
an extent altered the fundamental patterns of myth, symbol, memory and value that bind
successive generations thus entailing a shift in Irish nationalism and national identity.
Undoubtedly, both Greece and Ireland have undergone major changes in their social,
economic and geopolitical environments during the past decades, and especially since the
early 1990's. Membership of the European Community, economic modernisation, socio
political change and the collapse of the Soviet Union have constituted significant realities
which have transformed both Nation-States to a great extent. Ireland's economic
modernisation has been rapid, turning Ireland from one of the poorest European countries
in the 1980's to the 'Celtic Tiger'- an economically thriving economy- in the 1990's.
According to a special survey on Ireland published in the economist in 2004, Ireland is a
classic 'rags to riches' case:
The figures recording Ireland's transition from Europe's worst to its best performing
economy are remarkable. In 1987 Irish GDP per person was 69% of the EU average
(adjusted to the EU-15); by 2003, it had reached 136%. Unemployment fell from 17% in
1987 to 4% in 2003; and government debt shrank from 112% of GDP to 33%. Annual GDP
growth in the decade of the 1990's averaged a tigerish 6.9%; GNP growth, usually a more
appropriate measure for Ireland, only slightly less. (Economist, Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright,
16/10/2004: 1).

Greece's modernisation although hardly as impressive is also worth noting. Although
Greece still ranks high in terms of unemployment and inflation rates among EU members,
an impetus for modernisation, manifested in greater productivity, rapid improvement of
infra-structure and the carrying out of the successful Olympic games in 2004, has been
accompanied by satisfactory economic growth and rising living standards.
It is precisely developments associated with the modernisation process that have created
two different diverging patterns in terms of the politics, religion and nationalism nexus.
The particular pattern of Church-State relations in Greece, which allows for a Church
which adapts and conforms to the State, has meant that such transformations have been
less controversial, or at least less so than in Ireland. Given this situation, confrontations
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have been few. 1 The Church has been a crucial element of the institutions that serve to
promote the reproduction of national identity2, and hence the role of religion never ceases
to be presented as vital. Perceptions of Greek national identity have changed little since
the inception of the Modern Greek State in 1831. The defining elements of Greek
nationalism, such as language or Orthodoxy have been represented and therefore
reproduced in much the same pattern throughout the past century. According to
Fragoudaki and Dragona for example, national representation in the Greek education
system appears to be trapped within the context of 19th century nationalism (Fragoudaki
and Dragona, 1997:16). If anything, geopolitical realities, especially since the end of the
cold war and the re-structuring of the international order have raised the sense of threat
felt in Greece, given the max influx of refugees (often non-Orthodox) from Eastern
Europe, instability in the Balkans, the re-negotiation of borders and names (FYROM) and
the regional balance between Greece and Turkey. Increasing external threat perceptions
created by such developments have strengthened the need for a cohesive and inspiring
Greek national identity.
The discourse of the Church, as well as its close relationship with the institutions of the
State have allowed it to call upon the link between Orthodoxy and Greek identity, and
mobilise and unite the people around this link. The adaptability of the Church to the State
has been the reason for its success both in retaining its central political role and also in
helping preserve in Greek society as a whole the idea that Orthodoxy is inseparable form
being Greek. Not only, as Mavrogordatos observes, does the Greek case demonstrate 'that
religious freedom cannot be achieved simply as a matter of conformity to constitutional
and international norms as long as the linkage between a particular religion and a
particular national identity remains active and vital for the latter's self-preservation, in the
minds of those concerned' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:134). It demonstrates, perhaps more
importantly, the critical role central institutions play in shaping such perceptions.
Although there have been moves for improvement between Greek- Turkish relations in
recent years, Greece has benefited largely from the EU and there have been significant
benefits deriving from mass immigration to Greece, still Turkey is perceived as Greece's
greatest foe, the EU is seen as compromising Greek national identity and Greece remains
' One of the most significant cases of such a confrontation between Church and State in Greece was the
identity cards issue. Precisely because of the direct link to national identity, the church was able to
mobilise a significant section of the Greek population in its favour. More recently, in March 2005, the
scandals surrounding the Orthodox Church in Greece were dealt somewhat differently. The Church was
attempted to adapt to the State.
2 For example, the ministry of National Education and Religion.
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one of the most xenophobic countries in Europe. Greek national identity is very much a
defensive one, perceived and understood as being under threat. Orthodoxy still lies at its
core and in this capacity it becomes its major rallying point.
Catholicism in Ireland has followed a different route. Following the creation of the Irish
State, nationalism in Ireland was also defensive, conservative, Catholic and anti-British in
orientation. Irish national identity was perceived under threat, mainly against Britain
which the Ireland perceived sought to destroy its national distinctiveness. In this vein,
policy in post- independence Ireland was expressed in terms of associating itself with
everything Britain was not: traditional, rural, Catholic Ireland. Irish Catholic nationalism
led to isolationist policies. This meant, as Girvin notes, that 'De Valera's form of
nationalism, rigid and inflexible was linked to an economic policy, based on a foundation
of 'doctrinaire nationalism' (Girvin, 2002: 202). For example, as Dillon observes,
'committed to ensuring the continuity of an Irish Catholic nation, de Valera's government
prohibited the sale and import of artificial contraceptives, regulated dance halls and taxed
foreign newspapers'(Dillon, 2002:53). And as Larkin argues, capital that could have been
invested in enterprises, was instead directed towards the Church (Inglis, 1998:251). This
Irish conservative nationalist ideology, 'as interpreted by successive governments and
endorsed by successive electorates, embraced protectionist policies that aimed to build a
sovereign country that was independent not only politically but also economically and
culturally'(Dillon,

2002:53). According to Hannah and Cummins the rural

fundamentalist ideology of the early Irish State was compatible with 'Catholic social
thought and espoused by Church leaders. It was also legitimated by the romantic claim
that Ireland did not place as high a value on economic development as other countries
did' (Horsnby-Smith, 1994: 268). But as Irish economic performance remained poor,
these values lost ground and became challenged by politicians and intellectuals alike.
These values being the core of Irish nationalism, the form of nationalism itself became
challenged. Economic modernisation in the 1950's and 1960's was linked to an attempt to
'develop a modified nationalist political culture, still conservative in respect to traditional
society and norms, but linked to moderate reform and economic success' (Girvin,
2002:204). According to Girvin, a new phase of Irish history began in 1961, one in which
nationalism remains important but somewhat changed in focus, now 'turned to economic
development, European integration and the consequences of social and political change'
(Girvin, 2002:1). Irish national identity is no longer perceived to be under threat; Britain
is seen as a trading partner who does not constitute a threat to Ireland's territorial
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integrity3 or to the continued existence of the Irish nation. The latter sees its identity much
linked to the EU through which Ireland can follow a successful social and economic
programme.
As Girvin argues, Catholicism took the form resistance against the modern and the British
(Girvin, 2002: 25). The link between Catholicism and the old traditional and rural order
which proved unsuccessful is challenging its role. In addition, the particularly inflexible
nature of the Irish Catholic Church and its inability to adapt to the State, has led to
important Church- State confrontations. As the Church loses ground it is precisely this
inflexible nature, as well as its association with a particular type of nationalism and
programme which became ultimately discredited which has led to the loosening of its
grip. When eventually modernisation began to take place, and economic affluence and
success followed, the old isolationist system, with which the Church was closely
identified, gradually became questioned and discredited by increasing numbers of Irish
people. A growing need for transparency and democratic processes has meant that the
Church is finding itself on precarious ground. According to Garvin it is the 'the liberal
democratic, individualist and even populist characteristics inherent in an authentic
constitutional and free social order can eventually break down the top down, secretive and
closed characteristics of any authoritarian organisation' (Garvin, 2004:229). The changes
which Irish society is undergoing have created very different needs and priorities for the
Irish electorate which the Church was no longer able to meet. Thus the legitimacy of the
Catholic Church is being severely weakened. 'Even an apparently all powerful and
historically beloved Church ensconced in power by a liberal democracy can be far more
fragile than it appears to be as it too cannot drift too far from the concerns of the
electorate' (Garvin, 2004:229).
But if Irish national identity is evolving, then the question is to what extent. In a study
entitled 'The end of Irish Catholicism?' Twomey goes as far as to claim that in modern
Celtic tiger Ireland, 'to be Irish is no longer identified with being Catholic as well'
(Twomey, 2003:10). According to Kenny,' it is widely accepted that the Catholic Church
means less to young people in Ireland today than it has ever done in the course of
Christian history. The young Irish no longer see Catholicity as part of their identity'
(Kenny in Inglis, 1998:5).
3 In Greece, on the contrary the view is widely held that Turkey might even pose a threat to the
country's territorial integrity- for example the case of Imia-Kardak.
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Although to accept this preposition might be perhaps far-fetched, such perceptions do
reveal a tendency towards a shifting Irish nationalism and national identity away from
Catholicism. The impact on national identity of both internal and external processes, and
their interaction with older structures, are analysed henceforth and compared to Greece.
Namely, chapter 3 examines the implications of a very different pattern of Church-State
relations and Chapter 4 focuses on external threat perceptions and how they affect
national identity. Further, Chapters 5 and 6 examine the ways in which these
developments are reflected in discourse. Chapter 5 focuses on official State discourse,
mainly the education system, but also historiography and commemorative events, and
examines how changes in external threat perceptions have affected this; Chapter 6 focuses
on official Church discourse. More specifically it attempts to illustrate how the interaction
of the two variables conditions the Church to follow a particular type of discourse which
inevitably impacts on its capacity for popular mobilisation.
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Chapter 3
Church-State Relations and Modernisation:
Nationalist Legitimisation Vs 'Moral Monopoly'
Given the deep spirituality of so many of our people, it may be safe to say that it is not
religion which has declined in large sections of Tiger Ireland. What is dying, rather, is a
Victorian ecclesiocracy in its institutionalforms. The "underground" Church oflocal saints
and popular devotionalism, a Church -which celebrates ritual and life, may already be reemerging to displace an autocratic institution based on external rule-keeping and socialfear.
Declan Kiberd, The Irish Times, October 3rd 2006

1. Introduction
The following chapter attempts to illustrate the ways in which economic modernisation is
linked to changes in the Church-State pattern in Greece and Ireland. More specifically it
focuses on the effects of the modernisation process, and compares its impact on ChurchState relations in the two case studies in question. Subsequently, the changing nature of
national identities hypothesis is tested here through an examination of the Church-State
nexus variable; namely, it is assumed that the degree to which the Church obstructs the
modernisation process directly affects the political role of the Church in a modernising
society. In other words, political and cultural modernisation, as the inevitable
consequences of economic modernisation, can have significant impact on the inter
relationship between key institutions depending on existing institutional arrangements:
when the Church functions as a rigid monolithic institution resisting social change, and as
a consequence obstructs the modernisation process, then its rigid structure becomes
fractured and its power declines rapidly. Ireland has entered such a process.

2. Conforming versus Non-Conforming Church: The 'King's Dilemma'
For the purposes of this thesis, modernisation can be best defined as a multi-faceted
process of significant societal transformation. According to Huntington (1968),
modernisation affects society at every level, including the psychological, intellectual,
demographic, social, economic and political; thus, it has significant social, economic and
political consequences. The following table summarises his argument:
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Table 3.2; The Effects of Modernisation at Various Levels
Modernisation
Psychological Level

Fundamental shift in values, attitudes and expectations

Intellectual Level

Expansion and diffusion of knowledge, through literacy, mass
communications and education

Demographic Level

Increase in life expectancy, increase in occupational, vertical and
geographical mobility, increasing urbanisation

Social level

Supplementation of primary groups with organised secondary
associations

Economic level

Diversification of activity; rising occupational skill levels;
increasing capital to labour ratio; shift from subsistence to
market agriculture; decline of agriculture

Adapted from Huntington, 1968:32-36

In short, economic modernisation brings social, political and cultural modernisation. This
can often have dire consequences for rigid political structures which obstruct or resist the
modernisation process. Inflexible institutional arrangements are by definition not
adaptable to new developments and are therefore expected to break down. On the one
hand, traditional actors are conditioned to modernise in other to survive. On the other,
because of their traditional and rigid character and the centralisation of power this entails,
they clash directly with the modernising sectors, and become marginalised (Huntington's
'King's Dilemma', 1968). In other words, they are likely to bring about their own demise
precisely because they are unwilling and/or unable to adapt to changing circumstances.
More flexible structures, on the other hand, are more likely to be able to conform and
evolve accordingly. Parallels can be drawn with very rigid political communities, as for
example early 20th century Russia, or the former USSR in the 1990's, which gradually
came under increasing pressure for economic modernisation and greater transparency.
Openness in the economy brought about the need for openness in the political system and
society more generally, which ultimately proved incompatible with the rigid nature of
Russian authoritarianism or Soviet communism and thus the respective States collapsed.
The secularisation thesis makes a similar preposition. Economic and technological
modernisation gives rise to a process of cultural modernisation primarily because the
former is accompanied by certain social and political developments which weaken the
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hold of traditional norms and values. The religious world view, typical of traditional
societies, falls into decline and secularised moral values emerge (Hardiman and Whelan,
1998: 66). The Irish case confirms this preposition to a great extent. It is likely that the
Irish case is shifting from Martin's 'nationalist pattern' towards the classic Catholic
monopoly pattern:
During modernisation, Catholicism remains dominant; a monolithic, organic ideology
supports the national elites resisting the rising forces of liberalism which through
confrontation generate strong opposing organic secularist ideologies with an anti-clerical
bent. Society is divided into two warring sides, a clerical and anti-clerical block' (Bruce,
1992: 15; Martin, 1978:18).

This is increasingly becoming an accurate description of Ireland, where a growing liberal
constituency is clashing with the more conservative and religious strands in society. If,
like in Tsarist Russia or the Soviet Union, the isolationist ideology of traditional Rural
Catholic Ireland is losing ground to an increasingly wealth- generating and more
transparent system on the one hand, and the prime players within the system are unable,
or unwilling, to comply with modernisation on the other, then the old system has little
chance of survival. The structure and organisation of the Irish Catholic Church plays a
crucial role therefore. The latter, a rigid, authoritarian institution is resisting
modernisation and is allowing for very little change primarily because it fears that the
openness that accompanies modernisation will undermine its authority. The problem is
that the Irish Catholic Church is so deeply embedded in the older social order, that these
changes disrupt its functions to the core. Ultimately, its inability to adapt and compromise
within a context of rapid modernisation is making the Church seem increasingly more
anachronistic and is undermining its power.
The Irish Catholic Church has acted in a self-destructive manner, precisely because it is
so fiercely resisting social change. Twomey argues that the Church's institutional
instability and reflection of archaic moral standards is responsible for its demise in recent
years. 'The obsessive equation of sin with sex was much less pronounced in popular preFamine Irish traditions. It was partly imported from Victorian England...but the end
result of these mutually supportive developments was the kind of suffocating, often
dehumanising Catholic morality which was identified with traditional Irish Catholicism
and in turn gave rise to the moral revolution in Ireland in more recent decades (Twomey,
2003:54). Twomey is but one example of many Irish scholars who have noted this
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phenomenon. As early back as the late 1960's, O'Faolain in 'The Irish' (1969)
prophesised that 'Catholic authoritarianism (Rule by command) so deeply entrenched in
clerical culture, would wreck the Church in Ireland eventually (O'Faolain in Garvin,
2004: 207). In an article published in Irish Political studies, 1991, O'Carroll offered a
similar interesting explanation for the Church's 'almost pathological inability to pay
much attention to warnings' (Garvin, 2004: 208). He argued that 'the Irish clergy could
not think in bargaining styles. Traditional Irish Catholic political and social thought was
absolutist and there was only way of looking at the world: the right way' (Garvin, 2004:
208).
The Church strongly opposed any initiative for modernisation, partly because it could see
how its position would be endangered. As its power rested primarily on its extensive
ecclesiocratic apparatus and its manpower control of key institutions such as education
and health, losing control of these institutions would directly challenge its political and
social power. For example, the Church's refusal to loosen its control over education in
Ireland can be understood in terms of the Church fearing the emergence of a highly
educated stratum of men and women, 'for the obvious reason that it would be
uncontrollable by them' (Garvin, 2004:228). Garvin (2004) argues that by allowing the
Church to develop that kind of moral grip on the population, the Irish 'prevented the
future': 'One of the reasons for stasis was a dysfunctional propensity of power-holders to
fear other power-holders. An intimidating ecclesiastical apparatus intensified this climate
and served as a role model for similar authoritarian secular elites' (Garvin, 2004: 3). The
Church's anti-modernist tendencies are to be blamed 'for a series of non-decisions that
were disastrous to the country's development' (Garvin, 2004:3). These anti-modernist
tendencies were particularly wide-ranging, manifested not only in the advocating of an
isolationist and protectionist economy, but also strict moral laws, as for example against
abortion and divorce, a Church-controlled moralistic education system and general
welfare and very strict censorship.
Simply put, in Ireland, because the Church- State relationship is one where the Church is
not subordinate to the State (no flexibility), modernisation is creating a sharp
confrontation between the two institutions, and is subsequently resulting in the sharp
decline of the political role of the Church. The Irish Catholic Church, one of the most
important political and social players in post-independent Ireland so based upon the rigid
political structure of the De Valera era, is experiencing the consequences of
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modernisation. Rapid modernisation has meant rapid changes. In post-independence
Ireland, although the Church fashioned itself in an authoritarian and illiberal manner, its
power did not undermine democracy primarily because it was endorsed by popular
legitimacy (grounded on the link between religion and national identity). In the process
of rapid modernisation however, the monolithic nature of the Church has meant the latter
is failing to generate such popular support and is instead alienating its supporters. An
increasingly large, highly educated, secularising class is challenging the Church's
dominance, while its authoritarian nature, and thus its resistance to change, makes it far
more difficult to adapt to new circumstances. In Twomey's words, 'traditional Irish
Catholic culture carried within it the seeds of its own decay despite its apparent power
and splendour in days of yore. Those seeds were primarily of an intellectual, more
specifically, of a theological nature, and their fruit is what amounts to a crisis of faith
today' (Twomey, 2003:12).
In Greece however, although again there is an intimate Church-State nexus, because the
relationship between the two institutions is precisely the reverse- i.e. the Church is
subordinate to the State, confrontations have been less frequent, confined mainly to
instances where the link between religion and nationalism has been at stake. Greece is not
in fact explained by the classic secularisation paradigm where the key modernising actors
in society (secular authority) become engaged in a direct confrontation with the antimodemising actors (Church). This is because of the long standing tradition of greater
Church adaptability to the State. The Church is able to reconcile with modernising
policies which is why the consequences of modernisation have not been nearly as
profound. For one thing, the economic modernisation process itself in Greece has been
much less rapid with a, thus, milder social and cultural effect. On the other hand, what is
perhaps more important is that the Church has traditionally interacted with the State in a
very different manner, following a more flexible and adaptable policy towards the secular
authority and is as a result proving to be more resilient. This is not to say that clashes with
the State, or attempts for secularisation have been non-existent or inconsequential. Such
confrontations are analysed below in greater detail. They constitute, however, exceptions;
aberrations which confirm rather than disprove the rule.
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The Church-State Nexus

Nationalist Legitimisation versus 'Moral Monopoly'
This distinction significantly informs the way the two Churches interacted with the
modernisation process. Although still both linked to nationalism, post-independence the
Irish Catholic Church and the Greek Orthodox Church followed a different discourse, and
a different relationship with the State. This is related to the importance attached to
religious practice by the Irish Catholic Church. Catholic doctrine and Church practice is
much different to that of Greece. As Catholicism is supra-national, it is therefore bound to
the teachings of the international Catholic Church. It is one that essentially places much
greater emphasis on rules and regulations than Orthodoxy, making the Church more rigid
and flexible. The Irish Catholic Church is a particular case which developed in a far more
legalistic way than even the other Catholic Churches of Western Europe. According to
Inglis, in Ireland obeying the Church's rules and regulation is a vital indication of being a
good Catholic. Legalistic- orthodox religiosity is characterised by a surrender of the self
to the institution. (Inglis, 1998:32) The Church's requirements of the faithful are
numerous, including 'hearing mass on Sundays and holy days of obligation; fasting and
abstaining on the days appointed; confession at least once a year; receiving the Blessed
Eucharist at Easter time; and contributing to the support of our pastor and observing the
marriage laws of the Church' (Inglis, 1998:32). Failing to conform not only questions the
moral and religious standard of the individual but also his social status.
The maintenance of the Church's power came to rely as much on nationalist
legitimisation as on the establishment of a strictly legalistic and controlling 'moral
monopoly' (Inglis, 1998), namely the attempt to control how people conduct their lives
through a strict moral framework of rules and regulations maintained through an
extensive organisational structure. In the course of the twentieth century, developing and
expanding its 'moral monopoly' became for the Irish Catholic Church the strategy with
which it would maintain the power it had acquired. Gradually, as the 'moral monopoly'
expanded, reliance on nationalist legitimisation became overshadowed. As Dillon
observes, Irish national identity is grounded in 'Catholic moral and social teaching'.
(Dillon, 2002:53) Irish Catholicism is understood in terms of 'a dogmatic overemphasis
on Catholic rules, duties and obligations.. .unlike in traditional Catholic countries such as
Italy, Spain or Poland, many Irish Catholics find it hard to accept that one can be a good
Catholic and yet disagree with Vatican teaching on contraception, divorce, women's
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ordination etc'(Dillon, 2002:55). As early as 1962, a study by Biever on political opinion
in Ireland shows that a tension between Catholicism and Irish nationalism was possible.
Although a large percentage of respondents rejected 'the claim that the State ought to be
preferred to the Church in a situation of conflict, or that the Church was too involved in
politics, showing an acceptance of the role of the Catholic Church, a large percentage of
respondents also rejected the claim that Nation and Church in Ireland are inseparable
(Girvin, 2002: 133).
Table 3.3: Irish Attitudes to Church and StateQuestions (%)

Proposition
Church cannot be compared to any other social
institution
State to be preferred to Church on hypothesis
of conflict
Rome control significant

Agree
100

Neutral
-

Disagree
-

3.5

10

86.5

3.0

Church too much involved in politics
Church usurping role of State
Irish Church a national Church: nation and
Church inseparable
Church and State totally independent of each
other
Church harms itself by political involvement
Church should be mote involved in State
matters than it is

7.5
5.0
27

5.0
10.5
15
10

92
82
80
63

4.0

23

73

28
29

13
13.4

59
57.6

Source: adapted from Biever, Religion, Culture and Values, in Girvin, 2002: 133

Especially as nationalist legitimation became increasingly weakened by declining external
threat perceptions and improving relations with Britain (Chapter 4), the Church found it
could maintain its power and best interest through an extensive network of moral control
seeking to keep the people as closely associated with the Church as possible. Losing
control would mean losing legitimacy and that it could not allow. Therefore, in practice
the Church seeks to defend its status and role almost exclusively on moral grounds, along
the lines of a worrying development of loss of morality and purity, and the danger of not
going to heaven, as chapter 6 will demonstrate. Demise of the role Church is not met with
a nationalist rhetoric that warns of the extinction of the Irish nation as is done in Greece.
The development of the Irish Catholic Church's extensive moral control apparatus, in
other words, the fact that the power of the Catholic Church in Ireland is grounded on
moral control, does not only distinguish the Irish Catholic Church from the Greek
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Orthodox Church, but also from other European Catholic Churches. There is a sharp
contrast between the way Catholicism was practiced in Ireland and other European
societies, say for example Germany or France. To an extent, Ireland may be seen as an
aberration and this is because of its particular history of imperial domination and the
nature of its self-determination movement. Imperial legacy and the role of the Church
during that period have significantly shaped the relationship between nationalism,
national identity and religion. As Mavrogordatos observes, 'it was primarily in Catholic
countries that the separation of Church and State became a paramount and urgent issue'
and 'it was also primarily in Catholic countries that strictly secular nationalism
developed.. .Insofar as Catholic countries like Ireland remain exceptional or 'retarded' in
this respect this is no doubt because of the protracted struggle for national liberation form
non-Catholic oppressors' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:119). This explains why Ireland did not
secularise like other Catholic European countries. Nationalism served to initially
legitimate the consolidation of the Catholic Church's controlling ecclesiastic apparatus,
which had emerged during the Victorian era. 'Instead of a shift towards principled ethics
and a more secular ethic of individual responsibility which has taken place in other
European societies, there is still in Ireland not only a persistence of magical practices, but
also an adherence to the rules and regulations of the Church and a general acceptance of
its definition of what is morally right or wrong. It was the Church's institutional structure
that allowed the development of this 'moral monopoly', and more specifically, 'the
organisational manpower and resources of the Church, its dominance in other social
fields, and the role being a good Catholic has played in the struggle for symbolic, cultural
and social capital' (Inglis, 1998:17). Whelan and Hardiman also consent to the fact that it
was institutional developments relating to education, healthcare, child services and farm
inheritance that contributed to the consolidation of the Catholic Church's role in Irish
society (Hardiman and Whelan, 1998: 71), while according to Garvin, the Catholic
Church's power lies in its attempt, and success, 'to control and in some way enslave the
intellectual and emotional life of the entire country' (Garvin, 2004:2-3). This control was
made possible given the strength of the human and physical resources of the Church
which enabled it to expand 'beyond the religious field into the field of politics,
economics, education, health, social welfare, the media and others' (Inglis, 1998: 244245).
Through its highly developed bureaucratic control apparatus, the Irish Catholic Church
was able to maintain a high level of adherence to its rules and regulations, and more
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specifically it developed a vast institutional network of Churches, schools, hospitals and
homes, through which it could maintain its moral power and dominate every aspect of
Irish social life (Inglis, 1998: 39). Of equally significant importance was also the
Church's control of Irish women and the family. Garvin argues that this is related to the
Church's 'air of being essential', to the fact that 'Catholic priests tended to see themselves
as a kind of alternative aristocracy with a God-given right to rule over a people not really
capable of self-rule' (Garvin, 2004: 227).
The more the Irish Catholic Church expanded its 'moral monopoly', the more the
nationalist discourse which allowed it to consolidate its power in the first place became of
secondary importance. The Church's discourse became far more focused on adherence to
strict rules and regulations rather than the relationship between Irish national identity and
Catholicism. Equally, legitimisation of the Church's political role became increasingly
based on the acceptance of Catholic rules and regulations than nationalism. The powerful
position of the Irish Catholic Church came to be identified with religious practice, the
number of vocations and its ability to get people to adhere to the Church's rule. In this
sense, decline in all the above is now a significant indicator of the Catholic Church's
decline.
On the other hand, this was a development which did not take place in Greece. The Greek
Orthodox Church was able to maintain its power through an extremely nationalist
discourse which found appeal in the majority of the population. It has a long history of
subordination of Church to State therefore strict legalistic interpretations are not the focus
of its doctrine; it does not place too much emphasis on the adherence to rules and
regulations. For example, Church attendance, although welcomed, is not a strict
requirement and as a result does not constitute a significant criterion for being a good
Orthodox in Greece. As a consequence of this the Church's position and legitimacy is not
closely associated to the ability to get people to adhere to these rules. 'The Orthodox
Church has never been as monolithic as the Catholic Church has always aspired to be
under a single infallible leader' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:125). In addition, high external
threat perceptions in Greece, strenuous relations with Turkey, and a rising sense of
xenophobia cause by large waves of immigration of non-Orthodox populations (see
chapter 4) have made nationalist legitimation a far more appealing, and so far more
successful, Church, discourse in Greece. Orthodoxy is still very closely linked to the
nationalist tradition. The implications for national identity are significant: as a result,
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strict adherence to rules, including for example Church attendance, is not a defining
feature of Greek national identity. There is no emphasis on morality; the focus is on the
role of Orthodoxy in the preservation of the Greek nation. As Mavrogordatos makes clear,
religious instruction in Greek schools, for example, is defended solely on 'national
grounds - and not on moral grounds' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:134), Religious festivals and
holidays are still celebrated, not because they are religious holidays per se, but because
they are religious and national holidays. For example, people attend Church on Easter
Sunday, not necessarily because they want to keep in line with theological rules but most
importantly because they want to assert their Greekness. Equally national holidays are
celebrated vigorously by the Church, and have a twofold religious and national character,
for example March 25th which marks both the celebration of the annunciation of Our
Lady and the anniversary of the Greek national independence movement from the
Ottoman Empire.
Therefore, instead of adherence to rules, Orthodoxy serves as a symbol of the connection
with the past, the relationship with Byzantium and the struggle for independence. At the
same time, instead of being linked to a particular doctrine or dogma, it is described as
connected with Greek people's social activities and characteristics. Certain traits of the
Greek national character which are perceived as perennial are indivisible from religion.
These included for example the notions of self-sacrifice, resistance, valour and love for
liberty, characteristics that all Greeks 'have possessed' through time. 'Thus elements
which are presumed to compose a stereotypical portrait of a Greek are attributed to
religion' (Askouni, 1997: 458). Closer to what Billig (1995) terms 'banal nationalism',
these attributes, national and religious, are enmeshed within the Greek character. 'The
constant, but invisible presence of Orthodoxy reinforces its importance, as it is presumed
to be self-understood, almost naturally incorporated in every day life' (Askouni, 1997:
458).
Orthodox identification with the Greek State has allowed for representations of
Orthodoxy as having particular Greek characteristics and created an easier link with
nationalism. For example, in the selection of Greek literature texts taught at schools, few
concentrate solely on Orthodoxy. 'The religious element is present, either directly or
indirectly, in texts whose themes include the defence of the homeland from Byzantium
until WWII German occupation, presenting in this way a sense of a self- understood
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fusion between Orthodoxy and the national self throughout Greek history' (Askouni,
1997:457).
3. The Social and Cultural Impact of Economic Modernisation

1. State Law/ Constitution

The implications of such different expressions of religiosity and identity are important.
The fact that the nationalised Church in Greece is subordinate to the State entails that it is
more likely to abide to the passing of secular laws. One important implication of this is
that the Greek Orthodox Church allows for several freedoms that the Irish Catholic
Church doesn't. For example in Greece, abortion and divorce are legal, and their
legalisation did not generate much confrontation on behalf of the Church. In addition, the
Greek Orthodox Church allows three valid marriages in a lifetime. This is not grounded in
Orthodox doctrine but rather, it is the development of the Orthodox Church's historical
adaptability to the State. 'At one time the Orthodox Church allowed up to four valid
marriages, simply because the Byzantine emperor Leo VI wished it. Perhaps no other
issue illustrates better the historic contrast with Catholicism. In a similar situation, the
Pope was willing to risk a break with Henry VIII of England, with momentous
consequences' (Mavrogordatos, 2003: 126). The Oecumenical Catholic Church has the
adverse relationship with the State and therefore it is more difficult to pass legislation that
opposes the Church. The very legalistic form of Irish Catholic identity reinforces this.
Hence, in Ireland divorce and abortion are such controversial issues with legal and
political implications. Strict adherence to the rules of the Irish Catholic Church implies
lack of flexibility, and exposes the difficulty the Church is facing in adapting to new
conditions. This has been particularly true during the past decade, when economic
modernisation, increasing affluence and Europeanization have combined to make the
Church seem less relevant.
In the past, popular support for keeping abortion or divorce illegal stemmed from the
bond between Catholicism and Irish nationalism. However, new conditions have
challenged the role of Catholicism as the main symbol of Irish national identity.
According to Dillon, 'the symbols and meanings associated with Catholicism now mingle
with and compete against other equally powerful secular symbols in the Irish public
consumer culture' (Dillon, 2002:58). Because Greece is less associated with adherence to
rules and regulations, this clash is less profound. Urban, consumer culture is not
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necessarily incompatible in Greek Orthodoxy as it is in Irish Catholicism. The fact that
the Catholic Church is a supra-national organisation and bound to the ideas and doctrines
of the international Catholic Church has two-fold implications. Firstly, that it must abide
to laws of regulations of the Vatican in respect to social and moral rules; and secondly,
that it has greater difficulty linking Catholicism to the nation.
Impact of Vatican II
According to Garvin, 'the collapse of political Catholicism in Ireland was caused as much
by a crisis originating within international Catholicism as by any internal change in Irish
economy' (Garvin, 2004:214). The 'crisis' Garvin is referring to is Vatican II, a move for
modernising the Roman Catholic Church that took place in the mid 1960's which
'officially affirmed the autonomy of Church and State, recognised religious pluralism and
Catholic's and other people's freedom to follow the dictates of their conscience' (Dillon,
2002: 58). Vatican II came at a time when the Roman Catholic Church was being
increasingly criticised for anachronistic policies which do not take into account the
mounting problems that face contemporary societies, such as mounting cultural diversity
and the rights of non Catholic groups. 'Vatican II emphasised the political obligation to
recognise the rights of minority religious groups', and although its intention was
'primarily to safeguard the rights of Catholics where they are a minority', it had the
unintended consequence of 'greater public attention being given to the ways in which
Irish laws, on contraception for example, might contravene the Protestant minority
understanding of religious freedom' (Dillon, 2002:58). The need for increasing openness
brought about by Vatican II, and exposure in the media over controversial issues such as
abortion have served to expose the undemocratic and authoritarian character of the Irish
Catholic Church and have urged it to justify its policies both at a national and a European
level.
Abortion:
The need for liberalisation created by Vatican II, combined with an growing need for
liberalisation and transparency created by modernisation within Ireland came in direct
confrontation with legislation set out in the Constitution, notably legislation on divorce
and abortion. The 1983 Irish constitutional referendum is a good example of the
emergence of secularising forces in Ireland in. The latter was characterised by an active
involvement of the Catholic Church in the campaign to tighten legislation against
abortion by amending the Constitution and adding a clause which acknowledges and
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protects the right of the unborn. Amidst a growing controversy, the referendum was
endorsed on September 7th 1983 by a two to one majority. The eighth amendment of the
Irish Constitution 'acknowledges the right to life of the unborn, with due regard to the
equal right of the mother' (Irish Constitution, including amendments 2002). However
according to Girvin, 'although the amendment was passed, the intervention of the Church
has not been beneficial to it as an institution' (Girvin, 1986: 61). The fact that the case
proved to be so controversial, that opposition to the Church was for the first time this big
and this systematic illustrated that this was a 'Pyrrhic' victory. It exposed the precarious
ground on which the Church was standing and signalled the beginning of an era of decline
in which the Church would become increasingly challenged in subsequent referendums,
Church attendance would drop rapidly and a series of sex scandals would place a large
question mark on the Church's legitimacy.
This is well exemplified in the 1992 X-case. In 1992, a 14 year old rape victim initiated a
huge controversy, known as the X-case, when she claimed the right to abort on the
grounds that her life was endangered. During trial it was argued that the girl had suicidal
tendencies and proceeding with the pregnancy could result in her taking her own life;
however, the court granted an injunction preventing the girl from travelling to the UK to
obtain an abortion. Following increasing exposure in the media, both within Ireland and
abroad, the decision was appealed to the Supreme Court, and was overturned by a four to
one majority. The X-case was very influential in Ireland and significantly damaged the
Catholic Church as it attracted significant media attention. In November 1992, two
referendums were passed endorsing the amendment of Article 40.3.3 of the Constitution
in order to include the protection of the right to information and travel:
The State acknowledges the right to life of the unborn and, with due regard to the
equal right to life of the mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, and, as far as
practicable, by its laws to defend and vindicate that right.
This subsection shall not limitfreedom to travel between the State and another State.
This subsection shall not limit freedom to obtain or make available, in the State,
subject to such conditions as may be laid down by law, information relating to
services lawfully available in another State (Constitution ofIreland).
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In February 2002, Fianna Fail launched its abortion amendment campaign proposing:

'The referendum proposes to add two new sub-sections to Article 40.3.3 of the
Constitution. It acknowledges the equal right to life ofthe mother and the unborn. A
new Article 40.3.4 states: "In particular, the life ofthe unborn in the womb shall be
protected in accordance with the provisions of the Protection of Human Life in
Pregnancy Act, 2002." A new Article 40.3.5 proposes that this Act cannot be
changed unless it is approved by the people in a new referendum. The main
provisions of the Protection of Human Life in Pregnancy Bill are: The threat of
suicide, based on the Xcase, will be removed as a ground for abortion; Abortion
will be defined as the intentional destruction by any means of unborn human life
after implantation in the womb. (This definition presumes that the IUD and the
morning-after pill will have legal protection); A procedure carried out by a medical
practitioner at an approved place - to be laid down by the Minister by regulation
after the referendum - to prevent a real and substantial risk ofthe loss ofa woman's
life, other than by self-destruction, will not be regarded as an abortion; Anyone
aiding or procuring an abortion will be liablefor up to 12 years' imprisonment. The
right to information andfreedom to travel for an abortion are restated in the Bill.

In March 2002 the government's proposed Constitutional amendment was defeated with a
50.42 per cent No vote, against a 49.58 per cent Yes vote. Suicide was legally a threat to
the mother's life. It was the 'first time that an alliance between the Fianna Fail party, the
Catholic Church and the official pro-life movement was defeated in a referendum on
abortion, suggesting that the liberal minority among the Irish electorate may one day
become a majority' (Kissane, 2003: 73). Although abortion remains illegal, the Catholic
Church's position in the matter has been directly challenged in recent years with the
legalisation of the right to travel and the right to information for abortion services
conducted abroad as well as the recognition of suicide as a cause of danger to the
mother's life.
Divorce:
In accordance to these secularising tendencies, the Church has also been defeated in other
significant social matters. In 1995, a referendum was endorsed with a 50.28% 'Yes',
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legalising divorce with certain provisions, including the requirements for the couple to
have lived apart for the 4 of the previous 5 years. Divorce came into effect in 1997.
According to an 'Irish Times' TNS mrbi opinion poll, conducted on January 29th and 30th
2007 and published on February 5th 2007, the number of people endorsing divorce has
risen dramatically. 'On the 10th anniversary of the introduction of divorce, 75 per cent of
those polled said they would vote in favour of divorce if a referendum were held now,
compared with just 16 per cent who said they would vote against and 9 per cent who had
no opinion or didn't know how they would vote' (Irish Times, February 5th 2007). In
addition, 64 % of the respondents do not believe that divorce has undermined the
institution of marriage.
The results of this poll support the propositions made by the secularisation thesis: the
strongest supporters of divorce are the younger members of society and those living in
urban centres, mainly Dublin. Those aged between 18-23 support divorce at 83% while
the over-65's ranked among the lowest with a 53 'Yes' vote intention. In Dublin, 81%
responded they are in favour of divorce. Only 7% positioned themselves against it, while
11% responded they don't know.
Indeed since the establishment of the independent Greek State the Church has pursued a
policy of accommodation with the State. When, in 1981 the socialist PASOK government
led by Andreas Papandreou was elected, it embarked upon a systematic reform
programme which included the separation of Church and State. The reforms however
were hardly as radical as the government had proposed. Legislation on social issues such
as civil marriage and abortion was passed with minor controversies. However, issues
which threatened to breach the bond between Orthodoxy and Greek national identity were
highly contested.
Civil Marriage (1983):
Until 1983 only religious marriages were recognised by Church and State while the
marriage between Orthodox with non-Orthodox was forbidden. PASOK's initial proposal
to legalise civil marriage, making it the only legally recognised form of marriage in
Greece and retaining religious marriage only as optional was opposed by the Church. A
compromise was reached between government and Church resulting in making both
forms legal. Since that time, about 95 percent of marriages have occurred in the Church
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illustrating perhaps the insistence of the Greek people to associate a religious ceremony
with custom, tradition and culture.
Abortion r 1986):
Although the Orthodox Church of Greece did protest against the legalisation of abortion,
its reaction was hardly a zealous one. Indeed the Church did not condone abortion. But it
did not put up a systematic fight against its legalisation. Amidst a minor controversy, the
Church accepted the government's decision and abortion was legalised in 1986.
Church Property:
The ownership of Church property was another controversial issue of the 1980s. The
Pasok government put forward a proposal which included the transferring of farmland
owned by the Church through a State agency to agricultural cooperatives for cultivation.
In 1987 the Minister of Education and Religious Affairs, Antonis Tritsis, put forward this
proposal purportedly not as an effort to weaken the connection between the Church and
Greek nationhood, but to increase the Church's participation in civil society. Although
large numbers of lay intellectuals and some Church officials supported the idea initially,
the public and most of the Church hierarchy saw it as an attack on Church prerogatives.
'Despite implementing several significant reforms during the early 1980's affecting the
role of the Church in civil society, the most radical reforms proposed under the Tritsis Bill
(NS 1700), were emasculated because of then-Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou's view
that the administrative separation of Church and State should not affect the bonds
between Church and nation' (Prodromou, 2004: 475-476).
Cremation of the Dead:
The Church opposed it on the grounds that it is contrary to Orthodox doctrine. However,
Church opposition was hardly as systematic or determined as the identity cards issue.
Despite the Church having registered its opposition, the issue did not assume equal
proportions and a Bill was passed in the Greek Parliament in March 2006, endorsed by a
large majority, which permits the cremation of the dead for those non-orthodox Greek
citizens whose religion allows it, such as Catholics. As an extension, it has been legalised
for Orthodox Greeks to be cremated, under the condition that they will not receive an
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Orthodox funeral. This illustrates that ultimately the Church is not prepared to challenge
the secular authority unless the link between religion and national identity is at stake.
Identity Cards:
More recently however, as the then Prime Minister Simitis embarked on a project to
eliminate religion from Greek identity cards, he was confronted by a systematically
organised and determined Church opposition. Therefore, a distinction needs to be made
between the Church intervention in matters with social/civil society implications and
matters with implications for the link between Church and nation. The Church is more
likely to be flexible (although not necessarily welcoming) and make concessions to any
reforms with strictly social implications than it is to any reforms which affect its national
role. This is not to say that Orthodox Churches approximate a plurality model. The Greek
Orthodox Church is highly interventionist, political and monopolistic. It is only logical
that the leaders of the Church will not always be prepared to sacrifice principles
indiscriminately for the sake of political accommodation. Occasionally Church and State
have been at odds. But such instances have been few, as the Greek State as a whole tends
to be highly nationalistic. Most importantly, because the Greek Orthodox Church
considers its survival to be much more dependent on the legitimating role of nationalism
than religious practice, confrontations have been most likely to occur in cases where the
State has threatened to break this link, i.e. identity cards issue, 2000. Indeed the ChurchState confrontations of the Archbishop Christodoulos era are clear examples of this. The
identity cards crisis of 2000 illustrates that although there are secular forces in Greece, the
Church is prepared fight a bitter battle for its survival and privileged status as the carrier
of Greek national identity. The Church's reaction to the crisis and the Archbishop's
rhetoric are analysed in chapter 6 which is concerned with Church discourse.
History Textbook Reforms
The distinction between the Church's stance on strictly social issues and issues with
implications in the link with nationalism is also exemplified in the huge controversy that
broke out in the spring of 2007 over the introduction of a new textbook for the 6th year of
the primary junior cycle for the 2006/2007 academic year which, attempting to promote a
more balanced account of Greek history, downplayed the role of religion in Greek
national identity. The attempt initiated a huge controversy, much of which originated
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from the Church. This move threatened the survival of the Church directly by challenging
its role as carrier of Greek national identity and thus questioning its nationalist
legitimation. Although the Church has proved more willing to compromise in the issue of
religious practice in the Greek education system, for example non- Orthodox students
may be exempt from religious education, it is far less willing to compromise the link
between religion and Greek national identity.
The textbook constitutes an important change from its predecessors, as it is, generally
speaking, a more balanced historical account written in a more impartial and factual
manner, omitting highly emotional language and promoting the multi-cultural inclusive
ideal as an alternative to exclusive, ethnic Greek national identity. It overlooks or
downplays among other things the role of the Church during the Greek Revolution of
1821 and undermines the distinction between 'us' and the hostile Ottoman or Turkish
'other'. The section on the Greek revolution, which is disproportionately large taking up
15 out of a total of 55 chapters, places a more extensive focus on the classical heritage of
the Greek nation, rather than the Byzantine one. There is extensive mention of classical
antiquity as an inspiration for the Greek independence movement. There is no mention of
standard myths involving the clergy, such as bishop Germanos raising the flag of
independence at Kalavryta to mark the commencement of the movement. Equally, the
various version of the painting or lithograph depicting Bishop Germanos raise the flag is
also missing. There is also no mention of the myth of the so-called 'secret schools'
According to its critics, the book constitutes 'genocide of memory', a 'historical
dehydration' and even a 'submission to the Americans' (Kathimerini, March 8th 2007).
Critics argue that the book has the potential of deconstructing some of the cornerstone
myths of the Greek nation which hold that Greek national identity and Orthodoxy as
inseparable, and promote the notions of resistance and self-sacrifice as paramount traits of
the Greek national character. As a result in March 2007 the Church embarked upon a
programme of systematic opposition against the newly introduced textbook; the
Archbishop Christodoulos who fiercely opposed the book, demanded its withdrawal on
the grounds that it constitutes the 'forging Greek history' (www.in.gr, March 19th 2007).
The Orthodox Church of Greece condemned the book as unconstitutional, on the grounds
that according to Article 3 of the Greek Constitution, it is the duty of the Department of
Education and Religious Affairs to cater for the 'national and religious education of
Greek children (Kathimerini, March 28th 2007). According to Metropolitan Paul of
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Sisanio, in the new history textbook 'the Orthodox Church's national contribution has
been erased and historical reality has been distorted in an effort eliminate facts that might
annoy the Turks (Kathimerini, March 28th 2007). The State finally gave in to Church
demands, by initially agreeing to significantly alter the textbook to include sections which
promote the Church as defender of Greek national identity and as a force that significantly
contributed to the survival of Hellenism during the bleakest years of its existence. As this
failed to appease the controversy, the textbook was finally withdrawn in September 2007.
2. Civil Society
The increasing need for transparency brought about by modernisation has directly
challenged the controlling role of the Catholic Church in Ireland. As controversial issues,
such as the X-case, the sex abuse scandals that plagued the Church during the 1990's and
other scandal cases, such as the Magdalen laundries were brought to the forefront of
media exposure, the Church came under scrutiny and pressure. The opening up of the
media and the loosening up of censorship laws have seriously challenged the Church.
Censorship and the Media:
A good illustration of the Catholic Church's moral rigidity is the exercise of strict
censorship in Ireland in force since the 1920's. The 1923 Censorship of Films Act
empowered film censored to cut or refuse to licence films containing corrupting or
secularisation influences; the 1929 Censorship of publications Act empowered the ban of
any book with indecent contents (Fuller, 2004:37). The list of banned books was
extensive. 'As a result some of the most celebrated figures of modern literature featured
on the list of banned authors- Steinbeck, Greene, Gide, Hemingway, Sartre, to name but a
few, and of course many Irish writers, among them Frank O' Connor, Kate O'Brien and
Sean O'Faolain' (Fuller, 2004: 38).
The Church's inability to deal with social change became increasingly evident as
globalisation, further EU integration and the growth of communications media meant
Ireland gradually became more open to outside influences. Foreign books, films, press
publications, radio and television increasingly permeated Irish life in the 1950's and
1960's causing Irish bishops grave concern over 'their influence on religious and moral
life' and the serious danger they constituted to members of the flock' (Fuller, 2004: 38).
According to Fuller, two of the most influences challenging Irish religious and moral life
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included, firstly Radio Luxemburg, which began broadcasting in 1933, as 'it gave the
young generation growing up in the 1950's in Ireland access to the rock and roll culture of
America' (Fuller, 2004: 39); and BBC television, showing women 'immodestly dressed'
and broadcasting on taboo issues such as prostitution and homosexuality. The problem
was that a whole new ethos, which ran to contrary to the Church's teachings and
regulations, was being imported from abroad via a very popular means of communication
and, the Church was unable to prevent it.
These developments served to undermine the Church's position in a variety of ways.
Firstly, ideas contradicting the Church and challenging 'its single truth' were being
rapidly transmitted throughout the country.
The media gave publicity to intellectuals who were developing a new language, alternative to
that of the Church, which people appropriated to read and interpret their lives. The language
of these writers, doctors, psychologists, educationalists and programme makers was often at
variance with the Church's language.. .what was emphasised in this approach was the nobody
had a monopoly on knowledge or truth and that there were different arguments and positions
which had to be recognised and heard (Inglis, 1998: 232-233).

Secondly, the media exposure of certain cases, such as the X-case, the Magdalen
laundries and the sex abuse scandals directly challenged the Church and brought forward
the question of its accountability. Such cases also received extensive media coverage
abroad, bringing Ireland to the spotlight given the authoritarian nature of its Church.
Indeed, according to Inglis, Catholicism, especially the way it has evolved in Ireland, is
doctrinally and inherently contradictory with the media, because the claim to divine truth
creates a fear of liberal individualism and self- expression (Inglis, 1998: 237). Inglis
claims that there may be a greater contradiction, not only with the media, but with
democratic participation, pluralism and ethical relativism which are essential ingredients
of civil society. This indeed raises the question of whether the Irish Catholic Church is
inherently contradictory to and incompatible with civil society' (Inglis, 1998: 237). The
Church has been unable to combat the plurality of ideas and liberalisation brought about
by the media, precisely because of its inherently rigid and authoritarian nature. This is
why the sex abuse scandals for example have had such a profound impact in Ireland.
Censorship was also an issue in Greece, especially during the 1940' s and 1950's and the
period of the military Junta (1967-1974), although it did not reach the levels of Irish
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censorship. Several books and films were received with enormous hostility by the
Church, but given its subordination to the State, some were never legally banned. For
example, although in 1955 Nikos Kazantzakis was excommunicated from the Greek
Orthodox Church for his novel 'The Last Temptation of Christ', the book was never
formally banned in Greece. Censorship remains a controversial issue. More recently,
certain members of clergy have suggested banning certain 'indecent' works such as the
film 'The Passion ofthe Christ' (2004), The Da Vinci Code', both film and book, (2006)
as well a s number of art exhibitions which allegedly 'insult' religious faith, but without
success.
Although the Church does not necessarily condone it, generally, there is freedom of press
and television, especially when it comes to sex. Some cases are problematic if they are
seen to 'insult the faith' by for example linking sexual scenes to religious symbols but
such cases are few. A notable example occurred in June 2005, when art curator Christos
loakimidis was charged with "showering abuse on" and "mocking" the Eastern Orthodox
Church by hanging Thierry de Cordier's 'Dry Sin' in an exhibition in Athens in 2003.
The painting, described as 'indecent and despicable' as well a 'a creation of perverted
artistic thought', depicted male frontal nudity and a cross (Kathimerini, June 2nd 2005).
As far as media and new modes of communication go however, the Church has not
suffered. Although Orthodoxy is, like Catholicism, a monopoly religion (Martin, 1978)
the Greek Orthodox Church is dealing the problem posed by increasing civil society with
a more successful discourse.
a) It does not emphasise so much on rules and regulations, thus increasing foreign
influences and tendencies to liberalise sex do not challenge it in the same way as the
Irish Catholic Church.
b) The Orthodox Church links its discourse not to morality but almost exclusively to
nationalism which it can defend. In this context, it 'uses' high external threat
perceptions and the Church' s perceived link to the Greek nation to defend its position.
c) In the past decade, this 'defence process' along nationalist lines been carried out
mainly by Archbishop Christodoulos, whose charismatic presence 'speaks the
language ofthe media': although on the one hand he maybe directly questioned
and/or challenged by the increased transparency new modes of communication have
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entailed, at the same time also uses the media to put forward his views, and defend the
Church-nation bond quite successfully. Indeed, the Orthodox Church's nationalist
discourse, mainly put forward by Christodoulos is what has allowed it to win several
battles with the State, and remain popular and legitimate in the eyes of the people. For
example, during the 2000 Identity Cards crisis, the importance of television for the
Church was paramount. The entire setting of the Archbishop's address to the
demonstrators was organized in view of how it would be covered by the media.
According to an article of newspaper Eleftherotypia, published a few hours before the
Athens rally took place and entitled 'St. Hollywood', the organising committee urged
the demonstrators to keep in mind that what matters most is 'what will shown on
television'. The article continued, 'there are podiums set everywhere, Syntagma
Square, Omonia, and the pillars of Olympic Zeus. Television screens will be filled
with..,Greek-Orthodox identity' 4(Eleftherotypia, June 21 st 2000).
d) This is in sharp contrast to Ireland. According to Inglis, the main problem in Ireland is
that the Church' is unable to produce clerical intellectuals who are able to speak
within the language of the media. It is a highly centralised, hierarchical institution that
claims to be divinely ordained, and this poses an inherent contradiction: the
necessities of preserving divine authority and developing free, open debate and
discussion. In other words the Church does not allow free discussion from within and
that is a self-hindering process' (Inglis, 1997; 234). Lacking the high external threat
against which the Church could protect and salvage the Irish nation, its basis for
popular mobilisation is significantly challenged. This issue will be analysed in
greater depth in chapter 6 where the discourse of the two Churches and their
relationship with the media is examined.
Modernisation, Church Organisation and Manpower

Modernisation has directly affected the numbers of religious personnel in both Greece and
Ireland, which have both been in decline. In Ireland between 1970 and 1995, the number
of clerical religious orders dropped by 42%, the numbers of sisters by 35.1% and the
number of brothers by a significant 58.2% (Inglis, 1998: 212). This trend has had a much
more profound impact in the Irish Catholic Church, precisely because its range of social
4 E^eSpeq Ttavtou. Lto Swrayna, otr)V Onovoia ((pa>Toypaq>ia) move, atOXous TOU OXD^iov Aiog. Oi
o66ve<; TT|Xeop&aea)v
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control has been based on an extensive bureaucratic network effectively run by religious
personnel. As Inglis puts it, 'when it came to moral matters, what really mattered was not
so much "what will father say", as "what would the priest think?" But the maintenance of
this moral control is dependent on having a reliable number of active, well-trained,
vigilant religious personnel' (Inglis, 1998: 211).
Health and Education
Modernisation brought about specialisation in fields such as the health service and the
education system. For example, as Inglis notes, the 'proportion of religious as full-time
teachers in secondary schools fell from 48% in 1965 to 9% in 1991 (Inglis, 1998: 225).
The implications of this are significant, as these sectors were practically run by religious
personnel in the past decades. In Greece on the other hand, this was not the case. The
decline in the numbers of people entering religious orders has not damaged the Church in
a similar manner. Very few schools were actually run by nuns and brothers, and hardly
any hospitals. Church control of the education system relies not on the Irish priests
imposing moral rules and regulations, but rather on a history curriculum which focuses on
the bond between Orthodoxy and Greek national identity. The relationship between the
Church and the education sector is analysed in greater depth in chapter 5, where the
different ways of Church penetration in the Irish and Greek education systems is
compared.
Women in the Work Force
The increase in the numbers of women entering the workforce has been a significant
factor in Ireland's unprecedented growth. According to special issue on the 'Irish miracle'
published by the Economist in 2004, 'the biggest contribution to the Irish miracle came
from more people working. Until the 1980's, women's participation in the workforce was
low by international standards; today it is above average'(Economist, Tiger, Tiger
Burning Bright, 2004:6). According to the secularisation paradigm, although women tend
to be more religious and traditional in their moral values than men (Hardiman and
Whelan, 1998:71), this tends to decline as women become more integrated into the labour
force. Therefore, increasing numbers of women in the work force as a result of economic
modernisation is highly likely to accelerate the secularisation process. Again, this is more
evident in Ireland than in Greece, partly because Ireland has had a greater increase of
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women in the workforce than Greece, and partly because of the extensive controlling role
of the Irish Catholic Church over Irish women.
Ireland has witnessed a significant increase in the employment rate in recent years, from
60% in the 1980's to almost 70% in 2004. There has also been a significant increase in
the numbers of women, especially the number of married women, which according to
Hornsby-Smith, rose from 1 in 20 in 1961 to 1 in 5 in 1987 (Hornsby-Smith, 1994:269).
Table 3. 4; The Trend in Female Labour Force Participation (Ireland)

1991
39
37

1961
29
5

All Women
Married Women

Source: Hardiman and Whelan. 1998: 69

This trend has placed Ireland among the highest in the EU in terms of women labour force
participation.
Table 3. 5: Women in the Labour Force %

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

EU(2S)

1994
-

-

-

51.1

51.8

52.9

53.6

54.3

54.7

55.0

55.7

EU(15)

49.3

49.7

50.2

50.8

51.6

53

54.1

55

55.6

56.0

56.8

Greece

37.3

38.1

38.7

39.3

40.5

41.0

41.7

41.5

42.9

44.3

45.2

Ireland

40.1

41.6

43.2

45.9

49.0

52.0

53.9

54.9

55.4

55.7

56.5

Source: Eurostat
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Figure 3.1; Women in the Labour Force- Greece and Republic of Ireland
(60

10

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

2002 2003 2004

Source: turostat

This social change has had profound consequences for the power of the Irish Catholic
Church. ) Irish women are gradually abandoning the traditional role of the mother as
constructed by the Church, by entering university education, getting divorced and having
children outside marriage. The increase of the number of women entering the workforce
has coincided with a rapid decline in the number of sisters in the Irish Catholic Church
from 18,662 in 1970 to 6.558 in 1995, which amounts to a decrease of 35.1%. Similarly the
numbers of women in vocations has witnessed a massive 96.8% decrease in the years from
1966 to 1996 (Inglis, 1998:212). In addition, given the fact that the Irish mother has been
detrimental in developing the Catholic Church's 'moral monopoly', because she was the
crucial link between the institutional structure and the religious devotion of each new
generation of Irish Catholics, the change of the role of women in Ireland has significantly
undermined the Church's ability to control the Irish people. (Inglis, 1998:238-239).
The increase has not been as profound in Greece, as table 4 indicates. Between 1993 and
2004 the number of women in the labour force has increased 16.5%, compared to Ireland's
21.7% during the same period. What is of greater importance however, and serves to
explain why the Greek Orthodox Church has not suffered as greatly from increasing levels
of labour force participation among women is that the Church was never as reliant on
human resources as the Irish Church was. Given that the Orthodox Church odes not
premise its power on a moral monopoly, the role of the 'Greek mother' is nowhere near as
detrimental as in Ireland.
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4. Conclusion
This chapter has used a variety of sources to illustrate that one important distinction
between the two cases is that, although both Catholicism and Orthodoxy are considered to
be monopoly religions, the Irish Catholic Church with its insistence on adherence to strict
rules and its 'obsession' with sex and morality obstructs the modernisation process to a
much greater degree than the Greek Orthodox Church which does not focus on morals
and adherence to Church regulations, but rather places its emphasis almost exclusively on
the bond between religion and nation. Perhaps the most significant point to make about
modernisation and its impact on Ireland is that following the attainment of statehood, the
Irish Catholic Church became closely associated with a social, political and economic
order that was incompatible with modernisation. Irish social and economic policy failed
to generate affluence and success, and with it failed the Church which was closely
associated with it. This is mainly a product of the particular pattern of Church-State
relations in Ireland, which developed in terms of a 'moral monopoly' because of historical
and doctrinal reasons. This allowed for the rise of an authoritarian, illiberal and inflexible
institution too closely associated with the old order, and unable to withstand social and
economic change. The Church sought to maintain its power through an extensive
apparatus of moral control, a 'moral monopoly', whose foundations are being challenged
by a changing, modernising society.
On the other hand the Greek Orthodox Church, being subordinate to State authority and
thus more flexible to it, has been better able to withstand the twin forces of
modernisation/ secularisation. Its nationalist discourse and the continued existence of high
external threat perceptions in Greece have assisted the Church to maintain its legitimacy
to a much greater extent than in Ireland. This is not to say that there have not been
secularising tendencies in Greece; to the contrary. But the Orthodox Church of Greece is
simply more resilient towards these tendencies because, it remains on the 'nationalist
pattern' on the one hand, and is much less resistant to the secular authority and certain
secular laws on the other.
The rigidity of the Church and its refusal to compromise has meant little ground is left for
moderate opposition originating both outside and from within the Church. The leading
clergy did not want a new generation of independent-minded, highly educated and literate
Catholic laymen quoting Pascal or Mauriac, who might ask awkward questions and
undermine the people's unquestioning belief in their priests'(Twomey, 2003:50). This has
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rendered 'the emergent liberal consensus far more angry and even implacably antiCatholic than it ever need have been' (Garvin, 2004:209), thus making opposition to the
Church much more profound and eliminating the possibility for gradual change. The
liberal wing of the Church itself has also been limited. Those who 'found a small voice in
the wake of Vatican II were only a small minority and were rejected and persecuted by
the traditionalist ecclesiastical establishment in Ireland' (Garvin, 2004:211).
On the contrary, as a result of its doctrinal and institutional adaptability, the Greek
Orthodox Church has been better able to conform to the modernisation process. In
contrast with the Irish Catholic Church, the Orthodox Church of Greece is more
accommodating to secular authority, and thus more flexible to State initiatives, partly
because in most cases historically its survival has never depended on a strict imposition of
inflexible religious laws. The fact that it places little emphasis on strict adherence to rules
and regulations, or that relies little on an extensive bureaucratic control apparatus has
meant that it is in a better position to bargain with other key actors. The pattern that
emerges from a brief examination of Church-State relations from 1923-1969 and for that
matter to the present, is that the Church could stand to gain a great deal more by assuring
those in authority of its loyalty than by any other method'(Stavrou, 1988: 196). In
Mavrogordatos' words:
The impression of immutable traditionalism usually associated with Orthodoxy may mask its
malleability. Over the centuries there is not a single issue on which the Church has absolutely
refused to compromise with the State accept one: their separation. Only in such an
eventuality, when the Church would have nothing more to lose, would it risk a total break
with the State. Otherwise the Church has been apparently willing to compromise on
practically everything. (Mavrogordatos, 2003: 125)

In this sense, the Greek Orthodox Church seems to be in a better bargaining position than
the Irish Catholic Church.
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Chapter 4
External Threat Perceptions, National identity and Religion
1. Introduction
Chapter 3 has attempted to assess the impact of the Church-State nexus variable in
Greece and Ireland: on the one hand, modernisation in Ireland has been much more
profound than in Greece and on the other hand the Irish Catholic Church is less flexible
to the State than the Greek Orthodox Church which has resulted in a sharper
secularisation drive in Ireland. The following chapter attempts to illustrate the impact of
the second variable: namely, the role of external threat perceptions in strengthening
(Greece) or weakening (Ireland) the link between the Church and national identity.
Based on this premise, the assumption in subsequent chapters is that because external
threat perceptions in Ireland have declined, Irish national identity is shifting away from
Catholicism as the need to unite and rally around the main carrier of the nation's
identity is no longer perceived as detrimental. This is assisted by the fact that the
Catholic Church has become an increasingly discredited actor, given not only its
association with an unsuccessful economic programme and the clashes on issues such as
divorce and abortion but most importantly the scandals that plagued the Church during
the 1990's. In this sense, Irish nationalism and Ireland's ethnic/exclusive national
identity is shifting towards the civic/inclusive variety as it is forfeiting its religious
element. This is in its turn reinforces a process which renders the Church less popular
and less relevant, thus directly affecting its underlying basis for legitimacy.
2. Religion, National Identity and the Concept of External Threat

An important factor that serves to expose the growing inability of the Catholic Church
to mobilise the people around Catholic nationalism is growing perception of decline of
external threat in contemporary Ireland. National identity is a means of demarcating a
community from outsiders. Conflict or fear of external threat can foster ethnic cohesion
by exacerbating the need to secure this demarcation. According to the 'cohesion'
thesis' 1 , 'group solidarity is a product of external armed conflict or the imminent threat
thereof (Smith, 1981:378). Cohesion is a reaction to a common threat and threat
1 See Smith, 1981:379 for an overview of this thesis. See also Simmel, 'Conflict and the web of Group
Affiliations', London: Macmillan, 1964
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reinforces the community's sense of ethnic individuality and history. According to
Smith, war and the threat it poses moulds ethnic communities, primarily their formation
but also the growth of their self-images and stereotypes. As Smith puts it, 'in a crisis, in
the heat of battle, old divisions are laid aside and the nationalist dream of ethnic
fraternity becomes a momentary reality (Smith, 1981: 378). For example, many of the
European States 'have been beaten into national shape by the hammer of incessant wars,
which have also endowed them with a great part of their ethnic cohesion and imagery'
(Smith, 1981:391). Conflict, or the threat of conflict, therefore, accentuate the cohesion
of a group and also serve to mobilise its members. When national identity is religiousbased, ethnic cohesion is perceived in terms of uniting around religion: 'indeed
wherever there is a threat and a border situation and the nation is pushed towards its
historical faith' (Martin, 1978: 107).
Threat can therefore be seen as an important element in the reproduction and evolution
of national identity; and central to this is the representation of 'us' and the 'other'.
Collective identity is usually based on differentiation from the other, and a rejection of
'alien' elements, which are automatically assessed as negative, even dire, especially if
they are attributed to a former foe or conqueror. Representation of the self and the other
can be crystallised not only in the education system, which is one of the most crucial
institutions for the maintenance and reproduction of national identity, but also in the
media, museums and commemorative events, such as war remembrance days and
national holidays. For one thing, war and the memory of war can be a significant force
of mobilisation, providing a 'chance of diffusing a sense of ethnic belonging identity
through appropriate imagery (Smith, 1981:390). The propaganda of war can also be
important fostering unity and national identity. Wars make their own propaganda myths.
They furnish epic legends on a grand scale which speak to the people and become
subject for inspiring works of art, like 'Delacroix's Massacre at Chios; for later
generations the war myths they embody will serve as exemplars of a peculiar ethnic
virtue and heroism, as will the heroes they glorify' (Smith, 1981: 391).
Chapter 2 has illustrated how in both case studies, the fear of external threat played a
significant role in the creation and consolidation of national identity. Commencing
under imperial rule, and consolidating during the nation- building process after
independence, national identity in both Greece and Ireland was largely perceived in
terms of opposition to a hostile 'other'. Religion played a crucial part in this for both
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cases: occupation by an Empire of a different religion meant that the threat of invasion
and conquest would ultimately become inextricably linked with religion. Following
independent nationhood, Orthodoxy and Catholicism became crucial in the way
'Greekness' and 'Irishness' respectively were perceived by members of the same
'nation', primarily because they were different from their former conquerors. Greek and
Irish self- images and stereotypes can in this respect be understood terms of opposition
to their enemies, Muslim Turkey and Protestant Britain respectively. Eradication of
their religion, paraphrasing Durkheim, would entail the eradication of the nation itself;
defending religion was paramount because it ultimately meant defending the nation.
Greece: A Nation under Threat?
In Greece this pattern is ongoin g: current representations of the threat of national
extinction are widespread. Perceptions of a defensive national identity are imperative in
the understanding of how Greeks see themselves and their nation. Because Orthodoxy,
and by extension the Greek Orthodox Church are considered to be the most significant
forces that contributed to the preservation of Hellenism during Ottoman rule, defending
Orthodoxy and the Church has become synonymous with defending the Greek nation as
a whole. This is certainly why the Orthodox Church enjoys such widespread support,
even after the recent scandals (2005) that at first appeared to shake the Orthodox
Church.2 For example, Mavrogordatos sees the so-called 'Orthodox revival' in Greece
'not a revival of religion as such', but rather a 'revival of nationalism identified with
Orthodoxy' (Mavrogordatos, 2003:130). The Archbishop Christodoulos' popularity3 is
attributed not to his position as defender of the faith or morality, but rather to his role as
'outspoken guardian of national identity under imminent threat' (Mavrogordatos,
2003:130). The most common perception, along the lines of should the Orthodox
Church be weakened, Hellenism would face the challenge of extinction is one put
forward by the official institutions of the State (education system) and the Church itself.
Mavrogordatos holds that Greece suffers from what he calls 'a siege mentality, bred not
only by the immediate secular environment, but also by a historic consciousness of
national uniqueness and solitude, which is grounded in a particular religion'
(Mavrogordatos, 2003:133). Although Israel is, and Ireland was, similar, he notes that
2 For a detailed analysis of the scandals which surfaced in February 2003 see the introduction of this
thesis
3 The archbishop's popularity was very high before the scandals which affected the Greek Orthodox
Church in February 2005. Although in February statistics showed that these figures temporarily dropped,
by March 2005 they had already risen again. For specific data and figures see introduction
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'what may be specific to Orthodoxy is a traumatic and defensive historical
consciousness reaching into a far more distant past than even in Ireland'
(Mavrogordatos, 2003: 134).
Greek national identity is perceived by the majority of Greeks to be under threat,
stemming mainly from Greece's geopolitical environment, and in particular its 'eternal'
foe, Turkey, and the newly formed independent Balkan States. Often the forces of
globalisation, the US and the EU are also perceived as hostile. Such representations of
the aggressive 'other' are forged not only by State institutions, such as the education
system, but can also be traced in the details of every day life, from the media, to art, to
all the seemingly trivial ways that national identities are maintained and represented. In
all such representations, the hostile 'other', seek to destroy the distinctiveness of the
Greek nation and thus threaten Greekness with extinction. The Orthodox Church and
the Greek language constitute the carriers of Greek national identity; if they live on, so
will the Greek nation.
Ireland: In search of a New National Narrative?

On the other hand, important geopolitical changes have entailed the decline of external
threat perceptions in Ireland. According to Boyce, controlling the transmission of the
past is used in order to stabilise the present. Memory is being directed towards the
significance of pluralist thinking for political reasons mainly, including the necessity to
foster good relations with the UK and the peace process in Northern Ireland (Boyce in
McBride, 2001: 270). All this has signified the need to modify nationalism and to an
extent depart from its traditional focus: Catholic, rural, traditional and anti-British
Ireland. An influential revisionist historiography and intellectual movement have
reinforced this trend. The link in this respect between defending the Catholic Church
and defending Irishness itself is becoming more tenuous. There is no significant threat
posed by the UK against which the Irish should mobilise; there is no fear of extinction
posed by Britain. On the contrary, a successful future can be achieved from within
Europe and through good relations, trade and economic co-operation with the UK.
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The Persistence of the Ethnic Dimension versus a Shift from Ethnic towards an
increasingly Civic Identity
The criteria for inclusion in the Greek nation remain largely based on ethnic premises,
i.e. religion and language. Discrimination against non- Orthodox citizens has already
been examined in previous chapters. Irish nationalism on the other hand is being
increasingly characterised by a conciliatory tone celebrating reconciliation, peace and
inclusion, especially re the Northern Ireland question. A European Values Survey,
conducted in 1999-2000 indicates that among respondents, civic national identity traits
appear to predominate from ethnic ones. Feeling Irish is considered very important by
47% of Irish Catholic respondents, Irish citizenship is very important to 62% and
respect for institutions is supported by 45%. 'Despite' however, 'the long association
between Catholicism and nationalism, less than 30% regard being a Catholic as very
important for being truly Irish' as Fahey et al note (Fahey et al, 2006: 69-70).
Table 4. 1: Religious identification and Perceptions of the Foundations of Irish
Identity in the Republic of Ireland
Question:
Some people say that the following things are important for being truly Irish. Others say that they
are not important. How important do you think each of the following is?

(Percent who say 'very Important')
Catholic Protestant

NonAffiliated

Total

Ethnic Dimension

Be a Catholic

28

2

8

26

Able to Speak Irish

13

3

8

13

Feel Irish

47

29

37

46

Irish Citizenship

62

50

57

61

45

40

24

43

Civic Dimension

Respect Ireland's Political Institutions
and Laws

Source: European Values Study, 1999-2000, Adapted from Fahey et al, 2006: 69
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Military Expenditure

The level of external threat perceptions is reflected in military spending. According to
the European Union Institute of Security Studies, in 2003 military spending in Greece
was a very high 4.1% of GDP, indeed the highest in the EU. By contrast, military
expenditure in Ireland in the same year was a low 0.5% of GDP, the lowest among the
EU25. In this context it is also important to note that Greece is still among the very few
European countries which have a conscripted army; countries with conscripted armies
are most commonly ones which perceive themselves to be in hostile regional
environments, facing high external threats from a close proximity to their borders and
fearing for their territorial integrity, such as Cyprus and Israel.
Table 4.2; Defence Expenditure in the EU-25

Country

Defence Expenditure
(Percentage of GDP)
2001

2002

2003

United Kingdom

2.5

2.4

2.4

France

2.5

2.5

2.6

Germany

1.5

1.5

1.5

Italy

2.0

1.9

1.9

Spain

1.2

1.2

1.2

Netherlands

1.6

1.6

1.6

Sweden

2.1

1.9

1.8

Greece

4.6

4.3

4.1

Poland

2.0

1.9

2.0

Belgium

1.3

1.3

1.3

Denmark

1.6

1.6

1.6

Austria

0.8

0.8

1.0

Finland

1.2

1.4

1.4

Czech Republic

2.1

2.0

2.2

Portugal

2.1

2.3

2.1

Hungary

1.8

1.8

1.9

Ireland

0.5

0.6

0.5
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Slovakia

1.7

1.9

1.9

Slovenia

1.4

1.2

1.4

Cyprus

2.6

2.4

2.3

Lithuania

1.8

1.8

1.8

Luxemburg

0.8

0.8

0.9

Latvia

1.0

1.3

1.9

Estonia

1.2

1.5

2.0

Malta

1.8

1.9

2.1

Source: ISS (European Union Institute for Security Studies)

Levels ofXenophobia
External threat perceptions and nationalism are also linked with xenophobic tendencies.
According to a report published by the EUMC (European monitoring centre on Racism
and Xenophobia) in March 2005 entitled: 'A summary report on Majority Attitudes
towards Migrants and Minorities: Key findings from the Euro-barometer and the
European Social Survey', Greece is the most xenophobic country among the EU -15.
On the other hand, Ireland's levels of xenophobia are amongst the lowest. According to
Figure 4.1, resistance to immigration is as high as 87.48%, in contrast with a 35.7 in
Ireland. In addition, as Figure 4.2 illustrates, 84.73% in Greece consider immigrants to
be a collective threat, while a much lower 54.36% consider the same in Ireland. Finally
(Figure 4.3), Greece is the highest in terms of resistance to multi-cultural society at 59%
while only a 16.9% concede to the perils of multi-culturalism in Ireland.
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Figure 4.1; Resistance to Immigration
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Figure 4.3: Resistance to Diversity/Multicultural Society
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This chapter will henceforth proceed to the analysis of three sets of perceived threats and
their implications for Greek and Irish national identity: those emanating from the former
Empire, those emanating from Europe, and those emanating from immigration.
1. Perceptions of the 'Other': The Former Empire

Perceptions of a hostile other enhance mobilisation around the principal carriers of national
identity. When the latter in religious based, then this mobilisation takes place around
religion and its prime institution, the Church. In Greece, memories of the 'Turkish yoke'
reinforce the way that Turkey is perceived as a hostile 'other' even if relations between the
two countries are somewhat slowly improving.
According to Millas, both Greece and Turkey
Conceive the 'other' as a prospective threat or as a challenge to its identity and interpret each
of the other's actions accordingly, creating a vicious circle where the national perceptions and
the negative images concerning the other dictate the vigilant attitudes of ours and which in turn
also aggravates the attitude of the other (Millas, 2004:53)
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According to Clogg,

'even if a rapprochement between the two governments is

achieved, it would be a much more difficult and arduous process to overcome the
mistrust between two peoples, mutual stereotypes, and fears that are fundamental for
existing confrontation' (Clogg in Aydin and Ifantis, 2004: 23-24). Indeed, Greece still
perceives Turkey to constitute a threat to its territorial integrity which reinforces the
need for cohesion of the nation.
On the other hand, Irish perceptions of Britain have significantly altered through time;
the notion of threat is no longer a defining feature of Irish riational identity. Because of
several developments, mostly related to Irish membership of the EEC (and later EU),
economic co-operation and bilateral trade relations with Britain, and the peace process
in Northern Ireland, Irish perceptions of the UK have changed. As Renan famously
remarked, forgetting or getting its history wrong is equally important for a nation as
remembering. Irish history is being re-interpreted.
Symbols of Sacred Territory and Irredentism
In Greece, perceptions of Turkey as a hostile entity can be traced to the period of
imperial rule. Attachment to territory, especially territory that links the nation with its
imperial past, has significant nationalist connotations (Smith, 2003). Certain symbols,
whether historical events or monuments and the way they are presented are crucial for
the regeneration of popular perceptions of the national self. Here we can see that
defensive elements in such symbolism relating to the former imperial core are obvious
in Greece but not in Ireland. When considering the symbolism of the glorious past and
its connection with territory the most famous example that comes to mind is Istanbul -or
Constantinople as the Greeks prefer it- the holy city, the centre of Byzantium and the
cradle of Greek civilisation. The symbol of Constantinople itself is the Church of Agia
Sofia, one of the most important (or the most important) Orthodox Churches. In 1453
Agia Sofia was converted into a Mosque, and functioned as one until 1934 when
Ataturk decided to convert it to a museum. It is an irony perhaps that one of the most
renowned beacons of Hellenism is now situated in modern Turkey. Here it is important
to also recall how this came to be: conquest came with defeat of the Byzantine Empire,
and the sacking of its capital, Constantinople. Conquest signalled the beginning of the
'dark years of the Turkish yoke' (Sfyroeras, 1991) and of captivity. But for the Greeks
the Holy City can not- and will not- be easily forgotten. The fact that the Holy city now
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lies within Turkey's internationally recognised borders and is thus an integral part of the
modern Turkish State not only strengthens the 'us'- 'them' dichotomy between Greeks
and Turks and reinforces in the minds of the Greek people the view that Turkey is the
conqueror and thus a viable threat to the Greek nation and Greece's territorial integrity,
but also stresses the special religious element of Greek national identity.
The special place 'Constantinople' occupies in the Greek nationalist mind, and its
capacity to mobilise the Greek people can be seen in early 20th century Greek policy
initiatives such as the 'Megali Idea' (Great idea): an irredentist policy aiming at the
expansion of the modern Greek State in at attempt to restore the old Byzantine empire
with Constantinople at its helm. The vision of the Megali Idea, first coined by loannis
Colettis ended in a bitter conflict with the Turkish side which resulted in the devastation
of Smyrna and the massacre of some 30,000 Greek and Armenian Christians' (Clogg,
2002: 97). For ideological and practical reasons the Church supported the Megali idea.
According to Smith, its ultimate roots 'lay in the sense of Greek Orthodox imperial
chosenness which inspired the Greek speaking community of the Byzantine Empire
( Smith, 1999: 344-345). Although such policies have long been abandoned, as a result
of Greece's defeat in the war with Turkey and the devastating results of the exchange of
populations and what is known in Greece as 'the Asia Minor Catastrophe', perceptions
of the Holy City as the cradle of Hellenism which should be Greek remain widespread.
The notion of territory and all the sacred/nationalist connotations accompanied with it is
different in Ireland. Having been colonised by English settlers, rather than defeated in a
devastating siege, there is no 'Holy City' to be re- conquered, no monument epitomising
the glories of Irish civilisations and its sacred dimension. As such threat perceptions
from the former imperial core are less profound. Ireland was never an Empire itself (or,
the Irish do not perceive it to ever have been), nor does it claim cultural or ethnic
affinity with any former imperial core. Greece, on the other hand sees itself as the direct
descendant of the Byzantine Empire and its civilisation. Although it could be argued
that any claims of Byzantium being a Greek Empire are indeed debatable at best, again
what matters is popular perception on how these symbols are used to regenerate this
perception over and over again. Undoubtedly, Byzantine civilisation was very similar to
the Greek in terms of language and religion and this where such perceptions draw their
support from. Indeed such perceptions are widespread in Greece.
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Greece: Current Threat Perceptions. Foreizn Relations and Foreign Policy
The end of the cold war and the transformations this created in the Balkan region altered
Greece's geopolitical environment and raised external threat perceptions. 'It is widely
believed that with the end of bipolarity the post-war security arrangements in the Balkan
region have been rapidly replaced by the emergence of local national rivalries and
disputes. Greece and Turkey are two of the major players in the current unstable
strategic environment of the Balkans' (Moustakis, 2003: 49).

Romantic visions of the Greek/Byzantine Empire (the two are synonymous in the
nationalist Greek mind) contribute to the reproduction of a defensive Greek national
identity. This is reflected in the history of Greek-Turkish relations from Greek
independence until the present day. Although a rapprochement in 1999 and what is
popularly known 'earthquake diplomacy' has been followed by some positive
developments, including Greece's removal of its veto of Turkey's EU accession,
disputes between the two countries remain unresolved. Greece still perceives Turkey to
constitute the main threat to its territorial integrity, a trend that is reinforced by Turkey's
refusal to withdraw its casus belli threat- Turkey's threat of retaliation in the event that
Greece expands he coastal waters from 6 to 12 miles.
The last time Greece and Turkey were engaged in direct armed confrontation with one
another was in 1922. (The 1974 Turkish invasion of Cyprus is not considered an armed
conflict between Turkey and Greece) Yet, for most of the period between 1922 and
1999 Greek-Turkish relations have been strenuous, and there have been quite a few
instances when the two countries came to the brink of war- notably during the 1974
invasion of Cyprus, the 1976 Sismik crisis, the 1987 crisis over oil exploration in the
Aegean and the 1996 Imia/Kardak crisis. The latter, a dispute over the sovereignty a
small uninhabited island, situated between Kalymnos and Turkey invoked strong
nationalistic feelings among the Greeks and confirmed their fears that Turkey is indeed
the 'aggressor' and constitutes a real threat to Greece's territorial integrity. According to
Greece, Imia, as well as other uninhabited islets in the Aegean, are indisputably Greek
as they constitute part of the wider Dodecanese islands' chain which was ceded by Italy
to Greece with the 1947 treaty of Paris. According to Turkey however these islets
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constitute grey zones as the 1923 Treaty of Lausanne, which initially ceded the islands
from Turkey to Italy did not individually name them. The dispute was only diffused
through the direct involvement of the US. At the time of writing the legal status of
Imia/Kardak remains unresolved, while since, Turkey has also made claims to other
larger uninhabited islets in the Aegean. Within a week after the dispute Turkish Prime
Minister at the time- Ciller- stated that 'Ankara would re-examine the status of one
thousand islets and threatened Greece with war over the issue'(Moustakis, 2003: 50).
According to Greece, the Imia/Kardak crisis brought a disturbing new element into its
tense relations with Turkey: namely, for the first time, Turkey questioned Greek
sovereignty over a portion of its territory (Moustakis, 2003: 50).
The above mentioned disputes, including the Imia/Kardak crisis, constitute part of the
wider Aegean dispute between Greece and Turkey which remains unresolved. This
includes, the demilitarisation of the Aegean islands, which according to Turkey is in
breach of the 1923 Lausanne Treaty and the 1947 Paris Treaty which recognised Greek
sovereignty over the islands provided they were demilitarised; Greece's theoretical right
to extend the limit of her coastal waters from 6 to 12 miles, which Turkey has identified
as casus belli fearing it would turn the Aegean into a 'Greek Lake'; and the delimitation
of the Aegean continental shelf and control of the air space between the territorial
waters (Aydin in Aydin and Ifantis, 2004: 27). Other disputes between the two countries
include the treatment of minorities (Turkish minority in Western Thrace and Greek
population in Istanbul) and the Cyprus issue. The casus belli threat is still a thorn
between Greece and Turkey, and verifies claims- in the minds of the Greeks- that
Turkey constitutes a threat to its territory, and could potentially invade Greece. More
recent minor disputes include the frequent violations of each other's air space; in May
2006 the collision of Greek and Turkish military jets over Karpathos created a row in
Greece while in late May 2006 Turkey was accused of illegally violating Greek airspace
in order to photograph Suda Bay military Base in Crete in late May 2006. All in all
'since 1974 (the year that marked the Turkish invasion and continuing occupation of
Northern Cyprus) all Greece's political parties have considered Turkey as posing a
major threat to Greece's territorial integrity in the Aegean and Western Thrace'
(Moustakis, 2003: 45).
According to a survey carried out by VPRC on behalf of Skairadio, published in the
newspaper Kathimerini on June 8th 2006: 48% responded that they believe Greek155

Turkish relations had deteriorated within a year, while 42% believed they had remained
the same. According to the same survey, 62% of the sample believed that the Aegean
disputes constitute the greatest problem between Greek and Turkish relations. Although
a total of 72% considered the possibility of a war between Greece and Turkey unlikely,
40% responded that the problems between Greece and Turkey cannot be resolved, 66%
were opposed to Turkey's EU accession and 63% favoured Greece vetoing Turkey's
accession should Cyprus were to do the same (Survey carried out by VPRC, published
in Kathimerini, June 8th 2006). According to another survey, carried out by Kapa
research on behalf of the newspaper 'To Vima', and published by the latter on June 11 th
2006: To the question 'regardless of what has occurred in the past, do you believe that
Turkey is following a expansionist policy against Greece', 62,6% responded yes and
22,1% probably yes. Only an 8,6% responded no, and 6,2% probably not. In addition,
according to a survey conducted by Kapa research as part of a wider project on national
consciousness carried out by Bilgi University of Istanbul and published in Elefthrotypia
on June 10th 2007, 77% of respondents consider Turkey to pose the most significant
threat to Greece. In addition, 75% believe that certain areas belonging to Turkey
constitute 'occupied homelands', including mainly the North of Cyprus (Elefthrotypia,
June 10th 2007).
2. The Balkan Region
Threat is also perceived to stem from other areas of the former Ottoman Empire,
notably the Balkan region. The collapse of the cold war and the re-structuring of borders
in close proximity to Greece has altered the latter's geopolitical environment, raising the
new question of new potential threats and vulnerabilities. The main problem derives
from Macedonia or FYROM (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) as it is
preferred in Greece. Since its independence from Yugoslavia in 1991, FYROM has
entered into a dispute with Greece over the use of the name 'Macedonia'. Greece
opposes FYROM's use of the name Macedonia on the grounds that FYROM is
effectively asserting a territorial claim to Macedonia in Greece.

In 1992 Greece

demanded that FYROM stop using the name 'Macedonia', while in 1994 it imposed an
economic blockade demanding FYROM to change its flag and constitution in which it
used the name 'Republic of Macedonia'. In 1995 the two countries signed an interim
accord under which they agreed to continue negotiations under the auspices of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. Although bilateral agreements and protocols,
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including the Interim Agreement, have been signed between Greece and FYROM, they
are still pending ratification due to the unresolved issue of the name. US
acknowledgement of FYROM's right to use the name 'Republic of Macedonia' in
November 2004 tested Greek patience and attracted strong opposition from Athens.
However, Greece has no counteractive recourse aside from the threat to veto
Macedonia's EU accession.
Since 1995 relations between the two countries have been smooth, although contention
over the name 'Macedonia' remains unresolved and thus perceived in Greece as a
potential source of threat. Greece considers FYROM to pose a threat not only to its
territorial integrity, but most importantly to its national identity and national heritage.
The area of Macedonia is very important for Greek nationalism. In antiquity, Macedonia
was the Kingdom of Alexander the Great, claimed in Greece as a national hero. Not
surprisingly, FYROM's claims to Alexander, and the naming of Skopja airport
'Alexander the Great' in early January 2007 infuriated Greeks and increased the belief
in the need to assert Greece's national identity more strongly. There is no question of
both Macedonia and Alexander being Greek and of the Greek nation being perennial.
According to a statement of foreign Minister, Dora Bakogianni, upon the hearing of the
decision to rename Skopja airport, 'Alexander the Great was a leading personality of
international standards. By spreading the Greek civilization to the then known world,
the Greek warrior was established in history. With their declaration today, Skopja is
once more seeking false foundations in the past. History, 2.300 years later can neither
be altered nor forged4 (Greek News online, January 1 st 2007).
Ireland: Declining Threat Perceptions, Relations -with Britain and the Good Friday
Agreement
Irish-British Relations
As opposed to Greco-Turkish relations, Anglo-Irish relations have improved
significantly in the course of the twentieth century. A series of trade agreements in 1938,

4 0 M£y<x<; AXe^avSpog stvou nia Tiyemf| 7ipooa>7itK6-nvta 7tayK6ania<; enP&eias. Aia5(5ovT<x<; TOY
EWuivucd 7uo5UTia|a6 OE 6X0 TOV t6te yvcoaTO KOC^O, oTiM.Tjva<; OTpcnr^a-nic; KaOiEpcoGrpce crrr|v laiopia.
Me rqv aimepivri rouq 5f\fai)Gi\, T<X SKoma, yux ^ia aic6nT| (popct, avo^ryrouv TtXacrdt (mpiynaTa <rco
. H IcrTOpia, 2.300 xp6via nerd, OUTE aM-d^ei OVTE jiapaxapaoaeiai.
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1948, and 1960, culminated in the Free Trade Agreement of 1965; both countries joined
the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1973;territorial disputes were to a great
extent confined to the Northern Ireland question which, remained, until the late 1990's,
the greatest thorn between Anglo-Irish relations.
The 1922 Anglo-Irish Treaty, which ended Ireland's war of independence from Britain,
established the Irish Free State in the south, and effectively partitioned Ireland as the
North chose to remain part of the United Kingdom. As a response to the proclamation
of the Republic of Ireland in 1948, the 1949 Ireland Act guaranteed that Northern
Ireland would remain within the United Kingdom unless the majority of its citizens
decided otherwise.
Since Irish independence the Northern Ireland question has been paramount in Ireland,
and the main cause of friction in its relations with Britain. "The objective of Irish
political nationalism during most of the twentieth century-since 1922- has been what is
called the reunification of the national territory by which is meant extinction of
Northern Ireland as a distinct political entity, and the incorporation of its territory in a
united Ireland' (O'Brien, 1994: 89) According to O'Brien, the objective, both
nationalist and Catholic is much responsible for the convergence of Catholicism and
nationalism in Ireland for much of the twentieth century.
The dispute over Northern Ireland is therefore a dispute over territory between Catholics
and Protestant. This is where the convergence comes in. Irish Catholic nationalists relate to
the dispute in both their capacities. As nationalists they resent Northern Ireland as an alien
intrusion. As Catholics they resent Protestant power in what was once Catholic territory. As
Catholic nationalists they resent both (O'Brien, 1994: 89-90).

The role of the Catholic Church is instrumental here: it supported the reunification
campaign, asserting its role both as a defender of the Catholic faith, and as a defender of
the Irish nation.
The change brought about by the removal of the Northern Irish question is pivotal. The
Northern Ireland Process culminating in the Good Friday Agreement significantly
improved relations between Ireland and Britain. The 1998 'Good Friday Agreement'
between the governments of Ireland and Britain in which both governments 'recognise
the legitimacy of whatever choice is freely exercised by a majority of the people of
Northern Ireland with regard to its status, whether they prefer to continue to support the
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Union with Great Britain or a sovereign united Ireland' (Northern Ireland Peace
Parliament,
Irish
Agreement,
http://www.taoiseach.gov.ie/attached files/Pdf%20files/NIPeaceAgreement.pdf)was
signed on April 10th 1998. It was ratified in both Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland by referendums on May 22nd 1998 (Fahey et al, 2006: 97).
Table 4. 3: The Result of the Referendum. May 22nd 1998, Republic of Ireland
Do you approve the proposal to amend the constitution contained in the under
mentioned Bill, the nineteenth amendment of the constitution Bill, 1998?
Per Cent
Number
Yes

1,442,583

94.4

No

85,748

5.6

Source: Fahey et al, 2006: 112

The nineteenth constitutional amendment of June 3rd 1998 removed the claim of the
"Irish nation" to sovereignty over the whole of Ireland (article 2). The amended Articles
2 and 3, acknowledge that the status of Northern Ireland depends on the consent of the
majority of voters in Northern Ireland. According to Article 3.1
// is the firm will of the Irish nation, in harmony and friendship, to unite all the
people who share the territory of the island of Ireland, in all the diversity of their
identities and traditions, recognizing that a united Ireland shall be brought about
only by peaceful means with the consent of a majority of the people, democratically
expressed in both jurisdictions of the island (Constitution of Ireland, including
constitutional amendments, 2002).

Table 4.4: Support for the Elements of the Good Friday Agreement in the
Republic of Ireland
Percent support strongly or support
Catholic

Protestant

Non-Affiliated

Decommissioning

82

83

74

NI Remain Part of the UK

62

70

55

Establish an Assembly

75

67

60

Power-Sharing Executive

79

69

60

Positive Consensus Items
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Divisive Items

Reform of RUC

70

45

61

Create North-South Bodies

76

76

58

Remove Republic's constitutional 40

58

37

21

42

Claim
Negative Consensus item

Early Release of prisoners

34

Source: European Values study, 1999-2000 in Fahey et al, 2006: 99

With the removal of the Northern Irish question, and of Irish claims to Northern Ireland
in the Irish constitution, Britain no longer constitutes a threat to Irish territorial integrity.
The Church's support of an anti-English form of nationalism, 'a fiercely anglophobic
form of religious nationalism' according to O'Brien (O'Brien, 1995:118) appears
outdated. Instead, a form of unifying, civic nationalism is put forward given declining
external threat perceptions.
The parallels and contrast with Cyprus and its significance for Greece are instrumental
here: The Cyprus issue is a significant item in Greece's foreign policy agenda, and one
of the major disputes between Greece and Turkey. Since the 1974 Turkish invasion of
Cyprus, Greek-Turkish relations have been placed under strain, also intensified by
several other crises in the Aegean. Although the Greek government decided to remain
neutral in the Cyprus 2004 referendum, Greece perceives Turkey's recognition of the
Republic of Cyprus to be crucial, and as negotiations for Turkey's accession unfold, the
issue is likely to promote tensions.
Turkey invaded Northern Cyprus and consequently occupied the northern part of the
island in 1974, following a coup assisted by the Greek junta regime to overthrow
President Makarios of Cyprus. In 1983 the North declared the establishment of the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, which however has only been recognised by
Turkey. Since then, a number of attempts by the international community to reach a
compromise have all ended in stalemate. One of the latest attempts to unify the island
was the third Annan plan, which however failed to take into effect following the
rejection by the Greek -Cypriot side of a referendum held in April 2004. Although
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64.9% of Turkish-Cypriots voted in support of the plan, the latter was rejected in the
South, with a 75.8% 'No' majority. On May 1 st 2004 Cyprus joined the EU. Although
under the terms of accession the whole island is considered to be an EU member, in
practice EU laws and benefits have been suspended in the north. The perception of a
Turkish threat in Greece is reinforced by the Turkish occupation of Cyprus; inability to
provide a solution to the Cyprus question is exacerbating tensions with Turkey, while
the Church, and especially the Archbishop is able to 'use' the Cyprus issue in order to
illustrate Turkey's expansionist, violent traits.
4. Perceptions of the 'Other'; European Integration

A second set of perceived threats, emanating from Europe, is posed to Greece but not
Ireland. Although Greece realises the need- mainly for economic reasons- to remain a
member of the European Union and support further political as well as economic
integration, at the same time it portrays itself as isolated from the rest of the EU
members. In addition, high inflation, unemployment and rising prices have challenged
the view that joining the Euro was a profitable move. This is not the case for Ireland
however, which now among the richest of the EU-25 is enjoying prosperity and
increasing wealth from its EU membership. As Mavrogordatos observes, Karamanlis
had hoped that Greek membership of the EEC would terminate Greece's siege mentality.
And it would have done so, Mavrogordatos believes, had Greek national identity been
constructed exclusively with reference to classical antiquity because such an identity
would be secure in the context of EU integration and globalisation.
As it happened, however, this identity was constructed primarily with reference to
Orthodoxy, that is the Byzantine and Ottoman legacy. Consequently EU membership,
where Greece is the only Orthodox country has actually worked in the opposite direction....
has exacerbated insecurity and even alienation from the West (Mavrogordatos, 2003:133).

The anadelphon (without siblings) Greek nation sticks out in the EU. Now, Archbishop
Christodoulos can promote the Greek Church as the arc of Greek national identity
threatened by the forces of European integration and globalisation. The defence of
Greek national identity in terms of religion reinforces Greece's 'siege mentality'.
According to Fragoudaki and Dragona, (1997:80- 85) the Greek stance towards Europe
is ambiguous and often conflicting: at the same time Europe is respected and also
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perceived as a threat. On the one hand, technological achievements and economic
growth are seen as Europe's positive elements; on the other hand Europe, which is
equated with the powerful north western nations, places civilisational pressures and
creates all sorts of dependencies which are considered negative because they threaten
the national 'self (Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997:62). Although Greeks are linked to
Europe, they are also Mediterranean, Balkan and Orthodox. When these identities are
conflicted, the Orthodox elements become the most important. As Mavrogordatos notes,
'insofar as the Greek national consciousness has been shaped by Orthodoxy, it still
carries the trauma of 1204 and the spirit of 1453' (Mavrogordatos, 2003: 133). And to
the extent that this is true, religion can be invoked against the mainly non-orthodox
European Union, or NATO, as for example during the crisis in former Yugoslavia,
where Greek public opinion supported Serbia, a 'sister' Orthodox nation.
As with Turkey, the Greek education system promotes xenophobia and a sense of a
vulnerable and threatened national identity against the EU. This explains to an extent
the difficulty of adapting to new conditions of EU membership and immigration. At the
same time however Greece believes that it also benefits from EU integration.
Europe is perceived as much less of threat to Ireland than it is to Greece. Irish and
European identity is not a zero-sum game. One can be both Irish and European at the
same time. Ireland sees itself as an ancient European nation, benefiting within Europe.
As Martin informs,
...historically Ireland has been an embattled periphery of England seeking alliances with
Catholic France and Spain (and now pursuing close ties with the EU) while Greece retains
irredentist ambitions connected with being a broken-off fragment of imperial Byzantium,
and allies itself to Orthodox Serbia and Russia, for example in the war over Kosovo.
Greece has felt doubly threatened by the historic intrusion of the Western powers, like
France and Venice, and by Turkey, though in the nineteenth century Greece enjoyed the
'love affair' pursued by Britain, France and Germany' (Martin, 2005:61).

According to Girvin, the new phase in Irish nationalism commenced with the Irish
government's decision to apply for EEC membership in 1961. By then, Irish
conservative nationalism had been exhausted; joining Europe presented new
opportunities and a new challenge for Ireland which was to shift the focus of its
nationalism and national identity away from its Catholic, traditional, rural scope
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towards economic affluence and a strong place in Europe. Effectively, membership of
the EU freed Ireland from Britain and the threat it posed. By doing so, it removed the
main threat against which Ireland and Irish national identity mobilised. This has entailed
a shift from the conservative character of Irish nationalism which was so closely
associated to Catholicism. This form of Irish nationalism (and its link to religion) was
largely formed by the perceptions of threat posed by Britain. Ireland had to define itself
in these terms: moral, religious, rural; these were the cultural markers. Ireland was
everything Britain was not. With the threat removed, Irish nationalism is changing focus,
and becoming more Europeanised- the latter term in this sense, can be seen as an
attempt to escape self-definition and narrowness of national identity.
5. Immigration

Immigration: Greece and Ireland in Comparative Perspective

Homogeneity as the ultimate national value may promote xenophobia and totalitarian
attitudes (Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997: 96). In this sense, large waves of immigration
may serve to raise perceptions of threat to a nation's identity and raise the levels of
xenophobia. In Greece, this has indeed been the case. The shift towards being a migrant
nation, accelerated in the period since 1995, has been highly traumatic. Indeed, Ireland
has also experienced high levels of immigration. However there is a significant
difference, namely that that Ireland's foreign population is largely the product of labour
mobility within the EU. According to the 2002 Irish census5 the largest group of nonIrish population is British. The most recent waves of Polish immigrants, following
Poland's EU membership in 2004, which are not indicated in the census, do not raise
threats to Ireland's national identity as they are also Catholic. By contrast, Greece's
foreign population is by the larger part Albanian which entails a large increase in
Greece's Muslim population. This again is seen as a threat to 'our' distinct Orthodox
identity, and increases the need to assert this identity and rally around its main defender:
the Orthodox Church.

5 As of March 2007 detailed data from the more recent 2006 had not yet been published. According to the
Irish Central Statistics office, detailed data on the composition of the Irish population from the 2006
census is expected to be published in May 2007
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Table 4. 5; Greece. Total Population

Total

Total Greek

Total
Greek

10.934.097

10.171.906

762.191

Permanent
Population

Non- Non-Greek as Greek as % of
% of Total
Total
Permanent
permanent
Population
population
7.00 (6.97)

93.03

Source: Greek Census 2001, adapted from National Statistical Service of Greece

Table 4.6; Greek Census, 2001; Population by Nationality
Nationality

Persons

Total Population

10.934.097

Of which
Greek
Non-Greek

% of Total Population
10.171.906
762.191

93.03
6.97

Of which

% of Total
Population

Eastern Europe, Balkans
and Former USSR

Of Which

Albania
Bulgaria
Georgia
Romania
Russia
Ukraine
Other Eastern European,
Balkan and Former USSR

Poland
Armenia
Yugoslavia
Moldavia

438.036
35.104
22.875
21.994
17.535

57.47
4.60
3.00
2.90
2.30
1.79

13.616

3.93

12.831

1.68
1.00
0.50
0.75

7.742
3.832
5.716
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Foreign

EU and other Western
Europe

8.14

Of Which

Cyprus
UK
Germany
Italy
France
Netherlands
Sweden
Austria
Belgium
Switzerland

17.426
13.196
11.806
5.825
5.267
2.519
2.203
1.424
1.332
1.205

2.28
1.73
1.54
0.76
0,70
0.33
0.29
0.18
0.17
0.16

Middle East
Of Which
Turkey
Egypt
Iraq
Syria
Lebanon
Iran

3.93
1.03
0.97
0.91
0.73
0.16
0.13

7.881
7.448
6.936
5.552
1.277
1.011

4.12

Asia
Of Which
Pakistan
India
Philippines
Bangladesh
Kazakhstan

1.40
0.95
0.85
0.63
0.29

11.130
7.212
6.478
4.854
2.256

3.16

America
Of which
US
Canada

2.37
0.79

18.140
6.049

0.55

Africa
Of Which
Nigeria
Ethiopia
South Africa

0.26
0.15
0.14

2.015
1.163
1.073
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Australia
Of Which

1.15

Australia

8.767

1.15

Other

21.425

2.96

Source: Greek Census 2001, adapted from National Statistical Service of Greece

Figure 4.4: Greece Total Population (%)

Figure 4.5: Composition of Greece's Non-Greek Population (%)

Total Non-Greek Population: 762,191
Total Non-Greek Population (%): 6.97
D Albanian
• Bulgarian
D Georgian
D Romanian
• Russian
• Ukrainian

8.14

• Other Eastern Europe and
former USSR
57.47

OEU and Western Europe
Middle East
Asia
D America
Africa
Australia
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Table 4.7; Persons usually resident and present in the State on census night
classified by nationality 2002 (Republic of Ireland)

Nationality

Persons

Total Population

3,858,495
3,809,236

Of Which
% of Total Population

Total Irish
Non Irish

3,584,975
224,261

94.1
5.8

UK

103,476

% of Total
Population
46.1

Rest of EU
Ofwhich
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

29,960

13.4

553
789
631
876
6,363
7,216
253
3,770
16
3,108
687
4,436
1,262

0.24
0.35
0.28
0.39
2.83
3.2
0.1
1.68
0.007
1.38
0.3
1.97
0.56

23,105

10.3

Ofwhich

Rest of Europe
Ofwhich
Romania
Russia
Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Ukraine
Czech Republic
Other

2.2
1.2
0.94
0.93
0.8
0.63
0.49
3.06

4.978
2,703
I
2.124
2,104
1,797
1.420
1,103
6,876
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Foreign

Africa
Of which
Nigeria
South Africa
Other

20,981

9.3

8,969
4,185
7,827

3.99
1.86
3.49

Asia
Of which
China
Philippines
Pakistan
India
Malaysia
Other

21,779

9.7

5,842
3,900
2,939
2,534
1,686
4,878

2.6
1.73
1.31
1.12
0.75
2.17

America
Of which
USA
Canada
Brazil
Other

15,383

6.8

11,384
1,932
1,087
980

5.0
0.86
0.48
0.43

Australia
Of which
New Zealand

3,706

1.65

1,637

0.72

Other

1,894,2,340,847,48,412
5,541

Source: Central Statistics Office, Ireland, 2002Census

Figure 4. 6: Ireland Total Population (%)

5.8

0.1

94.1
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Figure 4.7; Composition of Ireland's Non-Irish Population (%)
Total Non-Irish Population: 224,261
Total Non-Irish Population (%): 5.8

DUK
• Rest of EU

46.1

n Central and Eastern
Europe
a Africa
• Asia

13.4

® America
• Australia

Observations
1. According to Kathimerini (September 27th 2005), Greece has faced the greater
changes to its population due to immigration among all EU countries. Between
1991 and 2001 immigrants increased Greece's population by 7%. Most groups
intend to live and work in Greece permanently. 39% of non-Greek residents have
been living and working in Greece for more than 5 years, while 42% between 1 and
5 years.
2. The bulk of Greece's immigrant population is from Albania (at 57.47% of Greece's
non-Greek population). This implies a large Muslim presence which enhances the
perceived threat posed to Greek orthodox identity and reinforces the need for a
defensive national identity. The bulk of Ireland' foreign population on the other
hand is from the UK and the rest of the EU (Just below 60%). Recent waves of
immigration from Eastern Europe, and especially Poland do not threaten Irish
identity in a similar fashion, as this population is Christian and indeed mainly
Catholic.
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6. Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated the role external threat perceptions play in the on-going
process of national identity reproduction. As national identity iulfils a cohesive function,
high external threat perceptions foster a greater need for rallying around the principal
carriers of national identity- in this case, religion. Low external threat perceptions on the
other hand downplay this need. Through the analysis of three separate sets of threatsnamely, those emanating from the former imperial core, those emanating from the EU
and those emanating from immigration- this chapter has shown that in all instances
external threat perceptions are high in Greece but low in Ireland. In effect this entails
that domestic actors are able to utilise these perceptions in favour of the Church in
Greece- as principal carrier of national identity and therefore essential for the
continuation of the Greek nation and its distinct national traits- but not Ireland. The
following two chapters will illustrate how this process is carried out, and how,
combined with the variable analysed in chapter 3, i.e. the degree to which the Church
obstructs the modernisation process, this leads to a different outcome in the two cases in
question. Chapter 5 is concerned with official historiography, and more specifically the
way the Church is presented as pivotal for the survival of the Greek nation but not the
Irish nation, in State sponsored institutions, such as the education system and
commemorations. Chapter 6 will then focus on the Church itself and its discourse, and
more specifically on the way it portrays itself as a cornerstone institution seeking to
preserve national identity in Greece in contrast with the discourse of the Irish Church,
which given low external threat perceptions and a high degree of obstruction of the
modernisation process, is more concerned with adherence to strict Catholic rules and
regulations, but puts forward a more inclusive narrative as far as national identity is
concerned.
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____________________Chapter 5______________________
Official Discourse and National Identity Reproduction:
National Memory in Education, Historiography and Commemoration

1. Introduction
This far it has been argued that Irish national identity is becoming reinterpreted towards a
more civic direction and shifting away from its ethnic signifiers, such as Catholicism, while
Greek national identity continues to be defined in ethnic terms by signifiers such as
language and religion. This accounts for the resilience of religion in Greece and its loss of
legitimacy in Ireland. This development has been the product of the inter-relationship
between two variables, i.e. the degree to which a Church obstructs modernisation and the
level of external threat perceptions. This chapter provides evidence to support the
hypothesis. It examines the impact of the inter-relationship between these two variables
discussed in chapters 3 and 4 respectively, on official discourse. For the purposes of this
thesis, this includes the education system and also official historiography and the
commemoration of key historical events. The chapter focuses on the key distinctions
between Ireland and Greece in terms of the ways in which popular perceptions of national
identity and images of religion and the hostile 'other' are sustained, reproduced and even
mirrored in official discourse.
It is argued that modernisation has not had too much of a disruptive effect on the Church in
Greece, because the strength of the Orthodox Church lies not in strictly moralistic elements
which inevitably become challenged by modernising processes and the specialisation they
entail. Rather, its resilience is grounded on its ability to mobilise along nationalist lines,
which remains largely unchallenged. Official historiography is highly nationalistic and this
is reflected in school textbooks, museums, and the commemoration of important historical
events in Greek history. The Orthodox Church stands at the helm of such nationalist
representations, as religion and nation are officially portrayed as inseparable. 'The
genealogical myth that they invoke has classical antiquity as its cornerstone and Byzantine
Orthodoxy as a key component as the assertion of linear continuity. Through a variety of
mechanisms, including language and education, as well as the everyday "banal" circulation
of images, national ideology is generated and reproduced' (Brown and Hamilakis, 2003:7-
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8). This is largely the result of high external threat perceptions, which in turn are stressed
by official discourse to create a perpetual vicious circle of a defensive national identity.
In Ireland on the other hand, modernisation has placed a large question mark on the
Church's moralistic control. As the Church's control can effectively be attributed to the
numbers of religious personnel, specialisation has signalled its inevitable decline. At the
same time, declining external threat perceptions, and the Northern Ireland peace process
have paved the way for a more inclusive, conciliatory and pluralistic tone in official
discourse, hence the evident rise of revisionist historiography. As the Church cannot,
because of these circumstances cling to the Catholic nationalist myth, it is left without a
legitimising basis for support and is thus experiencing a rapid decline.
2. Church, Nation and Education

Memory and identity are two terms which are closely interlinked and often used in
conjunction to one another. According to Gillis, 'the parallel lives of these two terms alert
us to the fact that the notion of identity depends on the idea of memory and vice versa'
(Gillis, 1994: 3). In a way, national identity is constructed and re-constructed through
memory. In Gillis' words, 'national memory is shared by people who have never seen or
heard of one another, yet who regard themselves as having a common history. They are
bound together as much by forgetting as by remembering, for modem memory was born at
a moment when Americans and Europeans launched a massive effort to reject the past and
construct a radically new future' (Gillis, 1994:7). The education system is one of the most
important institutions responsible for the promotion of an officially accepted version of
'national memory', and hence the re-production of national identities from generation to
generation. Through education, national identity perceptions are constructed, crystallised,
legitimised and institutionalised, and thus the education system is one of the most important
elements of the nation-building process. The nationalised education system is connected
with the formation of the modern Nation-State within the past two hundred years.
According to Smith, it is through compulsory, standardised public mass education systems
that 'State authorities hope to inculcate national devotion and a distinctive homogeneous
culture, an activity that most regimes pursue with considerable energy under the influence
of nationalist ideals of cultural authenticity and unity'(Smith, 1991:16).
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The more centralised the education system, the more successful the promotion of
nationalism is likely to be. Curricula and school books are not only significant indicators of
the levels of ethnocentrism in an education system but also of the way societies perceive
other nations. It is the subjects of language, history and geography in particular which
promote the homogeneity of the nation more than any other. History is particularly
significant as the national narrative it creates is centred on the concept of national
continuity and homogeneity and promotes the sense of national uniqueness (Fragoudaki
and Dragona, 1997: 3 7). According to Koulouri however, this does not necessarily refer to
elite to elite manipulation and propaganda. Essentially 'education mirrors the society which
has produced it' (Koulouri, 2002: 31).
3. The Structure of the Irish and Greek Education Systems
In Ireland education is compulsory between the ages of 6 and 16. Although compulsory
primary education commences at the age of 6, it is customary that an increasing number of
children enter school at the age of 4. Compulsory secondary education commences at the
age of 12, in the junior cycle. This is followed by an optional transition year, and two years
of senior cycle, also optional. Non-compulsory secondary education also comprises of
vocational strands. According to the Irish department of education and science, secondary
schools are privately owned and managed. The trustees of the majority of these schools are
religious communities or Boards of Governors' (http://www.education.i e). The Irish
education system is particularly de-centralised, similarly to the British system. There is one
syllabus, commissioned by the Department of Education and Science and effectively
controlled by the Church, which identifies which topics ought to be studied. However, the
position is that, with the exception of certain works mainly for languages (prescribed
poems, etc,) the choice of textbooks is a matter for individual schools (this information
derives from the author's correspondence with the Irish Department of Education and
Science). There is no one single textbook per subject, published by the State like in Greece.
Rather, students are encouraged to look at various sources and a lot is left to the discretion
of schools and teachers.
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Table 5.1 The Structure of the Irish Education Svstem

Non-Compulsory
Education

Senior Cycle Secondary

Level 2
Level 1

Transition Year (optional and subject to
availability)

Junior Cycle Secondary

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Level 6

Compulsory Education

Level 5
Level 4

Primary

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Non- Compulsory

Infant Class
Infant Class

In Greece, education is compulsory from ages of 6 to 15. Primary education consists of 6
years, and secondary education of 3 years which are compulsory (Gymnasium). Noncompulsory secondary education is divided into two strands- general or Lyceum (3 years)
and technical, or vocation schools. According to Fragoudaki and Dragona, the Greek
education system was and remains particularly centralised, perhaps the most centralised in
Europe as it 'not only bases education on one syllabus per subject, but also strictly enforces
the conditions of its production and content' (Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997:39). A
special law determines all aspects of the production, content and distribution of school
books; there is one syllabus per subject and one textbook, published by the National Office
for the Publication of Textbooks, a State office dependent on the ministry of education
(Koulouri, 2002: 487). The content and conditions of production of all schoolbooks are
therefore strictly enforced by the State.
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Table 5.2 The Structure of the Greek Education System

Non-Compulsory
Education

Higher
Secondary
(Senior Cycle): Lyceum
Or technical Schools

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Lower
Secondary
(Junior Cycle):
Gymnasium

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Level 6

Compulsory Education

Level 5
Level 4

Primary

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

4. 'Moral Monopoly' versus Nationalism

The significant distinction in regards with the level of centralisation of the Greek and Irish
education systems is closely associated with the role of the Church in education and has
important consequences for the promotion of the religion-nation link. In Ireland, Church
power is premised on emphasising the adherence to Catholic rules and regulations.
Emphasis is on religious instruction and control of the system by the religious, but not
much emphasis is placed on the historical link between religion and national identity. This
in effect undermines the role of education as the prime institution linking Catholicism to
Irishness. The fact that there is no single textbook commissioned by the State in Ireland
further undermines the promotion of a religious-based national identity. Although there is a
preferred textbook specified by the department of education, various other sources are also
used meaning that the content, region and/or historical period studied varies to a degree
according to individual schools and there is hence no unified, cross-country account of
history teaching in the same way as this takes place in Greece. Irish education therefore
does not promote a comparable level of ethnocentrism to the Greek system.
Religion is an integral part of the Irish education system, however not so much in terms of
promoting an ethnocentric national identity through for example the teaching of history, but
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rather as a vehicle for the promotion of moral standards and religious values. Since the
establishment of independent Ireland, religious instruction has been one of the most
important subjects, and the one through which the Church could assert its influence and
power. According to a section of the 1925/1926 Second National Programme Conference,
quoted in Williams,
Of all the parts of a school curriculum, religious instruction is by far the most important, as its
subject matter, God's honour and service, includes the proper use of all man's faculties and
affords the most powerful inducements to their proper use, We assume, therefore, that religious
instruction is a fundamental part of the school course (Williams, 1999: 319).

In terms of manpower, the Church's control of education was- and still is to a great extentcarried out through priests, nuns and brothers disciplining, moralising and caring for Irish
Catholics.
Most Irish secondary schools were operated by diocesan authorities, by religious orders or by
religious brotherhoods, and most teachers in these religiously-run schools were themselves in
holy orders. As a result of their pervasive influence, the clergy as a profession reproduced
themselves through the secondary schools at a remarkable rate....For example, in the years
1956-60, of 5,428 final year students in diocesan colleges and secondary schools surveyed,
1,346 professed religious vocations (Akenson, 1975:99).

As the numbers of vocations increased, and so did the extensive network of control of the
Church over Irish society. As a result, the Catholic Church became the prime institution
responsible for the education of Irish Catholics.
Table
5.3; People/
Priest ————
Ratio. Republic -.-.of Ireland. 1911-1961
_
———————
—— ——————
Year
1911
1926
1937
1946
1951
1961

Total Priests
3,689
3,836
3,823
5,004
5,135
5,723

People per Priest
879
827
838
642
634
558

Source: Akenson, 1975:99

Through the education system, the Catholic Church ensured that the people remained loyal
to the Church. Instruction of the young Irish, took place 'through a rigid system of moral
discipline at the centre of which is an inculcation of the Church's doctrine and ritual
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practices' (Inglis, 1998:57). As Garvin puts it, 'the Church did not provide education out of
the goodness of its collective heart...it supplied education because it wished to recruit
faithful servants, 'soldiers of Christ', missionaries to the English speaking world, and
Catholic leaders to a Catholic people' (Garvin, 2004: 202).The development of the
Church's 'moral monopoly' effectively entailed that education became a vehicle for
maintaining and expanding the Church's control on moral issues. Emphasis was
consistently placed on this, rather than the promotion of the link between Irishness and
Catholicism. The main aims of the Catholic Church's control of the education system are
'to maintain recruitment to the ranks; to maintain an influence and moral control over the
future dominant class and political elite and to indoctrinate, or to 'create a loyal Catholic
laity' (Inglis, 1997:61).
Education is very important to the secularisation paradigm. It is those with higher levels of
education that are expected to diverge more from traditional values and behaviour because
of the rationalising and individualising associated with education (Hardiman and Whelan,
1998: 71). According to Inglis, when the Catholic Church loses this type of control of
education adherence to institutional Catholicism in Ireland will decline' (Inglis, 1998:52).
Indeed, its decline in the education field has significantly damaged the Catholic Church's
position of power in Irish society. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly because
Church power in the educational field because is based on a strict adherence of Catholic
rules and regulations which is now being challenged. A tendency is occurring to make Irish
education more religiously liberal. The current and ongoing debate on education reflects an
attempt to 'reconcile the claims of religious and secular versions of human selfunderstanding' (Williams, 1999: 328). As Garvin argues, 'the real motor for change in
Ireland appears to have been the synergy between education and economic development, as
with modernisation education began to encourage a greater psychic individualism and a
decreasing willingness to adhere to rules and moral standards set from above without some
prior argument' (Garvin, 2004: 213). Modernisation entailed 'changing its purpose from
one of constructing a religious community to one of producing skilled and productive
members of an economy. Increased wealth led to increasing individualism and
independence (Garvin, 2004:213) and a decreasing willingness to adhere to the strict moral
rules imposed by the Church which constituted the cornerstone of Irish religious identity.
Thus the main opposition to ecclesiastical power arose from the newly emergent educated
class in the eyes of which the extensive political power of the Church came to be seen as
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illegitimate in a modernising highly educated society. This class, which would challenge
the Church in a profound way, began to emerge in the 1960's. In a study of Irish society
carried out by Biever in 1962, there was already 'ferment disillusionment among the
intellectuals as to the efficacy of the Church in the performance of her social functions'
(Garvin, 2004: 203). For example, to the question 'Do you think the Church is the greatest
force of good in Ireland, one respondent replied:
No, I don't think the church is the greatest force of good here. You know why? She doesn't let
us speak here... .the clergy make all the decisions, and all we have to do is obey... I am sick and
tired at being looked upon with suspicion simply because I have an education. Priests aren't the
only ones with brains you know although you couldn't tell it to hear them speak or see them
act...The Church censors the press, it censors the magazines, it censors the television,, .what
doesn't it censor?. ..Is this the greatest force for good? Not to me it isn't! It seems to me that the
Church is more interested in keeping a strangle-hold on the people than in making us better as
a nation and that I don't buy... (Garvin, 2004:204)

Such a response would have been unprecedented in Ireland a few years before. According
to Biever,
They resent clerical dogmatism and authoritarian motivation which in their opinion becomes
vulnerable in areas in which the Church has no special competence. They openly question
Church influence in areas of social concern and call into question the advisability of Church
monopoly in education. (Garvin, p.203)

Table 5.4: Opposition to Divorce. Abortion and Homosexuality by Age and Education
in the Republic of Ireland

(Percent considering item never justified)
Age

Incomplete
Second Level

Third Level

Divorce

Under 45
45 and over

28
51

8
37

Abortion

Under 45
45 and over

60
82

36
74

Homosexuality

Under 45
45 and over

51
72

11
36

Source: European Values Study, 1999-2000, Adapted from Fahey et al, 2006: 129
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The second reason why secularisation is affecting the educational field in Ireland so
profoundly is the fact that the Church's power is based on an extensive network of religious
personnel which is now declining. The Church's extensive control apparatus is based on
manpower: brothers, priests, nuns in the welfare system. With increasing education, came
different specialisations and a decline in vocations, severely damaging the Church's
network of control. Inglis informs that the proportion of religious as full time teachers in
secondary schools declined from 48% in 1965 to 9% in 1991 (Inglis, 1998: 225). In this
sense, the strong grip of the Catholic Church is being loosened; its role is now experiencing
a slow yes, but gradual decline. Overall, Inglis observes that, the Church has not been able
prevent an erosion of the religious atmosphere in Irish schools (Inglis, 1998:224).
However, the Orthodox Church's control of the Greek education system has a very
different focus than the Irish. The Church's de facto position in the Ministry of Education
and Religious Affairs gives it a privileged role in education. Control however is not centred
on manpower, i.e. an extensive apparatus of priests, nuns and brothers moralising the Greek
people, but rather control of the content of the curriculum, and the compulsory Statesponsored textbooks (not existing in Ireland). The teaching of religion is compulsory for all
Orthodox pupils (those not adhering to the Orthodox faith are exempt). But the role of
religion in Greek education is by no means restricted to the religious curriculum, nor does it
prioritise the teaching of moral values; as Zambeta notes, 'Orthodoxy is being reproduced
not only through the religious curriculum, but also through the manner in which school
knowledge is framed. The most revealing example is the history curriculum' (Zambeta,
2000:150). Indeed, the pervasiveness of religion goes far beyond religious instruction,
mainly in the content of history textbooks, and also Greek literature textbooks and their
emphasis on the role of Orthodoxy in Greek national identity and the longue duree of the
Greek nation. Church power is primarily maintained through the teaching of the close
association between religion and national identity, mainly through the subject of history.
This serves to strengthen the perception of the close link between Orthodoxy and
'Greekness'. Precisely because the Church's stronghold does not depend on the
dissemination of moral rules or on the numbers of religious personnel, increasing pressures
to change the religion curriculum, criticisms of the denominational aspect of Greek
education, and the fact that the number of ecclesiastical schools and vocations has declined
in recent years, have not posed a problem equal to that in Ireland. These are far from the
dominant source of Church legitimacy in Greek education. The Church does not rely on the
religion curriculum nor on an extensive control apparatus manned by religious and
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therefore is not directly threatened by a decline in their numbers. The lack of emphasis on
adherence to moral laws and regulations has meant that the Church has been able to
compromise with the State in areas of religious education (given increasing pressures from
the EU due to immigration of non-Orthodox in Greece), but State and Church have a
parallel interest in promoting a religious type of nationalism. And thus the educated
opposition to the Church in Greece has been much smaller than in Ireland. It is more
common to challenge the Church's control in the field of education: i.e. school visits to
attend religious ceremonies, prayer each day before classes begin and the presence of an
Orthodox icon in every classroom (these are being increasingly challenged because of large
numbers of non- orthodox immigrants, EU legislation on religious diversity and tolerance
in schools). But the promotion of the Orthodox Church as the carrier of national identity,
which still forms the underlying thesis of history textbooks goes unchallenged, largely
because of the status religion enjoys as safeguard of the nation.
5. History Teaching: Irish and Greek Syllabi in a Comparative Perspective

As it has been argued above, this thesis assumes that it is through the teaching of history
that the link between religion and nationalism is mainly maintained and reproduced through
the education system. Henceforth the chapter attempts to show the consequences of this
distinction through an analysis and systematic comparison of the Irish and Greek history
curricula and textbooks. The aim is to show that the teaching of history in Greece is
particularly ethnocentric and assists the view Greek national identity is under threat, that
Turkey is Greece's main enemy and that the Church is pivotal for the survival of the Greek
nation. The Church therefore draws its power from nationalism and not from a legalistic
interpretation of Orthodoxy which requires the adherence of the laity in order to maintain
its power. On the other side of the spectrum, Irish history teaching is less nationalistic and
highly influenced by a successful revisionist historiography which does not portray the
Irish nation as threatened or imperilled from Britain. The Church attempts to draw its
power from the adherence to strict Catholic rules, and as this becomes contested by
increasing modernisation, so is the Church's legitimacy being challenged at its core.
In Ireland, history is compulsory until the age of 15- i.e. the end of the junior cycle. In the
past years, the Church has mainly lost ground in its control over the curriculum: for one
thing, the system is becoming even less centralised, with much now depending on
individual schools. During the 'Irish Cultural Revolution (1960-1975) literacy in the
classical languages was replaced by a concern with practical skills and modern languages.
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History came under siege in favour of subjects such as economics, accountancy and
business organisation. Technical education flourished as never before' (Garvin, 2004:7).
Especially since the 1970's Arms crisis and the need to downplay the nationalist element
because of the Northern Ireland question, the history curriculum has become increasingly
less ethnocentric and the focus on the link between religion and Irish national identity has
decreased dramatically. A more profound change in the attitude to the religious dimension
occurred however in the 1990's with the introduction of the Green and white papers on
education. Williams argues there is evidence in of 'a desire to distance the State from a
direct role in reinforcing the religious dimensions of cultural identity' (Williams, 1999:
317).
The fact that Irish Catholicism tends to be identified with a strict adherence to rules and
doctrine does reinforce this view. As the notion of tolerance emerges as a defining element
in Irish education, and the endorsement of the secular values of liberal democracy becomes
a reality, traditional Catholic structures are weakened, and the identification of Irishness
with Catholicism in schools becomes less of an impetus. This is illustrated, for example, in
the 1992 Green paper where the previous emphasis on the relationship between religion and
a cultural self-understanding is gone. Although the 1995 white paper exhibits a more
positive view of religion, it still refrains from endorsing any link between religion and
national identity in modern Ireland (Williams, 1999: 327).
The Irish history curriculum is currently much more diverse and less ethnocentric than the
Greek one. According to the Irish department of Education and Science, 'at junior cycle
History should introduce young people to the job of the historian, and to the sources and
techniques which historians use to find out about the past. It should also provide young
people with a wide tapestry of past events, issues, people and ways of life through which
they can come to perceive patterns such as consequence, change and continuity' (Junior
certificate History syllabus, p.l). Given the fact that the Irish education system is de
centralised, the primary, and both the junior and senior cycle curricula are very wide
ranging. Students may choose their topics of study, and a much wider ranging variety of
topics is offered for selection, including international and European history in greater
details. Students may choose to study the history of European, Asian, American and
Australasian peoples, as well as events such as WWI and WWII. Various aspects of Irish
history are, of course not surprisingly, also on offer, but the level of ethnocentrism is much
lower, as they are taught in conjunction with a much wider- ranging historical perspective.
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Table 5.5 Primary History Curriculum. Republic of Ireland
1&2
Levels 1& 2
Levels 3& 4

Levels 5& 6

Myself and my family; change and continuity; story
Myself and my family; change and continuity; story
Local Studies
(2 choices from):
My family; homes; my school; games and pastimes in the past;
feasts and festivals in the past
Story
Stories from the lives of people in the past
Early people and (2 choices from):
ancient societies Stone age people; Bronze age people; early societies of the Tigris
and Euphrates Valleys; Egyptians; Greeks; Romans; Celts; early
Christian Ireland; Vikings; Central and south American peoples;
Asian peoples; African peoples; North American peoples;
Australasian peoples
Life,
society, (2 choices from):
work and culture Life in Norman Ireland; life in medieval towns and countryside in
in the past
Ireland and Europe; Life in 1 8th century; Life in 19th century; Life
in WWII; Life in Ireland since the 1950's
Continuity and (2 choices from):
change over time Food and farming; clothes; homes and houses; transport;
communications; shops and fairs; schools and education; caring
for the sick
Local Studies
(2 choices from):
homes; schools; games and pastimes in the past; feasts and
festivals in the past; building, sites or ruins in my locality; my
locality through the ages
Stories from the lives of people in the past ; myths and legends
Story
Early people and
ancient societies

Life,
society,
work and culture
in the past
Eras of change
conflict

Politics, conflict
and society

Continuity and
change over time

(2 choices from):
Stone age people; Bronze age people; early societies of the Tigris
and Euphrates Valleys; Egyptians; Greeks; Romans; Celts; Early
Christian Ireland; Vikings; Central and south American people;
Asian peoples; African peoples; North American peoples;
Australasian peoples
(2 choices from):
Life in Norman Ireland; life in medieval towns and countryside in
Ireland and Europe; life in 18* century; life in 19th century; life in
WWII; life in Ireland since the 1950's
(2 choices from):
Renaissance; Reformation; trade, explorers and colonizers from
Europe; the Great Famine; the industrial revolution; changing land
ownership in 19th century Ireland; changing roles of women in the
19th and 20th centuries; WWI; modern Ireland
(2 Choices from):
16th and 17th century Ireland; revolution and change in America,
France and Ireland; O'Connell and Catholic emancipation; 1916
and the foundation of the State; Northern Ireland; Ireland, Europe
and the world, 1960 to the present
(2 choices from):
Homes, housing and urban development; Nomadism; food and
farming; clothes; transport; communications; energy and power;
workshops and factories; schools and education; literature, arts,
crafts and culture; caring for the sick; barter, trade and money
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Table 5.6 Junior Certificate History Syllabus, Republic of Ireland
(http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/ic history sv.pdf?language=E>n
Section 1: How we
find out about the
past

Introduction
A study of the job of the Historian
Our roots in ancient A study of the following in pre-Christian and early
civilisation
Christian Ireland and one other ancient civilisation
• Houses, food and family life
• Work, art, crafts and tools
• Burial customs
Castle, Church and
• Medieval society
City
• The medieval city and manor
• The medieval castle
• The medieval monastery and parish
A study of the following in various countries across
Renaissance
Europe
• Art
• Architecture
• Printing and learning
• Why people wanted new sea routes
Exploration
Section 2: Studies of
• What made the voyages possible
Change.
• The main consequences of these voyages
• Why the Reformation occurred
Reformation
• How different people went about reform
• The main consequences of the Reformation
• Why the land changed hands
Plantation in Ireland
• How the land changed hands
• Main consequences, immediate and long
term, of the change in land ownership- e.g.
politics, culture, religion
• Background: sources of discontent in preRevolutionary
revolutionary America, France and Ireland
Movements
• Revolutionary movements in America,
France and Ireland
• Consequences of these Revolutions
• Background: Agricultural society in the 18
to
Farm
From
century
Factory
• Factors which made the agricultural and
industrial revolutions possible
• Effects of changes in industry and agriculture
on people's lives
Overview of the main political events which
•
Political
Section 3:
influenced contemporary Ireland
in
Development
Understanding the
late
the
in
Ireland
modern world
19th century and 20th
century
• Changing lifestyles in Ireland from c!900
• Changing lifestyles in a contrasting society
Social Change in the
(USA or USSR)
20th century
• 1 920- 1 945 Peace and War in Europe
International
• 1945-present: The rise of the superpowers
Relations in the 20th
Or
century
• Moves towards European Unity
Or
• African and Asian Nationalism
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Students studying history at ordinary level are instructed to take two of the section 3 topics.
Students studying the syllabus at higher levels are instructed to take all three.
Table 5.7 Leaving Certificate History Syllabus, Republic of Ireland
(http://www.education.ie/servlet/blobservlet/lc_history_sy.pdf?language=EN)
Topics for Study
Early Modern Field of Study
1492-1815
•
•
•
•

•

•

Or

Comprises of 12 topics
Six relate to Irish history and six to
the history of Europe and the wider
world
One topic will be prescribed by the
examining authority for the
documents based study
When that topic is from Irish
history, pupils choose one other
topic from Irish history plus two
topics from the history of Europe
and the wider world
When that topic is from the history
of Europe and the wider world,
pupils choose one other topic from
the history of Europe and the wider
world and two topics from Irish
history
Students study four topics in all

Later Modern Field of Study
1815-1993
•
•
•
•

•

_____•

Comprises of 12 topics
Six relate to Irish history and six
to the history of Europe and the
wider world
One topic will be prescribed by
the examining authority for the
documents based study
When that topic is from Irish
history, pupils choose one other
topic from Irish history plus two
topics from the history of Europe
and the wider world
When that topic is from the history
of Europe and the wider world,
pupils choose one other topic from
the history of Europe and the
wider world and two topics from
Irish history
Students study four topics in all

Irish History 1494-1815

Irish History, 1815-1993

History of Europe and the wider
World, 1492-1815

History of Europe and the Wider
world, 1815-1992

Ire land and the Union, 1815-1870
Movements for political and social
reform, 1870-1914
3. The pursuit of sovereignty and the
impact of Partition, 1912-1949
4. The Irish diaspora, 1840-1966
5. Politics and society in Northern
Ireland, 1949-1993
6. Government, economy and society in
the Republic of Ireland, 1949-1989

1.
2.

Reform and Reformation in Tudor
Ireland, 1494-1815
2. Rebellion and conquest in Elizabethan
Ireland, 1558-1603
3. Kingdom versus colony- the struggle
for mastery in Ireland, 1603-1660
4. establishing a Colonial ascendancy,
1660-1715
5. Colony versus Kingdom- tensions in
mid-18th century Ireland, 1715-1770
6. The end of the Irish Kingdom and the
establishment of the Union, 1770-1815
1.

1.

to
Renaissance
from
Europe
Reformation, 1492-1815
2. Religion and power- politics in the later
16th century, 1567-1609
3. The eclipse of old Europe, 1609-1660
4. Europe in the age of Louis XIV, 16001715
5. Establishing Empires, 1715-1775
6. Empires in Revolution, 1775-1815
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Nationalism and State formation in
Europe, 1815-1871
international
and
Nation-States
Tensions, 1871-1920
Dictatorship and democracy, 19201945
Division and Realignment in Europe,
1945-1992
European retreat from Empire and the
Aftermath, 1945-1990
The United States and the World,
1945-1989

The Greek history curriculum on the other hand concentrates almost exclusively on Greek
history. According to the Greek history curriculum, commissioned by the Department of
Education and Religious Affairs, the prime task of the teaching of history in junior
secondary education (Gymnasium) 'is for pupils to become acquainted with the historical
course of Hellenism from antiquity until the present, with reference to the history of the
wider world' '(History Syllabus, Pedagogical Institute, Greek Department of Education and
Religious Affairs www.p-i.schools.gr). The introduction to the level three, junior cycle
history textbook, published in 1991 and still in use in the 2006/2007 school year also
stresses this ethnocentric outlook:
The content of this book, despite its ambitious title specified by the analytical curriculum, is
confined especially in its first part to Europe. Our continent, the 'old continent' as it is usually
called is particularly important because the developments which took place there during the
past centuries have influenced developments in other continents.
It is within the geographical space and historical period under scrutiny here that the history of
modern Hellenism after the fall of Constantinople was formed. Under unfavourable
circumstances the Greek people managed to survive and to observe other peoples' social,
cultural and political rise. Hellenism's attempt towards this direction is presented here more
analytically, not only because it is directly relevant for the Greek student, but also because it
reveals the obstacles which had to be overcome, in order for us to attain the status demanded
by our national tradition and history 2 (Sfyroeras, 1991:6).

Teaching of the history of non-European peoples is very limited (apart from a section of
ancient history dealing with the Persian civilisation). Although a restricted amount of
European history is present in the syllabus, including the Renaissance, the Reformation and
the French revolution, these only take up a few pages of the book, and are often overlooked
by the teachers. Since there is no option for pupils to choose their subjects and everything

1 Na yveopioow 01 iiaQrpe<; TT\V iwropiKfi nopsia TOD EUriviancm and rnv ap%m6vr\ra nexpi cninepa, jie avcKpopeg au\v
eufwiEpr) jtctYK6o(iia urtopta.
2 To 7tspi£XO|iEVO TOV fSipXiou, napa TO (piXoSo^o trdo tov, onto; OTTO? KaBopi^erai CCTO TO avaXuriKo Ttpoypanua,
Ttepiopi^erat i6taitepa (no Ttpcaro nepo^ TOD, icopicos <TTOV EupWTtaiKO x«po. H nisipcx; na?, T) yripaia r|jreipo<;, ontac,
cn)vn9cog ovonaCerai, jtapoucna^i ifiiargpo EvSicwpspov, HisiSri 01 g^g^eig Jtou crr|H£i(D6r|Kav a'au-rnv TOUI; TeXeuTaimx;
aicoveq air]psaaav Kai TU; E&^et? <m? aXlsg TiTieipovq.
£TO y<apo avro rai <rrr| xpoviicri rcepioSo now s^eraC,ov\i£, 6ta|JOpcf>(o6r|Ke r| laropia TOD vecm EAAT|vtan<w uera rnv TITCQOTI
TT|!; Bu£aviWT|<; ADTOKpaTOpiai;. Msaa COTO 5t)<rKoXe<; auv0T]K£? o E^VIKOI; Xao^ KaTop6o)irE va smpiwcFei, aXA« KOI va
rtapaicoXov0r|aEi TOUI; aXXouq Xaou<; CTTTIV KOIVCOVIKT], TTJV noXmoiaiicn KOI TT|V 3toXmicr| TOuq avo5o. H TtpoonaOeia TOI>
EXXnvianoi) Tipoq TT|V KaTEi)9i>vaT) aurri TtapOTxnaCerai TUIO avatamica, 033 l^ovo arEi8r| sv6ia(psp£i a(ieaOTepa TOV EXXr|va
Ha6T|Tri, aWia Kai ene\8r\ anoKaKvmsi ia EjutoSia not) enpsnt va ^ETTEpaorow, yia va <(>8aaoDU£ orr) esar| jtou
T) E9viKTi na$ jtapaSoati KOI urropia.
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specified in the syllabus is expected to be covered, teachers place extensive emphasis on
Greek history and towards the end of the year very quickly and briefly cover a selective
amount of European and international events.3 The main task of history teaching is to
disseminate to students the knowledge of Greek identity, and as Orthodoxy is considered to
lay at its core, ethnocentric education has become inevitably a religious- centric education.

Table 5.8: History Curriculum. Greece

The teaching of history is compulsory for all years of school education. The following table
summarises the history curriculum for the 2006/2007 school year:

Non-Compulsory
Education

Higher Secondary:
Lyceum

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Level 6

Modern Greek History from 1461 to
the present
Mediaeval Greek History (Byzantine,
European, Balkan) from 300 A.D
until 1453
Ancient Greek history till the
Classical Ages, focusing on Roman
and Hellenistic times until 300 A.D
Modern Greek history

Level 5

Roman and Byzantine history

Level 4

Ancient Greek history

Level 3
Level 2

Introductory.,
mythology
Introductory

Level 1

Introductory

Level 3

Lower Secondary:
Gymnasium

Level 2
Level 1

Compulsory Education

Primary

Modern Greek history from the
Vienna Convention until the present
day
Medieval and modern world history
from the era of Justinian until the
Vienna Convention
Ancient world history until the era of
Justinian

including

Greek

Adapted from History Education Syllabus, Greek pedagogical institute, Department of education,
http://www.pi-schools.gr/lessons/history/

An excellent example illustrating the ethnocentrism of the Greek education system is the
lower secondary, level three history curriculum for the 2006/2007 school year, which is
dedicated almost exclusively to the teaching of Greek history. Although the syllabus is
supposed to cover 600 years of Greek history, as the table indicates, a disproportionately
large section of the syllabus is dedicated to the Greek struggle of independence. In the
respective textbook, out of a total of 385 pages, 105 are dedicated to the period of Ottoman
3 From author's own experience of the Greek education system
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rule and the Greek independence movement (Sfyroeras, 1991). Certain international and
European events are covered only to the extent that they shed light to developments in
Greece, such as the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, the Vienna Convention, the
treaties of Lausanne and Sevres, the first and second world wars and a brief mention on the
cold war.

Table 5.9: Lower Secondary, Level 3 history Curriculum. 'Modern and
Contemporary
(1453-20 th
Greek History
Century) (http://www.pischools, er/lessons/historv/^

Sections
I. Hellenism under foreign Rule
(Turkish Rule-Latin rule)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contents

Europe and the world from the
Renaissance to the Enlightenment

Renaissance; Reformation; science and art in the
15th and 16th centuries; the Enlightenment
Foreign Rule in the Greek Territorial
The Organisation of the Ottoman State;
Space
Islamisation and Forced Children Recruitment
Forces contributing to the maintenance
The Church and its privileges; the Phanariots; the
and survival of Hellenism
education of the Genos; diaspora Hellenism
Hellenism and Armed Resistance
The clephts; Souli and Mani; liberation
movements prior to 1821; the Turn to Russia;
Lampros Katsonis
Society and Economy
| Social and economic organisation
Civilisation and Intellectual Life
| Science, arts and humanities___________

II. The Greek Struggle for
Independence
1.

The French Revolution and the Spread
of liberal Ideas

2.

The Declaration of the Greek
Revolution

3.

The Break-out of the Revolutionary
Struggle (1821-1823)

4.

The Revolutionary Struggle in Crisis
(1825-1827)

5.

Political Organisation at the Time of the
Struggle

6.

The Governments of the Great powers
and the European Peoples towards the
Greek Revolution (1821-1827)
The Creation of the Greek State

7.

The American Declaration of Independence; the
Vienna Convention; the reaction of European
peoples
Preparations; the Filiki Etairia; Alexander
Ypsilantis and the revolution in the Danubian
principalities; the Commencement of the
Revolution
First year operations (Sacking of Tripolitsa,
Valtetsi, Alamana, Gravia); Kolokotronis; 1822:
Dramalis and the first siege of Messolongi;
Kanaris and Botsaris
Egypt's Mehmet Ali and the Porte; the subjugation
of Crete and Kasos, and the destruction of Psarra;
Andreas Miaoulis and the Naval Battles of Mikali
and Gerontas; Ibrahim, Papaflessas and the battle
at Maniaki; the first siege of Messolongi; operation
in eastern mainland Greece. Georgios Karaiskakis
The Kaltetzi Assembly; Local Organisations of
mainland Greece; the First and Second National
Assemblies; The civil war; The Third National
Assembly
The Conventions of Laybach and Verona; The
philhellene movement; the naval battle of
Navarino
Kapodistrias; economy, military, education and
justice________________________
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III. Greece from independence to W\VI
1.

Europe and the World in the 19th
Century

2.

Otto's rule

3.

The Road to Parliamentarism

4.

Hellenism and Irredentist Claims

5.

Venizelos in Power. The Balkan Wars

6.

Economic, Social and intellectual Life

Ideological confrontations in Europe; the industrial
revolution; colonisation; the American continent;
civilisation, arts and humanities
The selection of Otto; the period of absolute
monarchy(1835-1843); the revolution of
September 3rd 1843; Parliamentarism; The Great
Idea; Hellenism and the Crimean War (1853-1857)
The expulsion of Otto and the ascendancy of
George 1 st to the throne; the constitution of 1864;
Harilaos Trikoupis and his contribution to the
prevalence of Parliamentarism
The Incorporation of the Ionian islands; the Cretan
Revolution (1866-1869); the annexation of Ipirus
and Thessaly (1881); the new Cretan revolt and the
Greco-Turkish war of 1897; Crete gains
autonomy; the Macedonian question and the armed
Macedonian struggle; Hellenism in Minor Asia
and Constantinople
The movement at Goudi (1909); Venizelos
ascendancy; The Constitution of 1911; The Balkan
Wars (1912-1913); the Treaty of Bucharest
I

IV Greece in the 20" Century
1.

Greece during WWI (1914-1918)

2.

Greece and the Final Phase of the
Eastern Question (1919-1923)

3.

The Inter-War Period (1919-1939)

4.

The Second World War

5.

Greece in the post-War Period

6.

The Road to the EU

The Greek stance; Venizelos and the National
schism
The dissolution of the Ottoman empire; Greece's
territorial claims; the treaty of Sevres; the Turkish
nationalist movement and the war in Asia Minor;
the exodus from Asia Minor; the treaty of
Lausanne and the new Greece
Greece in the international context; reforms and
political developments; the consequences of the
international economic crisis; the dictatorship of
august 4th
Greece in WWII; the Italian attack; Greece's
struggle; the Nazi invasion; Occupation,
resistance, Middle East; The Liberation of Greece;
the annexation of the Dodecanese
The international community in the post-war
period; the cold war; the Greek civil war; the
restoration of peace and the evolution of political
life; economic improvement; dictatorship; the
restoration of democracy and consolidation of
democratic institutions
The idea of a united Europe; Greece's gradual
involvement in the European community; the end
of the bi-polar international system

7.

Humanities, Arts and Sciences in
Greece
______
Source: Adapted from: http://www.pi-schools.gr/lessons/historv/

6. Content; Greek and Irish History Textbooks in a Comparative Perspective

In terms of content, Greek textbooks remain largely ethnocentric, confrontational and
defensive, placing great emphasis on the Greek nation and its principal signifiers, such as
Orthodoxy and the Greek language. Irish textbooks on the other hand are much more
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inclusive and conciliatory in tone, promoting civic ideals such as inclusion, citizenship and
multiculturalism. The promotion of a sense of national unity played a central role in the
Greek education system during the nation-building process and this has changed little in
recent years: promoting nationalism remains one of education's prime tasks, and
Orthodoxy is at the core of this nationalist project. Millas agrees that even after recent
changes in textbooks, mainly in the phraseology, under which the negative attributes of the
other have been reduced, 'the general approach with respect to the past and to the other has
not changed' (Millas, 2004:56). Although in history textbooks between 1946 and 2004, the
language has become a little milder, omitting certain provocative phrases, such as 'the
hated conquerors' or the spelling of the word 'Nation' with a capital 'N', Greek textbooks
still recreate a negative image of the Turks, as the enemy who seeks to destroy the Greek
nation. The national self is still portrayed in a constant State of insecurity and weakness and
Greek national identity is presented fragile, threatened from extinction and thus in need of
defence (Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997:18). There is still extensive use of terms such as
'the Turkish yoke', 'enslaved Hellenism', 'dark years of slavery', 'desire for liberty' 'soul
of the Genos', 'national awakening' and the 'Greek nation'. Textbooks are written in a
highly emotional language. Orthodoxy is portrayed as an integral part of Greek identity
throughout the centuries. Indeed it is put forward as the main carrier of Greekness,
effectively responsible for its survival throughout the 'dark years' of conquest and rule. It is
therefore placed at the core of the representation of the distinction between 'us'-the Greeks
and the 'other'- the Turks. It is portrayed as having remained the main, along with the
Greek language, delineator between Greeks and the 'hostile others' which seek to destroy
Hellenism, and annihilate Greece.
Examples of how Greece and Turkey have been portrayed throughout 20th century Greek
history textbooks are replete with such a portrayal of Orthodoxy, and provide a very
ethnocentric account of Greek history. A good example is the way the way the Greek
independence movement and the conditions leading to it are portrayed. Note for example
the passage below extracted from a 1966 history textbook. The text is written in a highly
emotional language, and there is an evident promotion of hatred for the 'conquerors' and
sense of superiority of Orthodox 'us' to the Muslim 'other':
The enslaved had a clear consciousness not only of their common descent, religion and
language, but also of the supremacy of Orthodoxy against Islam. These traditions from
generation to generation fashioned their national sentiment and moulded the soul ofthe Genos
with a desire for the moment of liberation. And the desire was so strong, and the hatred
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towards the conqueror so powerful that even when occasional revolts failed our ancestors were
not disappointed. Belief in liberation fed the sweet consolation of expectation and patience in
their wounded souls. The death of the last Emperor remained a live tradition in the mind of our
people. The 'marble king' 4 was not dead but he slept, and would awaken the day of the
resurrection of the Nation to pursue with his sword in his hand the hated tyrants to the depths
of Asia5 (Modern History, 1966:89).

Another passage, from 1977, illustrates the attempt to forge a distinction between 'us' and
the Turkish 'other'- who is no doubt responsible for the dire faith of 'our' nation.
The greatest catastrophe befell the Greek nation with the Turkish conquest. The honour, life
and property of the Greeks were surrendered to the judgement of those arrogant warriors who
considered the defeated 'Ragia' to be the most unimportant thing on earth6 (Modern Greek
and European History, 1977:165).

There are similar connotations in textbooks used for the 2006/2007 school year, as for
example the history textbook for the last year of the secondary junior cycle (Gymnasium).
The extract below constitutes an interesting account of the period of Ottoman rule and the
initial stages of the struggle for independence. Although use of phrases such as 'hated
tyrants' is omitted, Greeks are still referred to as 'the enslaved', Greek history as perennial
and the Ottoman Empire as the 'Turkish yoke'.
The period of Tourkokratia (Turkish Rule) was undoubtedly the most crucial in the long Greek
history. The Ottoman invasion of the Byzantine Minor-Asian lands in the 13th century, the
occupation of Callipoli in Thrace in 1354 and finally, the dissolution of the Byzantine Empire
in 1453 constituted the beginning of an era which threatened the existence of the Greek nation.

4 Here the passage is referring to Constantine Palaiologos, the last King of Byzantium. A well-known legend has it that
Constantine, the so-called 'Marble King' who was killed by the Ottomans during the sacking of Constantinople in 1453
would awaken the day that the Greek nation would regain its independence to fight the Turks.
5 'Oi wioSouXoi EIXOV oaipri <juv£i§Tiaiv nepi ing KOIVTII; TCOV KoaaywyrK, epTiCTKeia? KCU yXa>tJOT|<;, aUa KCCI jiepi tn?
iSEaXioTiicni; wispaxTK TTK OpOoSo^iag omevavTi TOD laXau,. Auiai at Jiapa5oanq GOTO ysvEac; EK, yeveav Eaqjupntamiaav
svtaiov TO eBviKOV q>povT]|ia KOI EyaX,pavr|aav TTTV yux1^ ™> revouq \ie TOV jtoBov rr|<; copaq TOU Xirrpconou. Kai TJTOV
TOCO Swatog o 710801; EKEIVO? Kai TOOOV acrpsorov TO uiaoi; evavriov TOU Ka.TaKTT|TOU, more KOI OTOV ansiDyxavov at
KOTO KaipoTx; e^spwei? o%i novov 5sv KmsXanpave Toug UTtoSovXou? Ttpoyovoui; uaq a7toyoTiTSu<n<;, aXXo n mow; TT|I;
siEteuespcoceocK; eOTaXa^EV ev<; Tr|v Tpon>uariauevT]v vjn>xnv ^cov yXuiai TO paXoanov -rng xpoaSoiaaq KQV rr\<; DTIOHOVTI?.
O Savaroc; TOD teXfiUTatou awoKpaTOpog shelve ^(ovTavri xapaSooi; ei? TO crro)ja TOU Xaou jxai;. 0 «Mapnapa>u.£voi;
BaffiXia^B, o onoioi; 5sv OTsOavev, aU.' EKOIUOTO, Ba e^UTrva -rnv Tiuepa TT|g avaoraaecoi; TOU EOvoug (note the Capital E
in the word Ethnos, i.e Nation) KCU «UE TO oTcaOi CTTO xspi» 6a EXJ/ESICOKE TOU? u«nrrou<; TOpawoui; ECOSTO Pa6r| -rqg AcRag,
-rnv KOKKVVTI MTjXtav' (IKOVIOV IT]? Opuyiai;).
6 'ME TT|V ToupKiiai KaTaKTT|OTi e7teae ate EXlnviKO e9vo? r| mo neyaXr) auu^opa. H TifiTi, T| ^COTI KOI n Tieptouoaa TOU
TtapaSivovTav orr)V Kpicni T(OV aAla^oviKgg TtoXeuKncov, JIOD eewpovaav TOV vuctinevo payia actv TO mo TUIOTEVIO Jcpay^a
TOD KOCUOU'
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At a time when Western Europe was moving fast towards the establishment of new political
and ecclesiastical institutions, and while during the Renaissance, literature, sciences and arts
were thriving, Hellenism was fighting for its survival. Whereas, however, the establishment of
Ottoman rule in the Greek lands had severe consequences, the enslaved people showed
remarkable resistance and under the most ominous of circumstances were able to preserve all
the elements of their ethnicity and move towards their own renaissance. Material disasters,
Islamisation, devshirme, heavy taxation and several other pressures did not deter them. Uniting
under the Ecumenical Patriarchate and generally the Church, especially during the first two
centuries of the Tourkokratia, later under the organisation in communities, the Clephts, the
development of education, helped to maintain intact the hope of the enslaved people for the
overthrow of the Turkish yoke.
The darkness of the years of the sacking [of Constantinople] was succeeded by light which,
faint at times but bright more often, was transmitted from the captive Patriarchate, the Greek
intellectuals, the Greek printing houses of the West, the hideouts of the Clephts and the liberal
national-awakening movement of the Neo-Hellenic Enlightenment' 7 (Sfyroeras, 1991: 99).

The text is far from impartial and the choice of language reinforces this. There is tendency
to portray the 'enslaved' Greeks as heroic, stressing their valour and bravery as constant
national traits, while the national consciousness and the desire for national selfdetermination are shown as linear processes which no doubt were there since the initial
days of the fall of Byzantium.

The heroic spirit of the final days of Byzantium, the songs that mourned the loss of the 'City'
which told the story of the destruction of the capital of the empire, but also envisaged the

7 H TtspioSog Tti? ToupKOKpctTUxg wrnp^E avan.<piapT]TT|Ta n. Kpicnp.oT£pT| cmiv naicpcucovTi EUr|vncr] icnopia.
EiapoXT] TCOV O6a>navcov crra B^avrtva MiKpaaicmKa eSacpT) cro rekoq TOD 13°" auova, TI Kaiakt\yi\ TTJI; KaXA.uioA,r|i; arr|
©para] TO 1354KaiT£k)(;TiKaTaA.i)cniTneB-i)CavTivTii; AuroKpaTopia^TO 1453 wrt|p£ava<p£TT|pia5£ivcov TOD anEiXjiaav
TT|V uviapJ;T] TOD eMjyviKOU eOvcmc;.
£s ma ETtoxn nou T| AUTTKT| Evp&m) 7tpo%copovae ne aXjiaxa OTT] 5ia|iop<pcocrr| VECOV Geancov, TtoXraKUV KOI
£KKX,r|<nacmKCOV, KCXI ueaa cwio TO jrvevna TT|<; AvayEwnuni; armEvcovav KaTa7d.T)Kniai TcpooSo m ypa^naia, 01 Eniornuei;
Kai 01 TExve?, o EUTiviano? aytovi^oTOV yia TTIV ETtipwowi TOV. Evco o\i<oc, T) HOYICOOTI TTI? Kupiapxio? TCOV Oeeouavrnv orov
EU.r]viKO xw'p° slXe oSuvripeq ovvsTteieg, 01 UTroSovXoi eSsi^av a^ioQaunaarri WTOOT Kai KaopQcooav UTIO SDonevecmei;
ca>v9r]KEq va 5iarr)pr|fiouv otax Ta <noix£ia TTI; e9viKvg TOD? DTKXTTOOTII; KBV va 7tpoxwpr|aoDV npog TTI SIKT) TOD?
AvaY£WT|OT|. Oi D)UKEI; KaTaarpocpE^, 01 e^iaXanianoi, TO naiSonc^cona, 01 coapifii; (popoXoyiEg, m TcoiKilsi; msaaq SEV
EKafiyav TO cppovnua TOU?. H auaTieiptocrt yupco QTIO TO OIKOHEVIKO OaTpiapxEio KcuyEviKOTSpa TT|V EiciATima, iSiaTEpa
OTOV; SDO npgtovt; m&ec, TT\C, TovpKOKpana^ TI opyaveoOTi OE Koivo-niTEg apyoTepa, t| Spaor) TCOV KXscpTtov, TI avaTtTD^
TTJI; TiaiSio?, SiatTiprioav a^s<m\ TTTV £^i6a TCOV woSou^xov yia TTIV OTIOTIVC^ TOD C;DYOU.
To £o<p£po oKOTaSi TCOV xpovcov TTI? AXcocn;, 5ia5exOTiKE TO c»coq Ttoo, auDSpo KanoTe, ^cor|po croxvoTepa, epxoTav <MIO TO
aixnaXcoTO natpiapxeto, ano TOD? EM.TIVEC; ^oyioD? KOI TO EU,rrviK« TUJiOYpacpeia TT)? ADCTTII;, mo TCI XriuEpia TCOV
KXecprcov KOI ano TO cpilEXEuBepo KHI EOvEyepTiKO KTipDyna TOD v£o&\AnviKOD
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resurrection of the Genos and the widespread prophesies which predicted the overthrow of the
yoke warmed the hopes of the enslaved 8 (Sfyroeras, 1991: 123-124).

The Orthodox Church is presented as one of the crucial elements for the maintenance of
Hellenism during the period of Tourkokratia. Because of the fear of the threat of extinction,
the Greeks must unite under the most important elements of their own distinct identity;
language is one, Orthodoxy is the other. In this sense Greek history textbooks highlight the
need to preserve the forces that are important for the continuation of Hellenism, i.e.
language and religion. Orthodoxy, which helped preserve the Greek nation during the 'dark
centuries' of Turkish rule continues to serve as such a symbol of Greek national identity. It
is a source of unity, a rallying point without which the Greek nation itself will be
eradicated. Defending and preserving Orthodoxy therefore becomes synonymous with
preserving and defending the Greek nation.
The role of the Church during the Greek independence movement is distorted and the
distinction between the lower clergy who did aid the movement, and the patriarchate that
did not is overlooked. Under the sub-heading 'Forces that contributed to the preservation of
Hellenism', the 1991 junior cycle history textbook makes explicit that the Patriarchate and
the privileges granted to the Patriarch by the Ottoman Sultan allowed the Church to
preserve its influential role throughout the period of the conquest and 'were determinative
for the course of enslaved Hellenism' (Sfyroeras, 1991:122). Attempts on behalf of the
Patriarch to halt the independence movement are not overlooked but they are presented as
innocent attempts on behalf of the Patriarch to save his people. They were simply a
response to the Sultan's threats. The excommunication of the revolutionaries is presented as
the Patriarch's necessary response to the Sultan's threat that, failure to comply would result
in the annihilation of the Greek population of Istanbul.
At that time, news of the ex-communication of Ypsilantis and Soutsos by Gregorios 5th arrived
at Bucharest (23 March). [The Patriarch] was obliged to publish it when the sultan threatened
to, in case of the patriarch's failure to comply, authorise the Turkish army and mob to
annihilate the Greek population of Constantinople and other towns 9 (Sfyroeras, 1991: 159).

8 To ripci)iK6 Ttveuna TOW TsJieuTakov tinepdbv TOD Bv£avTiou, 019pf|voi yia TO ndpmfio TTJ<; IT6?Ji<; TOD 5i£KTpaya>5oT3aav
TT|V Kataorpcxpfi THS jip«T£uot>aa$ TT|<; avTOKpaTopiaq aXXd KM opammi;ovTav TTIV avd<mxOT| TOD Fevoui;, 01 rcpocprrrcia;
TIOU icuxlotpopovaav supT\tma KCU TipopXertav TTJV miOTtvaJjr) TOU ^uyou GSpnawav TU; EXjt(5a; TCOV «no8oi3Xa>v.
9 ... ouyxpovcoi; eqrratie crro BouKOUpecm o CKpopiauog TOU Y\)/T|kjVTr| KEEU TOD Mi%otr|X loimjou (cm? 23 Mapnou) mro TO
Fpriyopvo E, TOD u;roxp£(a6T|K£ va TOV eicScoaEi, OTav o SouXTavo? ontafoiaE on, as nspuiTcoari apvr|ai<; TOD naTpiapxn o
toupKiKOC ovJlo? Km o crrpaTOi; 6a g^ovTOivav TOV £Wa|viico Tikr\Qvc\io TT\C, KcovaravrwoimoXTic; icai aXAiov TtoXeov.
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There is also an attempt to link Greek revolutionaries influenced by the secular ideas of the
Enlightenment, such as Ypsilantis, Tsakalof, Skoufas and other members of the Filiki
Etairia, with the Orthodox Church. There were a number of clergymen initiated in the Filiki
Etairia, such as Papaflessas and the Archbishop of Cyprus Kyprianos (Sfyroeras, 1991:
155). In addition, the Painting by Dionysios Tsokos, The Oath of the Members of the
Filiki Etairia' is depicted on page 154, as well as Ypsilantis declaration of independence
entitle 'Fight for Faith and Fatherland'.
From her analysis of a 1998 history textbook entitled 'The Cultural offer of Hellenism from
Antiquity to Renaissance', Zambeta draws a number of conclusions regarding the way
Orthodoxy is presented in Greek history teaching. More specifically she concludes that the
portrayal includes:

(a) Greek identity...has been continuous from antiquity to the present times.
(b) The continuity from antiquity to the present passes through Byzantium, which is defined as
the Greek medieval empire.
(c) Christianity and Hellenism arte inseparable, due to a cultural osmosis that has taken place
since the 3rd century.
(d) The cultural identity of Byzantium lies in the synthesis of the ancient Greek culture, Roman
political and legal tradition and Christianity.

(e) This synthesis is the cultural achievement of Byzantium. It is also the cultural legacy that
Hellenism has left to the world and especially to Europe (Zambeta, 2000: 150-151).

It is also interesting to note how the 1922 'Asia Minor Catastrophe' is portrayed in history
textbooks. The latter is a highly traumatic event in Modern Greek history, and its story,
albeit mostly one-sided, is often retold in the education system. In many such
representations 'the destruction of Smyrna' has come to symbolise modern Greek
perceptions of Turkey as characterised by hatred, violence, backwardness and dishonesty.
Such perceptions reinforce Greece's defensive national identity and stress the enormity of
the Turkish threat: 'if they did it once, they'll do it again'. Greece's part in the war is never
questioned, Greek motives never doubted while atrocities perpetrated by the Greek side are
hardly ever cited: romantic ideas of creating a greater Greece where the Byzantine Empire
are enough justification. Note for example how the destruction of Smyrna is cited in the
1991 history textbook:
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The Minor Asia Catastrophe constitutes the greatest national disaster in the history of modern
Hellenism. Minor Asia was bitterly tried during the operations, Hundreds of thousands
unarmed Greeks were extinguished in the summer of 1922, and a large number of soldiers and
unarmed people were dragged to war camps. Villages and towns where the Greek element was
dominant were destroyed and within a climate of madness, waves of refugees were abandoning
the ancient homes of Hellenism in order to be saved in mainland Greece. Lament for the lost
motherlands spread everywhere 10 (Sfyroeras, 1991; 232).

Another example worth lingering on here illustrates how Agia Sofia is portrayed. "Trie;
Ayia-So^idq' (Of Agia Sofia) is a Greek folk poem lamenting the sacking of
Constantinople, and predicting its re-capture by the Greeks sometime in the future. Its last
two lines which can be roughly translated as 'don't cry Lady and be sure, all this (territorial
reference) will be ours again in due time' are popular among Greeks, as is the exact date of
the capture of the ' City' , which is commemorated annually in Greece on May 29th (Modem
History, 1966:88-89).

£r)uaivsi o 0i6<;, or|uaivEt r| yr\<;, ar|uaivouv TO ercoDpdvia, arinaivei KI r| Ayia £o<pid, TO
(isya uovaarfipi,
\IE TEtpaKooia oT||aavTpa KI e£n.vTa5i)6 KaundvEc;, icfiGe Kaujidva KCU jtanaq, K&0e nancu; K<XI
o paailidt;, 5s£ux o naTpidpxr|<;, KI COT'TTIV jioXMjv Ttrv v|/afyio\>5id EOEiovTavE
Na unouvE ato xepoupuco KCU va 'Pysi o Pao^eai;, (povf) touq iip0e st, oupavou KI an'
apxayyEXou atoua:
'TId\(feTE TO xepoupucti KI aq xa^Xcbaouv ia 'ayia, icaTtdSEi; ndpTE Ta yispd KQI OEU; KEpid
yiaTi eivai GeXriua QEOIJ t) ri6X,r| va TO\)pKe\|/£i. Mov1 otelXTE Xoyo GTT\ OpayKid, va 'ptouve
tpta Ktxpdpux0
TO Va va TtdpEt TO <rrca>p6 KKI T' dXXo TO payyeXio, TO Tpho TO KaXikspo, TT|V a
UT| nac, Tn.v Jtdpouv ta aicuAad Kai nai; Tr| nayapiaow". H Aecnioiva TapdxTr)KS KOI
6dKpuoav 01 eiKdveq.
"S<i)7taa£ icupa AsoTioiva, Kai m jioXuSaKpu^eu;, TtdXi UE xpovou<;, ^E Kaipoug, TidXi 5iKd
10 H MucpacnaTiKri KaTaoTpo^n, anoTeX£iTT| u£yaA,uT£pr| £0viKTi auutpopa OTTIV laTOpuxTOweoTepou
eXXtrvicuou. O uiKpaataTiKog EJiIriviouoi; 5oKinaaTr|Ke aKtoipa Kara in. 5iapK£ia TCOV ETtixeipriaecov.
s)Jj]V£^ £4ovTco0r|Kav TO KaXoKaipi TOU 1922 Kai UEyaloq
Kai aoTttaov crup9r|Kav as o"TpaTonai5a aixnaXwTcov. Xcopia Kai Tto^eig \is
KataoTpa(()r|Kav KOI icufiaTa Ttpoacpvycov i^eoa ae
EyKaTeXEUtav Tig navapxaiEi; Eoteisg TOD EAArjviaiioo yia va ccoGow GTTIV sM.aSa. O «epr)voi; yia Tiq
; naTpi5£<;» aTiXcoGrjKE Tiaviou.
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uaq eivm" (Modern History, 1966: 88-89)

This pattern is not confined to representations of Greek national identity during the war of
independence (1821) or the Asia Minor disaster (1922). As textbooks mould the
perceptions of Greek generations throughout the years, they thus mirror the way national
identity is perceived by Greeks today. Its most crucial elements remain the continuity and
perennial nature of the Greek nation and its preservation throughout the centuries; the link
between nation and religion, and the crucial role of the latter in the maintenance of
'Greekness' during the 'dark ages of foreign rule'; and the focus on the glorious past and
the 'heroic' traits of all Greeks which ultimately gain them liberty. There is a general
tendency in textbooks to promote ideals such as continuity, preservation and homogeneity,
struggle against oppression and value for freedom and national self-determination achieved
through the constant resistance to external threats. Thus it is quite clear that 'Greekness' is
to a great degree presented, and perceived as, in opposition to a hostile 'other'. The
narrative stresses the importance of Greek resistance, sacrifice and mobilisation against an
'aggressive enemy' and the achievement of the preservation of Hellenism and all its 'ethnic
traits' throughout the centuries.
By doing so, they reproduce a perception of Greekness as being under the perpetual peril of
extinction. In other words, this narrative underlines and reproduces the defensive element
of Greek national identity, evident in all school texts.
History serves as a guarantee for the necessity of the defensive dimension: it witnesses and
retells the repetition of the threat, 'whether from direct conquest of lesser civilisations, such as
the Turks, or form the indirect conquest of the more civilised, superior Europeans. By
exhibiting the patriotism and heroic acts of our ancestors, they establish the need for resistance
to the threats. National homogeneity is the ultimate value, a precondition of preservation ofthe
nation. The nation is presented as a natural, unified, perennial and un-eroded entity
(Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997:59).

The need for defending national identity is not only promoted in textbooks, but also in the
particular way students are taught and in the language and phraseology teachers use, the
commemoration of national holidays in schools, visits to museums and the narratives that
go with them, to name but a few. Fragoudaki and Dragona, in their extensive study of
Greek national identity and the education system, derive to the conclusion that teachers are
equally, if not more, important as textbooks in shaping the image of national Greekness in
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the students minds. Reinforcing what is written in textbooks, teachers present Greek
national identity as underestimated and vulnerable. Greek identity is under threat and
hooked on the past; it is disappointed from the present and uncertain about the future; it
views the 'others' with scepticism and hostility, rejecting difference and is afraid of change
(Fragoudaki and Dragona, 1997:70). It is also important to note that is general practice to
require students to memorise large chunks of the text in the official State printed textbook
and reproduce it in writing during examinations which largely undermines the potential for
critical thinking and/or the consultation of a plurality of sources on the same topic.
Current Irish history textbooks are much less nationalistic on the other hand. The
choice of language is mild and less emotional, and there is an attempt to be more
descriptive and less biased. Their account of the role of religion in Irish national
identity is less prevalent, and there is a mention of a plurality of opinions. There is
hardly a promotion of an 'us' and 'them' dichotomy between Ireland and Britain and
no promotion of a current external threat posed by Britain or the need for a defensive
national identity. Irish textbooks do not 'demonise' the British, nor do they portray
the Irish as purely innocent- they do recognise atrocities perpetrated by both sides
during times of war as opposed to Greek books which stress brutalities perpetrated by
the Turks but deny any reference to looting, plundering and killing perpetrated by the
Greek side, for example during the 'Asia Minor disaster' of 1922.
Note for example the balanced and non-emotional account of the 1916 Easter Rising
in the 2004 history textbook. The passage below, entitled 'The Legacy of 1916'
constitutes an attempt to present the facts and illustrate the controversies surrounding
them. Contrary to the Greek accounts of rebellions against the Ottomans, nationalist
connotations are few, while there is little in the text promoting a sense of an English
threat, an inferiority of the English and the Protestant faith, or the role of Catholicism
as main carrier of Irish national identity. Clearly, the need to put forward a more
conciliatory tone towards the UK and towards Protestants is reflected, especially
since the Northern Ireland peace process.
The 1916 Rising was undoubtedly one of the most controversial events in Irish history.
Unionists and many supporters of Home Rule condemned it. Home Rulers argued that Ireland
already had democratically elected MP's and that even the delay in granting Home Rule did
not justify violence. The also pointed out that a tiny minority in the IRB decided on the rising
without any mandate from the people. Later revisionist historians supported these viewpoints.
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In a famous article published in 1972, the Jesuit Priest, Fr Shaw strongly criticised the 1916
Rising and especially the attempts by Patrick Pearse to link it with the Christian faith. Fr Shaw
objected strongly for example to the connection between Christ rising from the dead at Easter
and the Irish people rising in rebellion in search of freedom. Another factor that led to a
revision of attitudes to 1916 was the violence in Northern Ireland from 1968 onwards, Certain
commentators believed that the central message of 1916 has been the glorification of violence
for political ends.
The supporters of the 1916 rising on the other hand argued that Irish people were entitled to
take up arms in a struggle for freedom. They pointed to the fact that Home Rule was effectively
killed off by the unionists and the Ulster Volunteers. Echoing Patrick Pearse's beliefs, they
argued that Home Rule was inadequate; that only a fully independent republic was desirable;
and that this could never be achieved without violence.
As history students, we are entitled to examine and consider all the various viewpoints.
However, in studying the 1916 Rising, we must always ensure that we study it in the context of
the time. For example, during WWI, the notion of dying for one's country had a different
meaning from the same concept today. Above all, we must avoid allowing present day ideas to
distort our vision of the past. When guided by sound historical principles, the 1916 rising can
be a good test of the student's ability to be objective about past events (Brockie and Walsh,
2004:134).

Similarly, the Irish war of independence is presented in a mild, non-emotional tone.
Notably, the role of religion and/or the Church is absent from both accounts.
The war of independence (1919-1921) is undoubtedly one of the most controversial episodes in
Irish history. The ruthlessness of the targeting of civilians by both sides and the widespread
intimidation suppressed critical voices at the time. The treatment of the minority Protestant
community by sections of the IRA in many parts of the country led to a widespread departure
for England. The vague relationship between Dail Eireann and individual IRA units for most of
the war led to questions concerning the legitimate use of force. The ill-treatment and shooting
of hostages, prisoners and informers by both sides was a marked feature of the struggle.
Until the 1960's, historical discussion in the Republic of Ireland was largely favourable to the
republican side in the War of Independence. The war was seen as a necessary fight in the
struggle for independence. However, from the mid-1970s onwards, partly because of the
violence in Northern Ireland, historians began to re-examine the issues. Certain revisionist
historians have argued that Irish nationalists have achieved freedom by peaceful means within
the British parliament.
When discussing the war of independence, it is important to assess people and events by the
standards and values of the time and not by those of later generations. Whatever position one
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adopts having considered the evidence, it is hard to deny that the truce of July 1921 was an
important turning point in the country' s development towards full independence (Brockie and
Walsh,2004: 151).

The Irish textbooks' general account of the role of the Church and Catholicism in
Ireland is conducted in a much more impartial manner than the Greek textbooks'
account.
Before the granting if independence in 1922, the Catholic Church had become quite powerful
under the British administration. As the power of landlords declined, the local priests became
more powerful throughout the country, At a time when only one person in every ten went
beyond primary school, people often depended on priests for guidance to a far greater degree
than in modern times. Unlike in most countries in Europe where the Catholic bishops had been
associated with the rich and powerful, in Ireland they had been far closer to the ordinary
people. The leaders of the Church had usually been sympathetic to nationalist movements, as
long as these did not involve violence.
Through the extensive involvement of Catholic priests and religious orders in health care and
education from the 1850's onwards, the Church catered for people who often were not
provided for by the State. The Church's control over education, in particular, gave it a powerful
influence in turning the minds of future generations in its favour. With the widespread decline
of the Irish language, many people valued their Catholic religion as one of the main signs of
their Irish identity. In this way, being Catholic and being Irish were often closely connected,
and this linkage was encouraged by the Catholic bishops. With the rising number of priests,
brothers and nuns and the high numbers of Catholics attending Church regularly, the Irish
bishops frequently declared that Ireland was one of the most Catholic countries in the world.
Between 1916 and 1922 the Catholic bishops had to balance condemnation of IRA violence
with denunciations of British atrocities. However, after the signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty
(1921), they spoke out decisively in favour of the Free State. During the civil war they
condemned those fighting on the republican side and excommunicated them. Once peace was
restored in 1923, the bishops confidently expected to. be highly influential in the new State,
with its predominantly Catholic population (Brockie and Walsh, 2004:189).

Heroes and Martyrs
These conclusions are also evident in the way history textbooks present national heroes and
their 'ethno- martyrs'. In Greece, interestingly enough a large number of national heroes
are also religious figures. There are numerous examples cited in history textbooks of
clergymen involved in various 'Greek' struggles for independence. Those who died
fighting the Ottomans are presented as ethno martyrs- giving martyrdom a national
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element, and highlighting resistance and self-sacrifice as Greek national traits. Such figures
are mythologised through education and their status as ethno martyrs is continuously
perpetuated in the collective memory of the Greek nation. Again, there is an emphasis on
the continuity of the Greek nation from antiquity, and national consciousness is assumed
linear throughout the years of Ottoman rule; Orthodoxy and as aresult Orthodox clergymen
are seen as defenders of the faith and the nation, which in turn are portrayed as inseparable;
and the 'Turk' is portrayed as the perennial enemy the delineating between which and the
Greek is of course, religion. It is interesting to note that the portrayal of national-religious
heroes in Greek history education is in complete agreement with the way these portrayed
by the Orthodox Church, as chapter 6 illustrates in detail. Church discourse therefore
coincides perfectly with official State discourse in this respect, thus making reinforcing the
promotion and perpetuation of defensive, confrontational and strongly religious Greek
national identity.
Examples of religious/national heroes and ethno-martyrs are numerous and their mention in
Greek history textbooks does not appear to have changed much throughout the 20th century.
A notable example is the Metropolitan of Larissa, Dionysius the 'philosopher', who on
September 11 th 1612 initiated a revolt against the Ottomans in Giannena. The revolt was
crushed while Dionysius was captured being accused of treason was put to death. The
following passage is an extract from the 1965 junior cycle Greek history textbook:
In September 1612 he gathered around 800 peasants from the mountains of Paramythia, Souli
and Pindos, armed them with pastoral sticks and commenced his forceful attack against the
Ottomans, He eliminated many, and at midnight on September 11 th he marched into Giannena,
slaughtered many and torched the House of the Turkish magistrate. As was to be expected, the
movement failed. Dionysius escaped to a cave under the Church of St. John. He was
discovered however, and after being handed to the Turkish authorities he was brutally
murdered. The people named him skylosofos (ascetic philosopher) a name which indicates
their pain for the sad results of his attempt but also their admiration for his bravery '' (Modern
History, 1965:322).

11 Tov SertTEuppiov TOD 1612 m>v£te£ev 800 Ttspmov xcopucouq cmo TO opn Tn<; napauu8io<;, TOU Zouliou Kat
rt]c, HivSou, WTiXiosv auTOUi; u£ TtotUEVwcaq pap5out;, E7iEi6n, eXemov ra onXa, KCXI ipxioev opuTynicnv £7U0£orv
Kaia TWV M(oan£0avcov. E^CQVTCOOE 7toM,ou<; etq m xcopva KoaTCX UEaavuxTaTn<; 1 1^ lETtTEupptou eiar|A,ac£v
EIC 10. Iraawwa, OTIOU Kat£O<|>al;s TtoXXouq icon £7rup7roXT|a£ TO HEyapov TOU Touprau SIKCICTOU. To Kivnua
OTtcoq r|TO cpuaiKo COTETOXE- O AiovDoio^ syvy£ ei<; TO CFTtnXeaov uTio TOV vaov TOU Ayiou Icoawou EV TCO
(ppoupico. AvEKoMxptei ouox;, 7iap£8o0T| sic, TCU; ToupiaKaq ap^ou; KUI £(pov£u0n aypvax;. O Xao^ ovouaoev
2KO)A,oao(pov, TO OJTOIO EKSiqkovEi TOV TIOVOV TOV 8ta TO ouapa a;iOTeA£onaTa Tng 7tapaX,oyou
, aUa cyuyxpovox; TOV eauuao-uov 8ta TTJV Tol^n TOU.
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Although in the more recent textbook the language is milder, the essence remains the same
in portraying Dionysius as a national and religious revolutionary hero:
In the evening of September I]"1 he torched the house of the town's Pasha, but the with
Turkish counter-attack the revolutionaries dispersed and Dionysius who was betrayed and
captured was put to death in conditions of terrible martyrdom. The awful persecutions that
followed, the slaughters and the suspension of the privileges that had been granted to Giannena
in 1430 were the consequences of the failure of the revolutionary metropolitan's brave act12
(Sfyroeras, 1991: 124).

Other heroes presented as having suffered martyrdom and having died for their faith and
motherland include Papaflessas, a cleric who was initiated in the Filiki Etairia, fought in the
Greek independence movement and fell fighting the Turks in Maniaki, in 1825. A
lithograph, currently located in the Benaki museum in Athens, depicting the battle at
Maniaki is included in the book, underneath the section on Papaflessas' heroic death.
According to the textbook, the lithograph first appeared in Paris with the inscription: 'The
Battle at Maniaki in which Gregory Papaflessas, fighting heroically, fell like a new
Leonidas on May 19th 1825' (Sfyroeras, 1991:176). 'furthermore, the monk Gabriel, who
after torching the besieged Arkadi monastery, died a hero of the 1866 Cretan revolt. 'When
the Turks demolished the Western side of the monastery wall, in order not to be arrested the
besieged torched the arsenal (November 9th) and many building were turned into ruins. This
act which shook Hellenism as a whole also shocked European public opinion and revived
the Philhellene spirit. (Sfyroeras, 1991: 266) 14 And also, the Orthodox Patriarch
Gregorious 5th , who was hanged when the Greek revolt broke out, and Chrysostomos, the
Metropolitan of Smyrna, the 'ethno martyr' who was brutally murdered by the Turks in
during the 1922 Asia Minor disaster (Sfyroeras, 1991: 323).Other examples of
religious/national heroes include the Metropolitan of Patra, Germanos, who is known in
Greece for blessing the fighters and the revolutionary flag thus marking the commencement

1 2 Tr| vlypa. THI; 11 T\$ £ejtTep.|5picn> ;tup7c6Xr|aE 10 Siovtairripio TOU Ttaad TT|<; 716X11?, ps TT\V avTE7ri9sari OHOK; TWV Toiipicaiv
01 eTtavaotdTE? SiaXi30r|K:av KOI o Aiovumoi; TOD mda6T|KE aixnaXcoTog ano TipoSooia, 6avcrr<i>6r|K£ HE tppiKio \iaprapio.
Oi Tpo|i£poi Suaynoi nov <xicoXoi>9r|<jav, 01 aipays; KQI F| Karapyriari TCOV Ttpovo^iicov TIOV eixav 5o9ei ara Iwtiwiva TO
1430, atppdyioav TTJV <X7Ccm>xia trl? JiaparoXutiq ejnxeipr|<jr|(; TOU aiavaord-ni
13 H EV Maviaiaco TTK nuXia? |iaxr| ( Ka9'r|v o Tpriyopux; nawa^Xsooa?, ripcoiKO? \iayp\isvoc,, sr:eae ax; VEO? AecoviSa? rr\v
1825.
14 Oiav T« ToupKiKa 7n>popoXa yicpsnicjav rn SUTIKT) TtXsupa ton TUEpiTuxiajiaTOi; Tpi; \io\r\q, 01 jioXiopicrmEvoi yia va nrjv
auUnvSow avattva^av Tt|V TropiTiSanoeTiicri (9 No£nPpiou)Kai jtoUa Kmanata \iem(oKT\QT\Km <K spsiTiia.
(juyKXoviae oXoKXripo TOY EUnvtono, aXXa KOI rqv eupwjcaiicn KOIVT) yvto^Tl Kai ^ava^rnvTavEYE TO
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of the revolution on March 25th 1821 in the square of St. George, Patra (Sfyroeras,
1001:161); Kosmas Aitolos, who endorsed the ideas of the enlightenment and the French
revolution; and the Archbishop of Cyprus Kyprianos.
The portrayal of Irish heroes on the other hand is carried out in a more conciliatory and
inclusive tone towards religion. The role of Catholicism is downplayed and reference to
Catholic Priests or clergymen as ethno-martyrs is avoided, as is any support or promotion
for partisan and denominational politics. A number of Irish nationalist heroes in fact
presented in the textbooks are actually Protestant, notably Wolfe Tone and Charles Stuart
Parnell.
A pertinent example is the portrayal of the 1798 Rising in the junior certificate
history textbook. Emphasis is placed on the role of Wolfe Tone, an Anglican inspired
by the secular ideas of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution. Tone's
nationalism is linked to the secular value of national self-determination, while the
notions of conciliation, pluralism and unity among all Ireland's religious factions are
presented as the supreme value of the Irish cause.
Tone was regarded as the Father of Irish Republicanism. He believed that Britain was the
never-ending source of all Ireland's troubles. He wanted to create an Irish Republic based on
the unity of all Irishmen, whether Catholic, Protestant or Dissenter. He provided inspiration for
the later revolutionary leaders who followed his beliefs. In particular, Tone's example helped
to inspire the Young Ireland rising in 1848, the Fenian rising in 1867 and the 1916 Rising
(Lucey, 2002:207).

The role of Catholic clergymen in the rebellion is downplayed. For example, Father
John Murphy, a Catholic priest who led the Wexford rebellion, and was subsequently
captured, tortured and killed, is only briefly mentioned in one line. There is no
description of Father Murphy as an ethno martyr or national hero. Instead, there is a
focus on the pillage and plunder carried out by the revolutionaries against the
Protestants in Co. Wexford. 'As they swept through Co. Wexford, the rebel forces
burned 200 Protestants in a barn in Scullabogue and killed nearly 100 in Wexford
town' (Lucey, 2002:207). This constitutes a sharp contrast to the Greek case, where,
as shown above, religious figures who led revolutionary movements are
mythologised and presented as national heroes and martyrs; and where, there is
hardly any mention of atrocities carried out by the Greek side.
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Further, the senior cycle textbook provides an interesting account of Parnell, the son of a
Protestant land owner, who fought for Home Rule. Two elements are important here:
firstly, the promotion of non-violent means for the achievement of nationalist causes; and
secondly, a conciliatory attitude towards Northern Ireland and the protestant faith.
Despite certain hints in his early speeches and in his statements after the party split, Parnell
distanced himself from the Fenians and would never have countenanced the withdrawal of Irish
MP's from the British Parliament. As a superb parliamentarian, he used the House of
Commons to great effect to gain concessions for the Irish people.
Like many Irish nationalists both before and after, he failed to understand the depth of unionist,
especially Ulster Unionist, attachment to the full Union with Great Britain. When he claimed,
in his argument against the exclusion of Ulster from the Home Rule Bill, that he could not
afford to lose a single Irishman, was he perhaps denying many of his fellow Protestant the right
to be fully British (Brockie and Walsh, 2004: 49)?

Finally, the same book provides a notable account of Patrick Pearse:
Although Pearse initially supported the cause of Home rule, he soon became disillusioned with
Parliamentary politics and believed that full Irish independence could only be achieved by
armed rebellion. The Gaelic league played an important part in Pearse's path to extreme
nationalism. He became a founder member of the Irish volunteers in 1913. Shortly afterwards,
he joined the IRB and became a member of the Military Council, which planned the Easter
Rising of 1916.
As a revolutionary, Pearse was an idealist and a visionary. In his writings he blended
nationalist and Christian imagery: just as Christ had died on Calvary to save mankind, he
believed his own martyrdom would advance the cause of Irish freedom. Pearse believed in
'blood sacrifice'- the view that the spilling of blood for the cause of freedom was a necessary
and cleansing act.
Pearse commanded the Easter Rising of 1916 from his headquarters in the GPO and read the
Proclamation of the Irish Republic from its steps. He surrendered on 28 April because of the
high number of civilian casualties. Pearse- revolutionary, educationist and poet- was executed
on May 3 1916 (Brockie and Walsh, 2004: 134-135).

Although the book's account of Pearse does put forward the link between Irish
nationalism and the Christian faith, the tone is nowhere as dramatic or tragic as the
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one in Greek textbooks. There is also no reference to the British reference as
conquerors and no negative attributes to the protestant faith.
7. Education and Revisionist Historiography
Greek historiography comes to reinforce what is taught in schools. Textbooks differ little
from official historiography; as Millas observes, the 'textbook is a simple version of a more
detailed history thesis or, inversely, historiography is an extended version of a text that
appeared first in a textbook' (Millas, 2004: 56). It is important to note here that revisionist
historiography is by no means non- existent. On the contrary, there is a number of Marxist
or liberal academics whose writings challenge traditional perceptions of nationalism and
national identity in Greece. This trend originated from Greek academics abroad, such as
L.S Stavrianos's The Balkans since 1453 (1958) a study that treats Greek nationalism as a
political ideology rather than millenarian movement (Kitroeff, A, 1990:144). Marxist or
neo- Marxist Greek historiography commences in the 1950's with Svoronos's 'Histoire de
la Grece moderns' (1953), and includes among others Tsoukalas's The Greek Tragedy
(1969),

Mouzelis's

core/periphery

approach

in modern

Greece:

Facets

of

Underdevelopment (1978). Liberal approaches to Greek history and Greek nationalism
originated mainly in England and were widespread among Greek or English scholars living
and working there. Examples of such interpretations include Campbell and Sherrard's
Modern Greece: a Short History (1968), Dakin's The Unification of Greece 1770-1923
(1972) and Clogg's 1A short History ofModern Greece (1979).
Revisionist historiography has attempted to promote an alternative view of Greek
nationalism, focusing on the problems posed by the theory of national continuity from
antiquity to the present and the difficulty in reconciling the Greek ancient past with the
Byzantine Orthodox tradition in Greek national identity. Among others to address the nonsupportive role played by the Patriarchate of Constantinople in the Greek War of
independence, to refute the idea that the Church aided the revolutionaries and thus
challenge the traditional view that Greek nationalism is grounded on Orthodoxy is
Kitromilides in works such as To Telos tis Ethnarhikhs Paradoshs' inAmitos Stin Mnimi
ton Foti Apostolopoulou (1984) and more recently Enlightenment, Nationalism, Orthodoxy
(1994).
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Despite this evolution of Greek historiography in the past 20 years however, these works
have not been successful in resonating with the majority of people, as they do not constitute
a part of the official school curriculum. Although they may be studied at university level,
this is much more specialised and by no means does it reach the majority of Greek society.
Thus, alternative national narratives of the Greek past have not been appealing and do not
enjoy a wide audience. As Millas notes, such works are far from constituting the main trend
in Greek historiography. According to Fragoudaki and Dragona, this is because rather than
historical knowledge, Greek audiences seek reassurance (Fragoudaki and Dragona,
1997:71). Whether or not there is truth in such views is not the issue here. What is
important however is the extent to which perceptions of Greek nationalism and national
identity as perennial, ancient and Orthodox are deeply ingrained in the hearts and minds of
the Greek people. Closer to what Billig called 'banal nationalism' such perceptions are
formed in schools and later reinforced in every day representations. Whether real, imagined
or indeed imaginary, the link between Orthodoxy and Greek national identity is deeply
rooted and strongly felt by the Greeks, lived and re-lived in all aspects of their every day
lives.
This is exemplified in a survey conducted by VPRC for a Special section on the Greek
independence movement published in Kathimerini newspaper on March 24th, the eve of the
anniversary of the Greek revolution. The survey well illustrates the prevalent version oh
history and popular attitudes towards Greek national identity and religion. According to the
survey, a total 98% of the sample are proud (very proud at 76% and rather proud at 22%) of
the revolution. Indeed, the independence movement and the period of Ottoman rule are the
most popular historical periods at 48%, followed by Greek antiquity at a much lower 16%.
Popular attitudes towards the role of religion are overwhelmingly positive. A total 77%
believe the role of the lower clergy in the movement to have been positive (very positive at
52% and rather positive at 25%), 67% of the respondents perceive the role of the
Patriarchate to have been positive and 84% responded that the role of the monasteries in the
revolt was positive. It is also interesting to note that certain 'national' myths which promote
the Church as carrier of Greek national identity and present it as a force which served to
maintain the distinctive features of Greekness throughout the period of Tourkokratia
(Turkish Rule), are also prevalent among popular attitudes. Notably, a total 88% believes
that the 'secret schools 15 '- a prominent and infamous 'national/religious' myth which
15 The myth of the secret schools (kryfa sxoleia) holds that during the period of Ottoman rule, when and
where education in the Greek language and/or of the Orthodox faith was forbidden, the Church organised
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symbolises the resilience of Greek national identity throughout the years, the value of
resistance and the role of the Church as main carrier of Greekness- existed. The school
system appears to be considered the main moulding source of popular attitudes; 64% of the
sample responded that their knowledge of the events of 1821 derives from school, and 17%
derive their knowledge both from school and other sources, leaving only a 19% to respond
that their knowledge is mainly the product of sources not associated with the school system
(Kathimerini, March 24th 2007).
Indicative of the solid grounding established historiography enjoys in Greece is also the
example of the 2006/2007 educational reforms and more specifically the huge controversy
surrounding the attempt to introduce a new textbook for the 6th year of the primary
education with a more impartial attitude towards Greek history (analysed in chapter 3).
Firstly this reform is limited as it has not been accompanied by reforms at the secondary
level of education as of the time of writing nor has the government announced any
intentions of such a move, and therefore pupils are still taught by the highly ethnocentric
textbooks at later stages. Secondly, and most importantly, the reform proved short lived and
highly unsuccessful in challenging established historiography. The systematic opposition
on behalf of the Church and members of the Greek intelligentsia to the reformed textbook
16 forced the Department of Education and Religious Affairs to submit the book at the
Athens Academy for review and evaluation. In May 2007 the Athens Academy issued it's
formal report, according to which the textbook ought to be withdrawn or significantly
altered given that it fails to forge the 'Greek collective historical memory' by omitting
significant information about Greek history, such as the role of the Church in the
maintenance of Hellenism during the Greek independence movement, a detailed account of
Greece's involvement in World War II and of the 1974 Turkish invasion of Cyprus
(Kathimerini, May 4th 2007). As a result of the Academy review, the Greek Pedagogical
Institute (which drafts and publishes textbooks on behalf the Department of Education and
Religious Affairs) agreed to make a large number of significant amendments in the coming
school year (2007-2008) to include, among other things, the contribution of the Church in
the Greek independence and more broadly the survival of the Greek nation (Kathimerini,
March 8th 2007). Although the Department had initially refused to withdraw the book, Mr
Andreas Karamanos the General Secretary of the Department of Education announced in
underground school sessions, often at night and secretly from Ottoman officials in order to educate Greekspeaking children.
According to Kathimerini newspaper, the demand for the withdrawal of the book is significant, rising from
2.600 signatures in February 2007 to 4.720 signatures in March 2007 (Kathimerini, March 8* 2007)
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late March 2007 that 'should the revisions to the textbook be unsatisfactory, anything
[including its withdrawal] could be possible' (Kathimerini, March 28th 2007). According to
the Greek press, in order to address the problem in the short term, the Pedagogical Institute
sent schools special CD-ROMS containing information omitted by the book, for example
about the role of the Church and the heroes of 1821, the destruction of Smyrna and the
'Greek epic of 1940'(in.gr, March 28th 2007).
In addition, even though highly criticised, the reformed textbook still retains certain strong
nationalist elements such as a portrayal of the unique traits of Greek national identity, a
perception of the existence of the Greek nation since time immemorial and a portrayal of
Turkey as the hostile 'other'. Although the language is less emotional than some of the
books discussed above, the gist is still the same: the Greeks are enabled to retain the
distinct features of their national identity by 'retaining their customs, religion and language,
retaining that is, their identity' 17 (Repousi et al, 2006:36).There remains thus a presentation
of the Greek nation as perennial. Resistance movements against the Empire are termed as
'liberation visions' and the Greeks under Ottoman rule as still termed as 'the enslaved' 18
(Repousi et al, 2006: 36). This maintains to a certain degree the 'us'-'them' distinction
between the Greeks and the Turkish conquerors and help promote the Turks as a threat to
Greek national identity. The connection with land is retained, especially the right of the
Greek nation to Constantinople, therefore portraying irredentism as an ideal of liberty and
equality: 'They [liberation visions] are contained in the legends and the laments for the
sacking of Constantinople and its retrieval. At the end of the 18th Century, these visions
become more specific and are connected with the ideas of liberty and human equality' 19
(Repousi, et al, 2006: 34). The Greek revolution of 1821 is termed as the 'Great
Revolution' and the ' Struggle for liberation'. The role of the Church in the movement is not
omitted altogether. It is stressed that the 'enslaved Greeks' are enabled to retain their
language and religion because largely because of the privileged position of the Patriarchate
(Repousi et al, 2006: 36); and that Clerics were among those who played a role in the
independence movement, Bishop Germanos included and his portrait is depicted on page
50. The negative role played by the Patriarchate during the revolution is also omitted,
leaving a gap which can be filled either by history textbooks at later stages which have not
17 Kara ir\v ;tepio8o TTI<; Cp/^ Kupiapxieu; 01 wroSouXoi sXX.TiviKoi7C^9\)anoi Siomipouv TtoXXxx ano TO t]9T|
KOI ta eOina, rr| epT]OK£ia Km TTI ytaooraa TOIX;, 5tatr|pow 8TitaxST| TT^V tautOTOTr|Ta Touq.
18 iMio5oi)Xoi
19 nepiEXOvtai icupuoi; aimx; ©puXouq Koa aiouq ®privou<; yia TTIV ak<aai\ rr\c, K(ovaTavuvowrolT|<; KOI tr|v
?. ST<X tsXr| TOU 1 8 aicova, ia opanara oana ywoviai mo cuyKSKpi^eva KOI awSeovtai \is. uq
e^euOeptai; KCU ir\c, IOOTTITCK; TC
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been reformed, or by the teachers and parents, who having been educated by the previous
system will still transmit those values to their children/pupils. Finally, the link between
religion and the newly established Greek State is retained. Among various extracts from
important primary sources, is the declaration and first Constitution of the Greek State at
Epidaurus on January 1 st 1822:
In the name of the Holy and indivisible Trinity
The Greek Nation, which has been under horrid Ottoman rule, witnessed by its legal
representatives who have gathered herein a national committee, before god and men,
proclaims today its political existence and independence20 (Repousi, et al, 2006: 49)

The Irish case provides an interesting contrast in regards to revisionist historiography and
its resonance. Having completed his study of political opinion in Ireland in the early
1960's, Biever concluded that 'we have indicated our own hypothesis that the power
struggle in Irish Catholicism is not found between clergy and laity but between clergy and
laity against the intellectual 'new breed'. In our opinion they represent the greatest
challenge which Irish Catholicism will have to face in the next decade' (Biever quoted in
Garvin, 2004: 203).
Garvin believes Biever to be a 'modern day Cassandra'; indeed forty years later the bulk of
Irish historiography is revisionist, challenging traditional perceptions of Irish nationalism
and the role of the Catholic Church. A consensus is emerging to leave behind De Valera's
Ireland and commit to pluralism, something which stands in sharp contrast to the inflexible
character of Irish Catholicism.
Titles such as V. Twomey's "The End of Irish Catholicism? (2003), or L. Fuller's Irish
Catholicism since the 1950 's: The undoing ofa Culture (2004), observing the decline of the
power and role of the Catholic Church are particularly influential in contemporary Ireland.
There is a widespread tendency in historiography to question the Church and the power of
Irish Catholicism and talk about an impending secularisation of Irish politics. 'Is Ireland
secularising?' is a common question with which academics working on Ireland are
preoccupied. Works such as B. Girvin's 'From Union to Union: Nationalism,- Democracy
and Religion in Ireland (2002), T. Inglis1 Moral Monopoly: The Rise and Fall of the
Catholic Church in Modern Ireland (1997) and T. Garvin's Preventing the Future: Why
20 Ev ovoncm TTI; aytaq Km aSiapErou ipiaSo?, To EUr]viKOV EOvoq, TO wco cppiKcoST] Oewnaviicriv SwaoTEiav, [...]
taipDTTEi arifiepov 5va TCOV vo|ai^wv TtapacrcaTOJv TOU, ei? eOviicriv cuvnrnevwv oweXeuaw, evromov 0eou KOI Ctv0pawt(ov
TTiv TOA-micn cmtou wiap^vv Km ave^aptriOTav.
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Ireland was so poor for so long (2004) deal with the modernisation process Ireland has
undergone and analyse the declining role of the Church in this new context .In Greece there
is no similar successful historiography. The 'end of Greek Orthodoxy' is simply an unheard
of phenomenon.
8- Commemorations: Memories of War and Key Historical Events
National identity could not live on without remembering. As McBride makes clear,
memory is vital for the preservation of national identity. But memory is not infallible; it can
be selective, interpret history in its own way, and to paraphrase McBride, memory can
make history itself. 21 In effect, 'what we choose to remember is dictated by our
contemporary concerns' (McBride, 2001: 6),
The official narrative reproduced in the educational field which perceives national identity
and religion as inseparable is very much in line with the discourse promoted in other Statesponsored institutions, such as museums, and also the official discourse of the Orthodox
Church of Greece. For example, upon entering the war museum of Athens, one is
immediately encountered by a massive painting depicting the Bishop of Patra Germanos
blessing the commencement of the revolutionary movement. The same painting features in
the 1991 Greek history textbook (Sfyroeras, 1991:161). The prominent image of
overwhelming size is impossible to miss. And the imagery it puts forward is very
important. 'Modern memory', as Nora observes, 'is above all archival. It relies entirely on
the materiality of the trace, the immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the image'
(Gillis quoting Nora, 1994: 15). The fact that this is situated at the entrance of the war
museum effectively links Greece's defence to religion and Orthodox priests reinforcing the
view that the maintenance of Orthodoxy is paramount for the survival of the Greek nation
especially during times of threat and war.

21 According to McBride for example, the anniversaries in the republic of Ireland recently have an uncanny
way of making history themselves (McBride, 2001:4)
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Image 5.1: Entrance of the War Museum, Athens

This image has been removed as the copyright is owned by
another organisation

Image 5.2: Painting in Detail: Bishop Germanos Raises the Standard of Independence
at Kalavryta

This image has been removed as the copyright is owned by
another organisation

The National History Museum reinforces a similar narrative. According to the museum's
official website,
The period after the breakdown of the Byzantine Empire and the progressive subordination of
all Greeks to foreign rule comprises a harsh and trying period, but also signals the beginning of
Modern Greek History .... The first two centuries of Turkish occupation (16th-17th) during
which the Franks and Venetians fought with the Ottoman Empire for rule of the Greek area,
were crucial to the Greek nation .... From the middle ofthe 18th century till the end of the pre-
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Revolutionary years, the subjugated Greek nation, bound together by religion, language and
tradition, managed to survive rhttD://www.culture.gr/4/42/421/42103/42103e/e42103e3.httnn.

Also note the opening passage, entitled 'The History of the Greek flag', in a book entitled
'Flags of Liberty', written by I.K Mazarakis-Ainian and published by the 'Historical and
National Company of Greece22 in 1996 on behalf of the National Historical Museum of
Athens, and is on sale at the museum shop at the time of writing (April 2007). The passage
is rich in bibliographical references from distinguished Greek historians. It confirms
exactly what is written in the school textbooks.
The history of the Greek flag commences in the years of the sacking [of Constantinople]
together with desires of enslaved Hellenism for liberty, is formulated during the years of
revolution and continues to the present day. One of our first folk songs, 'The Lament for
Constantinople', which expresses popular sentiments, makes reference to the flag as the
symbol of the struggle for liberation from the yoke. "Sr|uaSi (isya (pXajiTtovpo, Siaupov TOV
TOD KupioD, KCU TOTE va oTiyK^ivcoaw 01 ECHO u£ Toug E^to, voc yivEi uovpToq uoxOripoq, coi; 01
TtoXloiTO Xsyow." It only takes one flag with the symbol of the cross to be raised, and all will
unite with revolutionary force for the attainment of liberty. In the saddest hours of its existence
Hellenism envisaged the resurrection of the Genos and within its hours of sombre slavery the
thought of the enslaved turned to the Cross and it is with the cross that the anonymous poet
envisaged the revolutionary flag of the nation' 23 (Mazarakis-Ainian, 1996: VII- VIII).

It is interesting that non-State sponsored museums, such as the Benaki museum also tell the
same story. According to the 'Guide to the Benaki Museum', by Angelos Delivorrias, for
sale in the museum, shop in 2006 'In 1821, after 400 years of subjugation and repeated illfated insurrections, the Greeks tried once again to cast off the Ottoman yoke...The heroic
deeds of the Greek war of independence enriched the history of mankind with remarkable
examples of self-sacrifice, self awareness and self-respect' (Delivorrias, 2006: 174).

22 loropiKTi KCH E&voXoyiKri ETaipva TT|<; EM.a5oq
23 'H latopia -rriq EMmvuaiq CTiuaicu; apx^ei OOTO TOUC, XP°voD<; TIT/; AlcoaECog ua^i ue TOD<; 710601)1; TOD
eUriviouoD yux Tnv Eteueepta, 5uxuop(pcovsTOU OTO xpovux rqq enavatruaoEax; Km (p0avEi OK, Tiq

Eva a?io TO Ttpamx SnuoTiica uaq TpayoD6ia, «O ©pnvoq TN<; KcovoTavTivoDTioXEio^), TIOD EKcppa^Ei TO Xauco
aia6T|ua, avacpepetai OT>I criuaia, TO croupoXo TOD aycova yia TT|V arcouva^Tl TOD ^uyoD.
iVeya q>X,au7ioDpo, ETaupov TOV TOD KvpiOD, Kai TOTE va oDyKXwoaiv 01 eaco UE Touq E^OJ, va yivEi
„., uoyQ^poc,, a>c, 01 JioXXoi TO X£yoDv.»
Xomov va w\|/co9£i uia uovt) an(iaia HE TO 1/caupo Kai Oa TPE^ODV 0X01 va EvcoGoDv HE nia
ETtuvuOTaTVKTi opun yia TTIV aTtoKTTiori Tnq EteDeEpiat;. LTI<; eXipepsq copEt; TTJ^ Dnap^Eax; TOD, O Ennviauog
opauaTiCeTai TTIV avacTaoT) TOD TEVOD^ Kai usaa OTT| uaDpr| SoD^eia, T) OKEVJ/TI TCOV wto§ODA,cov aTp£(p£tai aro
2/ravpo Kai UE auTOV <pavTa(eTai o avcovwuoi; Ttoirj-niq TTJV ETcavaaraTiKT) on.uaia TOD EGvoDq. (pp VII-VIII)
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In Ireland, the commemoration of key historical events has been marked by a profound
change. According to Me Bride, 'Our understanding of such key moments as the 1798
rebellion, the Famine and the Great War is not static, but has been shaped by a complex
interaction of individual actors, cultural patterns, social forces and technological
developments.' (McBride, 2001:4) The Catholic element is absent in the commemorations
of the 1916 Easter rising and the war of independence in Irish museums. Nationalism is
portrayed largely a secular force, while the conciliatory tone is evident. The pictures and
paintings on display are secular and there is no emphasis on the role of clergy or religious
symbols in the independence struggle. In its account of the Easter Rising, 'The Road to
Freedom' published in 1993 on behalf of the National Museum of Ireland, depicts pictures
such as a British Army Barricade in Dublin, the Famous 'Birth of the Republic' by Walter
Paget and the surrender of Patrick Pearse. The same applies to the portrayal of the war of
independence: pictures do not depict religious figures fighting for Irish emancipation. They
mainly include photographs showing the presence of British troops in Dublin. Although
Britain is presented as a colonial power, and independence is portrayed as supreme value,
there is no hostile narrative demonising Britain in a manner similar to Greece's hostility
towards Turkey. The terminology used to describe British Rule does not include words
such as 'slavery' or 'dark ages' nor are the Irish under Britain described as the 'enslaved'24.
All commemoration is tainted by politics, as Fitzpatrick notes (Fitzpatrick in McBride,
2001:203) Commemorations have to meet political realities and reconciliation; thus
partisan commemoration is being seen as largely problematic in Ireland, especially as
Fitzpatrick puts it 'no event or hero seemed capable of incorporating all factions in
common veneration'(Fitzpatrick in McBride, 2001:187). Recent commemorations of past
events with nationalist connotations in Ireland have reflected a process which Boyce refers
to as 'burying Ireland's ghosts' (Boyce in McBride, 2001:270). This phenomenon is a
reflection of the fact that Irish nationalism is changing its focus: nationalist aspirations have
not disappeared; they have evolved. Nationalism has different goals and different priorities.
As Girvin notes, 'large proportions of Irish public opinion consider themselves to be
nationalists and believed that Irish unity is something to hope for (Girvin quoted in
McBride, 2001:268).
A good example is the 200 year anniversary of the 1798 Rebellion. According to Foster,
1798 was repackaged to reflect the demands of the current political scene including the
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need to forge better relations with Britain and secure the peace process with Northern
Ireland. As a result, Foster notes, 'instead of stridently remembering '98 as a festival of
faith and fatherland (one faith one fatherland), the Irish were enjoined to embrace '98 as a
confluence of traditions in a pluralist, secular space' (Foster in Me Bride, 2001: 85). Foster
quotes a number of Irish politicians during the mid-1990's to illustrate that such attempts
constitute a consensus widely accepted by Irish political actors. For example, Avril Doyle,
a Fine Gael Minister declared in 1995: 'Firstly we must discard the now discredited
sectarian version of '98 which was merely a polemical post-rebellion falsification.
Secondly we must stress the modernity of the United Irish project, its forward looking,
democratic dimension, and abandon the outdated agrarian or peasant interpretation.
Thirdly, we must emphasise the essential unity of the 1798 insurrection. What happened in
Wexford was a piece of what happened in Antrim and Down (Doyle quoted in Foster in
McBride, 2001: 88). A few years later, a Fianna Fail politician delivered an almost identical
speech. The message is the same therefore, regardless of the party: it is in Ireland's best
interest to put forward a programme of negotiation and reconciliation. And in order to
achieve this, it is necessary to eliminate references and images of sectarianism in
commemorative events. The past is re-shaped to reflect these priorities. Hence, as foster
argues, in the 200 year anniversary of 1798 a different picture was presented, one according
to which 'the united Irishmen were trying to negotiate a political structure here and with
Britain, capable of representing Irish people in all their inherited complexities and
allegiances; the peace process today is trying to do the same thing' (Foster in McBride,
2001: 85). According to Twomey, 'there is little popular devotion either to the beatified
martyrs or the rest of the 259 men and women who gave their lives for the faith in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries at those places associated with their lives and their
heroic deaths. There are few visible memorials to recall the long period of the persecutions,
apart from the Mass-rocks and holy wells, which today are often neglected. While
impressive monuments to the Great Famine now grace the public spaces of our cities, there
is nothing comparable to recall the heroic Christian witness of the Irish martyrs' (Twomey,
2003:45).
Similarly, the 2006 commemoration of the Easter Rising lacked a religious element. As
Kiberd argues,
That old-style nationalism, which was cashed in with the Belfast Agreement, is being replaced
by a civic republicanism, whose leaders are attending commemorations of the dead of the
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Somme as well as that of Easter 1916, Some day soon, they may commemorate both events at
a single ceremony. Arch-traditionalists may feel scandalised by this national genius for
adaptation; and it may well be that many communities are now as traumatised by the loss of
religious practice as once they were by the loss of the social codings that went with being Irish'
(Declan Kiberd, Irish times, October 3rd, 2006).

9. Conclusion: Assessing the Impact of Modernisation and Levels of
External Threat Perceptions on Official Discourse
The main focus of this chapter has been on the ways in which the Church and religion are
portrayed through official State discourse with prime emphasis placed on the education
system but also on commemoration. The chapter has illustrated that, as a result of the
interaction between a high degree of Church obstruction of the modernisation process on
the one hand, and declining external threat perceptions on the other, the Catholic Church is
losing its control over the education field in Ireland. Precisely because this control has been
based on the maintenance of strict Catholic rules and regulations, this control is being
increasingly and more fiercely resisted. In addition, because of the necessity to forge good
relations with Britain, Irish textbooks have adopted a more conciliatory content that does
not stress the role of Catholicism in the maintenance of Irish national identity. In Greece
however, the more flexible Orthodox Church which places little emphasis on rules and
regulations, combined with high external threat perceptions has been able to maintain its
status as principal carrier of Greek national identity, mainly through the content of history
school textbooks and not religious education per ce. The discourse put forward in terms of
the way key historical events are commemorated is also crucial in the understanding of the
important distinction between the Greek and Irish cases. Declining external threat
perceptions on the one hand, and a discredited moralising Church on the other have resulted
in, generally speaking, a much more conciliatory type of commemoration in Ireland. But in
Greece, high external threat perceptions and the image of the Church as main defender of
national identity permit the continuation of a far more religiously nationalistic narrative in
commemoration.
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___________Chapter 6__________
Church Discourse and Nationalist Mobilisation
What is it that makes a religious leader more popular than all other famous Greekspoliticians, artists, athletes? It is simply the fact that he is not religious '
(Nikos Dimou, on the Archbishop Christodoulos, quoted in Vassilakis, 2006: 22).

1. Introduction

Chapter 5 has focused on official State discourse and the narrative it puts forward in
terms of Church, State and nation. The following chapter focuses on Church discourse,
and the ways modernisation on the one hand and threat perceptions on the other shape
the narrative put forward by the official Church, It is through its discourse that a Church
attempts to ensure legitimacy and popular support, and responds to secularising
tendencies in order to safeguard its political salience. According to Dobbelaere,
secularisation is not a mechanical process, but rather allows for religious groups to react
(Hornsby-Smith, 1994: 267). This chapter will seek to identify the ways in which the
dominant Church is reacting against secularising processes in Greece and Ireland and
establish the reasons why the former is proving much more successful than the latter in
this task.
It intends to argue that the Greek Orthodox Church has been more successful than the
Irish Church for two reasons. Firstly, because it has been more flexible and adaptable as
the modernisation process has developed. Although the Church's discourse does contain
certain conservative elements on issues of morality, for example homosexuality, it is not
so adamant on these as far as State policy or the law are concerned. Secondly, it links
religion primarily to the nation thus directly appealing to the Greek's sense of national
belonging. With its less strict focus on morality it is better able to use high external
threat perceptions in its favour by linking its discourse explicitly to the bond between
Greek national identity and Orthodoxy. The aim is to ensure that even those who are not
particularly religious or moralistic would support the Church out of fear of their nation
losing its distinct identity. The Greek Church's subordination to the State assists its
position: rather than in direct confrontation - like the Irish Church- the Greek Orthodox
1 Ti eivai auto nov Ktxvei evav QpiqaKEimKO t]j£ir\ va ^enepvaei oe Srmo-UKOTTiia oXovq TOVI;
g- TtoJutiKow;, aOAjjTeg, KaXAiTe^vei;? Ma aTdoucraxTa TO yeyovoq OTI 8ev eivai 6pr|OKeimKog.
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Church complies to the demands of the State so scandals and cases of corruption in the
Church have less long-term significant consequences. Official Church discourse,
disseminated in publications, speeches of clergy members and most importantly of its
charismatic Archbishop, relies very heavily on the link between Orthodoxy and the
Greek nation and constantly stresses the perils of extinction facing the Greek nation,
should the latter lose its bond with the Orthodox faith. In any political discussion which
challenges the role of the Church, the latter tends to defend itself and its position by
warning that the Greek nation will soon perish without Orthodoxy, the prime guardian
of its identity.
The Irish Catholic Church on the other hand, because of its strict legalistic emphasis on
morality has alienated a large proportion of its popular support. Given the low external
threat perceptions in Ireland, and the Church's identification with a particular type of
isolationist nationalism which is now largely discredited, it is unable to evoke and
mobilise the people around the link between Irishness and Catholicism. The need to
encourage the peace process in Northern Ireland exacerbates this result, Its discourse
remains therefore largely based on a religious/moralistic rather than nationalist context.
Official Church discourse emphasises the need to be a good Catholic in order to be a
moral member of society and specifies a particular framework of rules on how to attain
a moral and virtuous life. It relies primarily on morality and virtue, and although
Catholicism and Irish national identity are perceived by the Irish to be interlinked,
Church discourse seldom relies on this to defend its position in times of crisis or
otherwise.
By comparing the discourses of the two Churches this chapter attempts to assess the
above proposition, with particular focus on publications, speeches from members of the
clergy, interviews and newspaper articles. In this context, it will attempt to compare the
way in which the two Churches have reacted to periods of crises and confrontation with
the State, including the Church scandals that broke out in Ireland (early 1990's) and
Greece (2005). In the case of the Greek Church, through the pursuit of a highly
nationalist, populist discourse which puts forward an ethnic election myth narrative, the
Charismatic personality of Archbishop Christodoulos is utilising Greece's high external
threat perceptions to evoke a sense of 'choseness' of the Greek people. Through this it
is proving better able to successfully mobilise the population in its favour and overcome
the consequences of such crises, which could otherwise prove dire for the Church. The
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Irish Church on the other hand, given the supra-national character of Irish Catholicism,
declining external threat perceptions and related the fact that its discourse is grounded
primarily on an extensive apparatus of moral control, is failing to mobilise the people
around its cause and is losing ground at times of crises and confrontations with the State.
2. Greece; Church. Nation and National Destiny

Greece's high levels of external threat perceptions lie at the core of the Church's
discourse as they assist its presentation of the Greek nation and its core defining values
as imperilled and vulnerable to erosion from hostile external forces. The Church
heightens such fears. As Smith argues, 'times of crisis when national independence
appears to be under threat...produce more aggressive and chiliastic assertions of the
national mission and evoke more powerful images of national exclusiveness and ethnic
election' (Smith, 1999:348). Support is attempted through 'an emphasis on the national
mission as the common, unified interest of the people especially at times of threat or
crisis, for example, when a nation is under direct military threat' (Canovan, 1981: 263).
Smith identifies four aspects of these election myths which are relevant to their
relationships with intense nationalisms:
a)

Confer on the chosen a sense of their moral superiority over outsiders, reinforcing
their ethnocentrism. Religious myths of ethnic election heighten that sense of
superiority. Belief in inward superiority underpins the capacity for endurance and

self-renewal.
b) Doctrine of spiritual liberation: the community's special destiny will see a radical
reversal of its hitherto lowly or marginal status.
c) Help draw and reinforce a strict boundary between the ethno-religious community
and its neighbours (or conquerors). They help segregate the chosen community
from a profane and alien world thereby turning the elect in upon themselves and
forcing them to rely even more fully on their own spiritual resources.
d)

Mobilisation: leaders and movements ought to tap the energies that lie within. All
the people who make up the community are equally required to engage in the
sacred task and obey the divine laws, lest the communal mission fail and its elect
status be withdrawn (Smith, 1999: 336).

Smith's four aspects of election myths are central to the way the Greek Orthodox
Church and the members of its hierarchy portray the Greek nation. There is constant
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reference to the superiority of the Greek nation in terms of outsiders, especially
Greece's neighbours (i.e. Turkey, the Balkans and the EU). There is also systematic
emphasis on Greece's special destiny: Greece is weak at the moment because it is being
exploited by alien exploitative powers, such as the US, Turkey and the EU, but it is
expected to attain greatness again, as in the past, through its resistance to these powers.
There is a profound reinforcement of the boundaries between 'us' and 'them', especially
in regards to Turkey towards which in particular the Archbishop discourse is hostile and
polemical. And there is an attempt for populist mobilisation. According to Stavrakakis
(2002), the Greek Orthodox Church justifies its political involvement through constant
reference to the people and its unity and is thus premised on a particular understanding
of the Church's role within society which is essentially binding. But as the Church, and
especially Christodoulos, equates the people with the nation, these populist elements are
grounded on a highly nationalistic narrative which in turn stresses notions of ethnic
election and national destiny. Simply put, the primary interest of the whole of the Greek
people is to assert and maintain its distinct religious identity.
This is particularly true since the election of Christodoulos to the post of Archbishop of
Athens and all of Greece, a period which has often been characterised as the return of
the Church. Christodoulos was elected by the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece in
1998. His leadership commenced with the announcement of his intentions to follow a
reformist policy and modernise the Church as well as improve relations with other
Orthodox groupings. The period of his ecclesiastical leadership has been characterised
by a series of crises and confrontations, including the identity cards issue (2000-2001),
disagreements surrounding the pope's visit to Greece (2001), the dispute between the
Orthodox Church of Greece and the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople over the
jurisdiction of new lands2 and the scandals surrounding the Greek Orthodox Church
which broke out in February 2005. This period has also been characterised by a
strengthening of the political position of the Orthodox Church of Greece, an increase in
Church attendance (see introduction), increasing popularity of the archbishop in the
polls (excluding a short period following the February 2005 scandals) and mass popular
mobilisations during the Identity Cards Issue.
As Dimou argues,
2 A term used to describe those areas which became part of the Greek State in 1913 and which, unlike the
rest of Greece fall under the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, including Epirus,
Macedonia, Thrace and the Northern Aegean islands.
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The Archbishop is evidently taking advantage of one of the particularities of the Greek
people: namely, the fact the fact that they do not see their religion as an approach towards
the divine element, not even as a system of moral rules. They see it mainly as an element of
their national identity. Metaphysical, theological and moral elements lose ground in the
consciousness of most [Greeks] to tradition and history. This is why it is possible to
encounter individuals who have fought for Orthodoxy but who are atheists or agnostics in
their personal lives...it is this 'national' religion- and not the Christian one- that
Archbishop Christodoulos represents. His sermons deal far more with national than
religious matters. It is evident that his role model is not the humble shepherd but the
ethnarch3 (Nikos Dimou quoted in Vassilakis, 2006: 23-24).

According to Stavrakakis, what is characteristic about Christodoulos' discourse is his
constant emphasis on the Greek people as 'chosen, the people of God' (Stavrakakis,
2002:29). The populist aspect of his discourse is evident in his use of language and
vocabulary, specifically his highly emotional choice of linguistic expression and style;
and more broadly, in his wider mode of expression, including speech, writing,
behaviour, movement and gestures.
The hierarchy of the Greek Orthodox Church appears particularly organised and active
in its attempts to mobilise the people in its favour by putting forward this particular type
of nationalistic narrative which stresses ethnic election and places a systematic
emphasis on the link between nation and Orthodoxy. The Church not only perceives its
role to be one of safeguarding the nation in addition to being purely religious, but
through a systematic organisation attempts to spread this role.
Firstly, it is very much in line with the official discourse put forward in the education
system, relying primarily on the link between religion and national identity. In addition,
large numbers of Christodoulos sermons and speeches are easily spread among the
people as they are broadcast on national television and printed in newspapers; the
3 O apxiETiioKOJtoq 7tpoaqn)ax; £KU£TaU,E\>eT<xi uia i<jTOpiia| iSiaiTEpotriTa TCOV EM.r|Vtov: TO yEyovoi; OTI
5ev pXeTtow TT| 9pf]CK£ia TOUC; coc; TtpooEyyiari ato ETIEKEIVOI, ODTE K<XV aav owtriua r|6iKcov Kavovtov. TTJ
Kupicoq coi; OTOIXEIO -cry; e9viKT|<; TOU<; TauTOTrjTaq. Ta uEicupuoiKa, 9£oA.oyuca, T|9iKa
wcojccopouv OTTI ow£t8r|arj TCOV TiEpiaooTEpcov, ujrpocrra cmrv jtapaSoan. KCU TTIV icTOpux. ETCTI
va cjuvavTd KCXVEK; cruxva ctToaa nou E^OW KWEI aycovEi; KOTO TT^; Op9o5o£,iai; EV<B CTT|V TipooamiKrj (;COTI
TODq Eivav aOEOi TJ EOTCO ayvocmiaaTa;. ..curcr] ta>urov Tr|v 'eGviKr)' 6pr|aK£«x- KCU o%i TT] Xpwmaviicn.EKTipoacoTret o ar|U£prvo<; apxiETtioKOTtoq. Ta icupriyuaTa TOD aax,oX,ouvTai no^ itEpiooorEpo ue eOviKa
napa HE 9prj0K£UTiKa GEuaTa. Ewai aaytc, OTI TO U7io8evyua TOD SEV Eivai o TtuiEivoq TUOIUIIV aUa o
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Athens and Thessaloniki rallies on the identity cards issue in June 2000 were attended
by thousands of people and speech delivered by the Archbishop was broadcasted live.
Chnstodoulos is the most popular Greek personality; according to a poll by
metronanalysis, in December 2006 his popularity ranked 63.4%, higher than any Greek
political leader. The narrative is also put forward through the Orthodox Church of
Greece's Department of Cultural Projects and the Internet (www.artopos.gr') which
maintains various websites, publishes books and two news-letters and organises
seminars, exhibitions and conferences, all centred around the inter-relation between
Greek culture and Orthodoxy. In addition, the 'official website of the Church of
Greece' (www.ecclesia.gr) which not only provides a vast amount of information on the
Church, such as information on the Holy Synod, the Archbishop and the Archdioceses,
but is also replete with references on the Church's historical role as the carrier of Greek
national identity, especially through posting online the Archbishop's speeches and
sermons. A further inter-related website (www.myriobiblos.gr) serves as an online
library and includes a variety of academic collections, literature, art all centred around
Orthodoxy.
The following section examines the narrative and the ethnic election myths it puts
forward through an analysis of articles, speeches and publications, especially by
Christodoulos. The discourse has both a historical and contemporary focus. Historically,
there is an emphasis on events and people whose role is considered to be pivotal in the
history of the Greek nation, including the Greek independence movement, Orthodox
ethno-martyrs, the double character of religious and national days, and the Asia Minor
disaster. In terms of contemporary events, emphasis is placed on the threats facing
Greek national identity today, including Europe, the US, globalisation, Israel and
Turkey.
1. Historical Focus
The Greek StrugRle for Independence
Under the 'homage' sub-section of the Church's online library (www.myriobilbos.gr) is
a section entitled '25 March 1821' which focuses on the Greek national selfdetermination movement and the role played Orthodoxy. By drawing together the works
of prominent Greek writers, such as Aristotelis Valaoritis and also the memoirs of
various revolutionary leaders, such as Kolokotronis, Ypsilantis and Botsaris, this section
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constitutes an attempt to widen public knowledge of the role of religion in the Greek
struggle for independence and tackle the issue of an emerging secularising trend in
Greek academic historiography. Publishing such works on the internet essentially
entails targeting wider audiences and bringing to light more obscure academic works
which are difficult for the public to access.
Titles are indicative: 'Religious Sentiment as the Source of the Struggle'4 by Ainianos,
the Revolutionary Declaration by Botsaris and Tzavellas entitled 'The Holy Flag of the
Cross is Waving' 5 , A Revolutionaty Declaration entitled 'A Flag of Liberty and a
Symbol of the Cross'6, the Independence Declaration of the 3rd National Assembly of
the independent Greek State entitled 'Ahead with the Cross' 7, 'The Holy Clergy never
Ceased its Contribution' 8 by Kastorhis, and the famous poem 'Free Besieged' 9 by
Dionysios Solomos whose 'Hymn to Liberty' is the Greek national anthem. Through
this, the Church is also tackling the question of whether the nationalism which inspired
the Greek national self-determination movement was a secular one, based on the ideas
of the Enlightenment rather than the Byzantine tradition. By bringing to light works by
revolutionary leaders who according to some academics (Kitromilides, 1994) were
secular nationalists, and for this reason came into conflict with the Patriarchate, the
Church is attempting to illustrate that Greek nationalism at the time was informed by
Orthodoxy and this is why there is clear reference to the religious element in these
works, i.e. reference to the Cross, priests' role in the movement, linking cross -religious
symbol- and flag- symbol of secular nationalism and the independence of Greece. The
homage section on the Greek independence movement also includes a special tribute
section entitled '1821- The presence of Faith in the paintings of the Period of National
Insurrection'. 10 The aim of this sub-section is identical to the one mention above, only
with reference to art. It brings together a large collection of paintings, the originals of
which are currently situated in various museums in Greece and abroad, illustrating the
role of Orthodoxy in the Greek struggle for independence.

4 To BpTiaKeunKOV aio0Tma 7it]yf| TOD ay&voc,
5 H iep6 orinaia tov STaupoti
6 Er||aaia EleuQEpiat; KOU Sunpoov Tinlou Siaupoi)
7 Me TOV Staup6v £H7tp6;
8 6ev sXeiye Trpoccpspeov rcdvioTE o vepoi; KXipoc;
9 EXeiieEpoi rcoA.iopKTin£VOi
10 1 82 1 - H Ttapouoia ir\c, 7tioTr|<; axr\ ^coypacpiKf| TT]<; EGveyepoiai;.
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This image has been removed as the
copyright is owned by another organisation.

Clockwise, Image 6.1: A Lithograph ofL.
Lipparini 's 'Bishop of Patra Germanos
Raises the Flag of Independence at
Kalavryta' (Benaki Museum, copy at Athens
war Museum as shown in chapter 5). A
lithograph depicting the exact same subject is
also printed in the 2004 junior Greek history
textbook (Sfyroeras, 1991:161); Image 6.2:
'The Oath at Agia Lavra', by T. Vryzakis
(Benaki Museum); Image 6.3: 'The
Martyrdom of Patriarch Gregorios 5'th'

This image has been removed as the
copyright is owned by another
organisation.

This image has been removed as the
copyright is owned by another
organisation.
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copyright is owned by another
organisation.

This image has been removed
as the copyright is owned by
another organisation.

This image has been removed
as the copyright is owned by
another organisation.

Clockwise: Image 6.4:'The Oath of the Members
of Filiki Etairia' by Dionysios Tsokos (1849),
(National Historical Museum). which is also
printed in the 2004 junior History textbook
(Sfyroeras, 1991: 154); Image 6.5: Exo~us rr:om
Messolongi by T. Vryzakis (National H1stoncal
Museum). Image 6.6: The Liberation of
Tripolitsa, by P. von Hess. Image 6.7 _Alexander
Ypsilantis raises the flag of revolutiOn, b~ V.
Katzler; Image 6.8 'The Oath of Lord Byron , by
L. Lipparini.
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The presence of religion is strikingly obvious in all the above depictions: for example
'The Oath at Agia Lavra' and 'Bishop of Patra Germanos Raises the Flag of
Independence at Kalavryta' are clear references to the popular narrative whereby the
Bishop of Patra, Germanos signalled the commencement of the Greek insurrection on
March 25th 1821 by raising and blessing the flag of independence surrounded by armed
warriors. Bishop Germanos is significant in Greek nationalist myths as his role is
twofold, both as a religious figure and a prominent hero of the revolution.
There is a clear fusion between religion and nationalism in 'The oath of the members of
the Filiki Etairia' and 'Alexander Ypsilantis Raises the Flag of Revolution'. Most
members of the Filiki Etairia were revolutionary figures inspired and influenced by the
secular ideas of Western European Enlightenment. Ypsilantis in particular came into
direct confrontation with the patriarchate when the struggle for independence
commenced, only to be excommunicated by Patriarch Gregory 5th. By including this
painting in the collection the Church aims at illustrating that Orthodoxy remained
integral to Greek nationalism and all heroes of the revolution. The overall picture
presented here is that religion and Greek independence were inseparable: the movement
emanated from religious and secular figures alike, members of the clergy were
prominent revolutionaries.
The Greek revolution is often cited by members of the Greek Orthodox Church as the
event which not only marks a cornerstone in Greek history, but also epitomises the spirit
of the Greek people, characterised by religion, bravery, valour and a longing for
freedom. In this vein, secular values such as liberty and national self-determination are
fused with religion. An extract of a speech delivered by the Archbishop on July 1 st,
2001, during a pilgrimage at the island of Psarra is indicative. Parts of the speech were
broadcast on Greek television, while the entire text is published on the Church's website:
Psarra is not [only] an island in the Aegean, it is a shrine of Hellenism. A shrine, on whose
dark surface Liberty has found refuge, remembering the brave young men and decorating
their hair with wreaths of glory. 11 Here, the great religious figure is Konstantinos Kanaris 12
from Psarra, who expressed the entire essence of the Greek spirit throughout the centuries
11 Here the Archbishop is making explicit reference to Solomos's poem "The Destruction of Psarra", in
which the personification of Glory wonders around the burned land studying the bodies of brave young
men ('Pallikaria') who fought and died in battle.
12 A hero of the Greek independence movement originating from the island of Psarra
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in one single sentence, when he overcame his own fears about the future by telling himself,
"you will die anyway" and making the sign of the cross marched to incinerate the Turkish
mean for us
1821
Aegean. 13 ("What does
in the
presence
today?"www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishoD/ellinismos/psarra.html)

Note how, in the same speech, the symbol of the cross is often portrayed as
representing not only Orthodox Christianity, but most importantly Greekness,
freedom, independence and struggle against the 'unjust yoke' and 'slavery'.
The great Sailor of Hydra, Andreas Miaoulis, commenced his every raid in the name of the
Holy Cross. On his 'Mars' he had placed a large engraved wooden cross; the vertical
inscription wrote: This Cross is the horror of the enemy; the horizontal inscription wrote:
This Cross is a pillar for the faithful. H ("What does 1821 mean for us
today?"www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishop/ellinismos/psarra.html , July 1 st, 2001, during
pilgrimage at the island of Psarra)

Ethno-Martyrs
The Church places extensive emphasis on the members of the lower clergy who fought
and sometimes died in the Greek independence struggle. As in Greek history textbooks,
such figures are as ethno-martyrs who fought and died for faith and fatherland:
Common clerics gathered the armed rebels in their parishes became their leaders and
actively took part in the revolution. Some of them perished in the honourable battlefield,
while others became martyrs in the hands of the Turks. And those who survived became
impoverished after having donated all their assets to the Revolution. In the National Library
Fighters Archives numerous works are saved that witness the contribution of the Orthodox
clergy in '21 and bear the signature of many prominent leaders. The ex Metropolitan of
Limnos, Vasilios Atesis, numbers 14 religious ethno-martyrs in the period 1821-1869'. And
who can forget the brave men of our freedom, Athanasios Diakos (Alamana), Gregorios
Dikaios- Papaflessas (Maniaki), the Monk Samuel (Kougi). And the large number of priests
who actively took part in the Holy Struggle of our Nation, like Theodoritos, Bishop of
Vrestheni, Porfyrios, Bishop of Arta, Theofilos, Bishop of Athens, Anthimos, Bishop of
13 Td Yappd 5ev aval vr|ai TOU Alyaiou, sivai PCOUOI; TOU 'EM,nviauou. "Evai; pwuoq otfjv 6X.6ua\)pr|
TOU onoiov £££1 TO KaTa(piiyT6 TT|q f) 'EteuOspia, uvnuovevovrag Td launpd TtaXucdpia Kai
m uaUidc TOU<; UE arecpava 66^^. Meyaq iepdpxr|(; £ScJ dvai 6 KcovaravTlvo^ Kavdprn;, 6
no\> m>|i7ruKVCflO£ at nia uovo ypauuf| 6X.T) if)V TiEUTiraucta Tfjq yu^ TOU EUnviKou
HEaa otoiig aian^, otav aTtdvrrias orati; evKojovq (p6poui; Kai aid oveipa yid 16 ueXXov TOU
uovoXoycbvTaq f\wya «|ip£ K(ovoTavTf|, ETOI KI dUicog 9d 7i£9dvEn;!», Kai Kdvovtaq to oraupo TOU
op^oE vd KOTaKdysi if|v toupKiKf] TiapODoia OT6 ALyaio.
14 STO 6vona TOU Tiuiou Siaupou ETCixeipouoE Kd0£ £^6p^r|OTl TOU o yswaux; vav^oc, ir\c, T8pa<;
Av5p£a<; MiaovJniq. STOV "Apr)" TOU efts TOTOeETfjOEi £va ueydXo ^uXwo Staupo TCOU i^ake v
: "STaupou TOTCOI; £x9poi«; Tp6^0(;" Kai optfpvTia: "STaupo<; mm&v oTf|piyna",
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Elos, huh, Bishop of Salona, Joseph Bishop of Roga etc, who took part in the various
phases of the Revolution. The Armed rebels of Ahaia, sworn by Bishop of Patra Germanos.
The first wave of ethno-matryr priests includes ex-Bishop of Constantinople Cyrill,
Gregory, Bishop of Derka, Eugene, Bishop of Aghialos, Archbishop of Cyprus Cyprian and
the Bishops of Pafos, Kitio, Kyrinia. Usually they were beheaded or hanged' 15(www.i-mpatron.gr/news2/pros to lao 29.htmlV

In the same context of portraying religious figures as national heroes and ethno-martyrs,
Archbishop Christodoulos' account of the Asia Minor catastrophe and the martyrdom of
St. Chrysostomos of Smyrna is a pertinent example. It is interesting how the
'superiority' of the Greeks is contrasted against the 'inferiority' of the Turks (i.e.
'Parthenons they could not themselves build') and how the delineating marker between
the virtuous and victimised 'us' and the expansionist, indiscriminately violent 'them' is
projected:
The swords of Tsetes, Turkish soldiers, and the mob fiercely took it out on anything Greek.
They burned down towns and villages, they pillaged their neighbours and friends, they tried
to acquire by looting what they couldn't acquire with their minds and toil, and they
incinerated the Parthenons they could not themselves build. And while the terror spread
above the once cosmopolitan nymph of Ionia, Smyrna, and the political authorities deserted
it, and while refugees left it without having a destination, the clergy of Ionia remained loyal
to the bloody tradition of the Greek clergy. Priests and despots were sacrificed as neomartyrs. They remained, till the final moment, the good shepherds of a people that were
deserted by all at their most crucial hour'. 16 ...Finally, the Metropolitan of Smyrna, 55 year
15 Oi OCTROI KlnpiKoi cruyKpoTTioav OTV; evopfeq TOD; evonXa ccbuata, T£er|Kav ETHKe^aXfji; TOUC; Kai
EA«pav EVEpyo uspo<; GTtyv E^EyEpan. AAAoi euro auToui; dtpnoav TITV TeXgmaia TOIK; Tuvon, OTO n£5io TT)<;
Tiuf)q Km d?iAoi uaptuprioav era XEpva TCOV ToupKCW. Ki 6001 e7Ci|3itocav TTEVOVTCXV EXOVTOU; 8d>aei O>.T|
Tnv TiEpiowia TOUI; crnrv E7iav<kraxaT|. ITO APXEIO Aycoviorcbv TUC; EOviKfy; Biptao9f)Kr|<; a<bi;ovTai TtoXld
Epya TIOU uap-ropouv TT) OTJLI|}OAT| TOU OpBbSo^ou KAiipou Kai iiovaxiouou OTO EiKOoieva Kai
raoypdipovTai. art6 Kopu^aiowi; Kai dAXoug OTt^apxnyovq. 2e 14 apiOasi o MT)Tpo7ioXiTT)5 7tp6t|v Afjuvou
Baaasioq T. ATsaT)q TOU<; e9vondprups<; opx^pei; TT); EKKX.naia<; TT)q EUd5oq and TO 1821-1869. Kai
TIOIO<; HTtopsi va X.r|a(iovfioEi TQ TtpuTOTtaWKapa TT]q XsuTEpidi; LIOI;, TOV AOavdoio AidKo (AXaiidva), TOV
rpTjyopio AiKaio - na7ta<()X£o-cja (MavidKi), TOV KaXoyEpo I>a\io\>r\L (KoiiyKi). Kai aK6|a.r| 7iXt)0oq
lepouevcov ^ou ESpaaav OTOV l£po Ay6va TOU 'ESvoix; uaq, OTIOX; o RptaQzvr\c, ©EoScbpriToq, o ApTTiq
nopcpupio.;, o Aerjvcbv ©£091X05, o 'E'kovc, AvGi^ioq, o SaA.(bva)v Hoatai;, o Pcoy6v lwcii<p K,<X., oi OTtoioi
EXapav UEpoq DTK; SidcpopEi; (pdaEii; Tnq EnavdoTaoii*;. Touq o;tXapxTiyou<; iri; Axaiaq OPKIOE o FlaAmcbv
naTp6v TEpuavoi;. ETT|V Jtpdnrj otidSa £6voLiapTupcov apxvepsrov avfiKow o Ttpmirv
KovoTavTivounoXECoi; Kvpi>-A.og, o AEPKCOV rpTiy6piO(;, o AyxidXou EuyEvioq, o ApxiEJtiaKOTioq Kunpou
Ku7tpiav6i;, oi ETUOTCOJIOI ndipou, KITIOU, Kupriveiai;. Luvfiewi; TOV<; arroKECpd^av r\ wvc, KpELiouaav.
16 Td £i(pT| TCOV TOETOJV Kai TOJV TovpKdov oTpaticotiKCJV dA.Xd Kai TOU ox^ou ^£07toOv us aypumrta
Tidvco OE Kd0£ TI TO eUrjviKd. KalvE riq TioXEit; Kai Td x<opid, 8la7ro^7l£uow TO«? £co<; $£<:, YEVTOVE^ Kai
(pRou^ TCOV, Pyd^ouv Td dTccoBiiusva TOTX;, TcpoaTuaGouv vd KEpSioouv SiapTtd^ovrEg O,TI SEV \mopEcav vd
KEpSioouv UE Td nuaXd Kai T6v l5pd)Ta TOUI; TruprtOAOvv Touq VEOUI; nap9Evd)VE<; TTOI) TOTE 5ev uTiopeoav
oi I5ioi vd KTIOOUV. Kai EVCO 6 Tpojioi; and ii<; Suooicovsi; (pfju£<; dn^cbvErai Ttdvco 0116 TT)V aXloTE
KOOUOTIOMTIKT| VUllCpTl TTJ? ItOViai;, TT] EuUpVT), Kl £VCU OL JtoXlTlKEi; apjic, TT|V EXOUV EyKaTal£i\l/El, Kl £VO)

Td Kapapdvia TWV Ttpoacpvycov oko Kai KaTacpQdvouv xwpi? Ttpoopicu6, TO pdao TTJI; 'Icoviaq LIEVEI TCIOTO
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old Chrysostomos Kalafatis, the Messiah of Asia Minor Hellenism, the charismatic
evangelist offaith and salvation witnessed the worst of deaths. At the time of the slaughter,
Chrysostomos refused the allies ' suggestions to leave and save himself. His sacred Greek
soul prompted him to remain till the end close to the people he loved17 ( To Maprupiov TOD
1/1/2001,
EUDpvtic,
Xpi)cjooT6noy
Ayfou
http://www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishop/default.asp?id=53&what_main=l&what^sub=4&l
ang=gr&archbishop

The Legacy of the Greek Struggle for Independence: Nation and Orthodoxy
In our 'Our Lady of Faith and of Greece' 18, a speech delivered by the Archbishop on
March 24th 2001, the latter points to the link between Orthodoxy and the Greek nation
as a legacy of the Greek independence struggle. He does so through an explicit
reference to the religious and national character of the annual commemorations held on
March 25th, which is the date marking both the Annunciation of Our Lady and the
anniversary of the commencement of the Greek national self-determination movement :
With its familiar twofold character this grand celebration of the Annunciation of our Lady
and the anniversary of the re-birth of our Nation has closed tonight. Therefore, the character
of our celebration tonight is both religious and national and this is how all Greeks
understand it as Orthodox Greece is celebrating its religious and national
commemoration.... But, what happened there, at Agia Lavra in Kalavryta 19 was without
exaggeration a miracle of those people's faith. They carried their arms in one hand and the
Cross on the other, and they carried within their hearts their unshaken faith in the right of
their struggle and the help of God. Theodores Kolotronis20, the pillar of our liberty, was
correct in saying that God sealed the liberty of Greece with His signature and will not take
His signature back. He [Kolokotronis], also expressing the views of other fighters, told
school children in Plaka after our liberation: 'when we lifted our arms we exclaimed firstly

OTTI n.aTCOu£vr| napdSoori TOU eiUnvtKou pdaou. lepsl^ KCU otciioia&ec, Oixrm^ovTai cbg
IlapauEVODV, &<; njv TEteutaia <myuf|, ol KaXoi noinSvsq ivoc, "kaov, jtoii EyKamteupOriKE arc' otouc,,
rr\v Kpiaiuri wpa.
17 TsXoq, 6 Mr|TponoMTr|<; Sutipvn,c;s 6 55xpovoq Xpuooatouoq KataMpdtriq, 6 Meaaiac, TOU
MiKpaoiaiixou 'EM,r|viauou, 6 xaptonatiKdi; CKEIVOI; EuayyeXwrcfii; Tfjg UioTTiq KCXI rf\c, Aikpiaan,!;, TIOU
6 Bavatoq TOU ELVCU 6 cppiKioTEpoq okov. Tf|v topa TTJ<; mpayfji;, 6 Xpua6<n;ouo<; cbiavTd apvirnica <m<;
vaufteotec, TCOV cru(i^ctx<nv, v6 ipuyei KHI vd yXittbosi. Ti ayia eXXr(viKfi yux1! TOD, t6v TtapwOsl vd
7iapau.£ivei, iiX, TO TE^,O^, Kovid end) Xao jiou dyd3tr|a£.
18 H flavayid n\q Ttlotriq KOI TTJI;
19 Here the Archbishop is making reference to the event that allegedly marked the beginning of the Greek
independence movement, namely the raising and blessing of the Greek flag by Bishop of Patra Germanos
at the monastery of Agia Lavra on March 25th 1821
20 A hero of the Greek Independence movement, to which here the Archbishop is attributing both national
and religious significance
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21
Motherland"
"for
then
and
Faith"
"For
(http://www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishop/default.asp?id^3&\vhat main= 1 & what sub=2&l
ang=gr&archbishop_heading=OpBo8o£ig).

The interrelatedness between Orthodoxy and the Greek national identity as a legacy of
Ottoman rule and the self-determination movement is also stressed in a website
maintained by the Diocese of Patra (www.i-m-patron.gr). Under a section entitled 'To
the People' and written in bold capital letters, is an article 'Our Greek Orthodox Identity
and the 1821 Revolution' (www.i-m-patron.gr/news2/pros to lao_29.html). Written in
a highly emotional language, but at the same time quoting academic and well-regarded
references, the article clearly contains election myths, linking religion to Greek national
identity and stressing the perennial nature of the Greek nation and its special destiny.
This article, which commences with the fall of Constantinople in 1204 by the Francs
and ends with the Greek national self-determination movement of 1821, is a historical
description of what it considers to constitute Hellenism in captivity. There is a common
theme of stressing the role of Orthodoxy throughout those years, by describing the role
of the clergy in educating the people, the role of members of the clergy in various
independence movements which broke out during the period 1585-1821, and finally the
role of members of the clergy in the 1821
So, when the Nation was liberated and its Constitutions were drafted, they all began, as
indeed the current one, in the Name of the holy and Indivisible Trinity. This was, and this
is, the faith and the power of the Greek people, Orthodoxy, the ark of its salvation and
saviour of the Genos, a private factor in the majority of Greek people's lives and a
significant element of their consciousness and identity. As the late Fotis Kontoglou wrote:
together 22 (www.i-mgo
Greece
Orthodoxy and
land,
this
In
patron.gr/news2/pros to lao 29.html).

21 Me TO YVGXJTO, Sutlo Tr|i; %apaKr(]pa, CIVETE&E anbye Km EUXETO.I Kai aupio, ayaTtnroi Xpumavoi, r\
UEydAT| EopTf) KOU £7t£TEtoi; TOU EuayyEAiouou Tn.<; 0EOT6KOU KOI TT)g E9vucf)g uag TtaliyyEVEaiag.
©prjOKEUTiKog, Xoutov, Kai e9viK6g o xapaKTfipag Trig a7io\|/wf|i; eopTfiq Kai erai TOV SXOUUE yvcopiaei 01
jiaveWtrrvEg K<x9<J)<; r\ Op965o^r| EXA.d5a EopTd^Ei Kai TTJV 9pr|CK£UTiKf| Kai Tr|v £0vtKf| awf)
7iotvf|yupr|...AM.d, 6ua>c;, EKEIVO TO OTIOIO cruvEpn. EKEI, ornv Ayia Aaupa TOV KaAappiruwv, KOT& TTIV
25riv MapTtou TOU 1821, X^P^ wteppoX.fi, oDviOTd eva 0avua TT|<; jiioTEcoq TCOV avOpawtcov EKEIVCOV.
HEKtvriaav KOI jcfipav Ta o7tX,a ue TO eva %£pi, KpOTtovTai; ae TO dIXo xspi TOV Tinio STaupo Kai i%ovtac,
jifioa OTrjv Kap5id Touq aKpdSavrn. TT)V niaTn. yia TO SiKaio TOU ay6va TOUI; Kai yia TTTV Pof|0£id iouq EK
|i£po\><; TOU @eoij. EIXE SIKIO o neydX.o<; itp^ajoq TT|I; slevGepiac, uac;, o ©s65copog KoXoKOTpa>VTi<;, ue
TT|V 9u(i6ao(pr| OKEVJ/TI TOU, va ^ey£i OTI o ®£og UTcsypafe TT|V £>,ev6£pia TT]q EXXd8o<; Kai 5ev naipvei Ttioco
TTIV r»7toypa(pii Tov. Aurog o t8iog, eKcppd^ovTag Kai oXouc; tovc, aKkovc, aycovioTeg, EtayE OTO TiaiSid TOU
ruuvaaiov rr\c, nA.dKai; UETO an6 TT]V £6viKf| ua; an:£A£ueepcocri: "Eueti; OTUV 7rf|paue TO oTtXa, eutaue
KOI EJIEITO
22 'ETCTI, 6Tav TO 'E9vo<; a7C£A.£i)9epd)6nK£ Kai <n)VTdx9T|Kav TO SuvTdy^aTd TOU,
Kai TO or|U£piv6, ue e7tfKAT)OT| TT|g Ayiag icai ASiaipeTOU Kai Ouoovoiou TpidSoi;. AUTT]
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The use of a highly emotional language is interesting here, as are the populist
elements in the reference to the Greek people, and the capitalisation of the word
'Nation'.
20 Century Ottoman Empire and the Asia Minor Disaster
An excellent example of Archbishop Christodoulos' nationalistic, highly emotional and
polemic rhetoric attempting to evoke nationalistic sentiments against not only hostile
Turkey, but also the 'inferior' Western powers is his description of Ottoman rule in
Smyrna and the 'Asia Minor Disaster'.
When we were children, we never read fairy tales with evil witches and terrible dragons,
good fairies and brave princes. Our heroine mothers, deep in their tears, and their pain of
refuge would narrate instead tragic stories and tales. For us, the evil witches and terrible
dragons were the Tsetes, Kemal, the Germans, and Von sanders, the English, the Italians,
and Stergiadis. The good Fairies were Greece. Brave princes were Kara-Seitan, Plastirasthe legendary black rider, Saint Chrysostomos of Smyrna and Venizelos, the good
Shepperd who was sacrificed for his sheep 23( 'The Martyrdom of St. Chrysostomos of
Smyrna',

1/1/2001,

http://www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishop/default.asp?id=53&what_main=l&what_sub-4&l
ang=gr&archbishop_heading=EXXnvio|i6(;y

Not only does the Archbishop blatantly attack foreign powers (by comparing them
with 'evil witches'!) He also puts forward an image of Greece as victimised but
nonetheless morally superior, which has suffered a huge injustice. His portrayal of
the Asia Minor Catastrophe and the role played by foreign powers fits Smith's
election myths model well, as there is a clear attempt to reinforce the boundary
between the ethno-religious community and its neighbours and thus segregate the
chosen community- in this case Greece- from a 'profane and alien world'.

KCCI EIVCU T] TtioTT) Km T| 5uva|ir| TOD EAAnyiKou foxou, r| Op9o5o^ia KipcoToc; tug oampiffl^ TOU Kai actiTEipa
TOW FEVOUI; 7tav9ou,oXoyo'6nevT| icai Siotaw £uaia0r|TO 7tpoaco7UK6 5s8o|j.evo tr\c, on)vipuiTiKr|g
7i?ietov6Tr|Ta(; TCOV EM,f|va>v, aXka x«paKTT|ptOTiK6, truaratiKO O7cou5aio rr|c; auvsi5nor|q KOI Trig
Tout;. OTTOX; sypacpe o aeiuvnatoq {Mine; KovroyXou: "T amo TOV TOTIO Op9o5o£ia K«I
ia Tivs na.
23 "OTOCV maarav piicpd jiaiSid 5£v aKouaajie TIOTE TtapajiuOia U.E KUKEI; ^dyiaasq Kat popepoiii; Spdicouc;,
\ns Kaktq V£pd't6e<; KOI yswala jipiyKi;t67iouA.a. OL r)p«Bl5£^ ndvsi; naq, pouiriy^evEq 016 6dKpu KQI OTOV
7i6vo trig Trpootpuyidq, naq 5vn.youvTav lOTopiEi; Kai nepmits&q TpayiKEi;. KaKiq ndyioaEq Kai cpopspoi
5pdKoi yid (lag fjiav TOTS ol TOSTSI;, 6 KendX, ol Tepnavoi, 6 q>6v SdvTEpq, ot 'EyyXs^oi KOV ol IiaXoi, 6
2T£pyid8r|(;. KaA.si; vepai5ei; T^TOV f] 'EXA,d6a. Fewala npiyKur67iouX.a fJTav 6 Kapd-lE'ttdv, 6 6pi)XiKdq
Maupoi; Kapalldpn*;, anac, eXeyav TOV nXaoTfjpa, 6 dyio^ Xpuoocrronoi; Z\ii>pvr\c,, 6 noiufiv 6 KoA,6<;,
no\) 9vaidoeriK£ i)Jt£p TCOV TipopdTCOV 6 Bsvi^EXoq.
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These stories nurtured our dreams, turned them into visions of life, lifted our hopes and
gave meaning to our lives. It took us long to understand history and how it happens that
civilised humanity justifies the wrongdoers, and does injustice to truth, in this case
personified by Greece, a country that has fought, offered and sacrificed itself for human
ideals'

24

('The

Martyrdom

of

St.

Chrysostomos

of

Smyrna',

1/1/200 l.http://www.ecclesia.gr/greek/archbishop/default.asp?id=53&what_main=l&what
sub=4&lang=gr&archbishop heading=EUnvigLi6c \

2, Contemporary Focus
Perils Facing the Contemporary Greek Nation/ National identity
According to Smith 'the pursuit of a national mission and the assumption of a national
destiny are fundamental to any nation's continued existence and recognition as a
separate community. It becomes the task of successive generations of the community's
members to preserve, renew and freely express the community's unique culture and
ethno-history' (Smith, 1999:443). For Archbishop Christodoulos, the survival of
Greece's 'unique culture and ethno-history' is largely dependent on the bond between
Church and nation. His narrative constantly portrays the unique elements of 'our'
identity, and thus its very existence, as ominously imperilled. 'Our identity and our
continuation' are in grave danger. Only the Church can offer a way to combat the forces
that threaten Greece and Hellenism with elimination. Europe, the US and the West in
general, globalisation,

Israel, Turkey, Islam, and Greece's revisionist intellectuals

constitute some of the 'forces of darkness' or 'forces of evil' which according to the
Archbishop have set out to annihilate Hellenism. His portrayal of all the above is hostile
and defensive, a constant reference to is made to them as threats, but they are also
portrayed as inferior to Greece.
In utilising this perceived external threat posed to Greek national identity, as
Stavrakakis informs, 'instead of discussing strictly religious, theological or even moral
issues, it is clear that he [Christodoulos] is mostly interested 'in what he calls the great
national issues' (Stavrakakis, 2002: 14).

24 ...AuTEg OL ioTOpieq £6pE\|/av id ovsipd uag, rd u£TETpe\|/av ae opdiiciTa ^cor|q, 7ii>pya>aav iieaa uag Tig
Etati6£g, eSeoaav vonjia OTTJ tp>r] Lion;. ..ApyrjcauE vd Kaia^dpovuE TTJV 'lotopia Koti nuq ytverai rj
;toXmarLievr| av6pccffl:6TnTa vd 5iKaidbvEi EV role, Ttpdyuaai Tf)v avo^ia mi vd a&iKsl, TtdXiv ev
Ttpdynaat, if|v cd.r\Qeia 016 jrp6aaMro Tfjq 'EM.d8o<;, uiac; x»Pa5 no*> rcoXsunaE, 7to\) TipoaEcpspg icai
0t)aido0T|K£ yid Td 7uavav9pd)7iiva iSavucd.
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I am concerned with our national issues, because I see that certain plans are being promoted
which contradict what we understand to be our national interests...We, the Greeks, earned
our freedom with sacrifice and blood, and we liberated the lands of the so-called benighted
Hellenism. We cannot lose them today, simply because this is what the powerful of this
earth want. In such an instance, us Greeks will be united, like a fist to reject any imposition
which will challenge our national dignity and our national integrity 25(Christodoulos, July
2006, interview for the newspaper 'World of the Investor' (K6<7uo;TOU Ensv&mfy.

The story Christodoulos tells and re-tells is more or less the same in differing versions,
Note the 'election myths' inherent within it: Greece is a chosen land, a special one. The
historical role of the Church in this has been pivotal. A great injustice has been carried
out however against Greece, whose grandeur is now in the past. With the help of the
Orthodox Church, the Greek nation will be able to overcome the threat posed to it by
the hostile alien powers that seek to demolish it, and will rise to greatness once again.

The Archbishop's portrayal of Europe is ambiguous; although accepting to an extent
Greece's membership to the EU, he constantly stresses Greece's superiority to other
European nations: 'When our ancestors were giving us the lights of civilization, they
[the Europeans] were still on trees'26 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006). In addition, his
speeches are redolent with warning against the threat posed by Europe. Note for
example an extract from his speech on May 29th 2003, a date that commemorates the
sacking of Constantinople: 'It is a lesson of history that the Europeans are the ones who
always wanted to harm us. Long before the sacking of Constantinople Greekness had
experienced the Franks of the West and their desire to annihilate it at any cost' 27
(Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006) According to Prodromou, 'Christodoulos' public
rhetoric since his enthronement has been replete with warnings about the tragic
consequences for 'Hellenism and Orthodoxy' associated with EU pressures for the full
OE
25 Avr|<n>x6 yux Ta £0viKd na<; Gsuata, yum pAsnco cm 7ipo<Q0owrai a^ia T« oitoia
avTiGEOTi HE Ta Kak&c, voouusva £6vvK<x uaq ouHcpgpovTa. Oi 'EM.r|V£c; Kep5iaan£ \iz Ouoteq KCU ^e aiua
Tnv £l£i)9£pia uag, KOU a7ieX£u6ep<j>aan.e TO nepri TOV Iey6nsvou cAvrpcoTOV EJJj|vujuoii. AEV pcopoiiuE
va TOE xdaouu£ af||iepa, £Jtei8ii ETCTI apECEi OTOTX; vaxupoug 1^5 r^q. mot 01 'EUnvsi;, ae (iia TETOUX
, 6a einaatE EVCO(J.EVOV, oav nia ypoBid, va anwQf\aov\Ji£ K&Qs smfiov'ki}, T\ orcoia 6a
,
orpsfpSTai Evavriov TT\C,
26 Orav 01 npdyovot nag sSivav ra (pcrmx TOD TtoXma^ou, amoi f)Tav avEpacuivoi aia 5£v5pa (o.c. 01
Eupcorcaioi).
27 H la-ropia 6i6doKSi THOC; amoi 01 (6101 01 Eupomaun ritav eKeivoi TCOU navta fiGEXav TO KUKO uaq.
Ttpiv a7i6 Tnv dXcooTi Tni; Kct>v<navTivowi6XEa)<; TI pconvotrtvri Et^e 5oKin
Tp6ito £7t£5icoKav TOV acpaviouo tr\c,.
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disestablishment of Orthodoxy from the State in Greece, and he has aimed to position
the Church as the voice of the Greek people concerned with the salvation of Hellenism
within the cultural melting pot of the EU' (Prodromou, 2004: 479).
(b) The US. the West and Globalisation
The European threat does not come alone however. In a rhetoric reminiscent to that of
the Ayatollah Khomeini's, some 30 years before him, the Archbishop's story has the
'lesser Satan5 , i.e Europe being lead by the 'Great Satan', i.e. the United States. On the
bombing of Serbia in 2000, the Archbishop exclaimed: 'I have heard that the Western
Christian powers bombed Orthodox monasteries which constituted the pillars of Serb
Orthodoxy. They were like the monasteries of Agion Oros. They didn't even respect the
monasteries because they nurture hatred towards the Orthodoxy. Anything Orthodox
makes their skin crawl. Because the Orthodox are not easy pray for subjugation to
foreign will 28 (Antoniadou, To Vima, December 18th 2005) Western policies are part of
the wider process of globalisation whose aim in none other but to bring about the
destruction of the Greek nation and everything it stands for. During one of his addresses
to school children in October 2002, he asked some students: 'what would you rather be,
meat or mince meat? Foreigners wish to turn us into mince meat, whereas meat is a
solid thing 29 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006). In 2004 he famously criticised
globalisation as a 'bulldozer that is out to demolish everything, on account of those who
want to rule the world without resistance or obstacles' (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006).
And on April 5th 2004 he declared that 'globalisation is attempting to turn us into
batter, soup, sheep, or rather, turkeys, so that someone can lead us with a stick30
(Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006). A further problem posed by globalisation and EU
membership resulting in the death of the Greek nation is immigration. 'Today they are
about one million [immigrants], in a few years they will be more than three. Combined
with the demographic problem in Greece, and despite the fact that our civilization and
our religion do not allow us to exclaim 'foreigners out', on the other hand you do

28 Eua9<x 6ti 01 %p\ai\aviKic, Sweden; rq<; Auoecoq |3on|}dp5ioav novaatfipia op965o£;a! ia onoia
oaiOTsJiouoav Xiicva tr|<; oeppiKfjg OpQoSo^iaq. HTOV aav ia |aovaair|pia TOD Ayiov Opouq. Kai o^ax; 5ev
aeBdoTr|Kav OUTE TK; novsq, 71011 e^ouv [liooq evavtiov TWV op9o66^oov. Turn UKOWS op965o£o mi
Tot*;. TUTU enetq 01 op065o£oi 5ev einaare euKoXoi 815 TO va wroTaaaoneGa as l;sve<;
29 EoEi? TI OeXsTE va £ia6e; Kpsai; f| Kijiaq; Oi J;evoi Qilovv va na<; KBVODV Ki[id, EV(b TO Kpeaq sivai
30 H TtayKoonioTtoiTiori emSu&Kei va pac, Kdvsi yvlA, oowia, TtpopaTa f| ndUov yaXonouteq,
Kdnoioi; va \iaq KaQo&r\ysi \i£ TO Kaka\ii.
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appreciate the danger of us being turned, in a while, to refugees in our own
motherland'31 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006)?
(c) Israel/ 'InternationalZionism'

In addition to Christodoulos' open verbal attack against Western powers, there is also a
blatant hostility towards Israel. In an infamous speech, at the Church of St.Spyridon on
December 5th 2005 Christodoulos declared: 'We are heading towards Israel...or rather
towards Hell... The forces of evil are undermining this land and are attempting to deChristianise Greece, to create a new order of things in our society, so that in a few years
time no one will remember God and the Church' 32_(Antoniadou, To Vima, December
18th 2005 ). According to the Archbishop the destruction of Hellenism and Christianity
as a whole is part of an international plot lead by Israel. 'International Zionism wishes
to demolish all that is Christian in the world'33 (Antoniadou, To Vima, December 18th
2005).

One of the greatest threats however to the Greek nation and its territorial integrity is
posed by Turkey, Greece's traditional enemy and the West's traditional ally. In
December 2003 Christodoulos openly provoked Turkey by declaring the latter's EU
accession as undesirable because the Turks are 'barbarians' who simply should not be
allowed to join: 'St. Seraphim was accused of being involved with revolutionary
activities and this is why he was burned at the stake. Just as Athanasios Diakos was
burned at the stake by those who, today, wish to enter the European Union. This is the
reason we are resisting. These barbarians can not enter the family of Christians, because
we can not live together' 34(Antoniadou, To Vima, December 18th 2005). The external
threat posed by Turkey is presented as constant, perennial, and unaffected by changing
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circumstances: having sacked Constantinople in 1453, now they're attempting to invade
the European Union, not with arms but with the size of their population 35 (Antoniadou,
To Vima, and December 18th 2005). High external threat perception enables the Church
to explicitly link its discourse with the Turkish threat, and illustrate how important it is
to the survival of the Greek nation facing Turkey, its main perennial enemy.
Another clear example used by the Archbishop is the Imia/Kardak crisis: he appears to
be using a highly emotional, nationalistic and provocative language, while urging the
Greek State to following an irredentist, confrontational policy involving violent means.
'The true dilemma is and was: peace or liberty, peace or national humiliation. And in
this dilemma, the Greek historical choice cannot be peace'36 (Vassilakis, 2006: 303). On
August 15 1998, the second anniversary of the crisis and a significant religious holiday
in Greece, the Archbishop exclaimed: 'Let us say one more time that we are willing to
repeat 'Molon Lave' (come and get it) 37 and to make clear to every direction that
Greeks are not easily invaded38 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006). His rhetoric is a highly
polemic one, in which he urges the people to confront the Turkish threat: 'We believe in
peace, but we are willing to give our blessing to the sacred arms when the times demand
it'39 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006).
(e) Revisionist Historiography

Greece's revisionist intellectuals are equally threatening. Their attempts to initiate
discussions on the separation between Church and State and to reduce the Church's
political role are portrayed as a direct attack on the Greek nation. On May 27th, 1998,
the Archbishop declared: 'You here and thousands of others are true Greek patriots, not
simply people nostalgic of the past. But there exist some 'little Greeks' who desire the
shrinking of the Church because they know the nation owes its survival to it

35 owpou TO 1453 Kai£A.apav ir\v KajvaiavTivowioXri, T&pa ETtiSubicouv va eia&Oow orr|v EE 6^1
5id TCOV drikav, aXkd Sva too oyicou TOV orcolov 6ia9erouv etg TOY ;rXr|6ucin6v».
36 To aXn,6rvo 5iXr||aua T|TOV KOI sivcu sipr|vr| r| steuGspia, aprivn. r\ e0vua| TaTceivaxjr), Km ae auto TO
8tXr|u^a r| <XKpat<pvr|<; eM.T|viKr| laTOpucr) anloyr] Sev urcopEi va eivai Eipirvr|.
37 Reference to the ancient Spartan leader Leonidas and his 300 warriors, who in their refusal to surrender
exclaimed the famous 'Molon Lave' and entered into a battle in which they eventually all died. In Greece
this is a renowned reference to bravery and valour, traits which are believed to characterise the Greek
nation and its members.
38 Na no\)\n£ KCCI n&ki TKO<; eiuaoTE §iaT£9eiu£vov va ETiavaXdpounE TO "MoM>v hafii" KOI va
5iaTpav6(JOUU£ npoq Ttdaa KaTEU0uvoT| OTI 5ev Eivai stiKotax; TOU EAlr|va o tpaxr|Xoc;.
39 A£6ne9a wtsp ir|g £tpf|VT|<;, aAM EUkoyotiuE Ta 67tXa ta lepd, 6Tav t| OTiyurj TO ETrudooEi Kai 01 Kaipoi
TO £jripaM.ouv.
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40(Eleftherotypia5 April 25th 2006). But equally he has launched his own attack on those
who have termed him a 'nationalist', with all the negative connotations of the word.
'The word nation has been ostracised from our vocabulary because some people fuse it
with nationalism. Patriots are not nationalists. Some of us romantics are under attack for
our views41 (Eleftherotypia, April 25th 2006).
3- Ireland: Religious Values. Conciliation and Inclusion: A Civic Discourse

1. Nationalism
Contrary to Greece and given declining external threat perceptions, the Irish Catholic
Church's official discourse, at least in the past decade, has been characterised by a
conciliatory tone with regard to nationalism. The contrast with Greece, in terms of the
way the survival of the nation and its link with religion is portrayed in official Church
discourse is striking. Equally striking is the way the former imperial core, and contested
territories as a result of the break up of Empire, are presented.
a) Northern Ireland
Declining external threat perceptions have been explicitly linked with the question of
Northern Ireland and therefore the current narrative put forward by the Church can be
understood within the context of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. For example,
according to the Northern Ireland section of the 'Irish Bishops Conference Annual
Report and Directory', 2005-2006:
On 28th July 2005 Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of all Ireland, Dr Brady welcomed
the declared commitment of the provisional IRA to end its armed campaign. Archbishop
Brady suggested that along with the historic declaration should come 'the kind of actions
that will build trust, inspire confidence and encourage a positive response from others.
Were that to happen I am convinced that [the IRA declaration is] a unique opportunity to
enhance the progress of recent years and to construct a shared and secure future for all, built
on new relationships of respect and understanding (Irish Bishops Conference Annual
Report and Directory, 2005-2006: 9).

40 EoEli; £5d) KCU xiAidSgg <50Aoi eiaGe 01 yvf|aioi aA.r|0rvoi EM,nve<; jrm-pianec;, GXI ankatc, aiOspopauovec;
row 7tapeX96vTO<;. Yrcapxow, 6uco<;, KCU KCOTOIOI ypaucuXoi JTOV 9sA.ouv tr) <n>ppiKva>ar| TT|C, EKKXnctaq,
yum ^epouv on TO eGvoi; ocpeilei TTTV E7tipicoaf| TOU ae auirj.
41 H ?te£r| eGvog tyei E^OOTPOKIOTEI and TTJ yXcbacra ua<;( yiaii opianevoi TT| oDyxeow ue tov £9vuaau6. Oi
5ev eivai eOviKicmKEc;. Optousvoi ponavriKoi Ss^neOa £7ti6£OT| yia TIC; otTioyeic, |aac;.
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Archbishop Brady's response to the IRA declaration on July 28th 2005, is articulated in
similar vein: the tone is conciliatory, he is condemning violence and promoting peaceful
means of negotiation and conflict resolution. The contrast with Archbishop
Christodoulos' discourse is sharp: there is no provocative, emotional nationalistic
language, nor any justification for violence in any way.
Every word and deed that helps to foster peace is to be welcomed. In that spirit I warmly
welcome today's very clear and significant statement by the IRA. I hope that the IRA will
not only deliver on its declared commitment to end its armed campaign but also accompany
this historic declaration with the kind of actions that will build trust, inspire confidence and
encourage a positive response from others...Peace is never achieved once and for all but
has to be constantly fostered by everyone in our society. I hope that today will encourage
peace
lasting
a
for
search
that
continue
to
everyone
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/28-iuly-2005.html. July 28th, 2005).

Furthermore, Dr Brady's address at Ethelburga's Centre for Peace and Reconciliation,
in London, on the topic 'Faith and Identity - a Catholic Perspective on Northern
Ireland' on May 5th 2004, illustrates very well the ways in which official Church
discourse voiced by the archbishop is attempting to put forward the resolution of the
Northern Ireland conflict. According to the Archbishop, the main obstacle between the
two communities is distrust; and it follows that resolution of the problem requires the
building of trust, on both behalf of both sides:
Northern Ireland is a society pervaded with distrust... As long as we distrust each other we
live defensive lives and define our identity in exclusive and excluding ways. What we are
discovering more and more in Northern Ireland, is that for reconciliation to be possible, and
for lasting peace to take hold, people must do all that is within their power to remove fear
and to build trust....And here again I suggest, it is the vocabulary of faith which has
something important to offer in terms of moving our community beyond the debilitating
cycle of fear and distrust, which lies at the heart of our current impasse. It is found in the
specifically Christian concept of supererogation - the duty to go the extra mile, to do more
than is reasonable or justified in our own terms, for the sake of the common or greater
good (http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/5-may-2QQ4.html. May 5th 2004).

In his pursuit of conciliation, Archbishop Brady proceeds to dismiss violence, urging
the Catholic community to let go. 'The Catholic community should remove itself totally
from the legacy of violence as an expression of our own self-confidence, confidence in
our own ability to pursue issues through political means, to construct a new Ireland in a
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debate'(http://www.catholiccQmmunications.ie/Pressrel/5-mav-2004.html.

May

and
5th

2004). This type of rhetoric comes in direct contrast with Christodoulos' polemic
language against Turkey, and his claims that sometimes violence is necessary- for
example his 'molon lave' philosophy during the Imia/ Kardak crisis.
Archbishop Brady's discourse is promoting a civic form of inclusiveness and unity.
Religion is not used to encourage a sense of divisive nationalism, arouse nationalistic
emotions or create a barrier between different communities, like it is in Greece. 'The
Spirit has come...The Spirit comes with different languages to undo the confusion of
Babel

and

to

unite

what

had

been

divided

and

separated'

(http://www.catholiccomniunications.ie/Pressrel/5-niav-2005.html.

May

5th 2005).

There is no reference to a sense of choseness, the need to restore greatness or to acquire
lands that are rightfully ours. Smith's election myths, including a sense of moral
superiority over outsiders, doctrine of spiritual liberation, boundary between the ethnoreligious community and its neighbours (or conquerors) and mobilisation are not
relevant here. Instead, the Catholic Church's discourse uses religion as a force of
conciliation, and a doctrine of trust which ought to bring people together and create a
common ground of belonging.
But Northern Ireland's present is testimony to the healing, restoring power of those who
believe to bring about a new approach to conflict rooted in the values of forgiveness,
reconciliation and justice. The key to which of these prevails lies in the religious language
we choose to emphasize within our own tradition at any given time...In the end, the
relationship between faith and identity is always a struggle between the language of
dominance, exclusion and superiority and the language of mutual

liberation,

interdependence and acts of trust. The Anglican Croatian theologian Miroslav Volf captures
this choice in the powerful metaphor of exclusion and embrace. Let me end with his words:
There can be no justice, no resolution to conflict, without the will to embrace... My point is
simple: to create justice you must, [like the persons of the Trinity] make space in yourself
for the other, in order to make that space, you need to want to embrace the other. If you
insist that others do not belong to you and you to them, or that you will have your justice
and they will have theirs; your justices will clash and there will be no peace between you.
The

key

to

peace,

therefore,

is

the

will

to

(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/5-mav-2005.html. May 5th 2005),
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embrace

(b) Immigration and Inclusion
Equally interesting on the issue of nationalism (or lack of) is Archbishop Brady's St.
Patrick's Day message delivered on March 16th 2006. Here, he is linking this religious
and national day with the need to promote multi-culturalism, tolerance, and inclusive
attitudes towards people from various ethnic backgrounds. In this way he could be seen
as compromising Ireland's ethnic inclusion criteria for the promotion of a more civic
identity of inclusion and citizenship. St. Patrick is portrayed as both a national symbol
and a symbol of multi-cultural unity. 'Patrick was one for breaking down
barriers.. .Though borders were ever transient in fifth century Europe, Patrick's message
is one of pushing back frontiers'(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/16march-2006.html. March 16th 2006). Furthermore, a distinction is suggested between his
national and religious symbolic significance. This is very different from Greece where
the Archbishop strives to convince that the religious and national symbolic significance
of certain historical figures is congruent.
St. Patrick's Day unites Irish people all over the world. For Patrick has become at once a
symbol of Irish history and of Irish heritage. But simply to reduce Patrick to a symbol of
that kind, worthy as it may be, without any reference to his own Christian faith distorts the
truth and in no way does justice to the real stature of the man. Patrick was a migrant, not
once but twice, to our land. Despite his rather scary first experience, amazingly Patrick did
return but he himself makes it quite clear why he did so. "Before God and His holy angels I
solemnly and gladly swear that I had never any motive other than the Gospel and its
promises to go back to that nation from which previously I had only barely escaped"
...Next week, Intercultural Week is being celebrated...The week will focus on encouraging
a greater involvement and a greater sense of belonging for people from minority ethnic
backgrounds. The civil law lays down the basic standards but something more is needed to
build a society that is truly inclusive, a society that is welcoming and respectful of people
of different cultures, languages and traditions. I would venture to suggest that what is really
needed is the proclamation and the living of the truth of Christ - a truth brought by Patrick
to our land - the truth of Christ who educates consciences and teaches the authentic dignity
of every human person. The golden rule from Christ was: 'treat others as you wish them to
Is there any better recipe for building an inclusive society?
treat you'.
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/16-march-2006 .html. March 16th 2006)

In his speech at St. Ethelburga's Centre for Peace and Reconciliation in May 2004, Dr
Brady offered a similar portrayal of St. Patrick as a pioneer for multi-culturalism.
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In this regard, the renewed emphasis on the doctrine of the Blessed Trinity, such a
dominant theme in the life of St. Patrick, must be a source of hope and confidence for all
those who see the relationship between unity in diversity as a critical issue for the future of
the world, indeed of this very society. This most fundamental conviction of the Christian
tradition provides the ultimate motive and model for living constructively with difference.
It enables us to see difference as an opportunity for mutual enrichment rather than an
obstacle. It calls Christians to a sense of mutuality and inter-dependence, themes which are
becoming increasingly important in our increasingly diverse, yet interdependent world
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/5-mav-2004.html. May 5th 2004).

Irish Catholic official Church discourse also directly contrasts with that of the Greek
Orthodox Church in terms of immigration. Catholic Church attitudes are more tolerant
and inclusive towards Catholic and non- Catholic immigrants to Ireland, while talk of
the annihilation of the Irish nation, or fears of 'becoming immigrants in their own land'
(Christodoulos) should immigration rise further are non- existent. This is a much the
result of the distinction between a national and a supra-national Church, as it is the
consequence of low external threat perceptions and low levels of xenophobia in Ireland.
As shown in chapter 4, Greece ranks amongst the highest among the EU-25.
Immigration is seen as a serious threat to Greek national identity, and given high
external threat perceptions, the church can use this to mobilise people around it. This is
not the case in Ireland. A good example is the Standing Committee of the Irish Catholic
Bishops' suggestion re the proposal to amend article 9 of the Constitution regarding the
constitutional right of people born in the island of Ireland to Irish citizenship:
This subject is one with serious moral and social, as well as legal, implications and it is
important that voters are fully informed of the implications and are aware of the
consequences of their choice. Above all, it is important to ensure that all people who find
themselves in Ireland, children and adults, whether citizens or not, enjoy full protection of
their fundamental human rights, without discrimination on the basis of race or origin. As
human beings, they possess such rights independently of citizenship. This must always be
the clear hallmark of the future constitutional and legal framework. Any vote cast with the
intention of weakening or denying this principle would be morally wrong...The referendum
renders even more urgent the provision of a comprehensive, fair and transparent
immigration policy. This is an important challenge to Ireland today. Without such a policy
there is a real risk that the rights of refugees and the fundamentally important legal
undermined
be
will
asylum
of
institution
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/4-june-2004.html. June 4th 2004).
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2. Secularisation: Loss ofFaith/ Decline of Church Practice
Unlike in Greece, Church discourse in Ireland does not attempt to tackle secularising
trends with a populist, nationalistic discourse which gives emphasis to choseness and
stresses the need to maintain the link between religion and nation in order to avert the
annihilation of the latter. In fact, in speeches and declarations on behalf of the hierarchy
regarding the decline of religious values in Ireland, there is hardly ever any mention of
the national character of Catholicism or its importance for the continuation of the Irish
nation. Note for example, a speech by Archbishop Brady on June 8th 2004. In response
to increasing secularisation trends, including 'worrying signs that our reputation for
hospitality and neighbourliness is in danger of being reduced to a commercial facade, a
mask we wear for the tourists, an essential part of the 'Irish brand', he called on Irish
people to 'switch off their TVs and mobile phones once a week'. His discourse has a
religious and social dimension; but not a national one. There is no attempt for
nationalist mobilisation or blaming the decline of religious practice to hostile imperial
powers such as the Greek case. On the contrary, defending the Church stems from an
attempt to show that people distancing them from it are become alienated, sometimes
taking 'the form of self-harm or ultimately suicide'. He is linking religion to society, but
not to the nation.

3. The Commemoration of Religious- National Days
Church discourse in Ireland does not stress the potential link between the religious and
national dimensions of Easter, i.e. the symbolic implications of Easter 1916, which
witnessed the seizure of the general Post Office (GPO) and other surrounding sites in
Dublin by rebels in an attempt to overthrow British rule. Their portrayal of Easter is
only as a religious holiday, and a time to promote good relations/ link with Christianity.
Again, this may be sharply contrasted to Greece where linking religious with national
commemoration dates and placing emphasis on their twofold religious/nationalist
character, such as March 25th' is of paramount significance in the Archbishop's
nationalist narrative.
The Mass Prefaces over the Easter season contain the words: "The joy of the Resurrection
renews the whole world". But in the whole world there is so much evil, so much suffering,
so much fear. Where is the joy? Has the Resurrection made any difference in this world?
Were the Marxists right? Is Christian faith only "pie in the sky when you die"? The
Resurrection is the bedrock truth of our faith, the truth on which everything else depends.
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Without it, St. Paul said, "Our preaching is useless and your believing is useless". But the
Resurrection is very much a reality of history; even if its full meaning reaches beyond
history. Let us think of the incalculable goodness, truth, beauty, love, brought into the
world by Christianity. All this is due to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ
http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/easter2002/cardinaldaly-easter2002.html.

March

24th 2002).

4. Church Discourse at Times of Crisis
The Identity Cards Crisis: Nationalist Mobilisation
On June 21 st 2000, in Athens, amongst sixty Bishops and hundreds of thousands of
people holding up banners inscribing 'Orthodoxy or Death', 'Hands off Democracy',
'Greece means Orthodoxy' and plenty others in similar vein, the Archbishop
Christodoulos exclaiming 'let the laws sleep', lifted the standard which in 1821 Bishop
Germanos had lifted in the monastery of Agia Lavra to mark the commencement of the
Greek struggle of independence (Vassilakis, 2006: 403-410). The occasion was the
Athens rally, a protest organised by the Church against the Simitis government's
initiative to remove the religion field from the Greek identity cards. The latter, preceded
by a rally in Thessaloniki on June 14th 2000, was part of the Archbishop's fierce
campaign against the government's initiative which also included an attempt to gather
signatures asking for a referendum on the Identity Cards issue. The use of nationalist
symbols was anything but subtle. Christodoulos addressed the demonstrators in a setting
combining religious and nationalist symbols very explicitly: the Bishops, the Greek flag,
the Byzantine flag and the flag of Greek independence-1821 (See photos below).
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From top to bottom: Image 6.9: Archbishop
Christodoulos

raises

the

standard

of

independence at the Athens rally; Image
6.10: The Archbishop, addressing the
demonstrators surrounded by Priests; Image
6.11: the Athens Rally, Athens city centre,
June 21 51 2000 (Photos courtesy of the
Athens News Agency, hup ://www. an ampa.gr/a naweb/ ).

This image has been removed as the
copyright is owned by another
organisation.
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Raising the flag of independence at the end of his speech was a highly symbolic act. It
was an attempt to show that the protest should not be reduced to a Church act of
defiance of the State. This was a 'national' act of defiance, a 'national revolution',
initiated by the Church, the prime carrier of Greek national identity, just as the national
revolution that had broken out in 1821. His discourse was thus extremely nationalistic
and one focusing on the connection with the past: 'The people do not want to lose their
Greek-Orthodox tradition, like they didn't, no matter what the temptation was, want to
become Turkish or Franc in past times' (Vassilakis, 2006: 459).
The Archbishop portrayed those who sought to remove religion from the Greek identity
cards as the enemies of the nation who sought to demolish its foundations and annihilate
Hellenism; this was the obvious aim of the removal of religion from the ID cards. He
proclaimed in March 2002:
Those who seek to demolish the ethnic foundations of this nation and do not have to
answer to anyone, should know that they are undermining the nation. They are the fake
progressive culturalists who accuse us of being nationalists and need to be put in their
place. The people are not following them, and the three million signatures are a lesson for
the nation. They are voices that no one is powerful enough to violate 42 (Eleftherotypia,
April 25th 2006).

In late August 2001, the Church announced that it had managed to gather 3,008,901
signatures asking for a referendum. The following day however, President
Stephanopoulos issued a statement according to which the conditions for a referendum
had not been met and therefore the new law remained unchallenged. Although the
Church's campaign proved unsuccessful in changing the law passed by the Simitis
government, the Identity Cards issue remains one of the greatest controversies between
Church and State in independent Greece. The crisis illustrated not only that the a large
percentage of the Greek population is prepared to ally itself with the Church over the
State in times of crisis, but most importantly, that the Church, despite its long history of
accommodation to the State, is not prepared to compromise when it comes to 'national
matters'. Although Church discourse usually accommodates with the State- if with mild
42 Awn Ttoi) yKpEui^ow TO E0VIK& 8EueA.ux oroTOu TOU EOvoui; Kai 5ev Sivow Xoyo OE KavEvav, JipETtei va
yvcopi^ow on imovoueuow TO s6vo<;. Eivai 01 v|/£VTOKODXTOi)piapn,8e<; KOV ua<; KaTryyopow yia
gOviKioTEg Kai TtpETtet va ujtouv OTT| GEcm. Touq. O katic, SEV TOW; aKoAxmOei xai TO Tpia £KaToun\)pia T<OV
woypacpdiv sivai uaOtiua yia TO £9vo<;. Elvat (pcovsq nou KOVEII; 8£v ex£i TO avaoTT)|aa va ttq 7tapa|}iac£i».
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disagreement- as for example in cases such as abortion, civil marriage and the most
recent cremation of the dead, it is not prepared to compromise in situations which it
believes imperil the link between orthodoxy and the Greek nation. It is not prepared to
accommodate any legislation that will potentially directly threaten the bond between
Church and nation.

Church Scandals
a) Greece: Nationalist Mobilisation

In late January 2005, what the newspaper Kathimerini has labelled 'the greatest scandal'
ever to touch the administration of the Church was exposed in the media. The scandals,
linked with the judicial system, embezzlement, drug abuse and money laundering
erupted when lakovos Giosakis, a Greek archimandrite was charged for trafficking in
antiquities and bribing high ranking judges in order to change the outcome of trials.
Soon, accusations involving bribery, drug dealing, money laundering, espionage, and
sexual favours implicated a large number of the Greek religious clergy. According to
Nikos Dimou, the scandals exposed the Greek Orthodox Church 'for what it is: a
completely amoral and unethical multinational company' (Observer, March 20th 2005).
The Archbishop himself became implicated in the scandals when, despite his systematic
denial of the fact, the media set out to prove that he was personally closely related with
archimandrite Giosakis. On February 6th 2005 the media exposed an unpublished
reference letter written by the Archbishop in 1987 for Apostolos Vavylis a priest wanted
by Interpol after having being indicted in 1991 to a 13 years prison sentence for
smuggling heroin from Italy. According to Christodoulos' reference letter, Vavylis
'came from a good family with Christian and Hellenic values'. The newspaper To Vima
further revealed that Vavylis, together with a former policeman and an archimandrite,
following the Archbishop's instructions, had travelled to Jerusalem in 2001 to support
the election of Irinaios to the position of Patriarch of Jerusalem. According to the Greek
media, and other religious clergy members, Christodoulos viewed the election of the
patriarch of Jerusalem as a 'national matter' and needed to ensure that the person
elected to this position would be one favouring Greek-Orthodox interests (Vassilakis,
2006:576). It soon emerged that Vavylis and the Archbishop were closely acquainted,
while Christodoulos himself systematically denied that he had instructed Vavylis to
travel to Jerusalem in order to assist the election of Greek-oriented Irinaios as Patriarch.
On February 23rd 2005 the spokesman for the Patriarchate of Jerusalem to Athens
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confirmed that Vavylis (also known as Fokas) had been sent by Christodoulos to
Jerusalem in 2001; the Greek Church formally continued to deny it. On the same day,
MEGA Channel, a Greek private television station broadcasted a photograph which
depicted Archbishop Christodoulos during the reception for the celebration of the
election of Patriarch Irinaios in 2001 at King David Hotel in Jerusalem, sitting next to
newly elected Patriarch Irinaios and Vavylis embracing the Patriarch in order to
congratulate him for his success. Although Christodoulos initially denied his
implication in this, he later attempted to defend it along nationalist lines: 'They're even
concerned with the Patriarchates of the East which have a national character for Greece,
since, as we all know they need our motherland's support in order to remain in Greek
hands' (Archbishop's Sermon, Holy church of All Saints, Kallithea, Avriani, Monday
Feb 28th 2005).
The scandals soon assumed massive proportions. In February 2005 Metropolitan of
Attica Panteleimon was suspended by the Church hierarchy for a period of six months
as an illustration of the Church's attempt to subject itself to process of self- catharsis.
Since, a number of religious figures and also lawyers, judges and other members of the
Greek administration have been brought to justice. The scandals also triggered anew the
discussions for separating Church and State in Greece. However, the row was short
lived and the problems posed for the Church proved only to be short-term. Polls showed
that the Archbishop's popularity bounced back not long after the eruption of the
scandals, while a large proportion of the Greek population still believed he, and the
Church should remain involved in issues such as education, public administration and
foreign policy (See Introduction). Despite suggestions, mainly from the opposition, to
bring the institutional separation between Church and State forward, the government
refused to add the issue into the list of those to be discussed at the upcoming
constitutional review. The constitutional position of the Church therefore remained
unaffected.
Divisions within the Church did arise, and certain members of its administration aligned
themselves against the Archbishop demanding his resignation. They were however few,
and such motions were defeated. More specifically, on February 19th 2005, a motion of
no confidence against the Archbishop put forward by Bishop Germanos, was defeated
with a clear majority of 67 votes. On Friday, February 25th, in a television interview the
Archbishop declared his refusal to resign: 'I don't believe that I am part of the problem,
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but I am the one who is now called upon to lead the entire Church to catharsis' (To
Vima, February 27th 2005). On Sunday November 27th, Christodoulos' refusal to resign
became more confrontational: 'Enough. I am sick of it. While I stand on my two legs, I
will fight. Those who think that I will resign and stop talking the way I talk are hugely
misled' (Archbishop's sermon, Zeros Naos Agiwn Pantwn Kallitheas, Avriani, February
28th 2005).
The Church's discourse during the scandals exhibited two main characteristics: Firstly,
subordination to the State and an acceptance to compromise its demands; in this case,
the demand for the Church to 'cleanse itself. On February 13th, Christodoulos stated:
'the demand for cleansing, or rather, self-cleansing in the Church is necessary. For this
reason, I first declared to all the Greek people my final decision to be the guarantor of
this cleansing process' (Archbishop Christodoulos, in Kathimerini, February 13th 2005).
Rev. Epifanios Economou, spokesman for the Greek Church, and himself later
implicated in the scandals declared on February 7th, 'this is no doubt the worst crisis in
decades. We are determined, however, to act fast and decisively. Our greatest priority at
this point is to restore faith and trust in the Church, not to see people losing it' (Greek
News online, February 7th, 2005).
Secondly, the Church's- and most importantly the Archbishop's- discourse was a highly
nationalistic one, replete with appeals to the national mission and attempts to defend the
close link between Church and State have been along nationalist lines. The Archbishop
was fast to attribute the scandals to a conspiracy by the 'forces of darkness' or 'forces of
evil' (Vassilakis, 2006: 566).
Dark forces are fighting the Church: they can not tolerate that Greece is a Christian,
Orthodox country by 98%, and that the people believe in God. They can not stand to watch
people attend Church, they can not stand to watch people believing. These are
unprecedented things. The forces of darkness can not tolerate them. And for this reason
they wish to decapitate them (Archbishop's sermon at the Church of St. George in Kypseli,
printed in Avriani, May 3r , 2005).

On a television interview for Alpha channel with Nikos Hatzinikolaou on February 25th
2005, Christodoulos implied that the Israeli, Turkish and U.S secret services were
43 To ai-nina yia KdGaparj fj udUov yia cnrroK&eapori OTOV y&po TCOV av9pd)7tcov rr|<; Erad,naia<; Eivai
eTtitaKTUco. IV aw6 Km Jipcbioq eycb 8i£Kf|pu4<x npoc, oXou^ xoug EM,r|vs<; -cnv au£TaKivT|Tr| aTtocpaaf) uou
va eijiai o eyyunrfu; ou>Tfj<; TTJI; KaOoipnEcoc;.
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behind the scandals in an attempt to undermine his position thus indirectly attacking the
existence Greek nation. The programme was the second highest viewed programme
broadcasted that day, gathering a 31.1% share of the day's total television viewings. It
was

viewed

by 1.219 people, a 13.2% of the
http://www.agb.gr/gr/data/2QQ50225/stape3.shtm?index=713y

population

(AGB,

-Hatzinikolaou: Tell me, Your Eminence, do you believe there is an international plot
behind all these attacks that have been directed against you? We have heard numerous
politicians and certain Metropolitans asking you to resign. We have also heard that foreign
intelligence agencies like Israel's Mosad, Turkey's MIT, and even the CIA, are unhappy
with the positions you have adopted on various issues and, as such, have decided to remove
you from your position. Do you lend credibility to any of these possibilities?
-Christodoulos: My answer to you is that, since none of them are secrets and have been on
the front pages of almost every newspaper in recent days44, the Greek people are intelligent
enough to evaluate all these things that you mentioned. I don't want to go into any further
details on this matter.

Implicitly or explicitly, Christodoulos attributed an international dimension to the
scandals, linking them to Europe, globalisation and the US: 'It bothers them that Greek
people, as was revealed in recent data, are the most faithful within the EU...which is
why everything needs to be ridiculed and those who raise the flag must get out of the
way' (Archbishop's sermon, leros Naos Agiwn Pantwn Kallitheas, Avriani, Monday
Feb 28th 2005). Referring to circumstances surrounding the Orthodox Patriarchate of
Jerusalem 45 , Archbishop Christodoulos identified them as having huge national
consequences that might lead to a fatal outcome for both Orthodoxy and Hellenism (To
Vima, February 27th 2005). 'The cost for our motherland and our Genos will be grave'
he said (To Vima, February 27th 2005). The close link between Orthodoxy and Greek
national identity is once again evoked stressing the dangers for Hellenism and the
ominous future of the Greek nation should Orthodoxy ever be separated from the State.
'Those who create scandals seek to ridicule everything so to eliminate those who lift
the Standard at Agia Lavra46 and believe in ideals and in the teachings of Christ,
because

globalisation

must occur

here too (Greece), and there must be

44 Here Christodoulos was referring to right-wing newspaper Avriani, which published an article
claiming that American, Israeli and Turkish secret services are attempting to overthrow Christodoulos'
(Vassilakis, 2006: 595-596).
45 Implying the need for a pro-Greece policy oriented Patriarch of Jerusalem.
46 Clear reference to the link between Orthodoxy and Hellenism. Here Christodoulos is referring to
members of the Church, such as himself, who are prepared to challenge the State in order to defend the
religious elements of Greek national identity and by extension the status of the Orthodox Church.
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nothing to react to this demolition (Archbishop's sermon leros Naos Agiwn Pantwn
Kallitheas, Avriani, February 28th 2005).
b) Ireland: Challenge of Morality and Lack ofNationalist Mobilisation
The Irish Catholic Church suffered profoundly during the scandals of the mid- 1990's.
Indeed, a number of scholars attribute the decline of the role of the Church to these
events to a large extent (Fuller, 2004; Inglis, 1998; Garvin, 2004). Indeed, in an
interview for Time Europe, Archbishop Martin agreed that 'people's confidence in the
Church has suffered greatly' because of the sex abuse scandals (TIME, May 28th 2006).
The scandals broke out in 1992, when it was revealed in the media that Bishop Casey
had a teenage son living in the United States. They assumed massive proportions
however in 1994, with the revelation of a series of sex abuse cases involving members

of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church. In 1994, it was revealed in the media that
Nobertine order priest Brendan Smyth had been accused of involvement in cases of
paedophilia and while the hierarchy of the Catholic Church was aware of this, it had
failed to take any action (Fuller, 2004: 251-252). A series of cases followed, involving
priests and members of religious orders implicated in sex abuse cases, some going back
as early as the 1960's. In April 2002, Brendan Cominskey, Bishop of the diocese of
Ferns resigned following charges that he had failed to take any action regarding
allegations that several clergy members in his diocese has been involved in children sex
abuse cases. In 2005, the diocese of Ferns published a report according to which
between 1962 and 2002, there had been more than one hundred sex abuse cases by
priests (Ferns Report, 2005). In the late 1990's and early 2000,
Dozens of elderly clerics were jailed for offences committed 20 or 30 years previously in a
pattern of State intervention in ecclesiastical affairs that would have been utterly
unimaginable 10 years earlier. A Church that had behaved almost as a government without
parliamentary supervision, with power and without real responsibility was suddenly shorn
of that power. The past wreaked a terrible revenge (Garvin, 2004: 218).

Another dimension of the scandals included the so-called 'Magdalen Laundries'.
Magdalen Asylums had been introduced in 19th century Ireland as shelters for
prostitutes. They took on a different character however in the mid twentieth century as
convents, in which women were essentially 'imprisoned', for violating the Church's
moral code having been accused of sins of the flesh, such as giving birth to children
outside marriage. Women were often kept in the convents against their will were
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required to engage in hard physical labour, such as laundry work, the symbolic action of
'washing away their sins'. The exact numbers of women sent to Magdalen asylums
remain unknown as religious orders have refused to reveal this information, but
estimates approximate 30,000 and since the closing down of the last Magdalen Asylum
in

1996,

dozens of cases have come to light (BBC, May 6th 2004).
Church scandals had a much more profound impact in Ireland, precisely because of the

inability of the Church to mobilise the people along nationalist lines. They explicitly
raised the issue of legitimacy and democratic accountability of the Irish Catholic Church,
which had failed to live up to the very moral standards it had itself so firmly set.
According to Garvin, 'the most damning fact to emerge was not the nature of the abuses
and assaults but the undeniable proposition that senior clerics including archbishops had
actually shielded the wrong doers and protected them from investigation by the secular
authorities (Garvin, 2004: 217). As morality has been the main source of the Church's
legitimacy throughout the 20th century, the scandals challenged the Church to its core.
Because of declining external threat perceptions and the Church's moralistic focus,
Church defence was carried out on religious rather than nationalist grounds. Church
discourse was characterised mainly by an apologetic rhetoric, fully recognising and
acknowledging the implications of the scandals. For the first time, the Church appeared
willing to conform to the State and give up a degree of its powers. But there was no
nationalist threat against which it could mobilise in its defence, marking a huge
difference from the Greek case. Following the publication of the Ferns Report, Dr
Brady agreed that the Church would have to let go some of its institutional power. But
then he went on to explicitly link his defence of the Church with the problems of
alienation which plague contemporary society. Decline in religious practice is leading
people to desperation, often manifesting itself in suicide. Although the Church had done
serious harm for which it was sorry, it would be wrong for people to distance
themselves from the Church, as that would leave them distraught, desperate and without
a sense of belonging. His discourse therefore was one of appealing to people's despair
and show need for religion. Nowhere do we see an appeal in term of saving the Irish
nation from extinction.
The second element is humility and a highly apologetic tone. For example, Archbishop
Scan Brady and Desmond Cardinal Connell's statement in April 1 st 2002:
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The sexual abuse of children by priests is an especially grave and repugnant evil. To all
victims of such abuse, to their families and to their parish communities, we again offer our
profound apologies...We realise that the whole Church in Ireland is suffering at this time
from the scandal caused by this evil and the manner in which it was dealt with at times. It is
a scandal which has evoked entirely justified outrage. The sexual abuse of children by

priests is totally in conflict with the Church's mission and with Christ's compassion and
care for the young... We realise that the events of recent weeks have also caused great
distress and anxiety to the faithful throughout Ireland, particularly those of the diocese of
Ferns and the parishes affected. Not only has trust in the Catholic Church been damaged,
but so too has the faith of the people and the morale of clergy. In this Easter Season we

pray that the Risen Lord will inspire all of us to bring new life and healing to victims of
child sexual abuse and that He will give us the courage to renew our efforts to bring about
issue
painful
this
regarding
peace
and
reconciliation
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/l-april-2002.html. April 1 st 2002).

On October 25th 2005, Archbishop Martin made a statement on the publication of the
Ferns report. His statement, apologetic and to the point provided a clear recognition of
the wrongdoings.
This report is vital in bringing into the open the detail surrounding years of sexual abuse by
priests which caused horrendous damage to so many people and their families. We must do
what we can to ensure it never happens again. It is now clear that many children would not
have suffered abuse had those with knowledge acted upon it. This was unforgivable. It is a
reminder to all of us that we must be vigilant and speak up for children. As Archbishop of

Dublin, I join with others in the Church in Ireland in saying sorry to those who have been
abused. Sexual abuse by priests has devastated the lives of those abused and their families.
It has also resulted in enormous damage to people's faith, not only in the Church but in
God. It has distressed priests who find it hard to believe that their fellow clerics could cause

so much harm. Many priests have been subject to public attack and ridicule while
continuing to serve in parishes and different ministries. Priests have traditionally enjoyed
very privileged levels of trust in their communities. It is clear that in many cases that trust
has been betrayed by those priests who abused and by the failure of Church authorities to
act when they should have (http://www.cat.holiccornrnunicatiQns.ie/Pressrel/25d-october2005.html. October 25th 2005).

On the same day, Archbishop Brady declared:
I am deeply shocked and saddened by the findings of the inquiry into child sexual abuse by
priests in the Diocese of Ferns. The revelations make for very uncomfortable reading. The
pages retelling the pain experienced by those who have suffered, are especially
heartbreaking. I apologise to all those people who have suffered lasting hurt at the hands of
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abusers in the Church. As priests they should have been protecting and nurturing the talents
of these young people. The betrayal of trust is horrendous. Today the Church is ashamed of
its past failings regarding child protection. I pray for the abused and their families that they
will be able to achieve healing and peace in their lives. I pray that those who have abused
will realise the terrible harm they have done and will seek pardon for their sins. Actions, as
well as words, are now required to show our seriousness on this issue. We are committed to
ensuring that the Church at all times sets an example of best practice in this area....No one
who is a danger to children is permitted to minister in the Church
(http://www.catholiccommunications.ie/Pressrel/25b-october-2005.html. October 25th
2005).

The media played a significant role during the time of the scandals, which effectively
served to undermine the role of the Irish Catholic Church. According to Inglis it was
through the media, and particularly television, the Church lost its power 'over peoples
minds' (Inglis, 1998: 231-236). There is also an important distinction with Greece here.
Indeed the Greek Orthodox Church was also damaged by the media, as it was through
the latter that the scandals were exposed, for example through the publication of
photographs directly implicating the Archbishop, or the broadcasting of video tapes
showing clergy members involved in sex scandals. But there was another dimension to
that: the media also provided an important vehicle through which the charismatic
personality of Archbishop Christodoulos could put forward his nationalistic/ populist
discourse. In the Greek case therefore, the media provided not only a challenge, but
most importantly a significant opportunity for disseminating and publicising the
Archbishop nationalist narrative. Since his election to the post of Archbishop he has
appeared on television numerous times. The media was also utilised in a similar way
during the 2000 Identity Cards crisis: Christodoulos act of nationalist defiance
symbolised by his raising the flag of Greek independence, could have hardly had a
similar impact had it not been broadcast live on national television or printed in every
Greek newspaper published the following day. Indeed the Church hierarchy relied on
the media portrayal of the rallies: the organisers gave clear instructions in the previous
days. What matters most is what people will watch on the television screens 47
(Eleftherotypia, June 21 st, 2000).

47 Oi opyavcotEi; e^ow Scbcrei ocupsiq evioUc, 6teq TV; TtporryoiJUEVEi; r^P*;- EKEWO nov
etvai ai>T6 nov Qa 6si o K6cuo<;
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5. Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated the ways in which the inter-relation between modernisation
and changing external threat perceptions have impacted on official Church discourse in
the two case studies. In Greece, the narrative put forward by the Church is an almost
exclusively nationalist one. According to Dimou, 'Greeks are not particularly religious,
but the Church is like the Greek flag, a symbol of their identity' (Eleftherotypia, April
25 2006). There is very little focus on morality, and thus no reliance on the
population's adherence to strictly religious rules. The Church legitimises its actions on
the basis of the bond between Greece and Orthodoxy, one which they maintain is
grounded in the deep past. The Archbishops role is paramount in disseminating this sort
of narrative as he, in a way, is seen to epitomise the concept of a religious/national
leader. According to Bishop Amvrosios of Kalavryta, 'Christrodoulos incarnates the
vision of an integral religious leader and at the same time of an Ethnarch! He comes to
the throne at difficult times; he comes as a gift from God, not only for the Church but
for Greece' (Vassilakis, 2006: 29). This is why the scandals which plagued the Church,
although more recent than the Irish, have had less severe implications for the Greek
Church. The latter suffered less primarily because of its ability to mobilise the people
around Orthodoxy as carrier of Greek national identity.
In Ireland, on the hand, declining external threat perceptions and the need for a
conciliatory tone because of the Northern Ireland question have rendered the Church
unable to mobilise along nationalist lines. As a result, Church discourse in the past
decade has been one characterised by conciliation. On the other hand, precisely because
the Catholic Church's grip on the population has been grounded on moral issues, as it
prescribed a rigid moral framework and demanded the people to adhere to it, the
Church's power lay primarily in its capacity to maintain people's adherence to moral
values. For this reason the Church's legitimacy and popularity have suffered profoundly
from the scandals.
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Conclusion
1. Introduction
The impetus for researching this project originated from observing the events which took
place during the Athens rally in the summer of 2000: facing the demonstrators, with his
back turned to the Greek Parliament, the Archbishop of Athens and all of Greece
Christodoulos exclaimed 'let the laws sleep' and raised the Standard of the 1821 Greek
independence movement. His act of defiance was cheered by an audience of thousands. In a
secularising Europe, why were such events taking place? And most importantly, why were
the Archbishop's actions so popular with the Greek people? The image of Christodoulos,
surrounded by clerics, directly challenging the authority of the secular State by evoking
nationalist symbols seemed to place a large question mark on the idea that modern societies
tend to become increasingly secular. Clearly, religion was not diminishing in social and
political importance; instead, it appeared, it was making a come-back.
As these events dominated the headlines, commentators attributed the phenomenon which
was taking place in Greece to the wider context of a world-wide religious resurgence.
Despite however the re-affirmation of religious values in certain areas of the globe, and
limitedly in Greece, there were also counter-cases: in Ireland, another European country
displaying some points of similarity with Greece, a series of on-going scandals since the
mid-1990's implicating the Church, including cases of child abuse and the well known
'Magdalen Laundries' were significantly undermining the role of religion. Church
attendance was declining dramatically, while the Church began to lose one battle after
another in its attempt to maintain the status quo.
If the social and political significance of religion was on the rise in Greece, then why was it
being so fiercely and successfully contested in Ireland? Within this context, Greece and
Ireland seemed to illustrate very well the limitations inherent within the secularisation
versus the 'return of God' debate, as each case lies on the opposite end of this spectrum.
For this reason it appeared fascinating for one interested in the study of politics and religion
to examine in greater depth why Greece was witnessing a religious resurgence, while in
Ireland the legitimacy of the Church was being so significantly undermined.
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2. Findings
,
The central concepts this thesis has been concerned with are religion and national identity
s
and more specifically the circumstances under which the latter emerges and become
ip
consolidated around the former and the circumstances under which this inter-relationsh
there
may be strengthened or weakened. Its principal hypothesis is that in societies where
has been an established core link between religion and national identity, secularisation
is a
processes are likely if the dynamics of national identity formation change and if there
declining sense of an external threat.
1. Greece and Ireland explained in terms of the 'Nationalist Pattern'
As scholarly work on the subject points out, it makes sense for religion to have a strong
ably
political relevance in Greece and Ireland, as both their national identities are inextric
es
linked to religion (Bruce, 2002; Martin 1978, 2005). The 'nationalist pattern' describ
this
cases where religion remains salient because of its link to nationalism. Examining

r
premise through a historical analysis of the role of religion in Greece and Ireland (chapte
l
2) this thesis found that until recently nationalism indeed lay at the core of their politica
religion. These were two similar cases, where historical and geopolitical circumstances

vast
allowed for a powerful political Church whose role is legitimised and endorsed by the
r
majority of the population. In both cases religion constituted a national identity signifie
and provided a sense of cohesion for the nation. The religious element of national identity

were
derived from the era of imperial rule when the 'us' and 'them' lines of demarcation
formed around religion. A religious-based national identity was later consolidated during
of
the nation-building process and became perpetuated internally through the mechanisms

ing
the national State and their 'utilisation' of external threat perceptions aiming at prompt
the people to rally around religion in order to salvage their 'unique national traits' against
not
hostile powers. In this respect, the link between religion and national identity is crucial
its
only for the understanding of the role of religion in Greek and Irish politics, but also
legitimacy, popular endorsement and underlying basis for support.
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2. National Identities as Dynamic Processes
The logical question that followed from this is, if this premise is correct and the political
role of religion in Greece and Ireland is contingent on national identity, what then accounts
for their current divergence?
An inquiry into the historical and cultural make-up of the two cases in chapter 2 pointed to
the fact that the 'nationalist pattern' is neither monolithic, nor irreversible or static. Indeed,
its key principle is that national identity is inextricably linked to religion. It is therefore
based on perceptions of a people's national identity which itself is not static, but everevolving. Religion may cease to be- or to be portrayed as- the carrier of national identity or
may begin to function as an inclusive, civic signifier rather than exclusive ethnic one given
appropriate conditions. Ultimately national identity preservation requires flexibility and
self-renewal. As one of the main determinants of a national identity, religion may serve to
preserve a common sense of ethnicity; but in certain instances, the opposite may take place.
According to Smith,
Religion may become petrified and antiquarian, as did for example the Assyrian State religion;
in that case it contributes nothing to the chances of ethnic survival. Unless new movements and
currents stir the spirit within the religious framework, its very conservatism may deaden the
'ethnie' or it may become a shell for an attenuated identity. Failure of religious reform or
petrified conservatism may turn the modes of ethnic self-renewal elsewhere (Smith, 1991:3 5).

In such instances, religious reform becomes a mechanism of national or ethnic selfrenewal. At this point, the Church may lose its ability to mobilise the people around
national identity. Given this premise, namely that national identities are not static but
change through time, the thesis found that the divergence between the two case studies is
linked with the changing nature of national identity in Ireland (as this was the case
exhibiting a change) and the particularities of the Irish version of the Church-State-Nation
nexus which are absent or different in the Greek case. The elements in the historical
relationship between Church, State and Nation in the two case studies requiring further
examination therefore are not so much the commonalities, but most importantly the
differences.
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Variations within the 'Nationalist Pattern':

Chapter 2 and further analysis in chapter 3 illustrated that there are indeed significant
variations within the pattern as far as the Greek and Irish cases are concerned. As table 1
below indicates, the interaction between Church and State is different, entailing that
religious pluralism, anti-clericalism and the education system, although linked to the
Church, are also of different character.
Table 1: Variations within the Nationalist Pattern
Variations within the Nationalist Pattern
Ireland
Greece
Church-State Nexus

Religious Pluralism
Anti-Clericalism
School System

Intimate: nationalised/Church Intimate:
universal/Church not
subordinate to State
subordinate to State
Very low/ legalistic
Very low/ non-legalistic
Very low/accommodation
Strong religious influence with
focus on nationalism/highly
centralised

Very low/ coercion
religious
Strong
influence with focus on
instruction/
religious
decentralised

The main conclusion that may be drawn from table 1 is that the most significant distinction
between the two cases is in the fact that the Church is an institution subordinate to the State
in Greece but not in Ireland. Although the Church-State nexus is intimate in both cases, the
relationship is in fact the reverse: in Greece the Church is nationalised, and therefore
subordinate to the State, while in Ireland the Church is universal and therefore outside of
the control of the State. As a result, the Irish Catholic Church developed into a far more
legalistic, authoritarian and inflexible institution than the Greek Orthodox Church. Through
its 'moral monopoly' i.e. its highly developed bureaucratic control apparatus, the Irish
Catholic Church was able to maintain a high level of adherence to its rules and regulations,
and more specifically it developed a vast institutional network of Churches, schools,
hospitals and homes, through which it could maintain its moral power and dominate every
aspect of Irish social life (Inglis, 1998: 39). The impact of differentiation processes in
Ireland is important, not only because it brought about the separation between the social
and religious spheres, but ultimately because it undermined the link between Catholicism
and nationalism, something which has not taken place in Greece. The historical
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subordination of the Greek Orthodox Church renders it far more flexible in terms of rules
and regulations and therefore more adaptable to modernising policies, such as divorce and
abortion.
The Irish pattern therefore is characterised by institutions, such as the Church and the legal
and education systems, which place extensive emphasis on Catholic rules and regulations
and whose principal policies aim at ensuring the laity's adherence to these rules.
Nationalism functioned as the Church's initial source of legitimacy, however, the
expansion of Church power and its relationship with other institutions of the State is not
premised on nationalist legitimation but rather on forging a particularly legalistic form of
Catholicism on the Irish population. On the other hand, the Greek pattern is characterised
by institutions which place emphasis on the link between Orthodoxy and national identity
rather than adherence to specific rules and regulations. Nationalist legitimation was, and
continues to be, the prime source of Church power. In addition, an crucially, the thesis
found that this internal development, i.e. the relationship between the Church and the
institutions of the State, has been strengthened by external developments- i.e. the extent to
which the geopolitical environment may be perceived as posing a serious set of threats. As
national identity performs a cohesive function, high external threat perceptions foster the
need to rally around the principal carriers of national identity- in this case religion- while
low external threat perceptions downplay this need. In other words, in Ireland, the
Church's inflexibility has rendered it more susceptible to rapid decline since its main
source of legitimacy- defending Irish national identity against a hostile external power- is
no longer necessary. In Greece on the other hand, high external threat perceptions have
served to sustain the Church as a powerful institution as its main source of legitimacy, i.e.
defending Greek national identity remains intact. Not only has the Church's legitimacy not
been undermined domestically, as the Church rarely clashes with the modernisation
impetus, but it has also been strengthened by the external geopolitical environment. The
latter instability and perceived hostility from Greece's 'near abroad' have enabled domestic
actors to utilise high external threat perceptions in order to promote a heavily defensive
understanding of national identity which needs religion (and by extension the Greek
Orthodox Church) to ensure its survival.
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3 - Ireland is shifting away from the Nationalist pattern while Greece is not:
Confrontation Versus Co-Qptatinn
These developments confirm that the divergence between the Irish and Greek cases is
contingent on the interaction of two factors, one internal and one external: (a) the degree to
which the Church clashes with the modernisation process- the internal factor- and (b) the
level of external threat perceptions- the external factor. As a result of the interaction of
these internal and external processes, Irish national identity is becoming re-interpreted
while its Catholic element is being undermined. On the other hand, Greek national identity
remains religious-based and thus ethnically defined.

An examination into the evolution of Irish national identity (chapters 3 and 4), particularly
since the early 1990's pointed to major transformations resulting in a shift away from the
'nationalist pattern'. Irish national identity has had to respond to a rapidly changing
external and internal environment, and as a result of adapting to new circumstances it has
distanced itself from Catholicism. Irish Catholicism has developed in very strict legalistic
terms and the Church in Ireland has a history of overpowering the State. The rigid and
inflexible Catholic Church in Ireland is incapable of reflecting modern developments in its
policies. It cannot easily adapt to an increasingly modernising Irish society. Set in direct
confrontation with certain modernising elements of society, such as the liberals, its ability
to mobilise the people around religion is being increasingly weakened. Irish nationalism is
changing its focus to reflect this. Ireland is seeking ethnic self-renewal elsewhere; this
'elsewhere' is centred in Europe and economic prosperity. In this sense Irish nationalism
and Irish national identity are evolving to meet the challenges of modernity and are thus
becoming more inclusive, linked to Europeanization and economic progress. In other
words, this thesis arrived at the conclusion that by presenting itself as an institution
asserting pre-modern values, the Irish Catholic Church has confronted the modern nation;
this has effectively undermined its role in shaping national identity.

Greek national identity on the other remains largely religious-based. Where the Church is
flexible and adaptable to the secular authority it is better able to secure its position and
mobilise the people under the umbrella of a common religious national identity. Greek
national identity is portrayed and perceived as vulnerable, under threat and in need of
defence. The Greek Orthodox Church draws its power from utilising popular perceptions of
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a Greek national identity under threat. This enables it to mobilise the people on national
matters; as long as the Church in Greece shows flexibility and ability to change and adapt,
its power remains, because above all it functions as a rallying point for Greek nationalism.
This explains the Church's resilience and ongoing status as defender of Greek national
identity. In other words, the Greek Orthodox Church has co-opted the modern secular
nation rather than confronting it by continuing to present itself as an institution asserting
pre-modern values and forms of order. As a result, the Orthodox element of Greek national
identity is being enhanced.

See for example Image. 1: The Metropolis, Athens.
This image appears on the front
page of the Greek Orthodox
Church's website. It captures
perfectly the essence of the
Church's

self-image,

and by

extension the way it attempts to
project this image as an integral
part of the longue duree of
Hellenism.

The

message

it

attempts to transmit is that the Church is inseparable from the Greek nation and this bond
has enjoyed a perfect continuity through time. This discourse therefore merges- in perfect
continuity and synchrony- the classical and Byzantine narratives of the Greek nation into a
single narrative.
The thesis therefore has identified two different patterns of development with regard to the
Greek and Irish cases, as illustrated in Figure 1 below:
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Figure 1; Potential for Secularisation. Greece and

Greece
Low degree of Church obstruction
of the modernisation process

High External Threat Perceptions

I

I
Few Clashes with Society- Legitimacy
Maintained

Nationalist Mobilisation Possible

Secularisation Inhibited

Ireland
Low External Threat Perceptions

High degree of Church obstruction
of the modernisation process

I

I

Nationalist Mobilisation Not Possible

Significant Clashes with SocietyLegitimacy Maintained

Secularisation Possible

4. Official Discourse
Chapter 5 examined the interaction of these internal (modernisation) and external (threat
perceptions) processes on official discourse- particularly education. The results are striking,
as they seem to challenge the view that both Greece and Ireland remain two religious
nationalist countries of a very similar type. Especially since the 1990's, the way religion is
portrayed through official discourse is vastly different in the two cases.
Indeed, the nationalist element of Catholicism is profoundly downplayed in Irish education.
By and large, the promotion of religion takes the form of a 'moral monopoly', focusing on
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the adherence to strict Catholic rules and regulations. Education relies on a vast apparatus
of religious personnel teaching Catholic values to the Irish people. This teaching of
Catholic values is confined to the religious education curriculum, and not other subjects,
such as history. The system is particularly decentralised, as there is no single textbook
commissioned by the State compulsory for all schools across the country. In addition,
proposed history textbooks are hardly nationalistic, while the role of Catholicism in shaping
Irish national identity is not at all stressed. As a result, the curriculum fails to promote a
Catholic-based Irish national identity, while at the same time the Church's control of the
education system has suffered profoundly given the decline in the numbers of vocations
and religious personnel. In addition, declining external threat perceptions have reduced the
need to rally around an exclusive, ethnic national identity. Instead, the need for conciliation
emphasised by developments such as the Good Friday agreement have put forward a
portrayal of religion as an inclusive force and hence there is a shift towards the presentation
of a civic version of Irish national identity, rather than a religious, ethnic and exclusive one.
In Greece, on the other hand, the education system focuses extensively on the promotion of
Greek Orthodox identity. The teaching of religion relies not on the religious education
curriculum or a vast apparatus of religious personnel, but on a highly centralised history
curriculum which portrays Greek history, the Greek nation and Orthodoxy as inseparable.
Therefore, a decline in the numbers of vocations and religious personnel have hardly
affected the Church's control of the education system, while high external threat
perceptions deriving form Greece's geopolitical environment strengthen the need to portray
Greek national identity as vulnerable, and present Orthodoxy as pivotal for the survival and
continuation of the nation. Hence, a religious, ethnic and exclusive form of national identity
is re-produced by the Greek education system.

5. Church Discourse
An analysis of Church discourse in the two case studies in chapter 6 derived a similar
conclusion: Church narratives reflect official narratives, i.e. those put forward by State
institutions, such as the school system. The discourses of the Greek and Irish Churches
respectively are vastly different. On the one hand, the Greek Orthodox Church bases its
discourse and self-defence almost exclusively on the link between Orthodoxy and the
nation. The emphasis is historical, premised on the link between Greek national identity
and religion throughout the centuries. By utilising Greece's high external threat
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perceptions, the Church puts forward a nationalistic narrative according to which the Greek
nation is under a perpetual threat of extinction, and the Orthodox Church, as one of the
principal carriers of Hellenism, is pivotal in keeping the nation alive. Should the power of
the Orthodox Church decline, the Greek nation will perish. This highly nationalistic
narrative helps maintain the status quo of the reproduction of an ethnic, exclusive and
religious Greek national identity. The Irish Catholic Church on the other hand places its
focus extensively on a strict adherence to Catholic rules and regulations, but little on a
nationalist narrative that stresses the link between Catholicism and Irish national identity.
At times of crisis, the Church attempts to defend itself on religious and doctrinal grounds,
not nationalist. Declining external threat perceptions have served to reduce the ability of the
Church to portray itself as the principal carrier of a threatened and vulnerable Irish national
identity. If anything, improving relations with Britain and the need to maintain the Northern
Ireland peace process have enhanced the need to put forward a conciliatory repertoire
which stresses values such as inclusivity and multi-culturalism.
3. A Note on the Potential for Reversal of the Patterns

The thesis presented here does not claim that the patterns identified are necessarily
irreversible or static. The model proposed is neither deterministic, linear nor universal. The
very fact that the relationship between religion and politics in Greece and Ireland is
dependent to a great extent on national identity and the fact that the re-interpretation of
national identity is itself a dynamic process implies that the patterns identified are
susceptible to change. Such change is contingent on a shift in either of the two variablesthat is, the degree to which the Church obstructs the modernisation process and external
threat perceptions- which the thesis has identified as crucial in national identity
reproduction for cases where religion and nationalism are inextricably linked. In other
words, this thesis argues that the conditions under which a case enters and remains in the
'nationalist pattern' may shift, and as a result secularisation processes may become more
likely. It should be noted however that the thesis also argues that once the relationship
between national identity and religion is weakened it is highly unlikely it will be restored.
In agreement with Bruce,
It is important to note that all major cultural defence cases involve religion (or the Church)
continuing to play a role as the embodiment of collective identity. None of them is an example
of religion acquiring this role after it has been lost. Where Church has become separated from
State, or religion has become privatised (to put it more generally) because of the press of
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cultural diversity (rather than from a minority coup, as in Turkey, Russia or pre-1978 Iran) no
amount of social pressure can restore the close bond (Bruce, 2002: 33).

Therefore a reversal of the Greek pattern is considered likely, while a reversal of the Irish
pattern is considered unlikely.
Neither of the two variables identified above affecting the bond between religion and
national identity in Ireland are likely to change in a way so as to restore the relationship
between religion and national identity. As far as the degree to which the Church obstructs
the modernisation process is concerned, although the Church could become more willing to
shift to a more flexible discourse, and hence shift away from its intense focus on the
maintenance of strict Catholic rules and regulations, it has few choices. As illustrated in
chapter 3, the Irish Catholic Church finds itself in a similar situation to what Huntington
(1968) has termed 'The King's dilemma': Given the fact that it has long asserted itself and
premised its power on a high degree of conservatism in order to maintain its status, and
even to modernise, a centralisation of power is required. But, this centralisation 'makes
difficult or impossible the expansion of the power of the traditional polity and the
assimilation into it of the new groups produced by modernisation' (Huntington, 1968:177)
In other words, a liberalising policy would serve to alienate the Church from its remaining
sources of support while it would not restore support where it has already been lost, i.e.
among liberalising sectors of society. Maintaining its highly conservative discourse on the
other hand would only continue to alienate it from these increasingly popular liberal forces
and contribute to a further decline in its legitimacy. A third option would be pursuing a
more nationalistic discourse, but that is also limited for the Irish Catholic Church given the
lack of external threat perceptions. This option is becoming increasingly difficult as
external threat perceptions are likely to remain low given Irish and British membership of
the EU, Irish economic success and most importantly the removal of the most important
obstacle of Anglo-Irish relations, i.e. the Northern Irish question.
With respect to Greece however, a reversal of the pattern is more likely, especially in terms
of a shift in the level of external threat perceptions and the consequences this would entail
for the ways in which domestic actors can use these threats.
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A Potential Decline in External Threat Perceptions:
A gradual improvement in the relations with Greece's neighbours, including Turkey and
the Balkans, especially in the form of economic co-operation may result in a decline in
Greece's external threat perceptions. Indeed at least at the elite level, Greece's bilateral
relationship with Turkey and the Balkans is improving. Greece is pursuing a foreign direct
investment policy, mainly concentrated in infrastructure, utilities and public works, cement
and tobacco, food and beverages, mining and marble extraction, banking and commerce
and the energy sector. For example, in March 2002, Greece and Turkey signed a bilateral
agreement to connect their electricity grids via a transmission line linking Filipppi in
Greece with Hamidabad in Turkey; in October 2004, Bulgaria, Russia, Turkey and Greece
signed an energy cooperation programme to boost Russian gas transit across Bulgaria to
Turkey, Greece, Serbia and Macedonia; in July 2005 Turkey and Greece agreed to build a
186-mile pipeline transporting natural gas from the Caspian region and Central Asia, and
linking Karacabey in Turkey to Komotini; and in the summer of 2006 Greece bought a
Turkish bank. In addition, the removal of the Greek veto on Turkey's EU accession and the
possibility of a future Turkish EU membership also have the potential to improve relations
between the two countries and decrease the Greek sense of a Turkish threat both to its
identity and territorial integrity. Turkey's EU entry is contingent on solving a series of
territorial disputes between Turkey and Greece, something which could potentially
significantly improve relations between the two countries.
Educational Reforms:

The formulation of the content of the textbooks is to an extent dependent on Greece's
geopolitical environment. A decline in external threat perceptions in the form of improving
relations with Greece's neighbours may be reflected in Greek education in the same way as
improving relations with Britain and the solution of the Northern Irish question are being
reflected in Irish education and condition the Church to pursue a more inclusive
conciliatory discourse. As has been shown in chapter 5, official State discourse, and more
specifically the education system, is instrumental in the consolidation, maintenance and
reproduction of national identity. It is through the education system, and in particular the
content of history textbooks, that the State and/or the Church attempts to forge a sense of
vulnerable and imperilled national identity which requires high levels of mobilisation
around its principal signifiers (in this case religion) in order to survive. In this context,
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n
domestic actors can 'utilise' external threat perceptions by stressing the distinction betwee
l
'us' and 'them' and emphasising the pivotal role of the principal carriers of nationa
l
identity in the survival, both past and present, of the nation and its distinctive nationa

no
features. Chapter 5 illustrated that as opposed to Ireland where the education system
and
longer focuses on the role of Catholicism in the emergence, formation, consolidation
highly
survival of the Irish nation, in Greece history textbooks are characterised by a

al
nationalistic repertoire which relies greatly on portraying the Orthodox Church as essenti
as
to the survival of the Greek nation. Given that education has been identified in this thesis
place
a significant tool through which the utilisation of external threat perceptions can take

enon.
to favour the position of the Church, educational reforms could reverse this phenom
ng the
As has already been mentioned in chapters 3 and 5, a series of reforms regardi
far
content of a primary school history textbook, introduced in September 2006 have thus

such
been significantly contested and failed to alter the status quo. The fact however that
low'
reforms were made possible in the first place does indicate that a degree (even a very
, they
degree) of change is taking place. Despite the fact that these reforms did not succeed
ce of
did initiate a debate which is ongoing within media and academic circles. The existen
ful
this debate highlights the fact that secularisation forces exist in Greece. A more success
of the
drive for educational reforms has the potential of significantly undermining the role
for the
Church, as the education system is one of the principal institutions responsible
dissemination of a religious-based national identity in Greece.

not be
The likelihood of such developments, however, at least in the short run should
r of
overestimated. Turkey's EU membership remains a long-term project, while a numbe
status
disputes between the two countries, including among others the Cyprus question, the
of
of the Muslim minority in Thrace and the Aegean continental shelf remain serious issues
in
contention between the two countries and continue to generate a high sense of threat
as the
Greece. In addition, high external threat perceptions on which domestic actors such
s as
Church can base their mobilising attempts are not confined to Turkey and the Balkan
6, the
Greece's enemies and threatening 'national others'. As has been shown in chapter
sation,
Church has a broad set of threats to draw on which also include the forces of globali
entered
the US, international Zionism, and the large numbers of immigrants that have
Greece in the past decade.
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4- The Contribution nf the Thesis and Directions for Future Research
The Contribution of the Thesis to the Study of Greece and Ireland and Directions for
Future Research
The relevance of the thesis is both case-specific and broader. As a starting point, the thesis
has contributed to the specific study of the role of religion (and by extension, the Church)
in Greece and Ireland respectively. It has contributed to the understanding of the continuing
relevance and legitimacy of the Orthodox Church in Greece and the ways this is linked to
the mechanisms of national identity reproduction. It has also contributed to the
development of an explanatory framework of the Irish case by linking the decline of the
legitimacy and political relevance of the Irish Catholic Church to national identity re
production and re-interpretation. In doing so it has compared and contrasted a number of
themes which are associated with the relationship between religion and national identity in
the two case studies. Given the confines of space however, it has not been possible to
provide an in-depth analysis of all the concepts presented here. This concluding section
provides an excellent opportunity to point to directions for future research in the study of
the relationship between religion and national identity in Greece and Ireland.
One issue deserving greater attention with respect to the two specific cases is the role of
charisma in Church mobilisation. The thesis has shown the ways in which the charismatic
personality of Archbishop Christodoulos is able to play on high external threat perceptions
in order to successfully mobilise the people in favour of the Church. Chapter 6 hinted at the
question of whether charismatic authority is more significant for Orthodoxy whereas
Catholicism relies more on traditional moral leadership. The focus here however has been
on high external threat perceptions and how they enable domestic actors to utilise them in
their favour. Further research could broaden the debate by exploring in greater detail and
shedding new light on the more general relationship between the charismatic personality
and Church mobilisation or leadership styles more generally.
In addition the thesis has analysed the rapid transformation Ireland is undergoing on a
political, economic and social level which have served to weaken the legitimacy of the Irish
Catholic Church. The weakening of the bond between the Catholic Church and Irish society
however is being reflected far more greatly in popular opinion, for example in the rapid
decline of religious practice and a significant shift in the attitudes and choices of the Irish
people, but less on an institutional level, most importantly the constitution. In other words,
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although several amendments of De Valera's 1937 constitution since the 1970's (on issues
such as abortion, divorce and the removal of Article 44.2) are pivotal in illustrating the fact
that the power of the Irish Catholic Church is in decline- given precisely the importance of
the Church's control of Irish society on these issues- the sharp process of'changing values'
has not been equally reflected in the constitution. This opens new avenues for research; an
inquiry into why the c onstitutional reflection of the changing relationship between
organised religion and Irish society it taking place at a slower pace than social attitudes,
could pave the way for drawing conclusions, both specifically about the Irish case and more
generally, regarding the relationship between social attitudes and political institutions.
Finally, the thesis has highlighted the fact the Irish national identity is taking a new
direction. The focus, however, has been on organised religion as an ethnic element of Irish
national identity and on the causes behind the recent shift of Irish national identity from a
predominately ethnic to an increasingly civic interpretation and the consequences of this
development for religion and by extension for the role of the Catholic Church in Irish
society. It would be interesting to research further into the new direction of Irish national
identity in its civic form: its new components and signifiers, and the dynamics of national
identity reproduction. In this context, it would also be of great significance to examine the
phenomenon of the privatisation of religion and the rise of new sects and underground
Churches and analyse the role such interpretations of religion could play in the new
direction of Irish national identity.

The Broader Contribution of the Thesis and Directions for Future Research
The relevance of the thesis is, most importantly, broader. Whilst it has not meant to provide
an all-inclusive, universal explanatory framework, it has shown that Greece and Ireland
constitute cases from which we might hypothesise more generally about the relationship
between religion and politics. For one thing, Ireland is a very interesting case precisely
because confirms the secularisation paradigm to a great extent. It is exhibiting a rapid
decline in religious practice mainly among young, educated male city-dwellers, a sharp
drop in the numbers of vocations and a significant drive for separating the social, religious
and political spheres. Given the recent waves of religious resurgence in certain areas of the
globe, it is currently widely accepted among academic circles that the secularisation
paradigm is erroneous, and that modernity is instead resulting in a world-wide reaffirmation
of religious values. Despite the admittedly large number of examples of this phenomenon
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however, which tend to attract most media attention and make the headlines, Ireland serves
as a reminder that counter cases do exist and are significant. Most importantly it is an
interesting case because it constitutes an example of an increasingly successful drive for
secularisation where the latter was considered least likely; a case where the inextricable
link between religion and national identity was expected to safeguard the political
relevance and popular endorsement of the Church preventing secularisation forces from
succeeding. Hence a comparison with Greece, also a case where secularisation is expected
least likely given the bond between nation and religion, is instructive as it highlights the
extent to which the secularisation versus the 'return of God' debate is critical in the
contemporary world. As part of contributing to this debate, this thesis has suggested an
additional dimension to the secularisation paradigm which identifies the conditions under
which secularising processes may or may not become likely in cases where secularisation
has initially been inhibited given a strong identification of the nation with religion. By
doing so, it has provided a starting point which opens up possibilities for future research on
the more general topic of the contemporary role of religion in modernising societies.
Wider Applicability of the Model:
The cases of Ireland and Greece were chosen and analysed in detail precisely because they
constitute pertinent examples of the adverse effect of modernisation in societies where
initially religion has functioned as one of the principal sources of national selfidentification. Although the proposed model is by no means universal, a further comparison
with other cases could be instrumental in illustrating its wider applicability. A number of
other cases may apply to the model. It is particularly instructive to consider other cases
identified as belonging to the 'nationalist pattern', including Israel, Cyprus, Northern
Ireland and Poland (Martin 1978, 2005; Bruce 2002).
Cyprus for example is particularly interesting. It constitutes a case where secularisation has
been inhibited given the close link between religion and national identity. In other words, it
is an instance of the 'cultural defence' or 'nationalist pattern'. Important distinctions with
the Irish and Greek cases- namely the division and occupation of the Northnotwithstanding, it exhibits important similarities including the formation of a religiousbased national identity during the era of imperial rule when religion was the demarcating
line between 'us' and the imperial 'other', and its consolidation during the nation-building
process. High external threat perceptions deriving mainly from the former imperial core,
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Turkey, have served to strengthen the role of the Church as the principal carrier of national
identity and as a result the Church has been able to maintain its status quo position and
legitimacy. The threat posed by Turkey and its occupation of the North of the island enable
the Church to mobilise the people around Orthodox Cypriot identity and against the
Turkish 'national other'. This is well illustrated by the 2004 referendum, an attempt to unite
the island of Cyprus which was rejected by 74% of the Greek- Cypriot population,
effectively on the basis of an exclusive and ethnically/ religiously defined Greek-Cypriot
national identity. Cyprus therefore may be explained similarly to Greece as a case where
secularisation is failing to take place given the perpetuation of a religiously-ethnically
based national identity, as illustrated in table 2. Further research into Cypriot example and
other cultural defence cases would illustrate the strengths and limitations of the model
proposed here. An examination into the relationship between religion and the dynamics of
national identity change in other cases belonging to the nationalist pattern and more
specifically the extent to which the conditions under which the legitimacy of the Church is
strengthened or weakened are related to the interaction between the degree to which the
Church obstructs the modernisation process and external threat perceptions will address the
issue of the wider applicability of the model thus furthering the debate to a greater extent.
Table 2: Wider applicability of the Model
External Threat

No

Yes

Greece
Israel
Cyprus

No
Church
Obstructs

Modernisation

Northern Ireland

Ireland
Yes

Poland
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5. Conclusion
On this significant Saturday, with the Cross ofSt George flying alongside the Ulster flag
and Irish Tricolour, England came to Croke Park to play a non-Gaelic game. There was
tension in the air. And now, here we were, minutes awayfrom a rendition of God Save the
Queen ...The Hogan stand, named in memory of the young Tipperary footballer killed in
that massacre... Hill 16, built on the rubble taken from O'Connell Street after the Easter
Rising... Oh, passions were high alright. But only about the game. But, why? The IrelandEngland rugby match at Croke Park will go down in history as the day that we
demonstrated a confidence amongst ourselves as a nation, a generous sense oflrishness, a
beliefin our sovereignty as an independent State, a pride in our achievements in the Celtic
Tiger years and, above all, a national affirmation that we are in command ofour destiny.
British occupation is a thing of the distant past' (Irish Times Editorial page, Monday,
February 26th 2007).
Croke Park Stadium is a cornerstone symbol of the anti-British element of Irish national
identity. Named in honour of Archbishop Thomas Croke, it epitomises the struggle against
Britain during the Irish national self-determination movement, and Ireland's fight for
liberty. Partly built from the rubble of the 1916 Easter Rising, the stadium witnessed the
shooting of fourteen Irish people- thirteen spectators and the Tipperary Captain Michael
Hogan in whose honour the Hogan stand is named- by British forces during a match in
1920. Given its status as a symbol of the struggle for independence, foreign games such as
rugby were banned until recently. The events that took place at Croke Park Stadium on
February 24th 2007 illustrate perfectly Ireland's shift towards a more tolerant, inclusive,
non-defensive and non-vulnerable national identity; they constitute an example of a shift
towards an increasingly civic manifestation oflrishness.
This thesis has arrived at the conclusion that the shift in Irish national identity is a core
explanation for the declining role of the Irish Catholic Church. It has identified a key
difference between the Irish and Greek cases precisely in the connecting thread between
secularisation and national identity. In short, within an increasingly more civic
understanding oflrishness the role of religion is changing dramatically and by extension
the power and legitimacy of the Catholic Church in Irish society is declining. In contrast,
Greek national identity continues to be defined along ethnic/ religious lines, a fact which
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has entailed the perpetuation of the 'nationalist pattern' and maintained the bond between
nation and religion.
More generally therefore, in cases where religion has been salient given its strong
identification with the nation, the circumstances under which religion may remain or cease
to be politically active and legitimate are contingent on the dynamics of national identity
change and the factors that influence such change. The brake that nationalism puts on
secularisation may be gradually removed where there is a high degree of Church
obstruction of the modernisation process on the one hand, and a declining sense of external
threat on the other. It is unlikely it will cease to function however in cases where there is a
low degree of Church obstruction of the modernisation process combined with a high sense
of external threat. The question of whether the model generated from this thesis through the
contrast between the cases of Greece and Ireland has a wider applicability is one that needs
to be addressed. But precisely by pointing to new angles and opening up directions for
future research, the thesis has contributed to the debate on the contemporary relationship
between national identity, religion and politics.
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